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ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION 
         
 
COMMUNITY STRATEGIES IN THE AZTEC IMPERIAL FRONTIER: 
PERSPECTIVES FROM TOTOGAL, VERACRUZ, MEXICO 
 
 
Using archaeological and ethnohistorical data, this dissertation examines the 
character of the relationship between the Late Postclassic (ca. AD 1250-1520) frontier 
center of Totogal, located in the western Tuxtla Mountains (Toztlan) of southern 
Veracruz, Mexico, and the expanding Aztec Empire. Traditional models of imperialism 
examine frontiers from a core perspective that limits the autonomy and agency of groups 
in the path of expansion. Recent ethnographic, ethnohistoric, and archaeological studies 
of other boundaries, however, suggest that considerable room for negotiation exists 
within the space of interactions, whether asymmetrical amounts of power characterize the 
home bases of those groups.  
I argue that elites at Totogal, using imperial symbols and markers of their own 
high status, sponsored feasts and rituals for the non-elite public, during which they 
brokered the potentially conflicting interests of the Aztecs and the tribute paying 
population of the Tuxtlas. The invitation of the public to feasts and rituals that combined 
imperial and local elite symbols (and possibly green obsidian), naturalized the 
relationship between local elites and imperial representatives with non-elite occupants of 
Totogal and nearby settlements by establishing a reciprocal system of gifting 
whereby food and drink, served in the context of elaborate religious and commensal 
rituals, provided a benefit to the Tuxteco public which, along with other exotic highland 
goods, was viewed as an acceptable exchange for the local tribute items that the empire 
desired.  
This study is an important application of current anthropological perspectives on 
boundaries, borders, and frontiers to the Aztec Empire. It is also a critical examination of 
the types of strategies individuals and groups living in boundary regions can enact in 
situations of contact and change. While studies of modern groups in boundary regions 
have addressed identity construction and manipulation, and other dynamic social, 
political, and cultural processes that take place, they do not typically or systematically 
examine how the negotiations that are enacted in boundary zones are materialized—how 
changing identities are represented symbolically through the use of particular products or 
consumption patterns. It is in this area that archaeological perspectives on boundary zone 
interactions can make important contributions to the modern world. 
KEYWORDS: Mexican Gulf Lowlands, Ceramic Analysis, Postclassic Totogal, Aztec 
Imperialism, Frontier Strategies 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND TO THE PROJECT 
 
The nasty little secret of history is that states and empires 
are very fragile, volatile, and transitory—far more so 
than their buildings and monuments. They are a fluid 
process rather than a durable thing, and they depend 
upon constant hard work in the micro-political struggles 
of negotiation and legitimation to survive and operate. 
    M. Dietler (2003:271) 
 
 
The volatility and fluidity of which Dietler writes is particularly evident in the 
case of empires that are in the process of expanding territorially. This fragile, tentative 
and fluid character is even more pronounced and subject to manipulation near the 
territorial limits of the polity, especially within boundary regions that are a great distance 
from the imperial capital. Within these distant regions, local political actors can exploit 
the negotiation necessary for imperial success abroad while maintaining positions of 
leadership at home. Where imperial strategies aim to establish alliances with outlying 
regions (e.g., Smith and Berdan 1996), the individuals directly involved in manipulation 
and negotiation in that boundary area are typically elites or leaders. 
In this dissertation, I explore the strategies employed by elites at Totogal. In 
Aztec society, eliteness has been defined as a multidimensional framework that involves 
at least three social dimensions: political power, estate, and material wealth (Garraty 
2000; Hicks 1986, 1999). Totogal is a site that was located at the eastern boundary of the 
expanding Aztec Empire; it was within the Veracruz Affluent Production Zone (Smith 
and Berdan 2003), and along trade routes between international trade centers (Tochtepec 
and Xicalango) (Carrasco 1999; see also Berdan 2003; Berdan and Gasco 2003). I argue 
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that Totogal is the archaeological site that represents the prehispanic head town of 
Toztlan, a tributary region of the Tochtepec province (Berdan and Anawalt 1992). After 
Spanish arrival, the population of Totogal was relocated to newly established Santiago 
Tuxtla, which became the colonial center of the sixteenth century Tuxtla province 
(Gerhard 1993; Medel y Alvarado 1993; Rivas Castellanos 1999). Gerhard (1993) and 
Lockhart (1992) indicate that the Spanish often superimposed their own systems of 
hierarchy and settlement organization in New Spain whereby Aztec imperial centers and 
the sometimes alternating head towns of city states were assumed to be cabeceras, even if 
that hierarchy did not exist prior to Aztec incorporation. This presumed Late Postclassic 
structure was reinforced when the Spanish established their colonial administration.  
Because Santiago Tuxtla became the colonial center of the Tuxtlas, and because 
local oral and written traditions understand Totogal (and not nearby El Picayo-Totocapan 
or San Andres Tuxtla) to be its prehispanic and Contact period predecessor (Medel y 
Alvarado 1993; Rivas Castellanos 1999), we can infer that Totogal represented the local 
point of contact for the Aztec Empire in the Tuxtla Mountains. The Aztecs typically 
interacted with centers of regional leadership during expansion and incorporation 
attempts (Smith and Montiel 2001). Even in instances where regional leadership may 
have been more heterarchical (or where several small competing settlements ruled over 
their autonomous hinterlands), the empire often manipulated power relations at the local 
level, bolstering one center over another (Hicks 1994).  
Stoner’s (2007) survey of the Tepango Valley allows us to know that Totogal was 
one of few settlements in the region that was consistently settled from at least the Middle 
Classic on, and that when the remainder of the valley suffered a major decline in 
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population at the end of the Classic period, Totogal was the only site that grew in size. 
Part of Totogal’s resilience might owe to its changed function over time. 
The data collected during this dissertation suggest that the earliest use of Totogal 
might have been as a special ritual or ceremonial site on the Tuxteco landscape. 
Comparisons made between excavated Late Middle Classic (Santiago B phase) and early 
Late Classic (Chaneque phase) contexts at Totogal and El Picayo-Totocapan indicate that 
the ceramic assemblage of the former was characterized exclusively by ritual cylindrical 
jars and serving vessels, while the latter contained serving, ritual, and domestic vessels 
(Chapter 10). Over time, however, Totogal became a multi-function site with ceremonial, 
domestic, and leadership functions, while El Picayo-Totocapan declined precipitously 
(Stoner 2007: Figures 21 and 22). The increase in Totogal’s site area during the Early 
Postclassic (Vigia phase) not only indicates that Totogal became larger at a time when the 
remainder of the valley was losing population, it also suggests that some of the Tepango 
Valley settlement may have relocated to Totogal; perhaps this included some of the 
leadership from El Picayo-Totocapan or a combination of Tuxteco residents and 
newcomers associated with the Soncautla complex at nearby Tres Zapotes (Coe 1965; 
Drucker 1943). While the artifact assemblages of the Chaneque and Vigia phases have 
many elements in common at Totogal, there were considerable changes in ceramic 
decorative traditions (Chapter 9 and 10) and obsidian exchange networks (Chapter 11) 
that together signal the Classic to Postclassic transition.  
The settlement at Totogal grew even more during the Late Postclassic period 
(Totogal phase [ca. AD 1250-1521]). Elsewhere in the Tepango Valley, only one 
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Postclassic1 site rivaled Totogal in size (Site 82 on the west bank of the Xoteapan River 
[roughly 7 km from Totogal]) (Stoner 2007:Figure 22). Like El Picayo-Totocapan, Site 
82 was much larger than Totogal during the Classic period, but unlike El Picayo-
Totocapan, its size contracted only slightly during the Postclassic. It is difficult to assess 
Postclassic changes at Site 82 more precisely because its Postclassic assemblage is not 
yet subdivided into early and late periods; but, the very light density of Early Postclassic 
materials at Totogal, the continuous occupation of it and Site 82, the consistently large 
size of Site 82, along with the presence of Late Postclassic diagnostics at both sites, 
suggests that it was not until the Late Postclassic when Totogal really grew to rival the 
other site in size. This period of major expansion at Totogal was contemporaneous with 
the adoption of Aztec imperial style symbols. While it is too early to rigorously compare 
Totogal and Site 82, Hicks’ (1994) remarks regarding the Aztecs’ manipulation of local 
power relations throughout provincial areas are intriquing to consider as a possible factor 
that led to Late Postclassic increases at Totogal, but not at Site 82. When the Aztecs 
expanded into the region, the community of Totogal may have benefitted from 
interactions with the empire, especially when matters of the regional power dynamic 
were concerned (see also Skoglund et al. 2006 for the Mixtequilla and Cotaxtla).  
Because Totogal had become a regional center during the Late Postclassic and 
because it is attributed status as “Tuxtla Viejo” (Santiago Tuxtla’s predecessor) by 
modern Tuxtecos, the settlement represents the best Tuxteco archaeological site for 
studying the negotiations enacted by imperial and local representatives. By acquiring an 
understanding of the strategies boundary communities employed during imperial 
                                            
1 Stoner’s dissertation study of the Tepango Valley is in its preliminary stages and at the present time, he 
does no distinguish between Early and Late Postclassic periods. 
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expansion, we can not only better characterize life within that particular area, but we can 
better reconstruct the varying processes of Aztec imperialism as they were realized, not 
as they were projected or reported by imperial agents as “official” history.  
 
The Eastern Aztec Imperial Boundary 
Aztec scholars have spilled much ink debating the extent of the empire’s 
expansion toward the Isthmus of Tehuantepec, particularly in the southern Gulf 
Lowlands. With each reassessment of the tribute tallies of the three imperial allies 
(Tenochtitlan, Tlacopan, and Texcoco), the eastern boundary has expanded and 
contracted across the Tuxtlas (Barlow 1949; Berdan 1996; Berdan and Anawalt 1992; 
Carrasco 1999; Esquivias 2003; Gerhard 1993). In the more generous boundary 
ascriptions, the entire Tuxtlas region appeared incorporated (e.g., Barlow 1949). Berdan 
(1996), on the other hand, retracted the eastern boundary of Tochtepec westward, along 
the course of the Papaloapan River. Berdan’s realignment of Tochtepec’s eastern 
boundary caused the Tuxtla Mountains to appear entirely autonomous of imperial 
control2 (Berdan 1996). Esquivias’s (2002) and Carrasco’s (1999) interpretations of 
ethnohistoric evidence present an intermediate position between Barlow (1949) and 
Berdan (1996) in which the Tuxtla Mountains are included within the imperial realm and 
areas to the south and east are independent of the empire (Carrasco 1999; Esquivias 
2003). Gerhard (1993) did not address the boundaries of the Tochtepec province directly, 
                                            
2 In Berdan’s reading of the Codex Mendoza, in particular the Tochtepec tribute folio, she tentatively 
placed Toztlan between the towns of Tochtepec and Cozamaloapan along the Papaloapan River (Berdan 
1996; see also Berdan and Anawalt 1997:112). Other ethnohistoric documents and late sixteenth century 
Relaciones equate Toztlan with Tuxtla and suggest its correct placement in the western Tuxtla Mountains 
(Gerhard 1993; Medel y Alvarado 1993; Paso y Troncoso 1905; see also Esquivias 2002; Killion and Urcid 
2001; Urcid and Esquivias 2000). 
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but using colonial boundaries, he shows the border between Tuxtla (the sixteenth century 
province) and Coatzacoalcos (which had been independent from the Aztec empire) as 
lying at Lake Catemaco; this suggests that Lake Catemaco formed the eastern boundary 
of Tochtepec3.  
While discussions of the limits of imperial territory can be useful to 
considerations of logistics, too often the dialogue ends with the circumscription of a 
region (e.g., Barlow 1949) and sidelines the diachronic processes that were relevant to the 
formation of that imperial situation. In this study, I am less concerned with the precise 
location of the boundary, especially since recent examinations of imperialism in the outer 
provinces have shown that conquests were largely discontinuous, mosaic-like, and nodal 
(Berdan 2003; Esquivias 2002; Garraty and Stark 2002; Ohnersorgen 2001, 2005). The 
date and degree of incorporation varied between provinces and could have changed over 
time in response to changing imperial interests and local historical trajectories, as well as 
the needs of particular regions and the perceptions of imperial invaders (Ohnersorgen 
2005; Skoglund et al. 2006; Umberger 1996). As the empire attempted to make inroads 
into outlying regions, it likely established elite alliances, furthered economic and political 
interests in the region, incorporated and reincorporated rebellious areas, and manipulated 
the local power dynamic (Hicks 1994). In some instances, the Aztecs were unable to 
penetrate areas politically, such as Tlaxcala. These different outcomes are aspects shared 
by many empires, and we know from other examples in Postclassic Mesoamerica that the 
                                            
3 Gerhard places the southern and western provincial limits at the Rio San Juan, and the eastern limits at 
Lake Catemaco (1993). Within the Tuxtlas, Lake Catemaco and the ridges to its east also appear to 
represent a boundary between Nahuat speakers and the Sierra Popoluca: Foster suggests that the Nahuat, 
when they migrated into the region, pushed many Sierra Popoluca eastward and out of the more fertile 
regions of the western Tuxtlas (Foster 1943; see also Umberger [1996] for a discussion of the Postclassic 
period migration of Nahuat speakers into Toztlan).  
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Aztec Empire’s interests, force, and investment varied from region to region. In addition, 
there was often a nodal pattern of interaction within local hierarchies, meaning that the 
empire did not necessarily incorporate or interact with whole territories directly; they 
targeted locations with an existing power base and attempted to co-opt local authority, 
sometimes bolstering one faction over another in situations of shared power (Berdan 
2003; Hicks 1994; Smith and Montiel 2001).  
Archaeological and ethnohistoric studies of elite alliances and other incorporation 
strategies allow us to have a good sense of the variability in the imperial goals that we 
might expect in an area. We can also infer what some of the archaeological 
manifestations of those imperial interferences might have been within regions that the 
empire attempted to control. What we lack is a balanced view of imperial and local 
strategies that occurred in the eastern frontier. Recently, Skoglund et al. (2006) suggested 
four strategies that could have been employed by individuals in the Mixtequilla during 
imperial expansion: 1) bolstering of authority by association with powerful foreigners, 2) 
imitation of imperial style materials without direct contacts, 3) resistance to imperialism 
and styles, and 4) exodus. In contrast with Totogal, the Mixtequilla study was situated in 
an area that probably did not have direct interactions with imperial agents and was closer 
to the Basin of Mexico. Moreover, the expression of imperialism and response to it in the 
Mixtequilla may have been influenced by Cotaxtla-Aztec interactions that were often 
combative.  
We must make strides in our exploration and elucidation of local strategies that 
different members of communities used during episodes of imperial expansion and 
interaction. Most of what we assume about local strategies is based on Aztec accounts of 
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rebellions and imperial strategies. For example, in the case of the imperial elite alliance 
strategy (Smith and Berdan 1996), we assume, based on core aims, that some elites in 
outlying regions entered into these agreements. Alliances were based on gift exchange, 
marriage, or possibly the promise of imperial support in local power struggles. Alliances 
initiated by the empire, and therefore potentially assymetrical (Stark 1990), were aimed 
mainly at securing tribute for the core, and many local elites probably entered into 
alliances willingly (willingness does not necessarily entail enthusiasm or sincerity). As a 
result, local elites became proxy imperial agents that enabled control of distant regions 
that otherwise would have been beyond the grasp of the empire. Sometimes the empire 
installed its own agents to secure the regular collection of tribute. These imperial 
representatives usually paralleled local authority and did not replace it (Berdan 1996).  
For the better-documented central highlands, descriptions of local governments 
supply complementary evidence to which archaeologists can compare recovered remains 
(e.g., Smith 1992). In the central highlands, the documented exploits of local elites can 
make us privy to their actions, even if accounts are biased. Even with the existence of 
documentary evidence, details are spotty, and we lack full understanding of the processes 
of negotiation that existed (Hicks 1994). We rarely know how elites justified imperial 
alliances to their retainers and the populace at large, what kinds of compromises local 
elites made, and how the alliance of local and imperial elites benefited or harmed others 
living in the host region (Stein 2005), if impacts were felt at all.  
Lack of clarity in understandings of local elite strategies is especially problematic 
in regions like the Gulf lowlands where documentary evidence is scarce, but the recent 
study by Skoglund et al. (2006) indicates that the situation is improving. Even in areas 
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such as the Gulf lowlands, writers address some areas better than others. The elites in 
communities around Zempoala and Cotaxtla, settlements that were the focus of initial 
Spanish-Mesoamerican contacts west of the Yucatan Peninsula, are better described and 
studied than places farther south and closer to the Tuxtlas. In the places of Postclassic and 
Contact era Mesoamerica where records of imperial-local interaction are few, 
archaeology bears an even greater evidentiary burden (Smith and Berdan 1992).  
With the exception of the recent study by Skoglund and colleagues (2006), 
scholars have not generally focused on strategies employed by local populations in 
provincial areas of the empire or at the limits of its authority. Nor has there been a focus 
on the processes of adoption or rejection of socially charged items, how alliances 
between local elites and the empire were perceived, or how socially charged materials 
were manipulated within settlements when imperial representatives were not physically 
present. Studies have tended to focus on the economic or military impacts resulting from 
expansion (e.g., Silverstein 2001; Smith 1992).  
Using Aztec imperial strategies and elite behaviors in cross-cultural frontier 
contexts, this dissertation crafts expected models of local elite behavior, wherein elites 
served as intermediaries between imperial policy and the groups at home who they relied 
upon for continued power.  
I focus this study on the frontier site of Totogal because over the course of the 
Late Postclassic period, the site became important enough that initial Spanish explorers 
identified it as the cabecera of Toztlan, the Aztec tributary region that came to be known 
as Tuxtla (Gerhard 1993). Imperial agents may have initiated relations with Totogal 
because of its ease of access, its proximity to trade routes that passed from the 
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Papaloapan through Coatzacoalcos, and its position near the intersection of the mountain 
and coastal plain from which the collection of important resources, including the products 
of agricultural fields (e.g., cotton), could be observed.  Contacts with Totogal may also 
have been initiated because privileged individuals provided a basis upon which elite 
alliances could be made. However, this dissertation also examines intra-community 
negotiations related to the specter of imperial expansion and the material residues that 
resulted from considerations of how that foreign presence was going to be addressed 
internally, within the frontier settlement.  
Direct and indirect types of control represent core aims and styles of imperialism. 
Direct control, often equated with a territorial form of imperialism (Luttwak 1976), has 
been contrasted with indirect control, or hegemonic imperialism (Hassig 1984, 1985). 
Scholars sometimes dichotomize these forms of governance, but as Ohnersorgen (2001) 
and Schreiber (1992, 2005) indicate, it is a rare case when an empire takes an all-or-
nothing approach to provincial governance.  
Hassig has characterized the Aztec Empire as hegemonic (1984, 1985), but more 
recently, others have acknowledged and explored diversity in its strategies (Smith and 
Berdan 1996; see also Garraty and Stark 2002; Ohnersorgen 2001, 2005; Skoglund et al. 
2006; Stark 1990). Considerable variability in the particular imperial strategies probably 
characterized most provincial locations (Berdan 2003). Likewise, the intensity of imperial 
interference varied over time (Berdan 2003; Ohnersorgen 2001, 2005; Silverstein 2001; 
Smith 1992). Within areas incorporated by the Aztecs, they employed strategies that were 
intended to establish alliances with outlying elites, extract tribute, promote trade and 
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market exchange within the empire, contain enemy states, and consolidate power within 
the core region (Smith and Berdan 1996).  
Alternatives to the core strategies of direct and indirect imperial control (Stark 
1990) presume a greater degree of provincial agency. Although Stark focused on the 
identification of the degree of imperial control in the Mixtequilla, and not provincial 
agency and negotiation per se, she did consider the complexity of imperial-local 
interactions and some of the material correlates of those relationships. One of the 
important contributions of Stark’s study was that she acknowledged the multivariate 
character of imperial/local interactions in the examination of economic, political and 
other social aspects of cultural systems. The implication was that control over a particular 
subsystem could be direct, for example direct economic control, but autonomy could 
simultaneously exist in local religion or politics. While the seeds of a more agent-oriented 
approach lie within Stark’s study, and much can be built from the models she proposed, 
the orientation was still core-focused in the sense that she was examining different 
degrees of imperial control. In contrast, the recent assessment by Skoglund, Stark and 
colleagues (2006) focuses on strategies enacted by provincial communities to a greater 
degree. For the case of Toztlan, I examine the character and effectiveness of local 
strategies in the context of imperial expansion. Local strategies of negotiation may have 
been responsible in large part for the milder control achieved by imperial agents in this 
distant region, the persistence of non-imperial material styles, and the flourishing of the 
western Tuxtla population represented by material evidence at Totogal.  
Specifically, this research examines how elites at Totogal negotiated their 
standing as intermediaries between imperial agents and non-elites at the site. Through the 
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testing of three models that posited the strategies elites at Totogal employed, I suggest 
that elites at Totogal mediated potentially hostile Aztec-Tuxteco interactions by 
sponsoring ceremonies that included feasts during which imperial style censers and fancy 
decorated ceramic serving vessels were used. These suggested local elite strategies 
included alliance with the Aztecs to the detriment of other Tuxtecos, but for their own 
gain; the brokerage of compromises between the Aztecs and other Tuxtecos at Totogal 
whereby local elites simultaneously improved their own status from the perspective of 
both groups; or, the sponsorship of resistance movements that pitched Tuxtecos at 
Totogal against the Aztecs. These ceremonies, which I argue were meant to create 
solidarity within the community during the period of Aztec expansion, were also times 
when ceramic items used during those special events could have been given as gifts. The 
giving of items that were considered special, or that were usually accessible only to elites, 
could have reinforced the bonding experienced during ceremonies and feasts, allowing 
for these portable symbols of solidarity to be displayed or used at home. At a minimum, 
Aztec styles were used throughout the region; these either represent gifts or imitations 
observed during ceremonies and feasts at Totogal. They should not have resulted from 
market exchange from the central highlands to the Gulf lowlands (Garraty and Stark 
2002).  
The elite sponsorship of feasts could also have lessened the perceived 
compromise of paying tribute to the empire. The widespread distribution of imperial style 
censers, other highland imports (in particular green obsidian), and fancy serving vessels 
that bore Mesoamerican symbols of status (step-frets), indicates that the entire population 
of Totogal had some access to these three classes of materials, and that their use by non-
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elites was not prohibited. Yet their disproportionate association with elite areas, along 
with the larger size of some serving vessels (plates) in elite contexts, suggests that elite 
areas of the site hosted the events that used and distributed these elaborate vessels. The 
presence of these items, especially censers, also indicates that they were not widely 
rejected as resistance to the Aztecs.  
I reject market distribution as the initial way that Tuxtecos at Totogal were 
introduced to imperial style items, specifically highly breakable Texcoco Molded censers 
(Garraty and Stark 2002; Ohnersorgen 2001; cf. Smith 1990). Some imitation of censers 
and serving vessels seen during feasts and rituals at Totogal could have resulted in their 
use by nonelites in ways similar to those proposed by Skoglund et al. (2006). But because 
of the complexity of icons used in the motif panels on fancy serving vessels in particular 
(which were generally more complex, and executed in a less forgiving medium, than the 
designs on painted Aztec III Black-on-Orange ceramics used in Skoglund et al.’s [2006] 
study), imitations should stand out, especially if the recreation of designs was based on 
memory alone. If producers had originals upon which to base their copies, then they 
should have been able to produce higher quality reproductions in which design content 
and execution was closer to the originals. I argue that it was elite sponsored rituals and 
associated feasts that introduced non-elites to Aztec style censers and the fancy serving 
vessels that had been symbols of elite status.  
The examination of Aztec-Tuxteco interactions and provincial elite strategies at 
Totogal was faced with the problem of a poorly understood Postclassic ceramic 
chronology (Killion and Urcid 2001; Pool 1995; Santley and Arnold 1996). The 
Postclassic of the southern Gulf lowlands has been one of the largest voids in 
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Mesoamerican prehistory. Besides being separated by considerable time from the more 
enthusiastically explored Formative period Olmec occupations, there has been a 
disconnect between two broad categories of evidence: archaeological and documentary 
data (Coe 1965; Esquivias 2003; Killion and Urcid 2001; Pool 1995; Santley and Arnold 
1996; Scholes and Warren 1965; Stark 1978). Ethnohistoric evidence and geographic 
location near trans-isthmian trade routes indicate the region’s importance to interregional 
exchange during the years preceding Spanish arrival. These trade corridors enabled 
communication crucial to the integration of Postclassic Mesoamerican societies until 
Spanish penetration of the region in the 1520s (Berdan and Smith [ed.] 2003). Yet, 
despite increased attention from the 1980s through the early 2000s, archaeological 
evidence of a regional population remained elusive. Researchers were unable to identify 
more than a handful of materials securely dated to the Postclassic period and the area was 
necessarily glossed over in syntheses of Postclassic Mesoamerica (Berdan and Smith 
2003; see also Borstein 2005; Esquivias 2003; Killion and Urcid 2001; Pool 1995; 
Santley and Arnold 1996). The few identified Postclassic materials were thought to be of 
foreign origin or inspiration (Coe 1965; Killion and Urcid 2001; Medellin Zenil 1960; 
Pool 1995; Valenzuela 1945a, b). They included ceramics of the Soncautla Complex at 
Tres Zapotes (Drucker 1943), Tres Picos pottery from Central Veracruz, Plumbate 
pottery from Guatemala, and Aztec-style sculpture. The processes responsible for the 
presence of external styles were not understood (e.g., were the external styles imports or 
local imitations?; what was the identity [ethnic] of the individuals using these items?). 
Materials indicative of the local Postclassic (especially utilitarian materials) had not been 
distinguished from earlier Classic period assemblages (see Stark’s [2008] discussion of a 
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similar problem in the Mixtequilla). Part of the challenge associated with the study of 
Late Postclassic elite strategies, therefore, was being able to identify the Late Postclassic 
occupation. For this reason, considerable attention was dedicated to the site stratigraphic 
sequence and changes in artifacts over time (Chapters 7, 8, 10 and 11). 
 
Summary 
Because imperial agents often interacted with settlements at or near the pinnacles 
of preexisting settlement hierarchies (Smith and Montiel 2001), and because we faced the 
problem in the Tuxtlas of not really knowing how to identify the Postclassic occupation 
on the basis of local items, it was best to start from a place that had a good chance of 
allowing inroads into both imperial-local interactions and the Tuxtlas Postclassic 
problem. That place was Totogal, because of its reported continuities with the early 
colonial occupation of the immediate area. That Tuxteco colonial authority was 
administered from Santiago Tuxtla, and not from Totogal, made it much less complicated 
to examine the Late Postclassic period without the added expense of excavating through 
the colonial and modern construction that characterizes the town today.  
By viewing the eastern frontier of Aztec power as a permeable zone of historical 
interactions (Guy and Sheridan 1998; Parker 2002; Weber and Rausch 1994; Wells 
2005), the issue of the exact location of the boundary line receded in importance. By 
moving the discussion beyond territorial position and style of imperial control, we can 
engage in a more fruitful discussion of bi-directional boundary processes where actors 
from different political traditions, ranks and power bases negotiated interactions within 
that space. This approach also moves discussions of imperial limits away from the 
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sometimes-artificial qualitative gulfs that have formed between “cores” and “peripheries” 
as they are contrasted in the contexts of larger systems of interaction and exchange (e.g. 
Berdan and Smith 2003; Santley and Alexander 1996; Schortman and Urban 1992; 
Wallerstein 1974). Cores have traditionally been indiscriminately conferred vastly 
asymmetrical amounts of power and initiative, while peripheries have been assumed 
weak, passive and dependent. Authority is relative, however, and perceptions of it can be 
tinged by everyday experience that competes with vague notions of a distant core, even if 
those perceptions are incorrect and that external polity would have been able to handily 
defeat the smaller one militarily. If we could ask ordinary (non-elite) Tuxtecos which 
individuals they considered themselves subordinate to, I suspect that they would first give 
the name(s) of the local leader, and not the distant imperial one. Within the purview of 
everyday realities, at the local level, the power and influence of immediate leaders and 
elite are probably viewed as being at least as important or even moreso, than that of a 
distant polity, regardless of how expansive it was.  
Diaz Castillo’s descriptions of Spanish landfall near Zempoala (an Aztec tributary 
capital) exemplify this power dynamic (Diaz Castillo 2003:69-76). There, the local 
leader, Cuitlalpitoc, despite his co-rule with an imperial governor, appears to have 
arbitrated matters that affected the inhabitants of Zempoala and its hinterland, even 
though it was sometimes at the direction of the imperial authorities. Imperial expansion 
probably would not have occurred so smoothly if local elites did not act as intermediaries 
between the advancing empire and the non-elite majority in provincial areas. 
By examining the strategies provincial elites employed during the processes of 
negotiation in this boundary region, I am not privileging the agency of one political 
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sector (or group therein) over the other as necessarily being better able to exert influence 
over the local society in those encounters (e.g., Schortman et al. 2001; see also Stein 
2002:903), especially since even empires had to maintain a fragile balance that relied on 
local support in order to succeed (Dietler 2003:271).   
 
Chapter Overview 
 In the subsequent chapters I build the case for frontier elite mediation of imperial 
and local interests by way of ceremony and feast sponsorship that employed elabororately 
decorated serving vessels and imperial-style incense burners in order to align the 
population of Totogal with imperial goals that likely related to the acquisition of tribute 
and consequent compromise of local autonomy. Besides feasting and the possible gifting 
of elaborate ceramic serving vessels, a benefit accrued by the settlement included 
increased access to green obsidian. Another possible benefit that is difficult to test at 
Totogal is the cessation of, or imperial support in, conflicts with neighboring 
Coatzacoalcos. We know from imperial tribute lists that Tuxtecos eventually paid tribute 
to the Aztecs (Berdan and Anawalt 1997:112), this may have been a concession made in 
exchange for security or support and better access to the the more highly prized green 
obsidian4.  
 Chapter 2 situates the study of Totogal within the history of archaeological and 
historical research in the Tuxtla Mountains specifically, and the Gulf lowlands generally. 
Particularly important are characterizations of the Postclassic period settlements that had 
to respond to major demographic changes (that probably included migration of Nahuat 
                                            
4 Restricted distributions in elite and ritual contexts suggest that green Pachuca obsidian had a higher 
symbolic value than other types of obsidian of equal quality. (e.g., Ohnersorgen 2005 [for Late Postclassic 
Cotaxtla]; Spence 1996 [for Classic period Maya Region]). 
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speakers), possible competition among several small centers that arose during the Classic 
to Postclassic transition, and later Aztec imperial expansion. How Postclassic sites have 
been identified (or not identified) throughout the region is one of the primary issues 
addressed. Pool (1995) and others have suggested reasons (one being considerable 
conservatism in ceramic traditions; another being the overreliance on ceramic pastes in 
the chronology) for the inability to distinguish between Classic and Postclassic period 
ceramics.  
Besides artifact-based methodological concerns, the regional focus (on the central 
Tuxtlas—areas farther away from Totogal and Santiago Tuxtla) may also have 
contributed to the inability to identify Postclassic sites. Chapter 2 concludes with a 
discussion of Late Postclassic trends in the material assemblages of other sites in the Gulf 
lowlands that were within and beyond Aztec imperial limits. The inclusion of these areas 
(e.g., the Mixtequilla, Cotaxtla, Agaltepec, and Villa del Espiritu Santo) allows for the 
prediction of imperial symbol use at Totogal, as well as the comparison of other patterns 
observed at Totogal. 
 Chapters 3 and 4 introduce the literature on boundary regions and how the study 
of these areas may be effectively approached. Boundary areas are best distinguished on 
the basis of permeability of movement in goods, ideas, and people, with borders being 
more rigid and impermeable and frontiers being fluid and permeable (Parker 2003). 
Additionally, historical and ethnological data are considered that demonstrate that despite 
the existence of borders and frontiers (not two diametrically opposed poles, but ends on a 
continuum), most boundary situations are best characterized as multidimensional 
frontiers, even those areas where political infrastructure appears border-like. Even areas 
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that have boundary infrastructure meant to define political domains do not necessarily 
have border-like features with regard to other dimensions (e.g., economic, linguistic). 
Boundaries defined as borders across all dimensions should rarely exist.   
 Woven into much of the recent literature on frontiers is a decidedly non-
imperialist/non-colonialist perspective. Within many recent studies of frontiers is the 
recognition of frontier agency and limits on imperial/colonial power (e.g., Weber and 
Rausch 1994; Wells 2005; Whittaker 1994). Much of the new research on frontiers 
resembles the critiques of classical World Systems Theory (Wallerstein 1974; cf. Chase-
Dunn and Hall 1986; Kardulias 1999; Stein 2005), and the often false (or overstated) 
dichotomization of cores and peripheries. Not only can frontier actors exert considerable 
influence over imperial goals and culture, but considerable variability can occur within 
frontiers, whereby some actors or groups native to the frontier may behave differently 
from others (Lightfoot and Martinez 1995).  
 Because of the different perspectives and interests that characterize most frontiers, 
social relationships and power are likely to be contested, and identity politics to be played 
and manipulated, especially by the individuals (local elites) targeted for interactions by 
agents of an expanding empire. One of the best ways to identify archaeologically the 
manipulation of interests associated with different groups is a study of elaborately 
decorated serving vessels. As Gosselain (2000) and others have noted, ceramic 
decoration, because it is easily changed and adapted, is responsive to volatile interaction 
contexts. That decoration, when used in socially charged contexts, will likely occur on 
serving vessels, because socially charged displays often are situated within contexts 
involving the serving and consumption of food and drink (Dietler 2003; see also other 
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contributions to Bray 2003; Dietler and Hayden 1996; also, Chilton 2000; DeBoer 1990; 
Garraty 1998; Pool and Britt 2000; Schortman et al. 2001; M. Stark 2000), makes these 
combined media particularly sensitive to the strategies elites within an imperial frontier 
community employed.  
 Chapter 5 describes the resources available within the Tuxtlas, especially those 
that related to tributes listed in the Codex Mendoza (Berdan and Anawalt 1992). But the 
geological (especially clay) and physiographical features of the area are also considered. 
Information is pooled particularly from late sixteenth century Relaciones Geográficas 
(Paso y Troncoso 1905; Medel y Alvarado 1993).  
 Chapter 6 describes the field methods employed in the study of Totogal; it also 
includes a site description that is based on the observed above-surface architectural and 
natural features.  
 Chapter 7 describes the stratigraphic sequences exposed during excavations, the 
radiocarbon dating of sediments, and a brief discussion of architectural features identified 
below the surface. 
Chapters 8 through 11 describe the laboratory methods used in the study of 
artifacts, as well as the results of those analyses: burned earthen artifacts (Chapter 8), 
ceramic artifacts (Chapters 9 and 10), and lithic artifacts (Chapter 11). Burned earthen 
artifacts were examined according to criteria considered characteristic of structures and 
ceramic production facilities (kilns) (Hoag 2003). As a result of this study, no ceramic 
production furniture was identified, but architectural evidence of daub construction was 
found throughout the site, especially in the south, complementing late sixteenth century 
claims that wattle and daub construction techniques characterized domestic structures.  
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 Ceramic artifacts are discussed under two broad headings, ceramic vessels and 
other ceramic artifacts; the latter category consists of spindle whorls and figurine 
fragments. Ceramic vessels, in particular, are described according to temporal and spatial 
trends in particular attributes, especially those that exemplify the Late Postclassic 
occupation of the site and those that relate to the use of decorated serving vessels during 
that period. As a result of the ceramic analysis, suggestive evidence of the elite 
manipulation of imperial-style censers and elaborate serving vessels was recovered, 
intimating that local elites did use feasting as a means for creating cohesion within the 
site and that by the use of imperial symbols, potentially unacceptable goals of the Aztec 
Empire may have become tolerable. The Late Postclassic period also saw the introduction 
of comales (tortilla griddles), signaling new techniques of food preparation. 
 Chapter 11, lithic artifact analysis, is divided into categories dependent on the 
type of technology used: chipped and ground stone. All chipped stone tools were made 
from obsidian and most ground stone objects were made from basalt. Obsidian raw 
material use changed considerably throughout the occupation of the site, but especially 
regarding particular sources, was found to mirror obsidian source exploitation and access 
channels suggested for other locations within the Tuxtla Mountains and other sites 
throughout the Gulf lowlands. Briefly, black obsidian was the primary type of material 
exploited during the Classic period occupation of Totogal, and few other materials (clear, 
green) were used. During the Classic to Postclassic period transition, and into the Early 
Postclassic, the amount of clear obsidian increased. Black obsidian was still common, but 
it receded in importance, suggesting a change in the economic networks that made 
obsidian accessible throughout the Gulf lowlands (see also Arnold 2003, 2007; Arnold 
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and Venter 2004; Heller and Stark 1998; Stark 2008). During the Late Postclassic period 
green obsidian access channels widened considerably and this material from Pachuca, 
Hidalgo (incidently further removed from Totogal than both clear and black obsidian) 
became the single most common material exploited at Totogal. Black obsidian remained 
important to Totogal, and clear obsidian also continued to be used during the Late 
Postclassic. Green obsidian use during Totogal’s Late Postclassic is similar to that 
reported for other Late Postclassic sites in the Gulf lowlands, especially in the 
Mixtequilla, but considerably more black obsidian was used during this period than at 
places to the northwest (e.g., Mixtequilla [Heller and Stark 1998], Cotaxtla [Ohnersorgen 
2001, 2005]) and the east (Agaltepec [Arnold 2007]), where clear obsidian was the 
primary source exploited during the Late Postclassic period.  
 During the Late Postclassic period, all areas of the site had access to green 
obsidian, which some have inferred to have been more highly valued than other obsidian 
(e.g., Spence 1996). Green obsidian, like other materials examined, was particularly 
common in mounded contexts within one site locality (the Arroyo Complex). This area 
also produced the largest excavated assemblage of imperial style censers. 
 Ground stone implements at Totogal consist mainly of basalt, most of which was 
probably acquired from the many boulders that are still strewn across the slopes of Cerro 
el Vigia, including parts of the site. Basalt objects appear to have been used for mainly 
utilitarian purposes, as most were tools used for the processing of maize or other seeds in 
particular (manos and metates). Some production or refurbishing of basalt tools occurred 
on-site as suggested by flakes. A jade bead and an item interpreted as a polishing stone, 
possibly made from red serpentine, were also found. Utilitarian groundstone was 
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distributed throughout the site, but the jade bead and red serpentine object were located in 
the same area that yielded high frequencies of green obsidian and imperial-style censers. 
 In Chapter 12, I consider the data presented throughout this dissertation in light of 
the models proposed in Chapters 3 and 4. These conclusions were summarized above. 
They suggested that elites at Totogal mediated imperial and local interests through the 
sponsorship of ceremonies that included the ritual burning of incense, consumption of 
food, and possibly the gifting of special ceramic vessels that were used during those 
events. Alternative explanations, such as long-distance trade, for the patterns observed 
are also considered. Because of the distance, rough terrain, and fragility of special 
ceramic objects, especially imperial-style censers, trade from the central highlands to the 
Gulf lowlands is considered an unlikely mechanism for the initial distribution of these 
incense burners to the Tuxteco population (see also Garraty and Stark 2002; Ohnersorgen 
2001, 2005). Moreover, the recovery of censer molds near the site’s elite and civic-
ceremonial core at Totogal argues for the local production of this imperial symbol. While 
elites at Totogal could have controlled local production and eventually introduced the 
imperial-style censers to Tuxteco commercial exchange networks, without some 
understanding of the particular political or social cachet associated with the imperial 
style, demand probably would have have been low, especially since other ritual vessels 
were already used (cylindrical jars). The initial introduction of these censers to the 
Tuxteco population was probably through ceremonies observed at Totogal. If access in 
local markets existed, it would have followed introduction at Totogal.   
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CHAPTER 2 
THE POSTCLASSIC SIERRA DE LOS TUXTLAS AND GULF LOWLANDS 
 
 What we know about the regional archaeology of the Tuxtlas increases at a more 
rapid rate every year, particularly since the initiation of Santley’s Matacapan project in 
the early 1980s (Santley et al. 1984; also, e.g., Ortiz and Santley 1988; Santley 1994; 
Santley and Arnold 1996; Santley, Arnold and Pool 1989; Santley, Ortiz and Pool 1987). 
Matacapan is noted for its Classic Period occupations and styles that suggested strong ties 
with the central Mexican city of Teotihuacan. Inspired by Santley’s lead, but also spurred 
on by interest in the region’s Formative (Pre-Classic) occupations, several of his students 
and collaborators initiated projects that expanded the range and scope of questions 
generated during work at Matacapan (Arnold 1991; Killion 1992; Kneebone 1990; Pool 
1990). Regional and site-based projects in the Tuxtlas, such as at Tres Zapotes, the 
Hueyapan region, and Isla Agaltepec, continue to inspire research and have encouraged a 
new generation of scholars interested in better understanding the distant past of the 
Tuxtlas. Recent problem-oriented studies often directly respond to hypotheses generated 
by Santley and his colleagues; respond to their unanswered questions; or refine trends 
that they initially observed (e.g., Arnold and McCormack 2002; Arnold and Venter 2004; 
Esquivias 2002, 2003; Killion and Urcid 2001; Knight 1999; Kruszczynski 2001; Pool 
[ed] 2003; Pool and Britt 2000; Santley and Arnold 1996; Stoner 2002; Urcid and 
Esquivias 2000; Venter 2005; Venter and Pool 2005).  
 The problem-oriented inquiries of recent decades owe a considerable debt to the 
chronology building efforts that preceded them (Blom and La Farge 1926; Drucker 1943; 
Ortíz Ceballos 1975; Stirling 1939, 1965; Valenzuela 1945a, b; Weiant 1943). These 
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exploratory studies also identified many of the sites that are now the foci of systematic 
examination. Because of these combined culture-historical and problem-specific 
systematic efforts, we are now in a position to synthesize the general processes of the 
Formative and Classic periods (Arnold, Pool and Diehl n.d.; Arnold and Santley n.d.; 
Pool 2006, 2007; Santley 2007). Unfortunately, we cannot say the same for the 
Postclassic Period. 
 
Previous Postclassic Period Archaeological Research 
 Postclassic period archaeology (ca. AD 1000 to 1521) in the Tuxtla Mountains 
has not kept pace with that of the earlier Formative and Classic Periods. Despite some 
early attention paid to late prehispanic monuments and sites (e.g., multiple zoomorphic, 
carved, in-the-round, basalt sculptures from Totogal [Blom and La Farge 1926; 
Friedlander and Sonder 1923; Seler-Sachs 1922], and mounds at coastal Montepio 
[Kerber 1882]), the discovery of Olmec monuments and Teotihuacan-style architecture 
soon eclipsed the less spectacular centers and sculptures of the Postclassic (Figure 2.1). 
As a result, the Formative and Classic periods have seen the majority of rigorous 
archaeological investigation and we have (until recently) been unable to detect 
Postclassic materials derived from local Tuxteco styles and technologies. This trend has 
only recently begun to change despite early colonial accounts indicating a substantial 
population in the 1520s to 1530s (Bermudez 1978; Gerhard 1993:342; Paso y Troncoso 
1905; Scholes and Warren 1965; Stark 1978).  
 The lack of attention paid to the Postclassic, Contact and early Colonial periods is 
especially surprising for Santiago Tuxtla, because much of that town’s cultural identity is  
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Figure 2-1: Totogal and other Tuxteco Sites or Towns Mentioned in the Text 
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tied to the Contact period and Colonial history (e.g., Rivas Castellos 1999). One only 
needs to visit the newly renovated Museo Tuxteco to witness this interest in proclaiming 
connection with the Late Postclassic and Contact periods. The museum still displays 
impressive archaeological materials from early sites in the region, such as El Manatí, 
Tres Zapotes and Cobata, but now large murals depicting Aztecs, Spaniards and other 
Contact era scenes decorate the exterior façade of the structure. In addition, new tile 
images adorn the walls near the entryway: these include the topoglyph of Toztlan 
(Tuxtla) (as seen in the Codex Mendoza [Berdan and Anawalt 1992]), and the coat of 
arms of the Marquesado del Valle, the colonial Cortés estate. The museum building itself 
is a colonial period construction. 
 Despite chronic underinvestment in Postclassic-oriented research, the gaping 
holes in our knowledge are beginning to receive the attention they deserve (e.g., Arnold 
2003; Arnold and Venter 2004; Diehl 1997; Esquivias 2003; Killion and Urcid 2001; 
Pool 1995; Urcid and Esquivias 2000; Venter 2005; Venter and Pool 2005; Venter et al. 
2006). For example, Arnold’s (2005) preliminary reexamination of obsidian from the 
Tuxtlas Survey suggests that during the Classic to Postclassic transition, rather than 
suffering a devastating population collapse, the Río Catemaco region (central Tuxtlas) 
experienced a realignment of its settlement, production, and exchange networks (see also 
Santley 2004; Santley and Arnold 1996; see Stark 2008 for the application of similar 
temporal criteria in the Mixtequilla to better discriminate local populations from an ethnic 
enclave). While population levels certainly declined substantially, the degree of change 
may not have been as devastating as once thought and considerable continuity persisted 
in the artifact traditions employed by the remaining Tuxtecos, particularly ceramics.  
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The settlement shifts reflected in the Late Classic to Early Postclassic Río 
Catemaco Valley; changes in the proportion and kinds of extra-regional imports (i.e., 
black to clear obsidian); and the replacement of large Classic centers (like Matacapan and 
El Picayo) with smaller, more numerous ones, coincide temporally with greater 
Mesoamerican trends toward balkanization of populations that eventually led to the 
formation of independent city-states. For example, following the breakup of Teotihuacan, 
several, probably competing Epiclassic centers (e.g., Xochicalco) emerged (Hirth 1989). 
Similar trends also characterize the Western Lower Papaloapan Basin (WLPB) (Stark 
2008), and the Valley of Oaxaca (Pohl 2003). The changes are also contemporaneous 
with Mesoamerican episodes of increased independence in regional exchange systems, 
which also characterized the Gulf lowlands (Curet et al. 1994; Diehl and Berlo 1989; 
Smith and Berdan 2003; Stark 1990, 2008). 
 Despite regional demographic declines, Arnold observed considerable artifact 
continuity during the Classic to Early Postclassic transition within Isla Agaltepec’s 
“Valenzuela Complex”. That continuity extends through the Late Postclassic as well, at 
both Agaltepec and Totogal (Arnold 2003, 2007; Arnold and Venter 2004; Venter 2005, 
2006; Venter and Pool 2005; Venter et al. 2006). For example, ceramic manufacture 
continued to rely on local kaolinitic clays. Moreover, paste recipes first used in the Late 
Formative and popularized during the Middle Classic Period continued to account for 
high proportions in Postclassic ceramic assemblages (e.g., Fine Orange [Pool and Britt 
2000; Ortiz and Santley 1988; see also Arnold 2003; Arnold and Venter 2004; Venter 
2005, 2006; Venter and Pool 2005).   
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Close examination of evidence recovered during Kruszczynski’s survey of Cerro 
el Vigía’s southwestern slopes reveals evidence of Postclassic occupation there in the 
form of Aztec-style Texcoco Molded censer fragments (Kruszczynski’s “Ornate 
Ceramics bearing Adornos” [2001: Figure 6.10]). These censers were found in small 
quantities on Isla Agaltepec as well (Arnold 2003; Arnold and Venter 2004). 
Kruszczynski assigned most of the artifact collections with the above-mentioned imperial 
styles to the Middle Classic Period because of the co-occurrence of relatively high 
proportions of Fine Orange ceramics. Kruzszczynski’s temporal assignments appear to be 
the result of substantial lumping of Classic and Postclassic remains, when what may 
really be represented are multi-component sites. On the other hand, since we know of 
continuities in local untempered fine paste (Fine Orange and Gray) ceramics from work 
at nearby sites (Isla Agaltepec and especially Totogal), there is no reason to assume that 
the southwestern Cerro el Vigía sites with both Texcoco Molded and Untempered Fine 
Orange pottery date to the Classic Period at all. Further research on the Postclassic 
localities identified in his study area is necessary to better discern the multicomponent 
character of the sites in question. Several of the locations that yielded the imperial-style 
censers also had high proportions of green Pachuca obsidian, reinforcing their placement 
in the Postclassic, particularly the Late Postclassic period (see obsidian discussion 
below).  
Other foreign style Postclassic ceramics have also been recovered throughout the 
Tuxtlas:  Tohil Plumbate and Soncautla complex ceramics5 that elsewhere have been 
                                            
5 Drucker labeled the ceramics and urn burials of Tres Zapotes’s Soncautla Complex intrusive (1943). The 
incised motifs on some of Totogal’s ceramics are similar to those of Drucker’s Figure 45b and d. However, 
many of the painted designs typical on Soncautla ceramics may have eroded. The Soncautla Complex is 
named for a site bearing similar ceramics in the highlands near the Puebla/Veracruz border. As discussed 
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associated with the Early Postclassic, and Tres Picos ceramics that have been dated to the 
Early and Late Postclassic periods in central Veracruz (Arnold 2005; Coe 1965; Killion 
and Urcid 2001; Medellin Zenil 1960; Pool 1995; Santley and Arnold 1996; Weiant 
1943). Motif elements, especially the scroll-like avian or serpent designs found on some 
Soncautla and Tres Picos ceramics, have considerable commonalities with components of 
Early and Late Postclassic symbol sets from throughout Mesoamerica (Masson 2003; 
Boone and Smith 2003; Nicholson 1996; Rice 1983; Ringle et al. 1998; Smith and Heath-
Smith 1980). Arnold’s recent work at Isla Agaltepec also identified Aztec-style Texcoco 
Molded censers (Arnold 2003, 2007; Arnold and Venter 2004). Tres Picos and Aztec 
styles were also found at Totogal. Therefore, while populations in the Tuxtlas employed 
time-tested traditions, especially in ceramic pastes, foreign inspiration is also evident, 
especially in decorative elements and ritual vessels (censers). The use of foreign ceramic 
elements at Totogal is discussed in depth below.  
Additional Postclassic evidence from the Cerro el Vigía survey area may include 
ceramics from San Marcos (Ohnersorgen 2001:87; Figure 2.1). Ohnersorgen tentatively 
identified Postclassic polychrome ceramics at San Marcos; a site located a few kilometers 
southwest of Totogal and southeast of Tres Zapotes. In the mid-twentieth century, 
Drucker collected materials from this site and published a few figurine descriptions, 
especially the San Marcos type, in his volume on Tres Zapotes ceramics (1943). San 
Marcos would eventually become a special focus of Kruszczynski’s survey (2001; Figure 
2.1). In 1999, Ohnersorgen examined some of Drucker’s San Marcos collections housed 
at the Smithsonian. He tentatively identified several examples of Postclassic ceramics 
                                                                                                                                  
earlier in this chapter, Drucker assigns the Soncautla Complex to roughly the 13th Century and Coe thought 
them associated with the Early Postclassic period. 
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very similar to Curet et al.’s “Dull Buff Polychrome”, a Postclassic type found in the 
Mixtequilla (1994; Ohnersorgen 2000:87 [note 1]). Despite the possibility of Postclassic 
materials at San Marcos, the Dull Buff Polychrome used to date the polychromes at San 
Marcos were not fully described (Curet et al. 1994). Neither Kruszczynski (2001), nor 
Stirling (1943) associated the occupation of San Marcos with the Postclassic.  
 The research presented in this dissertation further refines the prehistory and 
Contact period of the western Tuxtlas region. Before I venture further into the particular 
findings of this project, I will highlight the results of studies that have identified 
Postclassic occupations while carrying out general exploratory work. Likewise, I draw 
attention to undertakings that have specifically set out to investigate the Postclassic 
period. I conclude with a summary of what we knew about the Tuxtlas Postclassic at the 
outset of this project, including the Classic to Postclassic transition. In a later section, I 
situate the history of Tuxtlas Postclassic research into that of the broader Veracruz Gulf 
lowlands, particularly as I consider comparative evidence for interactions with the 
expanding Aztec Empire. I pay only brief attention to the Formative and Classic Periods 
of the Tuxtlas, even though Totogal yielded evidence of a Classic period occupation as 
well as a few Late Formative diagnostics from later deposits. It is necessary to address 
artifact similarities shared by the Classic and Postclassic, however. I omit lengthy 
descriptions of these earlier periods because regional overviews are in print and because 
they are outside the focus of this research. The reader should refer to these syntheses, 
which are much more exhaustive than time or space allows here (Arnold and Pool [ed] 
2008; Arnold and Santley 2008; Killion and Urcid 2001; Ortiz Ceballos 1987; Pool 2006, 
2007; Santley 2007). Nevertheless, I will return to the topic of the Middle and Late 
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Classic Periods, in particular the artifacts most often employed in temporal assignments, 
and the problematic results that continue to mask the region’s Postclassic occupations.  
 
A Postclassic “Paradox” 
 In the mid-1990s, Pool synthesized our knowledge of the Tuxtlas Postclassic 
Period (1995). His assessment of Postclassic studies revealed few changes had occurred 
since Coe’s review, written 30 years earlier (1965): “Ahora, casi 30 años después, sus 
palabras todavía describen bien nuestro conocimiento del Postclásico en la sierra de los 
Tuxtlas” (Pool 1995:37). Pool used what meager evidence was at his disposal to construct 
his update. These data included: 1) ethnohistorical descriptions of the region at Spanish 
contact (e.g., Paso y Troncoso 1905; Scholes and Warren 1965; Stark 1978); 2) vague 
published descriptions of materials (mostly sculpture and mounded architecture, but also 
rare objects such as copper) from unsystematic late 19th and early 20th Century 
expeditions (e.g., Blom and La Farge 1926; Valenzuela 1945 a, b); 3) Late Classic 
ceramics from Matacapan and its related projects; 4) the Early Postclassic Soncautla 
complex from Tres Zapotes (Drucker 1943; Weiant 1943; see also Coe 1965); and 5) 
equally uncommon Early Postclassic ceramics from Matacapan (e.g., Tohil Plumbate, 
False Plumbate and Tres Picos Esgrafiado) (Ortiz and Santley 1988; see also Medellin 
Zenil 1960).  
 Despite more than a century of archaeological interest in the Tuxtlas, the dearth of 
recovered and published evidence left Pool and the rest of us with a “Postclassic 
paradox” (1995:37; see also Arnold 2005). There was a significant discrepancy between 
the archaeology that suggested a cataclysmic collapse after the Classic Period, and the 
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documentary record of a few centuries later that described thriving populations 
(Esquivias 2002, 2003; Gerhard 1993; Killion and Urcid 2001; Paso y Troncoso 1905; 
Santley and Arnold 1996; Scholes and Warren). The populations described by early 
colonial authors would have had their roots in the pre-Contact era, but exactly how to 
reconcile the apparent Late Classic decline and the Contact period population was 
unclear. To confound the issue, the populations recounted in the first decades of the 
Colonial occupation of the region could have already declined somewhat because of the 
European introduced diseases that made landfall with the earliest encounters to the 
northwest and northeast, especially if commercial exchange along the Gulf Coast was as 
thriving as scholars have suggested (Berdan and Smith 2003). Nevertheless, population 
levels were still described as substantial. Therefore, were the Late Classic-to-Early 
Postclassic declines described by archaeologists over-exaggerated? Were the declines 
real, but then followed by relatively rapid immigration or local population surges in only 
certain localities in the Tuxtlas? The contradiction evident in these usually 
complementary archaeological and documentary data left us wondering how to address 
the apparent discrepancies. 
 Early expeditions in the Tuxtlas encountered Postclassic sites and/or sculpture at 
Montepio, Isla Agaltepec, and Matacanela; even Totogal was indirectly implicated as a 
source of observed Postclassic sculpture (Blom and La Farge 1926; Friedlander and 
Sonder 1923; Seler-Sachs 1922). The early enthusiasts seemed to have little trouble 
assigning the respective sites and objects to late prehistory, where “Toltec” and “Aztec” 
influences apparently predominated in the region’s material culture (e.g., Blom and La 
Farge 1926; Kerber 1882; Valenzuela 1945a, b; see also Stirling 1965). Easily 
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identifiable characteristics and rare objects, such as copper, late-style sculptural elements, 
or other ill-defined cultural markers (including impressionistic remarks about similarities 
with Toltec or Aztec cultures [e.g., Kerber 1882]), were the bases for chronological 
determinations.  
 Projects of the last two decades were primed to identify Postclassic occupations 
and refine this portion of the regional chronological sequence (e.g., Esquivias 2002, 
2003; Killion and Urcid 2001; Santley and Arnold 1996). One of the reasons these 
studies had the potential to locate Postclassic sites was that several sujeto (subject) 
communities noted by sixteenth century sources sat within the delineated study areas 
(Carrasco 1999; Gerhard 1993; Paso y Troncoso 1905; Scholes and Warren 1965). Sites 
likely to yield Postclassic remains included Matacapan, Catemaco, Iztac Chacalapa 
(Chacalapan), Chuniapa, Matalapan and Matacanela. Survey confirmed Postclassic 
occupations at Catemaco (including Islas Agaltepec and Tenaspi), and possibly Chuniapa 
(Site 94 near Cuesta Amarilla [Pool 1995:43]) (Santley and Arnold 1996; see also 
Arnold’s discussion of La Margarita sculptures [2005]). Likewise, Santley and colleagues 
recovered copper rings from a burial at Matacapan, but surprisingly these burial items 
were attributed Middle Classic dates (Santley et al. 1984:29-30; cf. Arnold 2005; Pool 
1995:43). Killion and Urcid report Late Postclassic sculptures from Santa Rosa Loma 
Larga, but portable diagnostic materials are limited to a few Early Postclassic ceramics: 
Tres Picos Esgrafiado and False Plumbate (2001). Esquivias conducted geophysical 
survey and excavations in Chacalapan, part of the independent kingdom of 
Coatzacoalcos, for which she had ethnohistoric and early Colonial documentation of 
communities (2002, 2003; Welch 2000). Chacalapan also shared a sometimes-contested 
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boundary with Toztlan (Carrasco 1999; Paso y Troncoso 1905). Esquivias aimed to 
examine frontier relations along the Aztec imperial frontier. Unfortunately, she was 
unable to locate Postclassic materials in her study area (2002).  
Moreover, in 1995, the intrusive Soncautla Complex at Tres Zapotes was no 
better defined than when Drucker (1943) described the materials recovered during 
Stirling’s project. The “intrusive” remains may not be as out of place as they seemed to 
Stirling and Drucker (see also Coe 1965), when considered in the context of a growing 
Postclassic knowledge base for the region. Pool briefly examined the Soncautla 
collections (at the Smithsonian) and the ceramics apparently resemble some of those 
found during my study at Totogal (Pool, personal communication, 2007). I also have 
noticed a few affinities between elements of the Soncautla Complex and other known 
Postclassic ceramics in the Tuxtlas. For example, the incised avian/serpent figures found 
on the vessels in Drucker’s Figures 45b and d strongly resemble motifs on pottery at both 
Totogal and Isla Agaltepec (e.g., Arnold 2003:Figures 6 and 11). Likewise, the vessels 
with these avian/serpent motifs often have a chocolate brown slip at Tres Zapotes, 
Totogal, and Agaltepec. At both Totogal and Agaltepec, the assemblages from which 
these ceramics came are Late Postclassic, suggesting that the Soncautla Complex may not 
be Early Postclassic as suggested by Drucker (1943) and Coe (1965), or the Soncautla 
ceramics represent earlier versions or inspirations for the Late Postclassic ceramics from 
Totogal and Agaltepec. Incised avian/serpent motifs were not recovered from any Early 
Postclassic strata at Totogal. While several of the items from Tres Zapotes resemble those 
at Totogal and Agaltepec, not to mention ceramics from the sites of Soncautla and Cerro 
Montoso to the northwest (Drucker 1943:89, 102-107), several of the distinctive vessel 
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forms (e.g., boot-shaped vessels) identified for the Soncautla Complex, were not 
identified at Totogal; only the ceramic designs noted above appear similar to motifs 
found in Late Postclassic assemblages at Totogal and Isla Agaltepec.  
 It is likely that several contributing factors hindered identification of the Tuxtlas 
Postclassic up to the most recent projects aimed at clarifying the Postclassic end of the 
regional occupational sequence. First, most of the known ceramic diagnostics for the 
Postclassic were foreign styles that were manufactured using intricate decorative 
techniques and were likely higher-status or ceremonial vessels. These included the 
meticulously etched Tres Picos-style vessels6, Tohil Plumbates and False Plumbates, 
Cholula and Mixteca-Puebla Polychromes, some Soncautla ceramics, Quiahuiztlan and 
Isla de Sacrificios painted vessels and Aztec-style ceramics (e.g., Aztec III Black-on-
Orange and Texcoco-Molded censers) (Daneels 1995; Killion and Urcid 2001; 
McCafferty 2002; Medellin Zenil 1960; Ortiz and Santley 1988; Pool 1995; Stark 1995; 
Weiant 1943). If these elaborate types appeared throughout the provincial hinterland at 
all, their frequencies probably would have been low and possibly found in only a few 
contexts (e.g., homes of wealthier families; local leaders who received them as gifts or at 
special-purpose ceremonial sites). The propensity for highly decorated ceramics to 
pattern hierarchically is dependent upon the existence of marked political and economic 
inequalities in the region. We know from prior archaeological research that there was a 
multi-tiered hierarchy of settlement during earlier Tuxteco periods, even though items 
such as fancy painted ceramics were not confined to elite contexts (Killion and Urcid 
2001; Loughlin and Pool 2006; Santley and Arnold 1996). Sixteenth century 
                                            
6 At Quiahuiztlan in the central Gulf lowlands a Tres Picos plate contained a cranium with dental 
mutilation; this individual may have been involved in a sacrificial ritual (Arellanos Melgarejo 2004:148).  
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ethnohistories reveal at least three types of sites in the region for the Contact era: the 
cabecera, sujetos and surrounding smaller settlements.  
The cabecera and sujetos were central places for their immediate hinterlands, 
which contained several smaller sites (Gerhard 1993; Paso y Troncoso 1905). 
Archaeological evidence for these smaller sites comes from Kruszczynski’s (2001) 
survey that shows the locations of some of the smaller localities that were closest to 
Totogal. Arnold’s preliminary reanalysis of Tuxtlas Survey data may have identified 
additional sites, besides sujetos, in the central Tuxtlas (2005). Finally, Stirling and 
Drucker noticed the intrusive Soncautla Complex because of its distinctive 
characteristics—ones that stood out from previously known styles. The Soncautla 
Complex intruded into “Upper Tres Zapotes” deposits that correspond to the Ranchito 
and Quemado phases as defined by Pool and Ohnersorgen (2003). While the materials 
associated with the Soncautla burial context appear to be of foreign origin or inspiration, 
they may not characterize associated domestic ceramic assemblages. Because several 
ceramic pastes used during the Classic and Postclassic periods are similar, in particular 
untempered Fine Orange, a small residential occupation that used local pastes and that 
was contemporaneous with the Soncautla burial could be present at Tres Zapotes. A small 
Postclassic occupation at Tres Zapotes that used local pastes would have been difficult to 
distinguish from earlier Classic period deposits. 
An accurate picture of the variability in site size throughout the region is difficult 
to pin down due to the low number of known Postclassic sites or the inability to 
discriminate Postclassic occupations from earlier periods at sites where there is a 
Postclassic component. The minimum area of Totogal measures between 30 and 40 
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hectares and Isla Agaltepec covers about 8 hectares, but beyond these two sites, data on 
Postclassic occupation size is lacking or in the early stages of analysis (i.e., Stoner 2007).  
In the case of Totogal, if we consider it as separate from the closest sites located 
in the Cerro el Vigía Survey, we may artificially separate components that, for all intents 
and purposes, were functioning parts of a single community. We should not conceive of 
Totogal as a discrete settlement or community even though artifact densities do decline at 
the peripheries of the “site”. Steep slopes mostly create the site boundaries at Totogal. 
Rather, we should consider Totogal in relation to the Postclassic landscape immediately 
around it—the close small settlements, some of which lie within one kilometer of the 
larger site. A landscape perspective may be a better way to ultimately interpret Totogal 
and the surrounding Cerro el Vigía (and Tepango Valley) region; an example of how this 
approach was successfully employed in Postclassic Mesoamerica is Hare’s study of 
Altepetl organization in the central highlands (e.g., Hare 2000).  
Another reason for difficulties identifying a Tuxtlas Postclassic may result from 
the “outside-in” approach that has characterized most research to date. In other words, 
archaeologists started at the peripheries of the 16th Century Tuxtla province instead of 
near its center, Santiago Tuxtla (Garcia Martinez 1969; Gerhard 1993; Paso y Troncoso 
1905). Hinterland settlements may have exhibited more conservativism in their material 
repertoires than the cabecera. Moreover, rural inhabitants were less likely than the  
centers to engage in direct contacts with imperial foreigners, or other lowland centers, 
potential sources for different and identifiable (i.e., known) Postclassic styles (Smith and 
Montiel 2001).  
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In the Mixtequilla survey region of the south-central Gulf lowlands, high-status 
vessels clustered at Late Postclassic Callejón del Horno, particularly ceramics that 
replicated Aztec styles (Garraty and Stark 2002:19). This indicated that the populations at 
the center placed a high social value on foreign objects, particularly imperial ones, and 
that access to those materials was limited, regardless of mechanisms of distribution (e.g., 
market, social gifting) that may have enabled non-elites to acquire occasional examples 
(Garraty and Stark 2002; Skoglund et al. 2006). Some Aztec styles, for example 
Texcoco-Molded censers, also cluster at the center of the Cotaxtla province (Daneels 
1997, 2005; Ohnersorgen 2001). Rare examples are found throughout the Cotaxtla 
drainage, however. Within the site of Cotaxtla, there is little clustering of decorated 
ceramics with the exception of Aztec III Black-on-Orange vessels (Ohnersorgen 
2001:164-166, 296-298). These ceramics are concentrated in the central civic ceremonial 
area.  
  The comal (tortilla griddle) is one utilitarian ceramic form known to be 
associated strongly with the Postclassic in other parts of the Gulf lowlands. The comal, 
like other utilitarian items, was found in most contexts (e.g., throughout Cotaxtla and the 
Mixtequilla), and high and low status contexts both produced and used comales (Curet 
1993; Curet et al. 1994; Garraty and Stark 2002; Ohnersorgen 2001:164-166; Stark 
2008). The wide distribution of these tortilla griddles in central Veracruz, along with their 
association with the Postclassic, suggests that when recovered in the Tuxtlas, they can 
provide good identifiers of Postclassic occupations. Moreover, because comals are found 
in elite and non-elite domestic contexts, they are even more useful than rare imported 
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ritual styles and fancy serving vessels for locating Postclassic sites that might have few 
other temporally diagnostic artifacts. 
 A third factor that may have inhibited our identification of the Postclassic is our 
over-reliance on ceramic pastes and decorative techniques for making period designations 
(Arnold 2005; see also Pool 1995). For the reasons outlined above, this is especially 
problematic as distance from regional centers increases.  
Some decorations on ceramics make good temporal markers for the Postclassic 
period and they provide ways of distinguishing between Classic and Postclassic 
untempered Fine Orange ceramics in the Tuxtlas. While plastic decorative techniques 
preserve well, even at Totogal, a place where decorated Postclassic ceramics are well 
documented, few painted designs are discernable and the identification of slips and paints 
is usually limited to determinations of presence or absence: color can often be identified, 
but particular designs are usually badly eroded. This is especially unfortunate because 
slipped or painted decorations on ceramics likely comprised the majority of the motif 
assemblage (see Chapter 10). The poor preservation of pigments hinders our ability to 
assign occupations to the Postclassic and is probably partly to blame for the scarcity of 
identifiable Postclassic ceramics at places like Matacapan (Ortiz and Santley 1988), a 
sixteenth century sujeto (Gerhard 1993; Paso y Troncoso 1905). The often-poor 
preservation of ceramic decorations, as well as researcher-specific interests in production 
and distribution systems divert focus away from ceramic decoration and toward paste 
recipes and vessel forms (cf. Stark 1997; Venter 2001, 2003). As a result, even though 
some descriptions of ceramic motifs exist (e.g., Ortiz 1975; Ortiz and Santley 1988), 
descriptions are often limited to a statement of presence or absence (e.g., with simple or 
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complex incision), with the spatial variation in motifs and their systematic qualitative and 
quantitative assessment omitted from published reports. 
The above situation exposes flawed assumptions that ceramic attributes, 
especially pastes, must change with the passage of time. The continued use of 
untempered Fine Orange at Isla Agaltepec (and Totogal) illustrates the problematic 
dependence on this ceramic paste as a period marker of the Middle Classic. Even though 
we know that this ware was used as early as the Late Formative (Pool and Britt 2000), 
survey projects in the region often rely too heavily on this category of ceramic as a 
Classic period indicator, especially when it is found in high relative proportions to other 
ceramic paste recipes and there are supporting data that suggest the existence of late, 
perhaps contemporaneous, temporal components (e.g., Kruszczynski 2001). The 
considerable lifespan of this orange ware and often-poor preservation of surface 
decoration makes it difficult to rely on paste alone as a chronological indicator. To 
combat the proclivity to depend on ceramic evidence, and to surmount the temporal 
hurdle that undecorated, untempered, Fine Orange pastes (especially body sherds) create, 
Arnold suggests that we assess change with complementary materials (2005). He applied 
this strategy to a preliminary reanalysis of the obsidian data from the Tuxtlas Survey 
(Santley and Arnold 1996). Arnold is still refining his observations based on this new 
perspective, but some interesting initial patterns suggest potential points of comparison 
and inquiry for the southwestern Tuxtlas. 
 Strong associations between obsidian sources, technological attributes, and the 
Postclassic period occur elsewhere in the Gulf lowlands (Braswell 2003; Heller and Stark 
1998; Stark et al. 1992; cf. Santley et al. 1986). At these Postclassic sites, there are 
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generally high quantities of prismatic blades struck from clear obsidian from the Pico de 
Orizaba source: these blades often exhibit ground platforms (e.g., Daneels 1997:245; 
Heller 2001:164; Ohnersorgen 2001). High proportions of clear blades characterize the 
entire Postclassic sequence, but during the Late Postclassic, there are also often high 
proportions of green obsidian blades from the Pachuca, Hidalgo source. Their platforms 
are also often ground (Arnold 2003, 2007; Arnold and Venter 2004; Heller and Stark 
1998). Therefore, Gulf lowland assemblages with high proportions of clear blades (often 
with ground platforms), and with few green items probably reflect Early Postclassic 
occupations. 
 
Suggested Distributions of Postclassic Settlement 
 Arnold’s preliminary retabulation of the clear obsidian blade data increased the 
number of potential Postclassic (particularly Early Postclassic) sites from the Tuxtlas 
Survey area from four to twenty-one, a five-fold increase (2005). These sites clustered 
into three areas. One cluster was around Lake Catemaco and the others clustered along 
two main water corridors leading into and out of the mountains.  
 If settlement trends for the Río Catemaco Valley are indicative of growing 
concerns with access to and from the sierra as Arnold suggests, then Postclassic sites 
elsewhere in the Tuxtlas may also favor locations near major watercourses, particularly 
the Río Tepango (Tuxtla) Valley. This may prove especially true from Santiago and 
points further south where, despite some areas where the river is impassable to 
watercraft, the water is deeper and there are fewer falls. In addition, the river also widens 
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and the volume of flow increases, this is especially true farther south as the Tepango 
approaches the Ríos Catemaco, Hueyapan, and eventually San Juan (Michapa).  
We would also expect Postclassic sites, especially administrative centers, to be in 
locations conducive to the oversight of these routes. Besides waterways, sites might also 
congregate along major overland communication corridors. Early Colonial maps depict 
the main thoroughfares of the Tuxtlas, one of which roughly corresponds to current 
Highway 180 (García Martinez 1969; Figure 2.2). This corridor probably follows a 
prehispanic camino that later connected the coastal plain of the El Mesón region with 
sierra towns at Santiago Tuxtla, San Andres Tuxtla (Zacualco), the Bodega de Totoltepec 
(or San Andres—near modern Sihuapan and Matacapan), and Catemaco. During the early 
Colonial years, this access linked the Cortés sugar ingenio in the lowlands at Tepeaca 
(Paso del Ingenio) to the provincial seat at Santiago Tuxtla (Bermudez 1978; Garcia 
Martinez 1969; Rivas Castellanos 1999).  
The revised Postclassic settlement and demographic patterns projected for the Río 
Catemaco Valley (Arnold 2005), and hypothesized for areas farther west, generally 
correspond to the Colonial settlement distribution, especially in the lower Tepango and 
middle-to-lower San Juan River Valley to the west (García Martínez 1969; see also 
Gerhard 1993) (Figure 2.2). We do not yet know how closely the tentative trends 
observed for the central Tuxtlas characterize the Postclassic Río Tepango Valley. Neither 
can we be certain, at this point, whether 1) a centralized authority directed Late 
Classic/Early Postclassic congregation of sites into the areas mentioned; 2) reorganization 
was the result of competition among nearby confederations of sites that were responding 
to demographic shifts following the decline of Matacapan; or 3) other factors such as the  
Figure 2-2. Colonial Era Settlements in the Marquesado’s Tuxtla, Cotaxtla, and La Rinconada Provinces (after Garcia Martinez 1969, 
fold-out map) 
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immigration of foreign groups occurred that disrupted the existing balance of power and 
population distribution in the region. The Early Postclassic reorganization rules out 
control by the Aztec Triple Alliance, whose expansion occurred later. Imperial 
incorporation of the area, however, could have suppressed intra-sierra squabbles if 
competition had been a cause of reorganization. Moreover, the vice-regal authorities of 
New Spain may have directed additional shifts in the population distribution during the 
Colonial Period. 
 Moreover, as Arnold notes (2005; see also Killion and Urcid 2001; Pool 1995), 
we assumed that material style changes would occur at the end of the Classic period, 
similar to those experienced in other areas of the Gulf lowlands where the influx of 
migrants may have contributed to local transformations (e.g., Daneels 1997; see also 
Stark 2008). Instead, many ceramic preferences continued from the Classic to the 
Postclassic; Tuxtecos did not likely decide in A.D. 1000 to arbitrarily abandon time-
tested ceramic pastes for markedly different technologies. As a result, many Postclassic 
sites were probably assigned to the Late Classic period because of the compositions of 
their ceramic paste assemblages7 (e.g., Kruszczynski 2001; Santley and Arnold 1996; cf. 
Arnold 2003, 2005; Arnold and Venter 2004; Venter 2005; Venter and Pool 2005; Venter 
et al. 2006). Consequently, unusual findings in other material categories (especially green 
Pachuca obsidian) were explained as unexpected deviations from anticipated norms in 
core-periphery relations (e.g., between Tres Zapotes and its eastern hinterland 
[Kruszczynski 2001:131-142]). Other Postclassic Tuxteco materials have been curiously 
assigned to earlier periods as well (e.g., copper rings in burial contexts at Matacapan 
were assigned to the Late Classic [Santley et. al 1984; cf. Arnold 2005]). 
                                            
7 This may be especially true for survey projects were no subsurface testing of deposits is made. 
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 External styles used at Tuxtlas centers like Isla Agaltepec provided the best means 
of identifying Postclassic ceramics before the outset of this project at Totogal. When we 
combine non-local-style ceramic data and central Gulf lowland-inspired diagnostics with 
evidence from radiocarbon assays, comals, clear obsidian blades (often with ground 
platforms) and unusually high proportions of green obsidian, we are in a better position to 
locate and refine the late prehispanic occupational sequence of the Sierra de los Tuxtlas. 
These are the principle temporal markers used in this study at Totogal. They provide a 
good starting point for subsequent analyses of other locally produced materials and they 
also enable me to evaluate models for social interactions that took place at the site. 
 In sum, artificial obstacles obscure our understanding of the Postclassic. By 
looking in less populated “peripheral” areas (in relation to the fifteenth and sixteenth 
century provincial capital) and by giving one set of data (ceramics) primacy in our 
considerations, our chances of identifying Postclassic markers were lessened. However, 
foreign-style ceramic diagnostics, particular ceramic vessel forms (comals), obsidian 
source proportions and technological attributes (ground platforms) can serve as 
springboards for identifying contemporaneous and less obvious autochthonous temporal 
changes.  
 
From Toztlan to Santiago Tuxtla 
 Throughout this study, I argue that the archaeological site of Totogal corresponds 
to the sixteenth century cabecera of Toztlan. Besides the archaeological data presented in 
this dissertation, information from ethnohistories, local written and oral accounts, and 
early explorations support this identification (e.g., Blom and La Farge 1923; Friedlander  
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and Sonder 1923; Medel y Alvarado 1993; Ortiz Ceballos 1975; Rivas Castellanos 1999; 
Seler-Sachs 1922). Sixteenth century Toztlan was renamed Tuxtla c. 1525, soon after 
Spanish encroachment into the area, and the administrative center was relocated from 
Totogal to Santiago Tuxtla (Bermudez 1978; Gerhard 1993; Medel y Alvarado 1993; 
Rivas Castellanos 1999; Urcid and Esquivias 2000).   
Toztlan was the easternmost tributary of the Aztec Empire’s Tochtepec province 
(Carrasco 1999; Urcid and Esquivias 2000; see also Codex Mendoza [Berdan and 
Anawalt 1992]; but cf. Berdan 1996). Later, Tuxtla (here referring to Santiago Tuxtla) 
was the cabecera of the Cortés Estate’s Tuxtla encomienda and oversaw six subject 
towns. Postclassic sites are at or near several of the Colonial subject towns. These subject 
towns included San Andrés Zacualco (later named San Andrés Tuxtla), Matlacapa 
(Matacapan), Caxiapa, Chuniapa, Catemaco, and Conchihca (Paso y Troncoso 1905; see 
also Bermudez 1978; García Martinez 1969; Gerhard 1993; Pool 1995; Stark 1978).  
 As the provincial capital, Santiago Tuxtla was the administrative, economic and 
Catholic (generally Franciscan) central place, at least through the end of the 17th century. 
During the first century of colonial rule, it also was the primary population center. In 
1568, the total Indian population of the town of Tuxtla totaled 1,815 individuals, and in 
1595 it was 1,846 (Cook and Borah 1987:51). The population data presented by Cook 
and Borah (1987) indicates that Tuxtla (the town) had one of the higher Indian population 
totals along the Gulf Coast. In addition, the Indian population of Tuxtla is one of few in 
the coastal region that did not see dramatic decreases between the two discussed years 
(compare other towns in Region III [Cook and Borah 1987:51]) The Villa of Tuxtla 
declined in economic importance before the end of the colonial era, as nearby San Andrés 
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Tuxtla eclipsed Santiago’s influence in the region. Santiago Tuxtla is still the cabecera of 
a municipio of the same name8. Rivas Castellanos (1999), citing transcriptions of pre-
Revolution municipal archives made by Don Antonio Verdejo y Tenorio, suggests that 
the waning of Santiago’s authority was due to volcanic activity that had a greater impact 
on Santiago than on San Andrés. He states that during the 1664 eruption of the San 
Martín Tuxtla volcano, many inhabitants of Santiago relocated to San Andrés (see also 
Medel y Alvarado 1993). Following the eruption, some people returned to Santiago, but 
many apparently remained at their newly found home. It is very possible that volcanic 
activity affected the regional distribution of Tuxteco populations, and that an episode of 
volcanism contributed to Santiago’s decline as a regional power. Other factors, however, 
such as tobacco and cigar production (perhaps improved by a population surge to provide 
a larger labor force), have equally contributed to San Andrés’ economic growth.  
Unlike other hispanicized Contact Period communities in Mesoamerica and the 
Tuxtlas (e.g., Catemaco), the current town of Santiago does not overlay its prehispanic 
antecedent. During the colonial founding of Santiago Tuxtla, Spaniards relocated the 
prehispanic community from its original location to its present site (Gerhard 1993; Medel 
y Alvarado 1993; Rivas Castellanos 1999). Totogal, I argue, represents the pre-colonial 
community.  
 Totogal is located between 300 and 400 m above sea level on the southeastern 
slopes of Cerro el Vigía, the extinct volcano to the immediate west of Santiago Tuxtla 
(Figure 2.1). Cerro el Vigía sits mid-way between the Formative and Classic Period 
                                            
8 Over the past couple of centuries, the Tuxtla province has been increasingly carved into smaller segments. 
Now, San Andres Tuxtla and Catemaco are the cabeceras of their own respective municipios. As recent as 
the early 20th Century, El Mesón seceded from the Santiago Tuxtla municipio and formed the polity of 
Angel R. Cabada. Likewise, today there is a movement in Tres Zapotes for secession. 
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center of Tres Zapotes and Santiago (and adjacent El Picayo). The Olmec Cobata head, 
which sits within Santiago Tuxtla’s zocalo, was found near one of its peaks.   
Totogal, however, has escaped the direct attention of most scholars working in the 
southern Gulf Lowlands; although, there are several allusions to the site. Most remarks 
concerning Totogal are from the early 20th Century and are in reference to the 
Postclassic-style monuments (possibly rabbit and toad depictions [Figure 2-3]) found 
today in San Andres Tuxtla’s zocalo. For example, Blom and La Farge (1923:19-20) 
refer to ruins on the southern side of the “Santiago volcano” as the source of Postclassic-
style stone monuments they observed in San Andrés Tuxtla (see also Seler-Sachs 1922: 
Figure 2). Other references are more direct in their mention of the site. For example, 
Porter (1989) and Friedlander and Sonder (1923) attribute the basalt sculptures 
specifically to Totogal. At an unknown date, the basalt sculptures were moved from 
Totogal to Santiago Tuxtla, the Colonial capital. Later, in the early 20th Century, they 
were again relocated, this time to San Andres Tuxtla (Friedlander and Sonder 1923:165).  
Additional references to Totogal and to Cerro el Vigía come from Friedlander  
and Sonder who indicated that the “mountain [Cerro Santiago] was a heiligtum9 to the 
indians” (1923:165).  
  
                                            
9 When translated from Friedlander, heiligtum can mean “a sacred place of pilgrimage”, “a place of 
inviolable privacy”, or a “sanctuary” (German-English on-line dictionary accessed March 2006: 
www.LookWayUp.com). It is interesting that one proposed early Colonial function of the site was as a 
monastery (Rivas Castellanos 1999). Moreover, the meaning of Totógal is ‘house of the Totoles”, or birds. 
The referent “house” in nahuatl place names was often indicative of either cabecera status, or the location 
of the leadership’s residential compound. In many cases, these two locations (administrative center and 
elite households) were the same. If political and religious leadership were inseparable in the Postclassic 
Tuxtlas, we might expect the center to have ritual importance or to be located in a place with extant sacred 
associations. We should not read too much into Friedlander’s choice of words or the fact that his 
description is likely based on the commentary of informants that he encountered during his early twentieth 
century study. Those informants, 400 years removed from the occupation of the site, may have imbued the 
site and Cerro el Vigía with their own personal impressions. Nevertheless, mountains, as well as caves and 
springs, often have sacred attributes in Mesoamerican belief systems. 
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Figure 2-3. Basalt Monuments attributed to Totogal (from Seler-Sachs 1922: Figure 2 
[top] and Blom and La Farge 1925:Figure 16 [bottom]) 
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Gerhard refers to the naturally fortified, mountain position of the Contact Period 
Tuxtla settlement (1993). Finally, Medel y Alvarado mentions a settlement on 
Totogaltepetl (Totogal hill; also Cerro el Vigía, Cerro de Tuxtla) that was the home of 
Santiago Tuxtla’s indigenous population prior to early Colonial resettlement (1993; see 
also Ortíz Ceballos 1975; Rivas Castellanos 1999).   
 Despite these brief mentions of the site at Totogal, it has escaped notice by most 
archaeologists who work in the region. For example, in hypothesizing the location of 
prehispanic Tuxtla, Killion and Urcid suggested that nearby Classic Period El Picayo was 
the best candidate (it was, after all, the only known large center in the immediate region) 
(2001:16 [footnote]). At first, I also considered this possibility, especially in view of 
etymological similarities between a precinct of this large center (Totocapan) and Toztlan, 
as well as some Late Classic/Early Postclassic ceramics found there (Valenzuela 1945b). 
However, additional perusal of local histories and conversations with Ponciano Ortíz and 
INAH personnel pointed me in the direction of Totogal (Ponciano Ortíz, Juan Jose 
Palagot, and Clemente Campos, personal communication 2003). In the summer of 2003, 
Philip Arnold and I, having recently worked at Postclassic Isla Agaltepec in Catemaco, 
decided to clarify the matter and go see Totogal.  
Once a local informant guided us to the ruins, the head of one of the on-site 
households pointed out a couple of modest-sized mounds and the remnants of some stone 
masonry foundation walls. Ceramics observed in an arroyo were similar to those 
recovered at Isla Agaltepec; these materials helped to confirm not only prehispanic 
habitation, but also that the occupation might be contemporaneous to Agaltepec (i.e., 
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Postclassic). Incidentally, like Totocapan (the architectural core of El Picayo that also had 
a small Postclassic occupation [Stoner 2007]).  
Totogal is etymologically similar to Toztlan. Toztlan, a Nahuatl word, means 
“place of the yellow-headed macaws [parrots or papagayos]” (Codex Mendoza [Berdan 
and Anawalt 1992]). On the other hand, Totogal means “house of the Totoles” (tototl = 
bird, calli = house Totoles  + calli Totogal), while Totocapan means “place of the 
Totoles” (Totoles + apan) (Karttunen 1992). Both have similar meanings, but throughout 
Nahuatl-speaking areas of the Central Highlands to the west, the word “house” was often 
used in reference to the head towns, or elite households, within provinces or altepemeh 
(e.g., teccalli [noble house]; compare also to Agaltepec [atl + calli + tepetl = water-house-
hill]) (Lockhart 1994). We can therefore infer that the etymology of the toponym 
“Totogal” provides additional support for the site as a cabecera or compound for local 
leadership.  
We do not have enough evidence to say if the Tuxtlas shared precisely the same 
organizing principles that governed the geo-political relations in altiplano altepemeh. 
However, other similarities that include rare provincial Huitzilopochtli worship 
(Umberger 1996:7[note 1]; cf. Urcid and Esquivias 200010), trade and imperial 
interaction, payment of tribute, and oversight (by way of the resident calpixqui) suggest 
that some highland organizational models may be applicable to the western Tuxtlas 
during the Late Postclassic Period if not earlier. Additional support comes from language 
descriptions from soon after the Spanish Conquest (Paso y Troncoso 1905-06, 5:5). Many 
central Veracruz provinces had significant numbers of “Mexican” language speakers. 
                                            
10 Urcid and Esquivias (2000) argue that Xipe Totec, not Huitzilopochtli, was the deity implied in the 
Relaciones Geograficas (Paso y Troncoso 1905-06, 5:5, 101). 
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Umberger states that, like Xalapa, the description of Tuxtla’s “Mexican” language as 
“rough” or “corrupt” probably means that it came with pre-Aztec migrations into the area 
(1996:159; see also Scholes and Warren 1965:780).  
Despite spending two weeks at the Archival General de la Nación (AGN), the 
Mexican National Archives, I was never able to locate records that specifically 
mentioned Totogal. More time and a closer review may yield more positive results than 
mine. My perusal of documents in the Hospital de Jesus, for example, only revealed later 
colonial records of Tuxtla that post-dated its Hispanic resettlement by a minimum of a 
few decades, sometimes up to a few centuries. Eneas Rivas Castellanos, Santiago 
Tuxtla’s modern chronicler, indicates that Spanish archives in Sevilla (the AGI) mention 
Totogal, and Hernán Cortés mentions forced resettlement from the site in his letters to the 
Spanish Crown (Medel y Alvarado 1963, 1993; Rivas Castellanos 1999).  
Local tradition, transmitted over several generations, suggests a storied past for 
the founders of Totogal (Verdejo11 cited in Rivas Castellanos 1999:21-22). This tradition 
relates the migration myth of a group from Tlaxcala, Puebla that made war with the 
inhabitants of the Gulf region. One of the first places mentioned is Cotaxtla, a fertile 
region where the migrating outsiders finally settled. There was warfare between the 
Tlaxcalans and Cotaxtla and both sides suffered defeats and victories. One particular 
defeat must have been especially bad and remained in the memory of several members of 
the community because upon the death of the king, his son, looking for revenge, 
reinitiated battles that had subsided for some time. Because of this new episode of 
conflict, the community drove this son from Cotaxtla. He and his allies migrated to the 
                                            
11 Informe sobre la Villa de Santiago Tuxtla, Elaborado por el Professor Don Antonio Verdejo, Secretario 
del Ayuntamiento, el 4 de Julio de 1887 (Rivas Castellanos 1999:21-22). 
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east arriving at what is today Arroyo Largo (one town with this name is south of Tres 
Zapotes, southwest of Totogal; the other is north of Tres Zapotes). Upon arrival, they 
established a large center and their settlements extended to the Cerro de Tuxtla (Cerro el 
Vigía) and its surrounding valleys. Once there, the foreigners remained for several years, 
but extensive flooding of the Arroyo Largo forced them to relocate. During this final 
migration, the center’s population allegedly settled at upland Totogal and founded Tuxtla. 
They lived at Totogal where they dedicated their lives to agriculture and ceramic 
production until the arrival of the conquistadors (translated from Verdejo; cited by Rivas 
Castellanos 1999:21-22).  
In this particular account, Verdejo does not mention the municipal archives that 
he transcribed, but they, in addition to oral tradition, likely informed part of his narrative. 
Unfortunately, there is no reliable way to substantiate the specifics of Verdejo’s account. 
Several decades ago, Rivas borrowed the transcribed documents, initially passed down to 
Verdejo’s descendants. The documents are still in Rivas’ possession, despite the passage 
of c. 30 years (Ma. de los Angeles Montesano Verdejo [Verdejo’s grand daughter], 
personal communication 2004). Rivas was unavailable for consultation during my time in 
Santiago, despite several attempts.  
An unfortunate downside to oral traditions accumulated over several centuries, is 
that they are likely to suffer significant alterations and embellishments. Therefore, we 
cannot place much confidence in this migration story, especially since no primary (or 
secondary) documents were available for study.  
Despite the uncertainty surrounding Verdejo’s account, it is tempting to recall the 
often-cited migrations into the Gulf Lowlands that occurred during the Postclassic Period 
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(Daneels 1997; see also Foster 1943; Scholes and Warren 1965:779-80), especially when 
one considers the linguistic evidence introduced above. Umberger suggests that the 
“corrupt” version of “Mexican” spoken in Tuxtla at Contact was the result of Postclassic 
migrations into the area that preceded Late Postclassic Aztec entrance into the region 
(1996). These migrations were allegedly by “Popoluca” groups (also designated as 
Olmeca [Olmeca-Xicalanca?]) from the central highlands who, following the 12th century 
decline of Tula and Tolteca-Chichimeca pressures, moved southeastward to the Gulf 
Lowlands “where they established petty kingdoms, or señorios” (Scholes and Warren 
1965:780, citing Mayas y Olmecas 1942; see especially Jimenez Moreno 1942).  
Documentation of Totogal resumes with accounts of the Contact years. Records 
maintain that following initial entrance into the Tuxtlas, Hernán Cortés, having 
encountered the native population of Totogal and claimed right to the land, tributes, 
natural resources and labor12, demanded that the indigenous inhabitants of Tuxtla 
(Totogal) descend the mountain and relocate (Rivas Castellanos 1999). A portion of the 
native population settled in the Barrio del Marques in Santiago Tuxtla (Rivas Castellanos 
1999). This barrio still exists on the slopes east of Highway 180 as it enters town from the 
northwest (this is the barrio closest to the Totocapan section El Picayo). Rivas 
Castellanos states that the Spaniards gave 40 days for the depopulation of Totogal. This 
forced resettlement, perhaps initiated as part of the 1531 reducciones throughout New 
Spain, is stated to have occurred in April of 1532 (Rivas Castellanos 1999:33). Rivas also 
                                            
12 By way of a Real Cedula from Carlos V on July 6, 1529 (cited in Bermudez 1978), Cortes acquired this 
estate. Upon receipt of this royal decree, Cortés formally (legally) took possession of the Tuxtla province 
under the auspices of the Marquesado del Valle. Tuxtla was one of several communities whose land and 
labor was part of the encomienda given to Cortés soon after “conquest”. The land and tributes remained 
under the formal jurisdiction of the Cortés estate until Mexican Independence. Administration often 
suffered from the poor management of Cortés’s heirs, some of which were absentee managers of the estate 
and often in financial trouble (Bermudez 1978). 
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mentions that there was some resistance spearheaded by Xogoyo, the son of the last 
cacique of Totogal13. Spaniards finally subjugated Xogoyo, along with his co-
conspirators (1999:33). Soon after the relocation, Rivas contends that Cortés personally 
directed the construction of a “templo y convento” at Totogal in 1532, which was 
occupied for 130 years, 7 months and 3 days by Alcantarine friars (Rivas Castellanos 
1999, citing Verdejo’s transcriptions made during the late 19th Century). The Alcantarine 
Friars, also known as the Discalceds, were a strict order of Observant Franciscans formed 
in the sixteenth century. These Alcantarinos were one of the most austere Observant sects 
in New Spain. For this reason, they are referred to as the “bare-footed friars” 
(Discalceds), as this was their symbol of poverty (West 1989:309). 
Additional evidence indicates that Cortés and other Spaniards had already settled 
the area before the indigenous abandonment of Totogal and before the 1529 royal decree 
cited above. After all, the alcalde (municipal government) attributes Santiago Tuxtla’s 
official founding to a decree by Carlos V on July 25, 152514. Already by 1524, in a letter 
to Carlos V, Cortés writes that he had a functioning sugar ingenio (water-propelled wheel 
works mill) in Tuxtla at Tepeaca (Bermudez 1978:44). Bermudez discusses additional 
evidence from Cortés’s notes that suggest the actual construction of the Tuxtla ingenio 
did not begin until the middle of 1526 and was not made operational until 1528 or 1529 
(1978:44; see also Barrett 1970:11). Cortés apparently exaggerated claims of his 
accomplishments to the monarch. Despite Cortés’s deceit, it is likely that sugar cane was 
                                            
13 According to Rivas, in order to commemorate this alleged act of resistance, one of the original barrios in 
Santiago Tuxtla was named for this youth (Rivas Castellanos 1999:33). 
14 Rivas cites a Real Cedula, found in the Archivo de Simancas, in which the Spanish monarch responds to 
Cortés’s request to create a new population settlement (1999:7). 
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introduced to the Tuxtla province by 1522 or 1523, that some cane had been planted by 
1524, and a location for a mill had been selected (Bermudez 1978:44).  
The mill was finally constructed four leagues (19.2 kilometers) west-northwest of 
Santiago Tuxtla at Tepeaca(n) (tepetl “mountain” + atl “water” + can “place”, “place 
where the water leaves the mountain”) (Bermudez 1978:44). This location is now known 
as Paso del Ingenio and it was a place conveniently positioned near lower-lying, well-
watered, fertile expanses conducive to large-scale agricultural production and to water 
currents coming out of the mountains that were strong enough to propel the millworks 
(Bermudez 1978:44). During its first decade, the Tuxtla mill relied mostly on indigenous 
labor. Soon after, Cortés and his managers supplemented the native workforce with 
African slave labor. The first large importation of 100 African slaves to the Tuxtla mill 
dates to 1544, when Cortés arranged their purchase with Leonardo Lomelín from Genoa 
(Barrett 1970:78). The number of slaves imported to the Tuxtla mill declined over the 
decades and when the mill finally closed, the mills in Morelos acquired some of them 
(Barrett 1970:94).  
The ingenio at Tuxtla’s Tepeaca locality exported muscovado, a non-clayed15, 
soft mass of molasses and sugar, to Spain. Muscovado was never important in Mexico 
but, at the time, it was an important export commodity for the area (Barrett 1970:50). The 
Tuxtla mill was only operational until 1594 when it burned (Bermudez 1978; cf. Barrett 
                                            
15 The process of claying sugar involves placing unrefined moist sugar into clay molds, then topping the 
sugar filled mold with moist clay. The moisture from the clay cap percolates through the sugar removing 
the moist molasses, leaving behind the relatively clear sugar crystals. The process of claying is not used 
much today. Instead, centrifugals are mostly used to refine sugar. The process of claying has largely been 
replaced because it could take up to forty days for refined crystals to be produced. Claying also required 
large curing houses and several workers to monitor progress. Centrifugal refinement, however, can produce 
clear sugar crystals within 24 hours. Clay-refined sugar was much more expensive to produce but garnered 
a much higher price on markets. Sugar was often exported in muscovado form (non-clayed, moist, 
unrefined); it was then refined in local refineries in Europe or the United States, for example 
(http://www.1911encyclopedia.org/Sugar, accessed August 20, 2007; see also Isett 1995:244).  
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1970:11). The marquesado never rebuilt this particular mill and for a while at the end of 
the 16th Century, leather hides replaced sugar as the principal export of the region 
(Bermudez 1978). Because the Tuxtla mill was oriented toward export (due to its location 
near the port of Veracruz16), the revival of sugar production in Spain at the end of the 16th 
Century may have affected it more than the domestic consumption-oriented Morelos 
mills (Barrett 1970:11).  
As demonstrated in the above synthesis of documents that pertain to Totogal and 
early Colonial Tuxtla, much of what we know comes from oral tradition, transcriptions of 
local archives, or documents associated with the establishment of the sugar mill. When 
combined with the ethnohistoric references to Toztlan in the Codex Mendoza (Berdan and 
Anawalt 1992), Memoria de Tlacopan (Carrasco 1999), and later 16th Century Relaciones 
(Paso y Troncoso 1905), we have a rough framework against which we can compare and 
evaluate the archaeological evidence recovered during this project.  
 
The Central and Southern Gulf Lowlands 
In this section, I review the Postclassic archaeological trends of the northern and 
central Gulf Lowlands, especially as they relate to the detection of imperial relations. For 
purposes of comparison, I also include a brief consideration of Postclassic data collected 
from the area of Villa del Espiritu Santo in Coatzacoalcos, as an example of a region not 
incorporated by the Aztec Empire, but that was located within the southern Gulf lowlands 
and therefore near the Tuxtlas.  Data from the Gulf lowlands that pertain to Aztec 
imperialism generally come from a handful of sites (e.g., Cotaxtla, Zempoala, Castillo de 
                                            
16 Sugar was transported from the Tuxtla mill in carretas (carts) to the Río San Juan where it then traveled 
downstream to the Río Papaloapan and Alvarado (Tlacintla). From Alvarado, the sugar was shipped to 
Veracruz and San Juan de Ulua where it awaited export (Bermudez 1978).  
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Teayo, Callejon del Horno) and regional syntheses of ceramic evidence based on 
explorations at Quiahuiztlan and Isla de Sacrificios (e.g., Medellin Zenil 1960) (Figure 
2.4). Scholars working within regions to the northwest of Tuxtla provide the best 
comparative data for this study because they share some commonalities of historical 
trajectories, artifact styles, and other elements of culture.  
During the Late Postclassic, and along with the isthmian southern Gulf Lowlands, 
the northern and central Gulf lowlands lay within the “Veracruz Affluent Production 
Zone”, an area made up of relatively autonomous small polities that had great economic 
success and commercial exchange within and beyond the Gulf region (Smith and Berdan 
2003). The Veracruz Affluent Production Zone differed from core areas of Postclassic 
Mesoamerica because there was no single political authority that consolidated the entire 
region into a cohesive unit. In addition, scholars working in these northwestern areas 
have identified a discernable Postclassic period that is freer of some of the identification 
problems caused by considerable ceramic continuity further south (e.g., the Villa Alta 
phase from San Lorenzo and its environs). Moreover, the central and northern Gulf 
lowlands have seen more systematic studies of Aztec interaction outside of the central 
highlands than regions to the south and east (Curet et al. 1994; Daneels 1997; Daneels 
and Miranda 1998; Garraty and Stark 2002; Ohnersorgen 2001; Urcid and Esquivias 
2000; Umberger 1996). In sum, the Postclassic sequences of the central Gulf Lowlands 
are better known than those in other neighboring parts of the Gulf Lowlands. 
 The identification of the Postclassic in the central Gulf Lowlands has not 
presented scholars with the same problems we have experienced in the Tuxtlas. Known 
Postclassic centers, such as Quiahuiztlan, Quauhtochco, Cotaxtla, Zempoala, and Isla de  
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Figure 2-4. Postclassic Gulf Lowland Sites Mentioned in the Text 
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Sacrificios have been touchstones for temporal assignments elsewhere in the Gulf region. 
Until recent years, Zempoala had seen the most systematic work of these large 
Postclassic centers (Brüggeman et al. 1991), but much of its fame comes from 
ethnohistoric accounts and remains associated with its role during Spanish landfall and 
the first meetings between Hernán Cortés, Totonacs and Aztec agents. The quickening 
rate of research at lesser-known settlements in the central Gulf Lowlands is outpacing 
work at the large well-known sites mostly investigated in the mid-twentieth century (e.g., 
Garcia Payon 1949; Medellin Zenil 1955; 1960). This means that what we can say about 
socio-political and economic relationships (within the lowlands, and with the highlands) 
will soon surpass the more famous centers, but much work is still needed that will 
integrate these diverse datasets (Cortés 1995; Curet et al. 1994; Daneels 1997, 2005; 
Daneels and Miranda 1998; Garraty and Stark 2002; Heller and Stark 1998; Ohnersorgen 
2001, 2005; Skoglund 2001; Skoglund et al. 2006; Stark 1990). 
 Because of research over the past two decades, the inventories of Postclassic data 
in the central Gulf Lowlands are relatively robust, especially when compared with the 
Tuxtlas. While gaps remain, particularly for the eastern lower Papaloapan basin, four 
archaeological complexes have been tentatively identified from ca. AD 1000 on (Daneels 
2005). The complexes discussed by Daneels are defined primarily on the basis of 
ceramics, but some architectural styles parallel the ceramic trends. 
The first, most northern complex consists of the so-called “Totonac” fine paste 
ceramics: Isla de Sacrificios, Quiahuiztlan, Tres Picos, and Cerro Montoso or Totonac 
Polychrome (Daneels 2005:1; see also García Payón 1947; Gyarmati 1988, 1995; 
Lagunes 1995, Medellin Zenil 1960; Wilkerson 1972, 1994). Ceramics and architectural 
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features associated with this complex bear affinity with El Tajín to the north. To Daneels, 
this suggests that elites in this area adopted influences from the large center (Daneels 
2004). Some ceramic decorations, such as those on Tres Picos esgrafiado vessels, also 
resemble Prado phase (ca. AD 700-800) ceramics (e.g., Clara Luz Negro Esgrafiado) at 
Tula—suggested by Cobean to have been inspired or introduced from the boundary 
regions of northern Mesoamerica (1990:Láminas 33, 35, 43).  
 Further inland, in the Sierra de Chiconquiaco, along the northern bank of the 
Antigua River and on the eastern slope of the Sierra Madre, a mixed complex exists that 
combines Mixteca-Puebla, Totonac, Huastec and local material elements (Daneels 
2005:1). Moreover, some architecture here incorporates highland styles. Daneels suggests 
that this area represents a transition zone that resulted from the conquest of Totonacs by 
Nahua speakers who brought knowledge of Mixteca-Puebla styles (Daneels 2005:1-2) to 
the area (the Late Postclassic provinces of Xalapa and Zempoala). These Nahua speakers 
made the imported-style ceramics with local materials.  
 South and southeast, in the Cotaxtla, Jamapa and Blanco basins, a more 
homogeneous highland ceramic complex exists. During the Middle Postclassic, this 
manifests as a mostly Mixteca-Puebla ceramic tradition, with some local variants and 
material (Curet et. al 1994; Daneels 1995, 1997, 2005; Garraty and Stark 2002; 
Ohnersorgen 2001; Stark 1995, 2008). Architectural features of the area incorporate 
highland styles, particularly the relatively large, double temple-topped pyramids, and 
small double temples with stone and adobe facing; these characteristics occur at 
Postclassic sites in the Cotaxtla basin, especially the center itself (Daneels 1997; 
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Ohnersorgen 2001). Cotaxtla and La Mixtequilla show the general ceramic trends that 
Daneels associates with the regional complex, which later incorporated Aztec styles.  
 Daneels (2005:2) defined a fourth complex that encompasses the environs of the 
Papaloapan basin and consequently incorporates large sections of the Late Postclassic 
Tochtepec province as drawn by Berdan (1996). Although the Mixtequilla is located in 
the lower Papaloapan drainage, the areas surveyed by Stark appear more similar to 
Cotaxtla (Curet et al. 1994; Garraty and Stark 2002; Ohnersorgen 2001; Skoglund 2001). 
Daneels notes that Papaloapan sites lack many of the Mixteca-Puebla styles seen to their 
immediate northwest (Daneels 2005). Recent research on sites in this area, which is 
dominated by flood plain, suggests that the Postclassic ceramic assemblage is similar to 
the Tabasco Cintla (or Centla) horizon and the Late Villa Alta phase near San Lorenzo 
(Daneels 2005; see also Aguilar 2001; Arellanos and Beauregard 2001; Berlin 1956; 
Espinoza 2001; Symonds et al. 2002). In addition to the continued construction of 
primarily earthen mounds, ceramic paste assemblages closely resemble their Late Classic 
antecedents (Daneels 2005). Decorative treatments differ, however (e.g., compare the 
Late Classic Jonuta horizon and the Late Postclassic Cintla horizon in Tabasco [Berlin 
1956; see also Smith 1958 for western Campeche]).   
Intermediate between the Papaloapan River and Tabasco is Villa del Espiritu 
Santo on the Coatzacoalcos River. At this site, for example, Fine Orange ceramics were 
produced through the Late Postclassic and occur in Contact era contexts where they are 
also associated with Colonial glazed wares (Arellanos and Beauregard 2001; Pool 2006). 
Fine paste ceramics were used in abundance during the Late Classic as well throughout 
areas encompassed by or near the sixteenth century Coatzacoalcos province (e.g., 
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Borstein 2005; Esquivias 2002). While fine paste (untempered) ceramics also appear in 
large quantities along the Tabasco and western Campeche coasts, they are rare further 
inland (Fox 1987; see also Berlin 1956). At Villa del Espiritu Santo, untempered pastes 
often included red-to-brown slips, but abundant examples of polychromes were also 
recovered that included red, brown and orange tones. Painted motifs on polychrome 
pottery included perpendicular and horizontal lines that formed panels, wavy lines, 
triangles, circles and floral motifs with spirals (Arellanos and Beauregard 2001:81). 
Some similar motifs were identified on V and U Fine Orange vessels in Tabasco, but 
motifs are more often incised and geometric (Berlin 1956:136-137).  
No Aztec ceramic styles were reported from Villa del Espiritu Santo or within the 
Cintla horizon. The former site would have been in the independent polity of 
Coatzacoalcos, the three sites on which the Cintla horizon is based are located near 
Xicalango in the Laguna de Terminos region along the eastern Tabasco and western 
Campeche Gulf Coast. Aztec style ceramics, such as Texcoco Molded censers, are not 
known for either region, but other central highland exports, in particular green obsidian, 
do occur in high proportions.  At Villa del Espiritu Santo, 64.7 percent of the obsidian 
blade assemblage consists of green material. At Atasta, one of the Cintla horizon sites 
discussed by Berlin (1956), 76.3 percent of the obsidian blades were green. Because these 
assemblages come from sites beyond Aztec imperial control, we can infer that there is no 
direct correlation between imperial incorporation and this particular material. Despite the 
regions’ unincorporated statuses and the sometimes hostile relations reported for 
Coatzacoalcos (Arellanos and Beauregard 2001; Carrasco 1999), access to green obsidian 
from Pachuca was unabated by political boundaries.  
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Other items that characterize the Postclassic assemblage from Villa del Espiritu 
Santo include certain utilitarian ceramics, such as comales and xumiles (perforated 
vessels used for separating seeds or other objects—colanders). Anthropomorphic and 
zoomorphic figurines made of fine tempered pastes were also recovered from Postclassic 
(generally late) sites of the Villa del Espiritu Santo area. Anthropomorphic figures bear 
some resemblance to items from the Huasteca, Tres Zapotes (Soncautla Complex) and La 
Venta that Drucker described as intrusive (1943:104, 129, lamina 23, figures c, d; 1952). 
Figurine facial characteristics were basic rectangular slits. Zoomorphic figurines included 
solid bird forms in particular (Arellanos and Beauregard 2001:105). 
The continued use of fine paste ceramics, along with mainly earthen mound 
construction also characterizes the Postclassic (Early and Late) at Isla Agaltepec in the 
Tuxtla Mountains (Arnold 2003, 2007; Arnold and Venter 2004). While the mounds at 
Agaltepec had earthen cores, possible stucco facing was recovered from eroded looters’ 
pits at the summit of the large mound in the Valenzuela complex. The largest mound in 
Area A appears to have been faced with small boulders. In addition, at Agaltepec, Aztec-
style Texcoco Molded censers were recovered in limited quantities (Arnold 2003, 2007; 
Arnold and Venter 2004). Tres Picos II-style esgrafiado ceramics, part of the so-called 
Totonac ceramic complex, were also recovered17. Moreover, although no Mixteca-Puebla 
                                            
17 While Tres Picos ceramics were identified by Medellin Zenil (1960) at the site with the same name (and 
several others in central Veracruz), very similar ceramic decoration is illustrated by Berlin (1956) in 
Tabasco and by Cobean (1991) at Tula from the EpiClassic (Late Classic) on. Cobean suggests that the 
similar Clara Luz Negro Esgrafiado ceramics were from (or inspired by) ceramics to the north in the Bajio 
region. Similar rare ceramics were also identified at Cholula by Noguera (1954). These ceramics, because 
of their wide distribution, especially throughout the Gulf Coast, may represent circum Gulf Coast exchange 
that expanded during the Postclassic; this is also suggested by the motif elements described for Cintla 
Horizon ceramics (Berlin 1956). Daneels may still be correct, however, in suggesting that Tres Picos and 
other “Totonac” ceramics were inspired by Tajin (2005). Generally speaking, Tres Picos and other so-
called Totonac ceramics (Medellin 1960) probably represent regional variants of Postclassic International 
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polychromes were apparent, some motifs resemble those found within the Borgia Codex 
style (see for example Arnold 2003: Figures 6 and 11; also Fox 1987:Figure 2.6; 
McCafferty 2002). While considerable continuity exists within mound construction styles 
and ceramic pastes, the Papaloapan complex discussed by Daneels is considerably more 
heterogeneous than initially suggested and sites from the region do contain materials and 
styles that reflect the complex social, political and economic exchanges that occurred 
between the diverse Gulf lowland areas and neighboring regions.  
Among the relationships that may have connected the Papaloapan groups with 
others are language affinities with groups to the west and east. For example, Daneels 
posits that if the Papaloapan groups were related to those in Tabasco, they could 
represent mixed Nahuat and Chontal-speaking groups (2005). Ethnohistoric and linguistic 
studies of the historic Olmec region (i.e., the area between the Papaloapan River and 
Western Tabasco) and the Chontalpa of Tabasco and Western Campeche certainly 
indicate that this “Mexican/Maya frontier” (Fox 1987) region was multilingual and 
multiethnic, containing Nahuat, Sierra Popoluca (Zoque and Mixe), and Chontal 
populations (Campbell and Kaufman 1980; Foster and Foster 1948; Paso y Troncoso 
1905; Pool 1995; Scholes and Roys 1968; Scholes and Warren 1965; Stark 1974, 1978).    
Overall, Postclassic ceramic patterns at Totogal bear most similarity to 
assemblages described for the Papaloapan region, including Isla Agaltepec. These 
materials also are similar to fine paste wares described for the Villa del Espiritu Santo 
and the Cintla horizon, as per Daneels suggestion. Considerable continuation of earlier 
material styles—particularly Fine Orange wares—is especially characteristic of the 
                                                                                                                                  
Ceramics (Boone and Smith 2003). Boone and Smith (2003) indicate that the Early Postclassic 
International Style was especially prolific along the Mesoamerican Gulf Coast. 
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ceramic paste assemblage. However, in ceramic decoration, so-called Totonac styles 
predominate at Totogal, especially Tres Picos II esgrafiado (but see note 16). That the 
Tres Picos style ceramics at Totogal and central Veracruz sites incorporate similar colors 
of slips and paints and they also also contain sometimes-incised motif elements that are 
similar to those described for southern Veracruz, coastal Tabasco and Western 
Campeche, these ceramics probably all represent local coastal variants of the Postclassic 
International Style. This “style” has been attributed to the spread of an elite oriented, 
Quetzalcoatl associated, system of symbolic communication and economic exchange that 
began during the Epiclassic period or Early Postclassic period and that continued into the 
Late Postclassic period (Boone and Smith 2003; see also Pohl 2003; Rice 1983; Ringle et 
al. 1998). The elaboration of an elite culture built on competitive alliances, was one of the 
factors that facilitated the spread of the Aztec Empire that usually governed and operated 
through co-opted, allied elites (Berdan and Smith 2003; Pohl 2003).  
Different from places to the east of the Tuxtlas, however, is the presence of Aztec 
imperial styles at Tuxteco/Eastern Papaloapan drainage sites (i.e., Totogal, Agaltepec; the 
southwest slope of Cerro el Vigia [Kruszczynski 2001], the Tepango River Valley 
[Stoner 2007], and the El Meson region [Loughlin, personal communication]).  
 For comparisons of Postclassic occupation and materials at Totogal, particularly 
the use of imperial artifact-styles, I rely mainly on patterns observed in the central Gulf 
Lowlands, especially sites within the Mixtequilla and the Cotaxtla river basin, even 
though those sites employed a different complex of Postclassic ceramic styles (Daneels 
2005). The ceramic assemblages at Cotaxtla and the Mixtequilla are generally better 
characterized by the highland styles described for the more homogeneous highland 
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complex (Daneels 2005; see also Curet et al. 1994; Garraty and Stark 2002; Ohnersorgen 
2001, 2005; Stark 1990, 2008). Likewise, many of the imperial styles used in the 
Mixtequilla and Cotaxtla were local imitations (Skoglund et al. 2006). The results of 
systematic studies in these two regions have been more fully reported and make intra-site 
context comparisons easier, especially as they relate to negotiations within the Aztec 
frontier.  
It is interesting to note that during the Colonial Period, Tuxtla and Cotaxtla were 
often conjoined for administrative purposes, as they, along with La Rinconada, accounted 
for the Marquesado’s only Gulf Lowland holdings (Gerhard 1993). García Martínez 
(1969) shows the degree of interconnectedness between the two areas in his map of the 
regions’ settlements, caminos and other transportation routes (Figure 2.2). In particular, 
he describes the routes taken when moving supplies from the Tuxtlas to the central 
highlands. Upon collection at storehouses in the sierra, tribute was moved overland and 
in canoes to the Rio San Juan where they made their way up to the Papaloapan estuary 
system. There, cargos were transported over to Tlalixcoyan and from there they went to 
Cotaxtla. From Cotaxtla, overland transporters sent them to the altiplano (García 
Martínez 1969). Gerhard also indicates the close connections between Cotaxtla and 
Tuxtla in his description of the provincial structure of early Colonial New Spain. He 
discusses these provinces in tandem, while he reviews most other provinces throughout 
the viceroyalty as separate entities.  
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The Mixtequilla and Cotaxtla  
The Mixtequilla is located in the western lower Papaloapan Basin. The site of 
Cotaxtla is located at an elevated position to the west of the Mixtequilla over the Cotaxtla 
River. Surface collection in the Mixtequilla and the Cotaxtla basin recovered Postclassic 
evidence in many areas, although the frequency of materials in imperial styles varied 
(Curet et. al 1994; Daneels 1997; Garraty and Stark 2002; Ohnersorgen 2001).  
Two Postclassic settlements within the Mixtequilla were El Sauce, a Middle 
Postclassic center (AD 1150 to 1350), and Callejón del Horno, a Late Postclassic (AD 
1350 to 1519) center. The Mixtequilla’s (especially Callejón del Horno’s) position 
relative to imperial provincial maps is somewhat ambiguous because it does not lie 
within the drawn limits of any province (Garraty and Stark 2002; see also Berdan and 
Anawalt 1992; Berdan 1996). The Mixtequilla was “sandwiched” in the area between 
two Postclassic imperial provinces, Cuetlaxtlan18 and Tochtepec and the tributary towns 
of Tlacotalpan and possibly Tlalixcoyan (Garraty and Stark 2002). Proximity to 
agricultural lands suitable for tribute products (e.g., cotton) would have augmented the 
Mixtequilla’s importance. Because of its position between provinces and its agricultural 
potential, Garraty and Stark have argued that the Mixtequilla was a “de facto” tributary, 
likely of the Cuetlaxtlan province (Garraty and Stark 2002).  
 The site of Cotaxtla represents the head town of the Cuetlaxtlan imperial 
province. This particular polity is located to the northwest of the Mixtequilla and it had a 
sometimes-strained relationship with the Aztec Triple Alliance, largely because of 
Tlaxcala, an imperial enemy, which meddled in imperial machinations with this area. 
                                            
18 Cuetlaxtlan distinguishes the imperial province; Cotaxtla refers to the site, or later, to the colonial 
province 
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While the territory controlled by Cotaxtla may not have been as large as once estimated 
(Daneels 2005; see also Berdan 1996; cf. Barlow 1949), it was the closest provincial 
capital to the Mixtequilla. Unlike the cabecera of Tochtepec, Cotaxtla was located closer 
to the Mixtequilla and would have been better able to oversee the area, unless a 
subsidiary town in the Tochtepec province, like Tlacotalpan, performed this function. As 
indicated by Garraty and Stark (2002:5) and others, imperial leaders were highly 
selective in their conquest strategies (see also Berdan 1996, 2003). Rather than expanding 
territorially into large swaths of land, they focused on specific places that held some sort 
of strategic geo-political value or that could supply important resources, directly or 
through trade, with adjacent areas. Because the character of local areas largely dictated 
tactics for incorporation, maps of the empire appear “patchy” and often reflect a “mosaic” 
of imperial strategies (Berdan et al. 1996:324, 2003; Garraty and Stark 2002:5; 
Ohnersorgen 2001). As a result, large territories appear untouched by the Triple Alliance 
and its proxies (Garraty and Stark 2002:6; cf. Barlow 1949).  
 More than its location suggests close relations between the Mixtequilla and the 
imperial network and its agents. High proportions of green obsidian from the Pachuca, 
Hidalgo source characterize the Mixtequilla Late Postclassic assemblage, where it 
accounted for 43 percent (Heller and Stark 1998). In addition, large amounts of central 
highland pottery styles, particularly those affiliated with the Triple Alliance, suggest local 
elites may have been co-opted during the Late Postclassic Period (Garraty and Stark 
2002). Many of the imperial-style objects used in the Mixtequilla were imitations 
produced locally (Skoglund 2001; Skoglund et al. 2006). Nevertheless, they indicate the 
proclivity of the elite at Callejón del Horno to place high social values on associations 
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with the imperial foreigners. High proportions of ceramics such as Aztec III Black-on-
Orange vessels and Texcoco Molded censers, as well as high percentages of green 
Pachuca obsidian suggest relations with the Empire or their proxy agents (Curet et al. 
1994; Garraty and Stark 2002; Heller and Stark 1998).  
Within the Cotaxtla area to the west, there are substantially more imperial style 
materials at the center than throughout the river basin (Daneels 1997, 2005, personal 
communication 2005; Ohnersorgen 2001, 2005). For example, less than a handful of 
specimens of Texcoco-Molded censers were found during Daneels’s survey (Daneels, 
2005 personal communication). While the percent of Texcoco Molded censers at Cotaxtla 
is not a large part of the total ceramic assemblage (< .025%, 35 sherds), considerably 
more sherds were found within the center than were found in the Cotaxtla basin 
(Ohnersorgen 2001). Furthermore, imperial styles are found in all parts of the site in at 
least small quantities, but more imperial styles, particularly Aztec III Black-on-Orange 
ceramics, are found within the civic-ceremonial center. Texcoco-Molded censers are rare 
even in the Basin of Mexico (Parsons et al. 1982), with perhaps the exception of Otumba 
(Charlton et al. 1992). At least some of the Texcoco-Molded censers found at Cotaxtla 
were produced (or their production controlled) by the site, evidenced by two mold 
fragments (Ohnersorgen 2001:296). Many examples from the Mixtequilla are also locally 
produced imitations (Skoglund 2001; Skoglund et al. 2006).  
Overall, the percentages of imperial style ceramics are similar at Cotaxtla and 
Late Postclassic collections in the Mixtequilla (about 3 percent) (Ohnersorgen 2001:298). 
Within the Mixtequilla, more of the imperial styles are located within the center of 
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Callejón del Horno than at other surrounding portions of the region (Garraty and Stark 
2002). This pattern replicates the pattern noted for the Cotaxtla river basin and the center. 
Earlier, during the Middle Postclassic period, La Mixtequilla and Cotaxtla 
contained several ceramic types associated with the Mixteca-Puebla complex: they are, 
however, local variants (Garraty and Stark 2002; see also Ohersorgen 2001). The 
incursion of Mixteca-Puebla style ceramics into the Mixtequilla/Cotaxtla coincides with 
the cessation of most local ceramic traditions (Stark 2008). Curet et al. (1994:28) 
suggests that a powerful central Mexican or nearby local entity brought about these 
changes when they seized control in the area, founded El Sauce, and imposed direct rule 
in the region. Stark (2008; see also Daneels 1997, 2005) suggests that the radically 
different materials and settlement distribution changes observed in the Mixtequilla during 
the Middle Postclassic suggest the presence of an ethnic enclave who concentrated their 
settlement at and around El Sauce. Additional ceramic changes occurred: an elaborate 
Classic period figurine tradition was replaced by one characterized by flat, mold-
impressed “cookie-cutter” figurines. Middle Postclassic ceramic styles persisted in the 
Late Postclassic, especially at sites that were peripheral to the Late Postclassic center of 
Callejon del Horno (Curet et al. 1994; Garraty and Stark 2002; Ohnersorgen 2001). Like 
ceramics, the figurines also show affinities to highland figurine styles (Ohnersorgen 
2001:75).  
 Settlement pattern changes distinguish the Postclassic from the Classic in the 
Mixtequilla. For example, a dispersed pattern of different-sized centers and smaller 
communities formed a Classic Period “capital zone” based around Cerro de las Mesas 
(Stark 1999). During the Late Classic, the Mixtequilla (and greater Western Lower 
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Papaloapan Drainage [WLPD]) settlement “fractured into at least three political domains” 
(Stark 2008:403). In contrast, during the Middle Postclassic Period19, settlement 
increasingly nucleated around El Sauce and declined in the more distant hinterland 
(Garraty and Stark 2002:10). The subsequent Late Postclassic settlement pattern covers 
more area than the Middle Postclassic one, particularly upriver, closer to Cotaxtla. Like 
the mound concentrations around El Sauce, Callejón del Horno’s settlement distribution 
is relatively dense. Hinterland settlement had a dispersed pattern with the exception of 
small dense occupations in the immediate periphery of the Late Postclassic center. 
Evidence collected from Callejón del Horno and El Sauce indicate that the former 
succeeded El Sauce, either after abandonment or through active suppression (Garraty and 
Stark 2002:10). Callejón del Horno did not arise as a Middle Postclassic competitor of El 
Sauce. During the Late Postclassic, some Middle Postclassic decorative styles persisted at 
small hinterland communities despite the replacement of El Sauce (Garraty and Stark 
2002). Garraty and Stark (2002) suggest that one of the nearby head towns, perhaps 
Cotaxtla, seized the lower Blanco River drainage, established Callejón del Horno, and by 
proxy, integrated the surrounding hinterland into the Aztec Empire.  
 
Implications for Totogal-Aztec Interactions. The material trends observed during the Late 
Postclassic in Cotaxtla and the Mixtequilla that reflect settlement reorganization, 
increased exploitation of central highland exports (e.g., green obsidian), and the 
differential use of imperial styles suggested patterns that we might expect for Totogal if 
similar processes occurred there. First, during the Late Postclassic, new settlements, 
                                            
19 A distinct Early Postclassic occupation has not been defined for the Mixtequilla. It may be that there was 
a high degree of continuity with Late Classic material patterns (Curet et al. 1994:14). 
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including a center (Callejón del Horno), were established in locations generally 
uninhabited during the Middle Postclassic. Second, those Late and Middle Postclassic 
centers were generally more nucleated than previous settlements. Third, the regions’ use 
of green obsidian that began to increase during the Middle Postclassic period expanded 
greatly during the Late Postclassic. Fourth, imperial styles became incorporated into local 
assemblages with some originals being imported to Cotaxtla and imitations prevailing in 
the Mixtequilla. At the site of Cotaxtla, imperial styles such as Texcoco Molded censers 
were clustered in the central civic-ceremonial zone. Daneels recovered few such items in 
the Cotaxtla Basin, indicating that not only were the censers clustered within the site, but 
they were also clustered at the site in relation to parts of its hinterland (1997; personal 
communication 2005). Similarly, Stark and colleagues recovered higher proportions of 
imperial style censers in Callejón del Horno than in surrounding communities (Garraty 
and Stark 2002; Skoglund et al. 2006).  
The two Late Postclassic centers (Cotaxtla and Callejón del Horno) also yielded 
other styles of Aztec pottery, anthropomorphic “cookie-cutter” figurines and temple 
models—items all thought to associate with imperial expansion (Garraty and Stark 2002; 
Ohnersorgen 2001, 2005; Umberger 1996). The accumulation of these items, along with 
sculptural and architectural styles led Ohnersorgen (2001, 2005) to infer a relatively 
direct form of imperial control for Cotaxtla. Acknowledging the mosaic of control 
(patches of differently incorporated regions and communities) for Cotaxtla, Skoglund et 
al. (2006) further examined the local processes of adoption of the imperial style ceramics 
recovered there, finding that most were local imitations, perhaps seen during visits to the 
provincial capital. They suggested that the elites (or other entrepreneurial folks) at 
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Callejón del Horno found a market for the imperial style vessels and produced and sold 
them locally. The apparent lack of a stigma surrounding imperial style vessels suggests 
that individuals in the Mixtequilla did not have a particularly negative perception of the 
empire, despite their probable tributary status, or the use of Aztec-style ceramics 
conferred some other unknown benefits upon them. Callejon del Horno did not appear to 
be in direct competition with another Mixtequilla center (Garraty and Stark 2002), but 
that does not rule out the possibility of intra-site friction, perhaps between factional ruling 
parties or noble lineages. 
In Gulf coastal areas beyond the Aztec Empire, such as the Coatzacoalcos Basin 
(e.g., Villa del Espiritu Santo), and the trading region around Laguna de Terminos, no 
Aztec style items, such as Texcoco Molded censers, Aztec III Black-on-Orange vessels, 
sculpture (accept those near the Tuxtla/Coatzacoalcos boundary (Urcid and Esquivias 
2000), figurines (temple models and “cookie-cutters”), or architecture have been 
reported, suggesting that interactions with Aztec caravans, or market mechanisms, did not 
contribute to the distribution of Aztec vessel and figurine styles outside of the Empire. 
However, high percentages of green obsidian were recovered from both Villa del Espiritu 
Santo (Arellanos and Beauregard 2001) and Atasta (Berlin 1956) (see also Braswell 
2003). These sites were also characterized by Fine Orange paste ceramics, decorative 
motifs that, in addition to being associated with black, orange, brown and red slips and 
paints were often incised into geometric designs. These motifs often included triangles, 
perpendicular and horizontal lines that formed panels, wavy lines, circles and floral 
motifs with spirals (Arellanos and Beauregard 2001:81). Villa del Espiritu Santo may 
have had more painted curvilinear motifs, while the so-called V and U Fine Orange 
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vessels from Tabasco were incised into especially geometric patterns (Berlin 1956:136-
137). Ceramic descriptions for the Coatzacoalcos basin and Tabasco are very similar to 
many of the Totonac types (e.g., Quiahuiztlan, Tres Picos) described for central Veracruz 
by Medellin Zenil (1960; see also Daneels 2005). With the exception of the intrusive 
Middle and Late Postclassic ceramic styles reported for the Mixtequilla and Cotaxtla 
regions, many ceramic assemblages of the Gulf lowlands have several attributes in 
common, especially decorative elements (painted and/or incised geometric and 
curvilinear motifs) applied to Fine Orange or other similar pastes.  
 With regard to imperial style items, some of the material patterns at Cotaxtla and 
the Mixtequilla are to be expected at Totogal because imperial records indicate its 
incorporation and tributary status, along with the direct presence of an imperial tribute 
collector in Toztlan, possibly at Totogal. However, other factors, such as a different 
environment with a more varied array of natural resources (Stark 1974, 1978), greater 
distance from the Basin of Mexico, location along trans-isthmian exchange corridors, and 
position within the imperial frontier (Carrasco 1999) suggest that imperialism may have 
been realized differently at Totogal. Because of the above factors, especially distance 
from the imperial core and location at the margins of Aztec suzerainty, the frontier actors 
at Totogal should have had more freedom to negotiate the degree of imperialism felt in 
the Tuxtlas. Building on Ohnersorgen’s premise that imperial control was mosaic-like, 
with the exception of roughly outlined strategies that might be employed by provincial 
areas and Aztec representatives, and a limited range of imperial and local symbols to use 
during negotiations, there is no reason to expect that the exact patterns should manifest at 
Totogal as were found in other conquered areas (e.g., Cotaxtla, Mixtequilla). The 
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negotiations made by the leadership of Totogal might have had a different outcome as 
they responded to different interests of the empire, their own interests, and the needs of 
the population of the area. Being at the edge of the Empire, at least as it was defined in 
the early sixteenth century, Totogal’s position was unique from the other imperial cases 
presented above and this may have contributed to a variable material expression of 
imperialism at the site—one that resulted from less overt imposition of imperial 
symbolism  by way of architecture but that was still connected to the empire.  
Of the imperial symbols described by Umberger (1996), Ohnersorgen (2001, 
2005), Garraty and Stark (2002), and Skoglund et al. (2006), ceramic symbols would 
have been some of the least imposing on the local community because of their small size 
and the amount of energy involved in their production (especially compared to 
constructing an Aztec-style temple); this would have especially been true if Aztec 
ceramic symbols were produced locally, thus cutting out transport and 
breakage/replacement costs. The high proportion of green obsidian in areas beyond the 
Aztec frontier, however, indicates that the distribution of this material did not correspond 
with areas conquered, but as Heller and Stark (1998) suggest, its distribution throughout 
Mesoamerica may have increased as a result of the Aztec’s augmentation of exchange in 
areas that were especially important to commercial networks, like the Gulf lowlands 
between Tochtepec and Xicallango. 
If we expect that imperial and local interests were both relevant, especially 
because of Totogal’s location near the edges of Aztec imperialism, then a less intrusive 
imperial presence might be expected, especially in comparison to Cotaxtla, which yielded 
Aztec-style architecture, sculpture, figurines, and ceramic vessels (Ohnersorgen 2001, 
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2005). Therefore, we should not expect to find large-scale permanent investments, such 
as Aztec style architecture, a major reshuffling of population, realignment of exchange 
relationships, and heavy impositions of tribute. Aztec-style sculpture could be recovered, 
however. Sculptures have been recovered from the nearby Tlacotalpan area (Umberger 
1996), as well as the Chacalapan/Hueyapan region to the south (Urcid and Esquivias 
2000). Umberger suggests that skilled craftsmen were at times deployed throughout 
provincial areas to carve monuments in Aztec styles (1996). The rabbit sculptures that 
have been attributed to Totogal were produced in a late, probably Aztec, style (see Figure 
2-3). The rabbit heads in particular could be emblems of Toztlan’s tributary status under 
the Tochtepec (rabbit hill) province. 
Totogal’s location near the limits of the Aztec Empire suggests that less intrusive 
elements should generally characterize the materialization of relationships with the 
Empire. Some material evidence of interactions should be present, however, unlike the 
Coatzacoalcos and Tabasco sites to the east that were beyond the imperial frontier. 
Examples of less intrusive symbols would have included portable symbols of the empire, 
such as ceramic vessels or figurines (Ohnersorgen 2001, 2005), which would have had a 
less imposing presence within the community, but that could be drawn upon during 
diplomatic forays that probably involved rituals and feasts principally targeted at local 
elites. Those elites, in turn, because of their position at the limits of imperial influence, 
may have been able to affect negotiations with the empire in ways that promoted their 
own interests and/or the interests of the frontier community—moreso than is often 
attributed in studies of imperialism. Particular ways local elites could have negotiated 
local and imperial interests was through the sponsorship of public events, such as 
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ceremonies and feasts, in order to promote solidarity. Because they could have been used 
in highly visible ways, imperial and local ceramic symbols used at public events would 
have been especially appropriate vehicles for the promotion of particular social and 
political messages (Chapters 3 and 4). In the central highlands, Aztec-style censers were 
used in both state/public and household rituals (Smith 2002). 
Some portable ceramic items may not have been as effective in promoting 
political messages Ohnersorgen (2001, 2005) has suggested that some portable ceramic 
symbols, specifically temple and cookie-cutter figurines probably represent the 
households of colonists from the Basin of Mexico. While the use of these ritual objects 
would have created solidarity as reminders of a shared homeland, the rituals that 
incorporated Aztec-style figurines appear to have been private, and their contexts 
domestic. Unless the calpixqui that was sent to Toztlan resided at Totogal, or some of the 
colonists Moctezuma sent to the Gulf lowlands during periods of stress lived at the site, 
we should not expect Aztec-style figurines.   
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CHAPTER 3 
THE ARCHAEOLOGY OF FRONTIERS 
 
Frontiers are complex, permeable, and internally dynamic boundary zones that are 
the loci for intense interactions of a political, cultural, or economic character (e.g., Parker 
2002; Rice and Rice 2005; Weber and Rausch 1994). This is a study of the frontier 
interactions that took place between the expanding Aztec Empire and the provincial 
community of Toztlan at the head town of Totogal. Archaeological and ethnohistorical 
evidence inform the conclusions reached here. I situate these multidisciplinary data 
within a growing body of anthropological and historical research on frontiers as active 
zones of interactions. The evolving trend in boundary scholarship that characterizes 
frontiers in this way began to gain momentum in the 1980s and 1990s and now 
challenges colonialist notions about frontiers that have dominated culture contact studies 
of the 20th Century.  
Macro-scale core-periphery or world systems perspectives have informed many 
past studies of colonialism and imperialism. These views overemphasized social, 
economic, and political differences and sometimes inaccurately depicted relations 
between cores and peripheries as ones of automatic and extreme asymmetrical 
domination of the former by the latter (e.g., Wallerstein 1974; cf. Appadurai 1996; 
Lightfoot and Martinez 1995; Wells 2005; Wolf 1982). This dichotomy was especially 
pronounced in discussions of frontiers, particularly when these boundary zones were 
mischaracterized as the rigid and unchanging dividing lines that separated cores from 
peripheries.  
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Traditional ideas about frontiers in United States academies were largely shaped 
by the process of western expansion, notions of ownership, opportunity, and “Manifest 
Destiny” within this society’s history, especially following Turner’s (1994 [1894]) thesis 
on the frontier and its perceived role in the formation of the “American” national identity 
(Weber and Rausch 1994; see also Barth 2000). Likewise, the western European 
delineation of territories during the creation of nation-states led to the “tendency to view 
all frontiers as natural geographical, political, cultural, and sometimes economic dividing 
lines” (Scaff 2004:118). Additional discrepancies in boundary scholarship may exist 
because, as Barth (2000) observes, whether or not people cognize boundaries at all has to 
be determined before we assume, a priori, that Western notions of boundaries as borders 
or “frontiers of exclusion” (Weber and Rausch 1994) apply to non-western societies. 
Drawing lines around polities, for example, may misrepresent geo-political organization, 
power relations, interaction, and group sense of exclusion or belonging, that is, identity. 
Largely because of recent anthropological research outside of core regions, the 
way we look at frontiers has improved. It is now widely accepted that colonialist notions 
of rigidly delineated, uninhabited frontiers do not accurately reflect most experienced 
boundary conditions (e.g. Berdan 2003; Donnan and Wilson 1999; Lightfoot and 
Martinez 1995; Parker 2002; Rice 1998; Scaff 2004; Weber and Rausch 1994; Wells 
2005; Whittaker 1994). Moreover, the old assumption that the cultures “colliding” at 
territorial boundaries were homogeneous and politically mis-matched, one dominating 
the other (Wallerstein 1974; cf. Wolf 1982), is being revised to acknowledge that 
considerable negotiation occurs within frontiers, even in cases of imperial expansion 
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(Alcock, et al. [eds] 2001; Barth 2000; D’Altroy and Schreiber 2004; Donnan and Wilson 
1999; Lightfoot and Martinez 1995; Rice 1998; Wells 2005).  
 
Borders, Boundaries and Frontiers 
Considerable terminological confusion exists in the study of frontiers, imperialism 
and interaction (Parker 2002; Rice 1998). For example, very often boundaries are not 
differentiated from the two related concepts of borders and frontiers. Parker (2002) 
suggests that we can consider the “boundary” an overarching concept that encompasses 
borders and frontiers, the latter two being opposites on a continuum of permeability. 
Borders are impermeable, linear boundaries across which movement is tightly controlled. 
Frontiers, on the other hand, are permeable boundaries where movements and 
interactions are unrestricted. Frontiers are inherently non-linear and are better conceived 
of as “zones of interaction” (Guy and Sheridan 1998; Wells 2005). Using this 
terminology, borders are akin to “frontiers of exclusion” while frontiers are like “frontiers 
of inclusion” as discussed by Weber and Rausch (1994:xiii; see also Rice 1998). The 
basic distinguishing characteristics, therefore, between idealized borders and frontiers, 
are the suppression of communication, exclusion, and differentiation at borders, 
contrasted to interaction, inclusion, and syncretism within frontiers, though many 
permutations exist between the two extremes.  
Boundaries, as defined above, have an implicit spatial component. The spatial 
manifestation of boundaries may occur at inter-regional, intra-regional, and intra-
community scales. Divisions may also occur at smaller scales, such as within households. 
What leads groups of varying sizes to organize space and the people interacting within it 
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may be influenced by worldview and the perception of others, but also by historical 
interactions.  
In the anthropology of colonialism, researchers have paid much attention to the 
outward gaze of groups (i.e., how other groups are perceived). Much of this focus has 
examined how westerners perceive non-westerners as backward, lazy, pagan, 
unintelligent, child-like (and therefore in need of guidance), violent, and incapable of 
organization or realizing democratic ideals (Weber and Rausch 1994; see also Pratt 1992; 
Stocking [ed.] 1991; Wolf 1982). The critique that these historical social perceptions are 
severely flawed and racist is important if social and economic inequities are to be 
corrected, but the fact that groups do differentiate themselves from others is nonetheless a 
reality of inter-group interactions that can manifest itself materially. The creation of 
“others” is not an invention of modern Western society. Otherness is a common theme in 
studies of imperial societies and their interactions with non-imperial others, especially 
those who were targets of expansion (e.g., Roman interactions with “barbaric” Germanic 
groups, China with the Steppe herders, or Aztecs with Chichimecs). 
As damaging as the “us/them” distinctions can be, they do exist. Lakoff has 
suggested that group differentiation may represent basic human cognitive tendencies to 
simplify—differentiation serves to compartmentalize the world into manageable sectors 
as a way of making sense of complex social situations that we experience (1990 [cited in 
Barth 2000]; see also Jones 1997). Divisions between “us” and “them” may also 
represent attempts to reduce perceived external risks and to improve one’s social standing 
during efforts to generate altruistic reciprocal relations within and between groups 
(Wiessner 1983). 
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This essentialist organizational perspective of the world fosters the creation of 
“frontiers of exclusion,” and in the case of empires and other large states, may be more 
often perceived and operationalized by core polities seeking to differentiate themselves 
from “barbaric,” extra-core societies (see also Jones’ [1997] discussion of nationalist 
archaeologies, especially German “settlement archaeology” of the early 20th Century). 
Exclusionary rhetoric is certainly not the special property of core politicians—rhetoric 
that they use to hurl beyond their national territories. Factions, political parties and ethnic 
groups within states may employ similar types of divisive speech (Lakoff 2004). This 
rhetoric may be particularly common along political borders (Weber and Rausch 1994).  
Whether or not physical differences are manifest between groups is often 
irrelevant in considerations of outsiders: the perception of difference exists. Perceptions 
of difference, if maintained over the long term, may become manifest in people’s actions, 
interactions (violence, or the refusal to communicate with the “other side”), and 
eventually their material culture, especially if conscious decisions result in emblematic 
ways of distinguishing group identity (e.g., Wiessner 1985). This last point is at least the 
hope of archaeologists studying boundaries, contact situations, or culture change.  
The detection of boundaries and the determination of what boundaries signify 
have been problematic for archaeologists, however (Gosselain 2000; Lightfoot and 
Martinez 1995; MacEachern 1998; M. Stark 1998). Not unlike the assumptions held by 
early cultural historians, many archaeologists continue to conflate stylistic and ethnic 
boundaries (e.g., Engelbrecht 1972; Rouse 1947).  
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Boundary Manifestations 
 An increasing number of case studies demonstrate that rigid, impermeable borders 
rarely exist in lived socio-cultural experiences. They may occur in high-level, 
bureaucratic categorizations of people, resources, and territories, and empires and states 
may even fortify the edges of their territories or mark them in different ways. These 
attempts, however, rarely stop the flow of people, ideas, and other day-to-day features of 
cultures. Modern political boundaries between states, for example, can certainly 
correspond to drawn territorial divisions, but they mostly function to define jurisdiction 
in legal affairs, tax liability, ownership of land and resources, or official citizenship. In 
some cases, political borders restrict, or at least slow, cross-border transactions; however, 
economic or cultural boundaries, including identity, language, material culture products 
and styles, do not necessarily coincide and may be quite fluid. For example, the modern 
United States/Mexico boundary is a political border that separates national territories, 
demarcates jurisdiction in legal affairs, and slows the flow of goods and people. In some 
places, guard stations, customs facilities, and electric and barbed-wire fences delineate 
the boundary; while in other stretches, the boundary is open and its physical markers are 
hardly noticeable if marked at all. In these open areas, there can be periodic attempts to 
fortify them. An example is current United States legislation aimed at building a several 
hundred mile long fence. Likewise, for some portions of either nation’s citizenry, the 
border represents perceived differences. Examples of these include a distinction between 
the third world and first world, a historical “scar” formative to Mexican national identity 
since the 19th Century, or a mythological “garden of Eden” where “free land”, 
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opportunity, rugged individualism, and innovation contributed to the making of the 
“American Dream” (Weber and Rausch 1994).  
Despite physical border infrastructure or perceived social distinctions, it takes 
little effort to realize that the current political border is not a firm cultural one: that the 
U.S./Mexico border does not separate two perfectly homogeneous cultures from one 
another. The historic movement of this boundary during the 19th Century is one reason 
for cultural heterogeneity—especially on the northern side—accompanied by subsequent 
and sustained migration by Latin Americans and North Americans alike. Likewise, 
current national economic boundaries are acquiring characteristics that are more frontier-
like—growing and becoming more fluid with the expansion of free trade agreements and 
renewed immigration into and beyond the boundary. Towns on the Mexican side, besides 
being magnets for manufacturing plants and worker colonias, are magnets for United 
States youths looking to circumvent age limitations on alcohol consumption, as well as 
drug-cartels anticipating market demand from both sides of the boundary. Boundary 
towns in this case can serve as staging areas for international commerce or places where 
consumers can leave their places of security for a short time, acquire the products they 
desire, and return home without bringing the boundary town culture with them.  
The political border between the U.S. and Mexico is sanctioned by core 
authorities, and in some places reinforced by border-based immigration agents; however, 
growing animosity towards new immigrants and the response by vigilantes on the U.S. 
side draw attention to how porous this boundary really is. This porosity has resulted in 
attempts by some to reinforce border security—to make the boundary less permeable. For 
many reasons, in studies of boundaries, it is constructive to consider the history of the 
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boundary as well as its multiple dimensions to portray accurately the relations, 
fluctuations, and negotiations that typify interactions. In cultural and economic terms, the 
US/Mexico boundary is probably more accurately described as a frontier in the sense 
described by Parker—but a frontier to which certain groups attempt to affix more border-
like characteristics (2002). Other groups, in turn, attempt to maintain or augment the 
more permeable aspects of the boundary. 
  Another improvement in boundary studies is the recognition that the groups 
inhabiting and interacting within frontiers are not internally homogeneous, nor do they 
automatically align themselves with others from within their cultural group when inter-
group conflict or opportunity arises. Lightfoot and Martinez (1995) underscore this 
quality of frontiers in their study of Northwest Coast fur trade circuits. They show that 
indigenous segmentary groups and factions could and often did cross geo-political and 
cultural boundaries and establish external alliances of convenience that placed their own 
interests above the interests of others within their communities or ethnic groups.  
 
Strategies of Frontier Elites 
Within-frontier clashes can emerge during imperial expansion when local actors 
incite conflicts with each other or with imperial agents. The Cotaxtla imperial province 
provides an example of the latter. After initial conquest of the Cotaxtla region, the Aztec 
empire sent a governor to ensure that tribute was collected regularly and to “keep the 
province of Cuetlaxtlan subjugated” (Carrasco 1999:355). Shortly after the people of 
Cotaxtla welcomed the governor, Cotaxtla rebelled (again) and murdered the governor 
and the envoys sent to investigate the delay in tribute (Duran 1967, 2:182-3, 1977-99, 
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cited in Carrasco 1999:355, n. 353-54). Duran further describes this event and its 
outcome; in his description, the empire “resumed the war”, and the “commoners deserted 
their lords, who were subsequently put to death” by executioners sent from Tenochtitlan. 
After the empire had made an example of the local leadership, Duran indicates that “the 
commoners were pleased with the punishment their lords had received and then elected 
new lords.” At the same time, a new imperial governor was “given…to maintain justice 
for the people and protect them, and collect the tribute and send it to Mexico.” This 
second imperial governor is described by Aztec informants as “a kinsman and brother of 
King Moteuczoma,” and a person with whom “the people were quite content” (Duran 
1967, 2: 202-3).  
Imperialism and conflicts between imperial and local agents are not the only 
sources of hostility within frontier zones. Strife sometimes characterized relationships 
between local elites and commoner populations. In some instances, existing socio-
economic differences were exaggerated as a result of imperial contacts and subsequent 
incorporation (Berdan et al. [ed.] 1996; Smith 1992; Smith and Berdan 1992; Smith et al. 
1994). There is evidence that factional competition also existed, that the empire chose 
one side in these local conflicts, and also that elites at intermediate settlement tiers were 
sometimes negatively impacted by alliances made higher within the geo-political 
hierarchy (Brumfiel 1994; Hicks 1994; Smith 2003). Reports of imperial-local 
relationships, like the one described above for Cuetlaxtlan, comprise the majority of 
known documented examples, however, because ethnohistories were generally written 
from the perspective of the core leadership, and the archaeological record of imperialism 
is more robust in the Basin of Mexico and adjacent areas. 
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It is likely that imperial strategies more often emphasized alliance than 
confrontation, the latter reserved for when more diplomatic avenues failed to meet 
imperial goals.  
The Aztec elite alliance strategy (Smith and Berdan 1996) was a practice in which 
systems of gift giving, inter-marriage, invitation to ceremonies, and other benefits 
afforded to local elites would tie sometimes-distant areas to the imperial core in the Basin 
of Mexico. Garraty (2000:324) describes eliteness in Aztec society as comprising several 
dimensions and associated practices: 1) political power—the control or influence over 
human action, including labor; 2) estate—hereditary positions of social status (Carrasco 
1982:28; Hicks 1986, 1999); and 3) material wealth—the control of material resources 
(Garraty 2000:324). These dimensions were not necessarily correlated. For example, 
material wealth did not necessarily result in political power, and an individual might be a 
member of a hereditary noble estate but possess less material wealth than others, such as 
affluent merchants (Garraty 2000: 324; see also Hicks 1999:410-411; Lockhart 1992:94-
95). Practices associated with eliteness that were employed by individuals in setting 
themselves apart from others included “feasts, rituals, gift-giving and other forms of 
‘commensal hospitality’ (Dietler 1996:91; see also Bray [ed.] 2003; Brumfiel 1987; 
Garraty 2000:324; Rounds 1979:80). Among the Aztecs, wealth, power and estate were 
also strongly associated with feasting and ceremonialism (Garraty 2000:324). While the 
practices associated with the reproduction of eliteness widened hierarchical divides, they 
also created bonds between elites and were not unique to Aztec central Mexico (Smith 
and Berdan 1996). 
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The co-option of elites in Mesoamerica did not begin with the Aztecs. This was 
standard practice in the Basin of Mexico’s pre-Aztec conquest states and probably 
characterized many parts of Mesoamerica (Brumfiel 1994; Fox 1987; Hicks 1994). 
Alliances achieved between local elites and the empire could often secure tribute 
payments by commoner populations. This could, in turn, result in an increase in the 
burden on commoners who paid tribute, not only to local leaders, but also to a newly 
superimposed tier in the tribute hierarchy (Smith and Berdan 1992; Stark 1990). While 
elite/commoner distinctions already existed in Mesoamerica, the alignment of local elites 
with imperial goals that were detrimental to the community would have likely increased 
tensions internally within settlements and throughout local settlement systems as 
indicated above for Cuauhnahuac (Cuernavaca) (Smith 1992).  
Alliance was usually directed toward elites in outlying areas, but the empire did 
not necessarily employ the elite alliance strategy uniformly throughout regions and their 
settlement hierarchies (Smith 1992; Smith and Berdan 1992, 1996; Smith and Montiel 
2001). For example, elites at Cuauhnahuac benefited from their relationship with the 
empire, but elites at Cuexcomate and Capilco did not enjoy the same benefits of that 
imperial incorporation (Smith 1998). Likewise, when the high-ranking elites of distant 
communities incorporated by the empire benefited from imperial associations, this was 
often to the detriment of the lower-ranking leaders and commoner, tribute-producing 
populations within those same, distant regions (Smith and Berdan 1992).  
Elite co-option attempts were common throughout world history; they were 
especially typical of empires or expansionistic states (Bentley 1994; Alcock et al. 2001). 
Paynter (1985) compares core-co-opted elites, or “dependency elites”, with “development 
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elites” who, in contrast, rallied local populations to resist external forces of power, and 
attempted to bolster their standing by furthering local interests, sometimes to the 
detriment of relations with cores. While there were certainly examples of elites who 
employed one or the other of the dichotomous strategies described by Paynter, one can 
also imagine elites (or leaders) that allied themselves with external powers in order to 
further local community interests as well as external ones, in a sense using strategies 
characteristic of “dependency” and “development” elites. This latter possibility seems 
much more plausible than a strictly dependency or development-oriented frontier elite 
strategy because, if we assume elites valued their power and influence, they would rather 
“hedge their bets”, appeal to both their constituents and core-based representatives, and 
not alienate either party. There may also be cases where the same elites engage in both 
“dependency elite” and “development elite” activities, where they assume that the party 
that would suffer the most from negotiations with the other was not privy to their 
schemes. Schortman and colleagues (2001) explore ways that elites in non-imperial 
Mesoamerican boundary contexts can position themselves between prestigious foreigners 
and local populations—they shuttle between dual identities as ways of solidifying their 
positions of authority.  
While the creation of a new intermediate elite category would better characterize 
most frontier situations than either the dependency-only or development-only elites, this 
could further compartmentalize elite behaviors into one more category of types. Instead, 
it is probably best to refer to the actions of elites as existing somewhere between the two 
poles established by Paynter, or as combining different strategies. Furthermore, it is 
preferable to acknowledge that the actions of elites in frontiers were probably multi-
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faceted and dynamic rather than normative and synchronic. Frontier elites drew on and 
manipulated diverse identities in accordance with the circumstances of particular social 
situations (e.g., Schortman et al. 2001; see also Schreiber 2005). In addition, a more 
accurate description of local elite behaviors during imperial expansion can be crafted if 
we consider the potential for manipulation of the multiple subsystems that make up local 
cultures (e.g., economic, political, and social/religious subsystems [Stark 1990]). Frontier 
elites negotiate, compromise, and manipulate the opportunities afforded by cross-
boundary interactions—they are inter-cultural brokers in that they likely negotiate the 
different interests that intersect within the frontier (Schortman et al. 2001; Schreiber 
2005). Not only do frontier elites negotiate the frontier’s different interests, but by 
employing dual identities, they represent the microcosms of this interdigitation of 
perspectives.  
The elite actions described here represent the most prudent of frontier elite 
strategies; the actions of dependency-only and development-only elites, on the other 
hand, may represent exceptions to characteristic frontier behaviors in that they are not the 
most conducive to continued elite status—they could be maladaptive to eliteness and the 
benefits associated with this high status. Because frontier elites are expected to pivot 
between local and foreign/imperial interests in cases of expansion, the changing imperial 
situation and perceptions of it may become increasingly volatile, with tensions increasing 
and subsiding. During especially stressful periods, low-level deception by frontier elites 
may be necessary if perceptions of the other (foreign agents or local non-elites) change 
for the worse or elite manipulations become detrimental. During such episodes, materials 
that reflect interactions with the “other” may temporarily be kept more secretive—the 
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symbols of the other stored in private. Other means may be sought by frontier elites to 
maintain the status quo with constituents, such as the sponsorship of feasts and 
participatory rituals where the giving of food and gifts are featured (Dietler 2003; Hayden 
2003). 
Imperial expansion may provide opportunities for the advancement of authority 
and wealth at the local or regional level. In some imperial provinces for example, the 
designated imperial capital (e.g., Tochtepec, Cotaxtla) was not necessarily the largest 
center or the most influential at the time of incorporation, and increasing associations 
with the empire would have boosted its position relative to other centers. While the head 
towns distributed throughout a tributary province, for example, were usually established 
in the capitals of native kingdoms, there were cases where the imperial collection and 
administrative center was of secondary importance in the native political organization. 
There are other instances where imperial “provinces encompassed several native polities 
and had perhaps formed loose confederations” (Carrasco 1999:213). Interactions and 
negotiations employed by local elites during imperial expansion may have served not 
only as means for maintaining existing power, but for augmenting authority in emerging 
socio-political hierarchies (Schortman et al. 2001), or within regions where a more 
heterarchical political structure previously accommodated multiple parallel or 
complementary centers (e.g., Crumley 1995; see also Blanton et al. 1996).  
The Relación de Tlacotalpan (Paso y Troncoso 1905; also Carrasco 1999) 
indicates that the indigenous leader of Toztlan exacted tribute from the province before 
the installation of the imperial calpixqui occurred (Carrasco 1999:342). This calpixqui 
(tribute collector) would have either added a new imperial tier to the tribute payment 
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structure or replaced the existing one. Complete replacement of local leadership was rare 
(Hassig 1985:104). 
The Relación de Tlacotalpan also reports the existence of multiple sujetos (Paso y 
Troncoso 1905), each subordinate to Tuxtla, but as Lockhart (1992:20) explains, the 
cabecera/sujeto model imposed or assumed by sixteenth century Spaniards may not have 
exactly characterized the pre-imperial (Aztec) relationships between the centers. The 
hierarchical relationships witnessed by the early colonizers could have represented 
remnants of Aztec attempts to reorganize settlement relationships under the provincial 
superstructure—observations that the Spaniards then tried to interpret by way of their 
own systems (Lockhart 1992:20). If, however, the contact period structure was a result of 
imperial reorganization and did not reflect the local power dynamic, then the system 
assumed by or reported to the Spanish (by those at the Aztec cabecera) may also be 
flawed in the sense that within a region, external interests may have artificially bolstered 
a particular center’s position. Evidence for this may exist in comparisons of the sizes of 
different preimperial and imperial era centers throughout the region, the amount and scale 
of monumental architecture, and the types and proportions of regional and imperial status 
symbols at those centers.  
In the Tuxtlas, we are still a long way from being able to compare the multiple 
Postclassic centers that existed, prohibiting a complete understanding of regional 
dynamics during the Postclassic period, but certain trends that began during the Classic 
permit the construction of hypotheses that attempt to explain pre-imperial Postclassic 
processes. For example, the breakup of Matacapan and El Picayo at the end of the Classic 
period, the decentralization of authority, and the formation of multiple smaller centers, 
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may have led to a climate of competition, as occurred in other regions of Mesoamerica 
during this time (e.g., Diehl and Berlo [ed.] 1989; see also Arnold 2003; Arnold and 
Venter 2004). Additional processes such as the evacuation of some of the local 
population from the mountains and the migration of new groups into the area could have 
increased tensions (e.g., Borstein 2005; see also Ringle et al. 1998). If the central 
highland model of pre-Aztec (also Mixtec [Pohl 2003]) city-state autonomy has any 
correlates in the Tuxtlas, then the particular competing and spatially dispersed centers 
identified during the sixteenth century may have each governed over an immediate 
hinterland, but because of the complementary resources found within each area (e.g., 
Caxiapa on the coast, Catemaco along the lakeshore, Totogal and its proximity to an 
expansive floodplain), cooperation through exchange could have been necessary and 
maintained ephemeral peace. External threats (i.e., from Coatzacoalcos [Carrasco 1999]) 
could have also unified Tuxteco communities from time to time. When the Aztecs 
approached the Tuxtlas, they may have exploited already-existing divisions as a basis for 
establishing alliances at Totogal. 
A settlement’s proximity to other polities with which the empire wished to 
establish linkages may have been one factor that led a particular community in a region to 
be targeted for direct imperial interactions and to be promoted to head town status, 
especially if that community was considered an ally. Proximity to trade and 
communication routes may have been another factor, or the presence of persons thought 
to have cultural affinities (e.g., language similarity, religious practices) with the 
expanding group. More than one community within a region may have been targeted for 
imperial aims, especially if they were meant to fulfill different roles (e.g., Totogal, a 
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tributary head town with a calpixqui, and Atzaccan, an imperial garrison with a governor 
in the Tuxtla/Coatzacoalcos boundary region [Carrasco 1999: Map 12-1). 
A leader’s ability to collect tribute implies a stratified system. Elites and/or 
leaders could have reinforced status differences materially through the establishment of 
sumptuary laws and taboos. For example, in the Late Postclassic Basin of Mexico, only 
privileged persons could wear cotton garments [Hassig 1985; see also Smith et al. 2003]). 
Status differences were also reinforced through the personification/representation of 
deities by elites, through feasting rituals, or through the threat of force. Continued tribute 
collection also implies that efforts to legitimize and maintain the position of political 
authority were periodically necessary. Those efforts may have been sumptuary, in the 
case of sponsored feasts, or economical where elites provided access to external 
resources imbued with symbolic qualities, for example, green obsidian.  
Access to green obsidian may have afforded elites an opportunity to re-legitimize 
their statuses with the community, especially when there were perfectly suitable high 
quality alternatives that were already available through regional or local channels. If local 
markets sold only clear and black obsidian, then elites could have arranged access to the 
more exotic green-gold material as a way of bolstering and maintaining their status (e.g., 
Skoglund et al. 2006). Efforts of a social or religious character could have provided 
alternative means for leaders to justify their status—they may have sponsored public 
feasts, festivals, or other events that benefited the community at large. Finally, elites 
could have exploited geo-political conflicts to legitimize their status: they may have done 
so by providing protection from external threats, organizing defense, coordinating with 
other defending groups, or by engaging threatening polities diplomatically. 
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MacEachern suggests that we should expect boundary communities to have more 
heterogeneous archaeological assemblages than extra-boundary communities (1998). 
This is because actors within the frontier employ multiple traditions from both sides of 
the frontier and they also manipulate multiple identities in the processes of interaction. 
Greater overall heterogeneity of internal and external styles should especially 
characterize settlements that are the loci for boundary interactions when the groups 
interacting in the frontier have different home power bases and degrees of organization. 
In cases of imperial expansion, the frontier loci for interactions were most likely the 
regional centers because those were the settlements where core representatives, when 
they engaged outer communities, established contacts. Smith and Montiel (2001:264) 
suggest that we should expect this pattern for the Aztec empire because of the heavy 
reliance on co-opted elites for provincial control.  
Within frontier points of contact, the contexts of elites who mediated the 
boundary region’s different interests (i.e., the interests of external actors and “host”, or 
local, communities [Stein 2005; see also Schreiber 2005]) should generate the greatest 
heterogeneity in the archaeological record of contact communities. Heterogeneity here is 
represented by a mix of foreign and local materials and styles characteristic of the 
cultures interacting within the frontier. In the case of frontier interactions between 
Tuxtecos and Aztecs, we should expect materials employed by both groups to occur at 
places that hosted interactions, in particular the tributary cabecera, Totogal. Besides 
seeking evidence of styles associated with imperial and local groups, however, we should 
examine the functional roles those objects served (e.g., Bray 2003; Dietler 2001, 2003; 
Smith et al. 2003). 
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If elites at regional cabeceras were the objects of interactions with the Aztec 
empire and these frontier actors were the principle mediators of foreign and local 
interests, then elite or civic-ceremonial contexts within those centers should contain 
evidence of local-imperial negotiations. Materials within these hosting spaces should 
show the greatest heterogeneity of local and imperial materials and styles within the site. 
If we assume that elites were distributed throughout the imperial settlement hierarchy 
(i.e., at sujetos), then attempts might be made by the cabecera to draw them into periodic 
negotiations with the empire. Direct attempts could have included invitations to 
participate in state receptions that included imperial representatives.  
Not all elites in a region may have benefited equally from imperial alliances. For 
example, decreases in the standard of living occurred even among elite households at the 
secondary center of Cuexcomate that did not negatively impact elites at Yautepec (Smith 
and Montiel 2001). Indirect gestures could have been made by elites at the imperial 
center to elites throughout the region. These gestures could have included the sharing of 
gifts received from the empire or the sponsorship of solidarity feasts, especially if the 
leadership at the cabecera engaged in the behaviors expected of frontier elites. Without 
systematic knowledge of the Postclassic settlement pattern throughout the Tuxtlas, it is 
difficult to know the extent to which regional elites were brought into frontier 
engagements, but the occurrence of imperial symbols at particular intermediate nodes in 
the settlement hierarchy (i.e., at sujetos), may indicate efforts by the cabecera to share 
perceived advantages of interactions with the empire. At Totogal, Texcoco-Molded 
censers are the only imperial symbols identified, but they are relatively abundant and at 
least some were produced locally. Examples of these imperial style censers were also 
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recovered from Isla Agaltepec, southwest Cerro el Vigía, the El Mesón region, and the 
Tepango River Valley (Arnold 2003; Arnold and Venter 2003; Kruszczynski 2001; 
Loughlin, personal communication 2007; Stoner, personal communication 2007). So far, 
the frequencies at these locations are considerably lower than at Totogal, but they suggest 
that some sharing of imperial symbols occurred throughout the region.   
Within cabecera and sujeto settlements, however, we should be able to discern 
different types of patterning between elite and non-elite areas if sites housed both elites 
and non-elites. Otherwise, detection of status differentiation could require regional 
settlement data. The assemblages of frontier elite contexts, for example, should include 
greater quantities of external and local (or internal) status symbols, particularly ones 
useful in negotiations with imperial agents and the frontier community. Gosselain 
suggests that artifact attributes that are easily changed and highly visible can be 
particularly useful in socially charged interactions in boundary areas (2000; see also M. 
Stark 2000; Wobst 1977).  
In other parts of the Aztec empire, we know that imperial agents sponsored feasts 
and ritual displays that used elaborately decorated ceramics to establish and maintain 
social alliances with provincial elites (Garraty 2000; see also Smith et al. 2003). The 
reference to particular symbolic messages by frontier elites may be especially necessary 
in boundary negotiations in which the activation of different identities is necessary for 
successful diplomacy. We should expect, therefore, foreign elements in the attributes of 
materials that are responsive to and useful in socially charged interaction contexts where 
the foreigners (here imperial agents) are the targeted recipients of the messages (e.g., 
Schortman et al. 2001). These foreign symbols may also be directed at other local elites. 
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Gosselain suggests that elaborate, easily observed, and easily manipulated decorations on 
pottery vessels fulfill this need, and that they may usefully represent situational identities, 
the types of identities we should expect to be manipulated in frontier situations where 
local elites negotiated relations between foreign and local interests (2000; see also Curet 
1994; Garraty and Stark 2002; Schortman and Urban 2001).  
However, for frontier elites, foreign, easily changed attributes will parallel 
complementary sets of attributes used in socially charged, locally oriented displays. Rice 
(1983), in her discussion of incised reptilian motif elements on black banded pottery from 
the Postclassic Peten Lakes region, suggested that vessels that bore such elements were a 
local manifestation of a pan-Mesoamerican international style (i.e., the Mixteca-Puebla 
style). According to Rice, iconographical similarity of motifs contributed to a shared elite 
ceramic style—status symbols that served to bind elites within particular regions and set 
them apart from the majority of the population, but because of the inter-regional variance, 
also served to act as boundary markers (Rice 1983:875-876). Rice additionally argues 
that the use of this international style had important functions in the political and 
economic climate of Postclassic Mesoamerica. She suggests that “the function of local 
and/or status-linked (especially elite) styles as a symbolic means of setting the upper 
social stratum apart from the rest of the population will gain added importance in times of 
social, demographic, and economic strain and competition over resources” (1983:876). 
The situation of demographic change in the Tuxtlas at the end of the Classic period could 
have been competitive and stressful enough to foster conditions where an elite stratum 
was actively set apart from the remainder of the population.  
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The pottery designs found at Agaltepec and in Postclassic strata at Totogal that 
bear great similarity with other Gulf Coast ceramics, in particular Tres Picos II-
esgrafiado, Quiahuistlan Incised, and Caoba Incised of Central Veracruz (Hernandez 
1995; Medellin Zenil 1960; Daneels, Stark, and Vasquez, personal communication 
2008)—polished fine paste (usually orange) serving vessels with painted black panels, 
engraved/incised geometric triangles, step frets, panel dividers and reptilian/avian 
elements very similar to those associated with the “international style” (including 
Cholulteca Lisa Esgrafiado [Suarez Cruz 1995:Figure 6]) and Peten Lakes black incised 
pottery—may have been just the symbols that local elites used to set themselves apart. 
These painted and incised (also sometimes slipped) ceramics, if they were used by the 
frontier elites at Totogal to reinforce status bonds, should occur mostly in elite contexts 
alongside Aztec imperial styles. 
The decorated Gulf lowland ceramics would have better served local elites 
attempting to bolster support through overt social displays directed at local populations 
than imperial symbols alone. The items that should have been the most useful in 
legitimizing authority (religious and/or political) at the local level would have had their 
origins in familiar contexts. Those familiar contexts may have once been host to 
contested politico-religious jockeying (i.e., in a climate where competition over food, 
territory or tribute existed), but with the passing of time, the cessation of conflict, and the 
building of transient alliances (e.g., Hirth 1992), symbols that communicated individual 
group authority could have taken on more institutional qualities in the sense that they 
became fixed attributes indicative of regional, or inter-regional elite identity. In Gulf 
Lowland Mesoamerica, internationalization that began ca. AD 700 during the Late 
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Classic period, and continued through the Postclassic may have provided a set of 
materials and symbols that fulfilled this function in a way similar to the earlier use of 
Teotihuacan symbols (Ringle et al. 1998; see also Nicholson and Quiñones Keber [eds.] 
1994; Rice 1983; Smith and Heath-Smith 1980). 
Not all ceramic vessels would have been well suited for the expression of socially 
charged identities. Frontier elites, like most others, were likely to use local technological 
styles in everyday artifacts that included cooking and storage vessels and serving vessels 
without elaborate decoration. Everyday items at Totogal generally contain temper of 
varying sizes and materials, but everyone also used untempered paste vessels. Particular 
vessel forms also constitute everyday ware. Comals were used especially for cooking 
tortillas, but they could have been used for other foods as well. Storage jars, especially 
those that would have been too large to use during food service (for pouring) are another 
common item. Serving vessels (bowls, dishes, plates) with medium and coarse temper 
were typically without decoration and were probably used in the preparation and serving 
of food and drink for daily use (even in elite contexts; see Chapter 10); serving vessels 
with decoration rarely had temper (if they did, it was fine).  
Elaborately decorated (especially ultra-fine line incision that characterized the 
black-paneled backdrops to the geometric and reptilian/avian elements) serving vessels 
were probably used less frequently than their tempered and undecorated counterparts, 
being reserved for special occasions. These special events would have included 
celebratory or solidarity feasts and rituals involving food. If elites had used elaborately 
decorated vessels daily or often, then these items would have constituted a much larger 
percentage of the assemblages in elite contexts. It is notable that elaborate decorations 
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never appeared on cooking or storage vessels (Chapter 10). This latter category of 
pottery, untempered or fine tempered serving bowls, plates and dishes with elaborate 
decoration, constitutes “fancy” ceramics. 
 While some vessel forms and ceramics lacking elaborate decoration may be 
useful in boundary studies, they may better distinguish regional or local learning, 
interaction and exchange relationships and identities (e.g., Stoner 2002, 2008)—these 
relationships and identities may be less contested than those characterizing imperial 
expansion. In the latter imperial contexts, particularly visible ceramic forms and 
decorations were more likely to have been employed hegemonically by elites or those 
contesting or negotiating the frontier (Chilton 2000; Gosselain 2000; Stark 2000). In the 
case of pottery, elaborate decorations on particular serving vessel forms or paraphernalia 
used in public ceremonies, such as incense burners or figurines might be useful in the 
communication of messages of political importance between imperial agents and local 
elites. These decorations, found exclusively on serving vessels, may also reinforce elite 
status (e.g., Rice 1983). The attributes associated with everyday artifacts, on the other 
hand, are more likely to be rooted in local technological styles (e.g., Arnold 2003; 
Gosselain 2000; M. Stark 2000, Stoner 2002, 2008), and are probably more resistant to 
changes that might characterize situational frontier fluctuations.  
In contrast to the more syncretic, heterogeneous, material patterns expected from 
frontier elite negotiation, we could expect more homogeneous patterns to reflect 
dependency and development elite strategies. While frontier elite contexts should contain 
both imperial and local socially charged items, the ratio of internal to external items will 
probably favor materials used to effect local relationships because frontier elites spend 
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more time interacting with and engaging local actors. Interactions with imperial agents 
are probably intermittent.  
In addition to the ratio of items, we can examine the functional roles of the items 
and the broader social contexts in which they were employed. The strategies employed by 
dependency elites, on the other hand, will probably have a ratio of external to local styles 
that favors imperial symbols, because in the situations described by Paynter (1985), elites 
sacrificed local interests in favor of establishing strong relationships with the core polity 
as ways of improving their own status without regard for consequences at home. The 
actions taken by frontier elites who employed dependency strategies during imperial 
expansion would have created greater divisions and potential hostilities at home, as the 
populace would have felt betrayed. As a result, frontier elites would become increasingly 
dependent on the core authority to buttress their power locally. The employment of this 
strategy should be reflected not only by a greater ratio of external to local symbols in elite 
contexts, but it should also be evident in the contrast between elite versus non-elite areas. 
Changes in commoner standards of living related to increased tribute production, as well 
as other indicators of imperialism (both direct and indirect) should appear in the 
archaeological records of non-elites. Likewise, elites may not feel as inclined to 
legitimize their status to their local retainers if they feel confident in their abilities to 
establish alliances with powerful foreigners. Therefore, elite acquisition of exotic items 
should only be associated with the contexts of elites and should not be found distributed 
throughout the population (unless distributed freely through markets, though differential 
purchasing power can still result in access differences). Attempts to gain popular support 
should not be expected. 
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Development-only elite strategies represent organized resistance to imperial 
power, and should be reflected by the absence of imperial symbols in local elite contexts. 
Likewise, we can expect marked increases in the proportions of local symbols that reflect 
community identity and values. If no symbols were previously used to communicate this 
identity overtly, then symbols that fulfilled other functions, such as fancy local ceramics 
previously used as elite status-building devices, may have been adopted and employed 
during local solidarity events. The use of these particular ceramics during elite-sponsored 
public feasts would have symbolized a sharing of wealth (Bray 2003) that resulted from 
resistance to the empire. Sponsored ceremonies and feasts would be practices expected 
by local elites during contested imperial expansion into a region. The symbols adopted 
would be ones that were easily observed, such as motifs or distinctive forms on serving 
vessels used during public events, such as feasts, rallies, or ceremonies.  
The development elite strategy itself can represent an attempt by the frontier elite 
or leadership to legitimize continued rule and high status, but other attempts that 
represent material benefits to the community, such as public feasts, may be more frequent 
especially if that population is suffering from the opposition stance that the local 
leadership has taken. Eventually, though, that practice could bankrupt community coffers. 
If feasts are the preferred strategy for maintaining support, then the result would be an 
increase in the proportion of serving vessels in public, non-domestic contexts. Serving 
vessels would likely bear symbols of elite status communicated as community solidarity. 
Exotic items that could normally only be acquired by elites may find a greater 
distribution throughout the population (greater, even, than under situations expected by 
mediating frontier elites), particularly items not readily afforded by commoner 
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populations, even if those items were available for purchase in local markets. These more 
exotic items, while they may come from the imperial core region, will not be symbols 
that the foreigners would typically use in socially charged contexts aimed at the frontier. 
Therefore, there should be little chance that these exotic imports would be confused as 
coming from the empire. Finally, attempts to establish alliances with other decidedly non-
imperial prestigious polities may be realized.  
Development elite strategies will be successful as long as they afford a benefit to 
the regional population. The benefit may simply be continued autonomy and no 
worsening of economic situations, and it could continue for as long as the empire will 
tolerate dissidence. If the imperial agents acting on behalf of the core polity in the frontier 
perceive the actions of frontier elites as too resistant or rebellious, then they may enact 
wars of conquest aimed at the violent removal of the local leadership and the subjugation 
of the populace. Negotiation may be possible as well. If the imperial foreigners and the 
region’s public agree to compromises, imperial agents may replace the local leadership 
with few adverse effects on the population at large—at least the effects on the region will 
be minimal when compared to violent outcomes associated with military defeat.  
In Cotaxtla, a similar compromise may have been reached between the Aztecs and 
the people of Cotaxtla who allied themselves with the empire after the local leadership 
ambushed and killed imperial agents. That the chroniclers report the people of Cotaxtla 
were pleased by the replacement of the local leadership with an imperial governor may 
indicate such a compromise even though some imperial bias may exist in the 
characterization of this situation (Carrasco 1999:355). Over time, imperial-style symbols 
may be accepted throughout some areas of the frontier community (at least superficially), 
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and the characteristics of the archaeological record may appear more like those associated 
with a dependency elite strategy. Changes resulting from imperial control will probably 
effect some negative transformations on the provincial population: changes may include 
declines in the standard-of-living related to access to prestigious items previously 
provided by development elites during solidarity and legitimization events. Additional 
stresses caused by greater demands of imperial tribute—tribute that had to support a more 
direct imperial presence, rebellion squelching activities, and the provincial 
superstructure—may negatively impact the provincial population by consuming more of 
their time and effort that would otherwise be dedicated to household or community 
subsistence (Berdan 1996; Hassig 1985; Smith and Berdan 1992).  
 
Discussion 
The above review highlighted three general schemes for envisioning frontier 
negotiations, particularly from the perspective of leaders or elites living in the frontier. 
The actions characteristic of Paynter’s “dependency” and “development” elites represent 
two behavioral extremes, but most realized elite strategies likely emphasized mediation, 
negotiation and compromise. Dependency and development elite models approach 
frontier interactions from the more traditional colonialist (dependency) and 
reaction/resistance (development) perspectives (Paynter 1985). The strategies of 
development elites allow us to view frontier elites in a more active light than is 
traditionally afforded actors in the periphery, but as recent studies of other frontiers show 
(e.g., Lightfoot and Martinez 1995; Schortman et al. 2001), we should not assume that 
actors who negotiate boundary interactions must necessarily employ a single reactionary 
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strategy. Rather they may selectively manipulate actors and identities interacting within 
the boundary in efforts to further their own interests. Mediation and compromise are 
more likely to exist within frontiers, especially if we define them as permeable zones of 
historical interaction where negotiation is often emphasized. Conquest or dependency and 
resistance or development are likely to represent atypical strategies at opposing ends of a 
spectrum of imperial strategies and elite behaviors. Modern, historical, and 
archaeological examples of imperial and national boundaries show that true border 
situations rarely occur; these analyses indicate that frontiers are the norm manifested at 
boundaries. The negotiations typical of frontiers more often lead to heterogeneity in 
interactions and material traditions than they do to the homogeneity and clear dividing 
lines of borders (Lightfoot and Martinez 1995; MacEachern 1998; Parker 2002; Rice and 
Rice 2005). This boundary-zone reality stands in stark contrast to the interactions inferred 
by classical World Systems theory and core-periphery relations (e.g., Feinman and 
Blanton 1984; Santley and Alexander 1994; Wallerstein 1974; cf., Chase-Dunn and Hall 
1997; Stein 2005), and normative views of archaeological cultures (e.g., Holmes 1914) 
that pacify and neutralize actors and agency in the so-called periphery so that power, 
ideas and agency are the near exclusive domain of the core or other external centers of 
diffusion. If objects affiliated with an external group were found beyond their traditional 
homeland, then diffusion, migration, or conquest—all originating in the core—was 
thought responsible (Jones 1997; Trigger 1990).  
Alternative explanations for artifact variability, particularly those that assign 
function to style and embed materials within a habitus that is actively manipulated by 
cultural actors, have moved us beyond most of the misconceptions wrapped up in the 
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assumption that material culture boundaries co-vary with ethnic ones or that materials are 
the passive reflections of groups (e.g., Chilton 1998; Gosselain 2000; Hegmon 1998; 
MacEachern 1998; Stark [ed.] 1998). Evidence for this continued characterization 
remains nonetheless, as Arnold lamented in his recent study of Early Formative pottery at 
La Joya in the Sierra de los Tuxtlas (2003). Arnold’s article pointed out how the 
promotion of certain attributes of artifacts over others (e.g., surface decoration over paste 
attributes [Coe and Diehl 1980]), can at times misinform studies of influence, interaction, 
cultural continuity and identity (2003).  
In summary, the trend in boundary research over the past few decades has been 
the refinement of boundary terminology, and a better recognition of the many dimensions 
that can characterize boundary dynamics (e.g., Parker 2002). However, archaeologists are 
only beginning to adopt these conceptual refinements in studies of boundaries and the 
ways they are manifest materially. Examples of archaeologists who either incorporate 
broader definitions of boundaries, or who recognize the multiple facets of boundary 
processes include Berdan (2003), Chilton (1998, 2000), Gosselain (2000), Lightfoot and 
Martinez (1995), MacEachern (1998), Parker (2002), Rice (1998; see also Rice and Rice 
2005), Schreiber (2005), Stark (1990), M. Stark (1998), and Wells (2005). For example, 
Lightfoot and Martinez (1995) found that within frontiers, considerable heterogeneity of 
interests can exist, and in the case of colonial expansion and the northwest fur trade, not 
all indigenous groups or individuals necessarily acted as a unified whole. Wells’ (2005) 
study of the Roman frontier in Germany found that Roman soldiers stationed in that 
boundary region often relied heavily on local groups for products, and that populations 
beyond the frontier adopted Roman items and symbols moreso than those within the 
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bounds of the empire. These and other studies indicate that considerable variability of 
“influence”, material culture, imperial and local strategies, and control can characterize 
boundary regions, especially those that are best characterized as frontiers. 
Studies of most imperial frontiers still tend to emphasize core strategies of 
conquest or incorporation. While the agency of “peripheral” and frontier groups receives 
more consideration than before, discussions often fall back on questions such as “was 
such and such polity conquered or not”, “was that polity inside or outside of the empire”, 
“how was that polity affected by imperialism”, or, “how did the locals resist 
imperialism”? While these questions are worth answering because they provide us with a 
perspective on conquest or resistance, most do not adequately address the diversity of 
strategies (or their nuances) that the principle parties undertook (sometimes 
simultaneously) while negotiating the frontier. If only resistance is considered, deference 
is still allotted to the core power, because resistance is a reaction by local groups to core 
instigated actions. There is still the underlying assumption that the core was dominant, 
even within distant regions where its strength diminished (Stein 1998). 
Likewise, questions about frontiers should not overly emphasize the logistics of 
core-directed boundary maintenance; for example, whether or not an empire fortified its 
territorial limits. Only in rare cases of exceptional investment can we recognize these 
remains (e.g., Hadrian’s Wall, the Great Wall of China, or garrisons along the 
Tarascan/Aztec boundary). Even when we do have core-supported boundary 
infrastructure (e.g., walls or guard towers) as along the U.S./Mexico border, the boundary 
is still crossed. The Xiongnu/Han Chinese border, the Great Wall notwithstanding, is one 
of the best examples of how frequently frontier actors engaged each other. Despite border 
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infrastructure aimed at keeping the “barbarians” out, boundary groups constructed 
symbiotic relationships in which each entity became reliant on the other, sometimes 
resulting in reverse asymmetries of power or dependency (Barfield 2001; Bentley 1994).  
While an investigation of core-directed frontier infrastructure is important to some 
questions, how much does the evidence of this investment tell us about the experienced 
interactions that occur in that boundary region? These data pertaining to border 
investment, while very real, may create, or reinforce, artificial classifications in the minds 
of scholars when it comes to social interactions or cultural affinities. Likewise, 
infrastructure may only inform us about the often “out of touch” mandates of a distant 
capital, not frontier realities. Questions must go further and ask 1) how the groups living 
within frontier regions negotiated relations with newcomers; 2) what drew newcomers to 
regions in the first place; 3) what was the organization of frontier regions like prior to 
imperial entrance; and, 4) what was it about preexisting intra-frontier relations that 
encouraged or resisted change during imperial encroachment? The second and third of 
these questions are particularly important for understanding the investments expanding 
empires made in target areas. Schreiber (2001, 2005) and D’Altroy (1992) have both 
suggested that the degree of pre-existing socio-political organization in an area directly 
impacted the investment of imperial infrastructure. In areas of Peru, for example, where 
there existed greater local (pre-imperial) infrastructure, the Wari and Inca empires often 
made fewer investments. Rather, it was in areas where populations were not as centrally 
organized, where infrastructure was lacking, that the greatest evidence for imperial 
incorporation existed.  
 
Copyright© 2008, Marcie L. Venter 
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CHAPTER 4 
THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL EXPRESSION OF FRONTIER RELATIONS 
 
Besides reframing the types of questions that we ask of boundary interactions, it is 
fruitful to reconsider what the evidence for boundaries and negotiations looks like (e.g., 
Gosselain 2000; Lightfoot and Martinez 1995; MacEachern 1998; Rice 1998; Schortman 
et al. 2001; Schreiber 2005; Wells 2005; see also Garraty and Stark 2002; Gosselain 
1998; Hegmon 1998; Skoglund 2006; Stark 1990; M. Stark 2000). This is especially 
important in Mesoamerica where Basin of Mexico-based accounts and markers perceived 
to indicate Aztec imperialism, are employed to determine the extent of the Empire’s 
reach, but not how local actors within those zones may have adopted or manipulated 
those symbols to their own ends (an exception is Skoglund’s study of imports and 
imitations in Central Veracruz [2006]).  
At the edges of expansion, in boundary zones, it is especially important to explore 
the manifestation of boundary negotiation because of the many alternative explanations 
that exist for the presence or absence of imperial-style diagnostics. Besides the general 
strategies employed by frontier elites (dependency, development or intermediate), at 
many imperial frontiers (e.g. near the frontier of the Roman empire [Wells 1998; 2005; 
Whittaker 1994]), imitation of core paraphernalia is common practice, sometimes by 
groups that remained politically autonomous of expanding empires. Distance from a 
core’s homeland, therefore, does not necessarily diminish the use of imperial symbols in 
the same ways that it could affect imperial force or investment in physical infrastructure 
(Hassig 1988). For example, in the study presented here, one imperial symbol (Texcoco 
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Molded censers) is found in greater frequency at Totogal, a small and distant regional 
center, than at sites that were provincial capitals and closer to the Basin of Mexico (e.g., 
Cotaxtla [Ohnersorgen 2001]). These censers also occur in greater proportion than in 
some domestic contexts at Yautepec, a provincial center just outside of the Basin of 
Mexico [Smith 2003:Table 3]).  
As indicated in the preceding discussion on frontier elite strategies, the presence 
of imperial symbols does not have to imply conquest (Berdan and Smith 1992; Skoglund 
et al. 2006; Smith and Montiel 2001; Stark 1990; Umberger 1996). Frontier groups may 
not have obtained imperial-style objects directly from imperial agents, but that would not 
have precluded their use in frontier strategies for a number of possible reasons. Elite 
strategies employed in frontiers may call for the adoption of imperial symbols to assert 
the façade of cooperation with imperial goals (a common syncretic strategy in colonial 
situations), or to gain prestige by association (or the illusion of association) through 
emulation. Each of these types of use may particularly characterize the expected 
strategies of frontier elites who negotiate their (and their community’s) status, though 
they are not the only aspects of frontier elite negotiation—negotiations that can require 
frontier elites to pivot between imperial and local concerns. Sincerity of commitment to 
core directives is not a prerequisite of alliance.  
Other processes less directly related to the strategies of local frontier elites that 
can alternatively explain the use of imperial-style objects by frontier communities occur 
under direct forms of imperialism. With direct imperial control, a physical presence 
usually accompanies items of imperial culture and negative changes in the community 
(e.g., Ohnersorgen 2001; see also Smith and Berdan 1992; Stark 1990; Umberger 1996). 
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This presence may be in the form of administrators and colonists sent from one part of 
the empire to newly incorporated areas. On at least one occasion, the Aztec king sent 
colonists to repopulate parts of the Gulf lowlands decimated by disease (Duran 1993; 
Ohnersorgen 2001). Negative changes could have included increased tribute demands, 
accompanied by a decline in the standard of living (Berdan and Smith 1992).  
The relocation of groups was an Inca consolidation strategy, but it appears to have 
been a more systematic component of Inca imperialism than the colonization encouraged 
by the Aztecs during particular demographic collapses (Bray 1992; D’Altroy 1992). The 
colonization of depopulated areas by Aztec colonists would have allowed them to benefit 
from the agricultural potentials (and tributary raw materials, such as cotton) of the Gulf 
lowlands and to relieve population pressures in the Basin of Mexico. The Inca 
mitmaqkuna (forced resettlement), on the other hand, were probably intended to 
discourage provincial alliances, and to allow for the more direct administrative control of 
regions beyond Cuzco—the same potential for control could have been afforded the 
Aztecs, but there is some uncertainty regarding where in the Gulf lowlands colonists were 
sent. We therefore cannot know with certainty (based on texts) whether colonists became 
members of imperial provinces.  
Despite the uncertainty in the ethnohistoric accounts, colonists may have brought 
some items with them, but those materials were probably non-utilitarian objects that they 
considered valuable, such as heirlooms (though these could include utilitarian items), 
other objects with symbolic meaning, or tools that were occupation-specific. Most 
utilitarian objects transported in the move were probably meant to cover “start up” costs 
due to lack of familiarity with the new environment. The relocation of private citizens 
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(i.e., those not directly involved with the imperial apparatus) would have likely had very 
different material expression from the installation of imperial agents (i.e., governors, 
warriors, calpixque), and may have quickly become invisible archaeologically. This point 
is supported by Aztec reports that local inhabitants of colonized areas were ordered to 
supply transplants with subsistence items (Duran 1993). Imperial agents, on the other 
hand, to distinguish themselves from the non-imperial others in the frontier, would have 
been more likely to appeal to core “sensibilities” through the periodic import of foreign-
made objects. Local copies also may have sufficed. Imitations could have been 
considered adequate “in a pinch”, but periodic attempts to acquire “the real deal” may 
still have been made. Nevertheless, fancy objects, like local elite status symbols, could 
have been quickly and selectively incorporated into the assemblage of the imperial agent 
as a way to supplement a limited supply of imperial style materials. After that core 
representative had dealt with the initial concerns related to relocation (e.g., constructing a 
residence, gaining acceptance by the host community), he or she may have attempted to 
leave an imperial imprint on the settlement by way of architecture or sculpture (e.g., 
Umberger 1996).  
It could be very difficult to distinguish or separate an imperial strategy of direct 
control from a frontier elite strategy of dependency (e.g., Paynter 1985), but we should be 
able to determine a new imperial presence from an entrenched local elite who employed a 
dependency strategy, especially if the imperial agent did not replace the local leadership, 
but existed parallel to it. While a frontier elite strategy of dependency may appear similar 
to a direct imperial presence, the degree of continuity in the sequence of occupation, 
artifact attributes, and the proportion of foreign-style objects should allow us to 
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distinguish the general identities of the persons living at the site who were responsible for 
subjugating the remainder of the population. Finally, an additional means for 
distinguishing imported from local imperial control would be by examining the use 
contexts of imperial-style items. If the empire was ruling by proxy through the local 
native elite, we should expect a measure of reinterpretation of imperial symbols, where 
their use contexts were not necessarily the same as those in the core region.  
Scholars working within the Aztec empire’s core and some outlying provinces 
have identified materials that they interpret as evidence of imperialism, or imperial 
connections. These materials include Texcoco-Molded pottery, imperial style 
architecture, temple models, imperial sculptural styles, high quantities of green obsidian 
from Pachuca, Hidalgo, increased craft production related to tribute demands, and 
lowered standard of living among commoners and lower-ranking elites (e.g., Heller and 
Stark 1998; Ohnersorgen 2001, 2005; Smith and Berdan 1992; Umberger 1996; 
Umberger and Klein 1993).  
Archaeologists have identified some variability in the distributions of types and 
quantities of imperial symbols, particularly throughout areas thought to have been part of 
the Cotaxtla province, including the site of Cotaxtla, the Cotaxtla and Jamapa River 
Basins, and the Mixtequilla area (Curet et al. 1994; Daneels 1997; Garraty and Stark 
2002; Ohnersorgen 2001). At the capital of the Cotaxtla province, substantial investment 
exists in the form of imperial style architecture, which is accompanied by sculpture, 
imperial-style ceramic vessels, figurines, and surges in the quantity of green obsidian. No 
Aztec-style architecture and few examples of Aztec pottery styles or other “diagnostics” 
have been recovered from the Cotaxtla-Jamapa Basin, however (Daneels 1997). In the 
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Mixtequilla region, no investment in imperial-style architecture was identified, but 
several Aztec-style ceramic vessels were recovered that included Aztec III Black-on-
Orange-style pottery and ceremonial incensarios in the Texcoco-Molded style. Also 
recovered were much greater amounts of green obsidian than had existed before the Late 
Postclassic period (Heller and Stark 1998).  
In the Mixtequilla, a territory that Cotaxtla (or another nearby tributary center, 
like Tlalixcoyan) may have controlled, the proportion of green obsidian was far greater 
than that at Cotaxtla itself, suggesting that position within an imperial geopolitical 
hierarchy did not exactly determine proportions of this material in site assemblages 
(Heller and Stark 1998; Ohnersorgen 2001).  
Smith and Berdan (1992; see also Smith 1992; Stark 1990) have summarized 
additional changes within provincial communities that could reflect the negative effects 
of specifically Aztec imperialism, such as declines of household standards of living 
sometimes accompanied by increases in the production of tribute items (see also Smith 
and Montiel 2001). While there are still few archaeological case studies along frontiers of 
the Aztec empire, we do know from existing ones and textual evidence that there was 
substantial variability, not only in the manifestation of imperialism in boundary regions, 
but in the success realized by the empire (Berdan 2003; Carrasco 1999; Daneels 2005; 
Garraty and Stark 2002; Ohnersorgen 2001; Silverstein 2000; Umberger 1996; Venter 
2005). This variability may result from duration of incorporation, resistance felt, defeat 
suffered, alliances achieved, or other factors. Therefore, the patterns that characterize one 
frontier (e.g., the Cuernavaca-Aztec, or Tarascan-Aztec) may not describe other frontier 
situations, especially in more distant regions like the southern Gulf lowlands. If, for 
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example, frontier leaders negotiated agreements with imperial frontier representatives 
that served local interests, did not alienate or anger imperial authorities, and acquiesced 
to some imperial ambitions, the negative effects on the frontier community should be 
negligible.  
In addition, we have to use care in how we interpret imperial interactions with 
frontier communities. As Schreiber cautions, it has been common in studies of imperial 
boundaries to read too much into the ultimate results of imperialism—negotiations 
between core agents and “host” (frontier) societies that eventually led to a “territorial” or 
“hegemonic” outcome in a particular location have to be disentangled from the 
palimpsest that they created whenever possible (2005). We have to realize that a 
“hegemonic” or “territorial” interpretation of imperial strategies may not adequately 
characterize the long and changing processes of negotiation that likely took place within 
the frontier. As Schreiber explains, it is unlikely that host societies welcomed imperial 
intrusion, but we have to try to better understand local agency, the subtleties of response, 
and how that response changed over the course of interactions (2005). Moreover, it may 
be that an outcome was never reached, or that communities in the frontier never stopped 
contesting and attempting to negotiate their position relative to the empire. 
 
Archaeological Boundaries: Technical Styles and Salience 
 The reconceptualization of boundaries and boundary interactions that is changing 
the general anthropological and historical study of these fluid areas and their processes is 
beginning to creep into archaeology. Work by Dietler (1998), Lightfoot and Martinez 
(1995), Gosselain (2000), Jones (1997), MacEachern (1998), Parker (2002, 2005), 
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Schreiber (2005), M. Stark (1998), and others points to the need to reconfigure our 
analytical strategies to identify the materials relevant to understanding boundaries, 
boundary groups, identities and the myriad social relations that cross-cut them. In 
addition, knowing what aspects of material culture are best suited to particular questions 
about boundary processes is pertinent.  
Past debates about style (e.g., Sackett 1985, 1990; Wiessner 1983, 1985; Wobst 
1977) and its role in understanding identity formation, transmission, maintenance and 
assertion in social situations have subsided and transformed into a more syncretic and 
holistic view that links style with technical behaviors, habitus and choice. Style is 
increasingly viewed as a “way of doing…that involves a choice”, to use Hegmon’s 
(1995) phrase (see also Hodder 1990). “Ways of doing” easily incorporate learned and 
shared technical and social behaviors, as well as the behavioral contexts in which those 
choices are considered appropriate. The material objects that groups created or 
manipulated in response to social situations may pattern geographically and reflect 
particular technological styles, but they do not reflect normative culture areas because 
temporally particular preferences may respond to the changing needs of consumers and 
producers.  
Choice should imply that there were alternative decisions that could have been 
made at any particular time and that different people (groups) in a society may have 
chosen differently from others (Siller and Tite 2000). Gosselain, in his examination of 
Cameroonian identity by way of ceramics, exemplifies one attempt to situate that 
medium in such a manner that particular technical behaviors may differently associate 
with particular aspects of identity, such as those that are drawn upon during frontier 
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negotiations (2000; see also Chilton 2000; Lemonnier 1992; MacEachern 1998; 
Schortman et al. 2001; Stark 2000).  
 By observing potters at work, Gosselain (2000:191) asserted that we might 
distinguish three categories of manufacturing stages according to salience, technical 
malleability, and the social context in which they (potters) learn and perform the 
techniques. These social contexts, in turn, link to particular types, or manifestations, of 
identity that may include superficial, situational identities or more embedded, permanent 
ones.  
The first category of manufacturing steps includes techniques that leave visible 
evidence on the finished vessel; these steps include certain processing techniques, 
preforming or secondary forming, decoration and other surface modification techniques 
like smudging, slipping, and most post-firing treatments (Gosselain 2000:191).  
The material evidences of earlier manufacturing steps are often more difficult to 
observe from a distance and are less subject to the changing situations characteristic of 
imperial frontier negotiations. Examples can relate to the particular clays and tempers 
used, clay and temper processing techniques, tools employed during manufacture, and the 
techniques of firing (i.e., kiln or open-firing). These manufacturing techniques are 
different from the first in that they are not as readily seen as decoration or form. An 
exception where an early stage manufacturing decision is more visible and important to 
socially charged displays may be the decision to use temper or not. If an untempered 
vessel is intended for use in feasting rituals meant to impress or celebrate certain 
commonalities (e.g., elite status), then the presence of temper could roughen the texture 
of the vessel making the application of intricately incised designs important to that 
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socially charged context difficult if no other smoothing treatments (burnishing, slipping) 
were first applied.    
 High visibility in attributes means that a wide range of people are able to know 
the potter’s behaviors based on their observation of attributes like decoration, and hence 
able to affect (or interfere with [Wobst 2000]) the choices the potter makes during the 
production of subsequent pots. In this sense, the potter may be influenced by public 
opinion, demand for his or her products, or other social and economic pressures. In 
addition, the visual qualities produced by this category of techniques “render them 
especially likely to be given aesthetic, economic, or symbolic values and thus consciously 
borrowed or manipulated” (Gosselain 2000:191). In other words, because certain ceramic 
attributes are so easily observed, they are highly adaptable to different sets of social 
demands, innovations, and political or economic concerns (e.g., DeBoer 1990). Finally, 
the products of highly visible and changeable manufacturing steps are easily transmitted 
across space. They may fluctuate temporally and enjoy a wide distribution that reflects 
more “superficial, situational, and temporary facets of identity” (Gosselain 2000:191). 
One need not closely examine the full production sequence to imitate a superficial 
decorative attribute or vessel shape—a glimpse is all that is necessary—no intimate 
understanding of the entire chaîne opératoire is necessary for reproduction, especially 
when originals are rarely observed and when the imposters are not subject to close 
scrutiny.   
 More obscured manufacturing decisions are also changeable, but they are not so 
easily read on the finished products. Therefore, the range of people likely to influence 
potters’ behaviors is more restricted and limited to a smaller set of individuals; fellow 
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potters and those persons participating in that particular chaîne opératoire. Others (e.g., 
relatives, neighbors, or customers) may remain stylistically uninvolved (Gosselain 
2000:192). The distribution of these less visible techniques should generally reflect local 
networks of interactions (DeBoer 1990; Gosselain 2000), especially because those 
techniques are directly related to ecologically or geologically restricted resources and the 
logistical burdens imposed by long distance transport. In the case of pottery production, 
attributes related to geographically localized clay and temper sources impose major 
conditions that affect the choices made with regard to less visible attributes of pastes, 
particularly when those pastes are employed in the production of utilitarian forms that 
tend to be heavy and bulky, and not particularly amenable to transport. The application of 
a surface treatment or decoration to a locally produced vessel makes that final 
manufacturing step much more mobile than others. 
 The examination of differently visible ceramic attributes is generally amenable to 
archaeological study—the outcomes of several decisions made during pottery 
manufacture are therefore observable. We can often distinguish types of clays, tempers, 
firing atmospheres, some forming techniques, vessel forms, and surface treatments, 
including decoration techniques and motif patterns. The visibility of particular 
manufacturing decisions will be affected by several factors than can include the use 
context of that vessel (e.g., intra-household or public ritual), the degree of surface 
smoothing and other techniques that obscure pastes, and social distance (how close one 
comes to that vessel).  
 The utility of Gosselain’s argument to this particular study of frontier relations is 
that the contexts where technical behaviors are created, altered, and repeated are the same 
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networks of social interaction in which group identities are formed, reproduced, and 
manipulated (2000:209). The persons or groups with whom one interacts every day are 
parts of the learning networks through which a potter acquires skills, tastes or networks 
that influence (or are influenced by) ideologies. Those networks of interaction may be 
within a site, within a region, or across regions and be more international in scope. The 
heterogeneous character of frontiers, and the relations that take place within them, 
directly impinge upon the composition of technical craft styles. In other words, the social 
networks within which one interacts affect the decisions made along the chaîne 
opératoire (Lemonnier 1992). Moreover, technical styles reflect the multitude of social 
networks in which manufactured items are produced and circulated. Technical styles, or 
alternative ways of making objects, may incorporate elements of multiple origins, both 
intra- and extra-regional. This exchange, borrowing, and mixing of different cultural 
traits is at the pivotal core of culture, interaction and change, including innovation. For, 
as Gosselain states it, “this articulation constitutes the core of any cultural construct and 
explains why such constructs are, like identity, heterogeneous and profoundly dynamic 
phenomena” (2000:09; see also Donnan and Wilson 1999).  
Therefore, because the Aztec-Totogal boundary is expected to have frontier 
characteristics (as opposed to the characteristics of borders), where 1) identities are 
complex and changing; 2) the character of interactions is multidimensional; and 3) 
relationships are crosscutting and heterogeneous, we should expect the material residues 
of the frontier to be just as heterogeneous. More homogeneous material patterns would be 
expected if an extreme border situation characterized the Aztec-Totogal boundary (or a 
dimension of it), but this is considered unlikely considering most archaeological, 
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historical and modern boundary realities (Weber and Rausch 1994). The expectation of 
frontier heterogeneity does not preclude patterning, however. Gosselain’s study, for 
example, demonstrates the types of media we should anticipate being most relevant to 
studies of frontier negotiations—highly visible, changeable elements of artifacts 
employed during socially charged situations (2000). Moreover, contrasting the 
production and use of these highly dynamic, adaptable characteristics to more fixed ones 
can provide windows of insight into the multiple social contexts in which groups 
participate along the frontier. The techno-stylistic attributes also speak to issues of culture 
change and may be especially relevant to studies of chronology in the region—with 
respect to both innovation and the adoption of new traits, but also the regeneration of 
time-tested ones.  
 In this study of frontier interactions, examination of the technical styles of 
ceramics is fundamental. The additive and changeable properties of these media are well 
suited to my attempt to tease out the character of Totogal-Aztec relations in this boundary 
region. For the less visible attributes of ceramics, I focus on the paste recipes employed 
in the production of vessels, and when available, vessel functional categories to view the 
social contexts in which clay products were used. For the more visible properties of 
vessels, I pay particular attention to the different surface treatments employed and the 
decorative motifs executed. Past studies in the Tuxtlas have tended to focus more on the 
former characteristics of vessels for good reason. Preservation of applied paints and slips 
is usually poor, obliterating non-plastic surface treatments (e.g., Arnold 2003; Pool 
1995). However, as Stark has shown for the Postclassic Mixtequilla, decorative attributes 
may be particularly diagnostic of the Postclassic period throughout the Gulf lowlands. 
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Because our identification of the Postclassic has been generally unsuccessful in the 
Tuxtlas, I pay equal attention to these two basic categories of attributes whenever 
possible. We successfully employed a similar approach in the analysis of ceramics on Isla 
Agaltepec.  I take that analysis one step further and examine the particular components of 
motifs employed on ceramics—ceramics typically include serving vessels that would 
have been amenable to use in socially charged frontier negotiations (Pool and Britt 2000).  
 
Aztec Imperial and Provincial Strategies 
 In the analysis of materials at Totogal, there are particular issues that are 
important to the recovery of the Tuxtla’s Postclassic period, to an examination of the 
material correlates of imperial-related processes, and to elite strategies within a boundary 
region. I introduced these earlier, particularly those associated with the anticipated 
strategies of local elites, and I will expand upon them here and also discuss the expected 
correlates of Aztec-directed strategies.  
 
Aztec Imperial Strategies  
Archaeologists and art historians who study Aztec imperialism employ a refined 
set of methods to assess the degree and character of imperialism realized in outlying 
provinces (e.g., Berdan 1996; Berdan and Smith 1992; Curet et al. 1994; Garraty and 
Stark 2002; Ohnersorgen 2001, 2005; Smith 1992; Berdan and Smith 1996; Stark 1990; 
Umberger 1996; Umberger and Klein 1993). Outside of the Valley of Mexico, the Aztecs 
promoted their imperial agendas through three primary strategies: the economic strategy, 
the frontier strategy, and elite alliances (Berdan and Smith 1996). Within the Valley of 
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Mexico, the Aztecs also used a “political strategy” (Berdan and Smith 1996). Because the 
political strategy did not pertain to the expansion of the empire outside of the Basin of 
Mexico, and it was aimed at consolidating power and control within the core region, I do 
not discuss it here. 
 
The Economic Strategy. The Aztec economic strategy aimed to ensure a steady flow of 
tribute from incorporated territories to the Basin of Mexico core, and to promote long-
distance commerce through trade. The tribute system was organized along two axes: for 
close provinces, the Aztecs required heavy and bulky items such as grains; for more 
distant areas, lighter, high-value luxury goods made their way to the empire’s interior 
through a dendritic tribute structure, over which the empire maintained close control 
through imperial tribute collectors (calpixque) stationed at important tribute collection 
points. The presence of these calpixque reduced the threat of local interference (Berdan 
and Smith 1996:209-210; see also Berdan 1996; Blanton and Feinman 1984; Drennan 
1984).  
The Aztecs were not the first to require tribute payments in Mesoamerica, but 
they were probably the first to institutionalize the process through the creation of 
tributary provinces that considered environmental variation and cost-distance measures 
(Berdan and Smith 1996:209). Complementary to the tribute system of payments was 
long-distance commerce through trade. The Aztecs stimulated exchange in a number of 
ways: through the sponsorship of pochteca merchants, the imposition of tribute in non-
local items, and the protection of market towns and trade corridors (Berdan and Smith 
1996:210; see also Berdan 1996). While the Aztecs encouraged trade, they left most of its 
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operation in local hands, which meant that most commerce functioned independently of 
direct state control (Berdan and Smith 1996:210). Exceptions would have been in those 
city-states where imperial calpixque oversaw collection. When the host communities 
were along important trade routes, the roles of imperial administrators may have been 
greater. 
 
The Frontier Strategy (Berdan and Smith 1992, 1996). According to Berdan and Smith 
(1992, 1996; Smith 1996), the frontier imperial strategy (not to be confused with 
strategies of frontier elites) was the way the Aztec empire attempted to deal with its 
major enemies. In some boundary areas between the empire and enemy states (e.g., 
Tarascans and Tlaxcallans), the Aztecs built fortresses, set up garrisons, and sent 
colonists to provide a buffer of protection. In addition, the Aztecs rallied the support of 
client states in those areas who owed allegiance to the empire, but who were not as 
integrated as strongly as tributary provinces. These client states conducted low-level, 
proxy warfare with enemies beyond the limits of imperial control. Collections of client 
states came to be known as strategic provinces under Smith’s reassessment of imperial 
organization (1996; see also Berdan and Smith 1996:211).  
 
Elite Alliance. Garraty defines eliteness in Aztec society as a multidimensional 
framework that involves at least three social dimensions: political power (the control or 
influence over human action, including labor), estate (hereditary positions of social status 
[see Carrasco 1982:28; Hicks 1986, 1999]), and material wealth (the control of material 
resources) (2000). In Aztec central Mexico, these three dimensions were not entirely 
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correlated, for estate and material wealth were not necessarily translated into political 
power (although when political power was achieved, it would presumably coexist with 
estate and material wealth) (Garraty 2000:324; Hicks 1999:410-11; Lockhart 1992:94-
95).  
The multiple practices Aztec society used to establish and socially reproduce the 
unequal distributions of wealth, power, and estate included feasts, rituals, gift-giving 
ceremonies, and other forms of “commensal hospitality” (Garraty 2000:324; see also 
Brumfiel 1987; Dietler 1996:91; Paynter 1989; Rounds 1979:80; Smith et al. 2003). 
Fortunately, wealth, power, and estate all correlate strongly with feasting and 
ceremonialism among the Aztecs and we can monitor feasting practices archaeologically 
using ceramic data (Garraty 2000:324; Smith et al. 2003; see also Blitz 1993; Pool and 
Britt 2000; Stark 1999; Stark and Hall 1993). 
Aztec feasting practices were either competitive and political or ritual, and they 
were conducted in overtly political and imperial contexts as well as in commoner 
households. Imperial-scale competitive and political feasting events were elaborate 
celebratory occasions, such as coronations, funerals, and temple dedications that often 
involved reciprocal gift-giving (Smith et al. 2003:243-244). Brumfiel (1998; see also 
Smith et al. 2003:244) indicates that one of the reasons for the imperial celebrations was 
to engage the support and loyalty of the Basin of Mexico elite. These imperial events, 
which emphasized inequality between the Aztec ruler and vassal lords, were also meant 
to create community cohesion; they resemble Dietler’s (1996:96-97) patron-role feasts 
(Smith et al. 2003:245). Aztec commoner feasts were often held in connection with life-
cycle events and special celebrations, such as prowess in military combat (Smith et al. 
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2003:245). Sahagun (1950-82:Bk.4:117-124) indicates that commoner feasts were poorer 
and simpler than those held by the nobility, who hosted feasts that were characterized by 
elaborate etiquette, special foods, and sumptuousness. 
Aztec ritual feasts had a more strongly religious tone than political or social ones 
(Smith et al. 2003:245). Beside offering food and drink to the gods at temples and 
shrines, ceremonies often included the special consumption of food and beverage as 
important components of the celebrations. These additional parts of ritual feasts might 
include the symbolic consumption of the flesh of deities or the consumption of pulque 
and cacao (Smith et al. 2003:244-245). Regardless of the specific type of feast, 
archaeological and ethnohistorical evidence indicates that these events included music, 
dancing, gift-giving, incense burning, drinking (alcoholic beverages and/or cacao), and 
consuming a variety of foods, especially meat stews, tortillas and tamales, and amaranth 
bread (Smith et al. 2003:246). Some prohibitions on foods may have existed. For 
example, cacao may have been restricted to elite members of Aztec society, while others 
(e.g., amaranth dough) were associated with specific celebrations (e.g., monthly feasts). 
 Berdan and Smith’s reference to an elite strategy refers to the Aztec empire’s 
manipulation of pre-existing elite networks, using the above practices, for purposes of 
imperial political and cultural integration, and the furthering of the economic strategy 
(1996:210). While Berdan and Smith list the elite strategy as separate from the others 
(e.g., economic and political), they recognized that it intersected with them in many ways 
that affected political, economic, and cultural relationships throughout the empire. The 
elite strategy was useful as the empire began to expand because the imperial rulers used 
the elite members of outer areas to gain influence and control over the territories local 
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elites commanded, as well as the producing population (Berdan and Smith 1996:211). As 
the distance between the Basin of Mexico and incorporated areas grew, however, 
frequent contacts with outlying elites were difficult to sustain, and material symbols, 
writing and manuscripts, and sculptural styles became particularly important (Berdan and 
Smith 1996:211; Boone 1996; Curet et al. 1994; Garraty and Stark 2002; Ohnersorgen 
2001, 2005; Umberger 1996; Umberger and Klein 1993).  
A widespread elite strategy had been in practice since about the twelfth century 
AD, and pre-dated the Aztecs arrival in the Basin of Mexico. Starting during that time 
and with the growth of city-states, a spatially extensive elite class became particularly 
interconnected and conscious of commonalities of interest, such as the control of land, 
labor, and government. Elite standing and the bonds of interaction were strengthened by 
“marriage alliances, exchange of luxury goods, restricted cultural codes like writing and 
the calendar, and common participation in periodic rituals of solidarity and consumption” 
(Berdan and Smith 1996:211; see also Berdan 1982; Brumfiel 1987; Hodge 1984; 
Rounds 1979; Smith 1986). The same phenomenon occurred in Mixtec areas during the 
Postclassic period (Pohl 2003; Spores 1984), and probably other areas that saw the 
growth of small, independent, but interconnected Postclassic polities characterized by 
commercial exchange (e.g., the Veracruz Affluent Production Zone that included the 
Tuxtlas [Smith and Berdan 2003:26-28]).   
 
Provincial Strategies: The Northern and Central Gulf Lowlands  
Skoglund and colleagues (2006) present a counterpoint to Aztec imperial 
strategies (Berdan and Smith 1996). They suggest provincial strategies that local 
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populations of south-central Veracruz employed during expansion and reviewed some of 
the material correlates of those processes (2006). They narrowed the primary strategies 
employed by provincial populations to three: bolstering, resistance, and emulation. These 
strategies were the proposed responses to imperial machinations.  
 The bolstering strategy is in many ways the provincial side, the inverse, of the 
“elite strategy” that Berdan and Smith proposed (1996). One element of this strategy 
recognizes that provincial elites may have realized a personal benefit of capitulating to 
imperial incorporation because it could have improved and maintained their authority 
locally and helped them combat rivals (Skoglund et al. 2006:556). The bolstering 
strategy, likewise, is similar to some elite strategies of legitimization employed at the 
southeastern Maya periphery (Schortman et al. 2001; see also Dietler’s [1996] discussion 
of diacritical feasts). In addition to strengthening particular elites in intra-regional, inter-
elite posturing, the legitimacy of the elites who voluntarily succumbed to incorporation 
may have improved in the eyes of their constituents in what Skoglund et al. (2006:556) 
consider a convergence of strategies. I would add, though, that in order to retain their 
legitimacy at the local level, elites would attempt to reframe the dialogue surrounding 
voluntary incorporation so that it did not appear defeatist or as surrender—the 
relationship would be framed in terms of alliance and cooperation—friendship. 
Otherwise, local elites might find it difficult to justify their continued need for tribute in 
addition to that required by the empire.  
In the Mixtequilla, contrasting localized use of imperial symbols, such as Aztec 
III Black-on-Orange vessels, may have represented local tokens of legitimacy in the co-
opting and bolstering of local elites (Garraty 2000, 2006; Garraty and Stark 2002:28; 
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Skoglund et al. 2006:556). The crux of the bolstering strategy is very similar to the 
expected elite frontier strategy that I outlined above. The expected behavior of elites or 
local rulers in that model emphasized mediation and negotiation between imperial 
demands and local needs for legitimacy, continued personal power, and prestige. The 
strategy of mediation was likely to characterize the negotiation process expected of 
frontier zones, in particular where direct contacts took place between the agents of the 
expanding empire and the local leadership (e.g., Donnan and Wilson 1999; Schortman et 
al. 2001; Weber and Rausch 1994). Direct contacts may not have characterized the 
Mixtequilla situation. Observation of Aztec styles may have occurred during occasional 
visits to the provincial capital, Cotaxtla (Skoglund et al. 2006). 
 One might expect a resistance strategy, on the other hand, to yield evidence for 
conflict—violent or nonviolent. For example, as discussed earlier (and by Skoglund et al. 
[2006]), ethnohistoric sources report early rebellions by Cotaxtla. Some material 
expressions of rebellion could include the defacement of imperial symbols or increased 
evidence for weaponry. Violent resistance would probably draw a militaristic response. 
In the case of Cotaxtla, that is in fact what happened. Reconquest was a frequent 
requirement of a generally hegemonic imperial strategy. Periodic investments were 
necessary and were in part what led to a mosaic-like imperial presence outside of the 
Valley of Mexico (Ohnersorgen 2001; Skoglund et al. 2006). Covert resistance is likely 
to yield negative evidence for the use of imperial symbols. However, if resistance is a 
fleeting strategy that is followed by a more direct imperial strategy, then it will be 
difficult to distinguish archaeologically. The provincial strategy of resistance outlined by 
Skoglund et al. (2006) is comparable to the strategies Paynter’s “development” elites 
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employed (1985). Non-violent resistance by the majority population could, however, be 
confused with a restricted distribution of imperial symbols—symbols used only or mostly 
by local elites—either because of controls on reproduction or commercial value. 
 The Mesoamerican tradition of elite emulation is the strategy that Skoglund et al. 
(2006) thought best described the situation in the Lower Blanco region of the south-
central Gulf Lowlands, particularly at Callejón del Horno. Most of the imperial style 
symbols employed there were less complex, lower-quality imitations of items that Lower 
Blanco elites may have fleetingly seen used at Cotaxtla, where some vessels were 
imported from the Basin of Mexico (though there were many imitations there as well). In 
general, emulation and declines in the quality of manufacture are more likely to result 
when direct contact with the purveyors of the symbols is brief and where market 
exchange does not distribute items widely, as in the case of the Cotaxtla and Lower 
Blanco drainages. As Skoglund et al. indicate, direct acts of imperial policy probably did 
not take place in the Mixtequilla because of its remote and subsidiary position relative to 
Cotaxtla (2006; see also Garraty and Stark 2002). The authors view emulation in the 
Lower Blanco, particularly Callejón del Horno, as a local strategy pursued by “local 
elites, aspiring commoners or high-ranking artisans” who succumbed to local social 
demand (Skoglund et al. 2006:557). 
 
Material Expectations: Imperial and Local Strategies 
  Based on modeled Aztec imperial strategies (Berdan and Smith 1992), 
archaeologists working in provincial areas have tested the archaeological expectations 
and expressions of imperial strategies (Garraty and Stark 2002; Ohnersorgen 2001, 2005; 
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Smith 1992; Stark (1990). The expected correlates of imperial-directed strategies are 
discussed below, followed by further consideration of local strategies. 
 
Expected Correlates of the Aztec Economic Strategy  
Often, the best material evidence of the economic strategy in outlying areas of the 
empire relates to tribute production, especially when we view those data alongside other 
indicators of imperial strategies. Smith and Berdan, for example, suggested that the 
implementation of a tributary system of payments should be observable in two principle 
ways: increases in the production of tribute items, and decreases in the standard of living 
(1992; see also Stark [1990]). Some intra-provincial variation may exist if certain sectors 
of regional settlement hierarchies are differently targeted by expansion goals, especially 
if multiple imperial strategies were employed. Changes related to the tributary aspect of 
the economic strategy should occur in household production and consumption contexts 
(Smith 2003).  
Because a primary tribute paid specifically by Toztlan to the Aztecs was cotton 
(garments—plain and decorated [Berdan and Anawalt 1997]), evidence that the quantity 
of cotton spinning implements, particularly spindle whorls, had increased during the Late 
Postclassic period at Totogal would be expected (Smith 1992).   
Increases in tribute production should also cause a decline in household standards 
of living. We may detect changes in the standard of living through indices of “eliteness” 
(changing access to high value items), in particular those based on proportions and 
densities of highly decorated ceramics used during alliance building events such as feasts 
(Garraty 2000, 2006; Netting 1982; Smith et al. 2003; Stark 1999; see also Smith’s 
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[1992] wealth indices). Use of eliteness indices is contingent on the presence of elites, of 
course, and because Totogal was the head town of a tributary region, it was suspected 
that the site met this prerequisite. Because local elites should have had more decorated 
ceramics than non-elites (Stark 1999), when used cautiously, this particular medium can 
prove instructive to the assessment of intra-site and intra-regional changes in the standard 
of living, especially when we compare measures of eliteness and household wealth to 
evidence of tribute production.  
Archaeological indicators of Aztec meddling in commercial exchange are not 
particularly easy to detect. Commercial exchange increased throughout the Postclassic 
Mesoamerican world system, not solely within imperially incorporated regions (Smith 
2003). Therefore, many Aztec-style items could have been purchased in markets, and the 
degree of imperial interference in regional markets outside of the central highlands is not 
known. While the Aztecs could have distributed some materials through markets and 
itinerant traveling merchants, some items were not as amenable to long-distance 
transport.  
Smith argues that market exchange was probably responsible for the distribution 
of items such as Aztec III Black-on-Orange vessels and Texcoco-Molded, long-handled, 
frying pan censers (1990). Curet et al. (1994) disagree however, particularly for the 
incense burners. These awkward and highly breakable ritual items were not likely to be 
transported over the great distances that separated the central highlands and the Gulf 
lowlands. I agree that pre-made censers were not conducive to long-distance transport, 
and Skoglund et al.’s (2006) chemical compositional study indicates that most were in 
fact local imitations. The thicker molds for their production, however, were much less 
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breakable. While these censer molds could have been transported from the highlands to 
lowland markets, their numbers are few and found in very few locations. Because the 
molds would have had a much longer use-life than the censers themselves (subject to 
frequent heating and cooling and use during copal-burning rituals), and because a single 
mold could have produced many censers, we should not expect to find many. In addition, 
from the perspective of producers/merchants, it would make less economic sense to make 
molds available in markets. Because these censers would have had a comparatively high 
breakage rate, consumers would have had to return to the producer(s) for replacement 
items. If molds were available in the market, then the artisans’ would have decreased 
opportunities for future demand. Visual similarities with other local paste recipes suggest 
that the molds and the majority-finished censers at Totogal were probably not imported. 
Skill sets necessary for their production and contextualization in particular rituals, 
however, may have arrived in the form of colonists or imperial agents. Future 
petrographic or INAA studies of the molds could clarify the source region of their 
production. 
While imperial agents may have given these censers in limited quantities during 
elite alliance-building negotiations, frontier elites could have recreated most locally. 
Likewise, resident imperial agents may have transmitted knowledge of the style, or 
colonists may have attempted to reproduce the ritual paraphernalia to which they were 
accustomed. As most imperial-style ceramics were probably locally produced replicas, 
we have to consider the ways frontier (local) elites perceived and used these imperial 
styles. I discuss provincial perspectives on the use of imperial-style items in the section 
on frontier elite strategies.  
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Highland transplants could have commissioned the production of censers as easily 
as local elites who attempted to associate themselves with rituals and practices of the 
empire. Establishing the identities of the persons using these items is a difficult task, 
especially when Aztec emperors required host communities to supply transplants with 
supplies, such as ceramics (Duran 1993). We should expect to recover a higher 
proportion of non-local styles or materials in the case of colonists, however, even if the 
host community did adopt those foreign styles into their material repertoires and if 
colonists used local items. In addition, we should expect greater similarity of use context 
among colonists familiar with styles used in the homeland. When local (frontier) actors 
imitate foreign symbols, those symbols are more likely to be subject to reinterpretation 
and alteration of their original use contexts.  
If Aztec-style materials, either imported or locally produced, were available in 
markets, then in addition to differences in use contexts between the core and extra-core 
regions, we should expect a greater access and distribution throughout communities of all 
sizes, especially if we view markets as areas where consumers, regardless of status, were 
on a relatively equal footing (Hirth 1998). This also assumes that sumptuary restrictions 
that governed the consumption practices of non-elites did not limit the use of particular 
items, especially those associated with elite foreigners (the Aztecs). In Otumba and 
Morelos, Texcoco-Molded censers are associated with both civic-ceremonial and 
residential rituals (Smith 2002). But their production, inferred from molds, may have 
been elite controlled (Charlton 1991). At Gulf Lowland sites where archaeologists have 
recovered censers, there tend to be some limits on distribution. At Cotaxtla, they are 
found within civic-ceremonial areas (Ohnersorgen 2001, 2005) but they are not found 
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throughout the Cotaxtla-Jamapa drainage (Daneels, personal communication 2005). 
There are also examples at Callejón del Horno, the largest center in the Late Postclassic 
Mixtequilla, and few outside of the center (Garraty and Stark 2002; Skoglund et al. 
2006). Many censer fragments come from surface collections, or sample sizes are very 
low (e.g., at Agaltepec, El Mesón), so statements about use strategies in the Gulf 
lowlands are still undergoing refinement (Arnold 2003; Arnold and Venter 2004; 
Loughlin, personal communication 2007; Ohnersorgen 2001, 2005; Skoglund et al. 2006; 
Stoner, personal communication 2007).  
Obsidian from the Pachuca source is one item that the empire may have indirectly 
controlled. Pastrana recovered considerable numbers of Late Aztec ceramics at the Sierra 
de Navajas quarry in Hidalgo, and Pachuca was a tributary town in the Acolhuacan 
province headed by Texcoco (1991, 1994; Barlow 1949; Berdan and Anawalt 1992). In 
the Gulf Lowlands, where communities exhibited other evidence of imperial interactions, 
archaeologists have noted markedly higher proportions of green Pachuca obsidian during 
the Late Postclassic than in earlier periods (Heller and Stark 1998), even the Classic 
period, when Teotihuacan may have exerted control over the distribution of this source 
(Charlton 1978, Spence et al. 1979; Spence 1981; Santley and Pool 1993). While the 
proportions of Pachuca obsidian are high (c. 80 percent) during the apogee of Early 
Postclassic Tula (Healan 1993:454), the same trend does not appear to characterize the 
Gulf Lowlands prior to the Late Postclassic period (Heller and Stark 1998).  
Sixteenth century chroniclers do not address obsidian distribution channels 
(Berdan, personal communication 2005-6). It is unclear whether obsidian went directly to 
markets, if imperial pochteca distributed it throughout Mesoamerica, if itinerant traveling 
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artisans were responsible for provisioning communities, or if green obsidian moved 
through elite alliance networks. We can, however, examine the form in which materials 
were imported, as well as their distributions, and suggest some mechanisms for their 
acquisition and consumption.  
Regardless of the specific processes responsible for the distribution of green 
obsidian, surges in the proportion of Pachuca source material should occur at Late 
Postclassic sites that exhibit other evidence of imperial interactions. Rates of green to 
other obsidian is therefore generally useful as a chronological indicator, especially when 
we consider increasing proportions along with changing production technology and other 
materials, such as diagnostic Postclassic ceramics (Heller and Stark 1998; see also 
Arnold 2003; Arnold and Venter 2004; Braswell 2003; Ohnersorgen 2001, 2005). 
 
Expected Correlates of the Aztec Frontier Strategy  
Berdan and Smith’s (1992, 1996) Aztec frontier strategy would be best observed 
in areas where forts and garrisons associated with strategic provinces had been 
constructed. The eastern edge of the Tochtepec province (especially eastern Toztlan) that 
was near Coatzacoalcos would have been a logical place to expect evidence of the 
imperial frontier strategy. The garrison of Atzaccan is likely to have been the 
manifestation of the Aztec frontier strategy in the region, but nothing is known of this site 
(or client state [Smith 1996]) archaeologically, including its precise location. No 
ethnohistoric documentation suggests that Atzaccan was affiliated with Toztlan or 
Tochtepec, despite its proximity.  
At Atzaccan, like at other sites where the imperial frontier strategy was realized 
(e.g., Oztoma [Silverstein 2000]), we should expect infrastructural investment in the form 
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of architecture (a fortification and housing). If Aztec expansion had not been interrupted 
by the Spanish invasion, then Coatzacoalcos may have been incorporated. If that had 
happened, then Atzaccan may have become a tributary province (often representing a late 
stage of incorporation [Smith 1996]) or a strategic province (more incorporated than a 
client state [Smith 1996]) or it may have been absorbed by Tochtepec or Coatzacoalcos. 
At Totogal, there should not be much Aztec frontier infrastructure (cf., Oztoma 
along the Aztec-Tarascan boundary [Silverstein 2000]). Totogal, located in the western 
Tuxtlas, was one of the Late Postclassic Tuxteco sites farthest from the Toztlan-
Coatzacoalcos boundary and the garrison at Atzaccan. While I characterize Totogal as a 
frontier settlement, the definition of frontier used in this study (a zone of historical 
interaction) differs from the one implied by Berdan and Smith’s (1992) characterization 
of imperial strategies. In their study, frontiers seem mostly synonomous with borders as 
described here, though they would probably agree that despite infrastructural investment, 
most Aztec boundaries shared characteristics of borders (in terms of localized 
construction) and frontiers (movement of goods, ideas, and people) (see also Berdan’s 
[2003] discussion of the multidimensionality of Aztec provincial areas). 
 
 
Expected Correlates of Elite Alliance  
Because elite networks existed in many parts of Mesoamerica, the Aztecs were 
able to use and build on elite relationships as they expanded territorially beyond the Basin 
of Mexico. These elite networks were crucial for purposes of communication and control 
in provincial areas (Berdan and Smith 1996:211).  Because the networking that 
occurred between elites in Aztec central Mexico included feasts that left behind ceramic 
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serving vessels, many of which were decorated (e.g., Garraty 2000, 2006), we should 
expect similar practices in the outer provinces, though they might occur less frequently. 
Likewise the proportion of central Mexican-made objects (especially bulky, breakable 
ones), should be considerably lower, and be replaced by locally produced imitations and 
local symbols of elevated status.  
Imperial agents stationed throughout the provinces, as well as co-opted local 
(indigenous) elites, likely perpetuated the elite alliance strategy to create and maintain 
elite cohesion and support for imperial aims, especially as distance from central Mexico 
increased and the frequency of direct contacts between core-based imperial agents and 
outer regions decreased. We should therefore expect to be able to discern between elites 
and non-elites at sites where the elite alliance strategy was enacted on the basis of co-
occurring Aztec style ritual objects and local status symbols. These items should occur in 
higher frequencies in elite contexts. Depending on the strategies of local coopted elites 
(“dependency” or intermediate [the expected frontier pattern]), the occurrence of these 
imperial and local symbols may be exclusively found in elite contexts, or mostly elite 
contexts with some limited distribution throughout non-elite areas. Studies in other areas 
of the Gulf lowlands suggest that imperial symbols used in provincial negotiations will 
include Texcoco Molded censers and Aztec III Black-on-Orange Pottery (Garraty and 
Stark 2002; Ohnersorgen 2001, 2005; Umberger 1996). 
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CHAPTER 5 
PROJECT SETTING: THE REGION AND ITS RESOURCES 
 
 The site of Totogal is located within the Tuxtla Mountains, a 4000 sq km volcanic 
range that rises from the coastal plain in the southern part of the state of Veracruz, 
Mexico. To the north, the Tuxtlas are limited by the Gulf of Mexico, on the west they are 
bounded by the eastern lower Papaloapan plain, and on the east they are bounded by the 
Coatzacoalcos river system. The San Juan River, one of the Papaloapan’s several 
tributaries, forms the southern boundary of the Tuxtlas region. In general, soils in the 
western Tuxtlas are more fertile than the eastern Tuxtlas and the western Tuxtlas contain 
the majority of population. In the western Tuxtlas, the high peaks and abundant rainfall 
contribute to the formation of numerous run-off streams that feed rivers and lakes that 
eventually drain into the Papaloapan to the west or into the Gulf of Mexico to the north. 
The climate of the Tuxtlas is considered humid tropical and monsoonal with 
summer rains (Gómez-Pompa 1973:Figure 2; Santley 2007:13). Average annual 
temperatures are hot and range from 22 to 26 degrees Celsius in most of the Tuxtlas 
(Gómez-Pompa 1973:Figure 3), but temperatures can drop considerably during nortes, 
winter storms that blow cold air masses in from the Gulf (García 1970; Santley 2007:14). 
Temperatures in May and June can reach 40 degrees Celsius. The Tuxtlas receive 
considerable rainfall, with only about 5 percent falling during the winter months (Gómez-
Pompa 1973: Figure 7). The orographic rainfall pattern of the western Tuxtlas results in a 
much higher annual precipitation on the seaward slopes that can reach 4000 mm. 
Whereas, areas further inland and to the south of San Martin Tuxtla, which creates a rain 
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shadow, may receive less than 1500 mm (Gómez-Pompa 1973: Figure 6; Pool 2007:69; 
Santley 2007:14). The heaviest rainfall occurs between the months of July and October, 
especially at elevations below 650 m asl that are on the protected southern slopes of the 
volcanoes (Gómez-Pompa 1973; Santley 2007:14). At some of the higher altitudes in the 
Tuxtlas (between about 900 and 1400 m), particularly near the peaks of San Martin 
Tuxtla and Santa Marta, deciduous forests, also known as “cloud forests” (because fog is 
frequent) occur (Gómez-Pompa 1973:104 and Figure 21; Peterson and Peterson 
1992:Figure 1). The dominant species in these cloud forests is Liquidambar styraciflua20 
(Peterson and Peterson 1992:Santley 2007:16). Sixteenth century documents indicate that 
the Aztecs exploited the sweetgum of this tree for use in adhesives and especially incense 
(Peterson and Peterson 1992). Liquidambar, or xochiocotzotl, was one of the tributes paid 
by the Tochtepec province to the Aztec Empire. Few cloud forests are in the Tochtepec 
province; they are found only in the Tuxtlas and the northeastern mountains of Oaxaca. 
Therefore, Toztlan and Chinantlan, would have been the only two tributaries in the 
Tochtepec province with local liquidambar resources (Peterson and Peterson 1992:Figure 
1; Berdan 1996).  
Totogal is situated at the southwestern edge of the Tuxtlas on the southeastern 
skirt of Cerro el Vigía between 300 and 400 m asl. Cerro el Vigía is one of the oldest and 
lowest (about 850 m asl) volcanoes of the Tuxtlas range. The higher peaks of San Martin 
Tuxtla and Santa Marta Tuxtla flank lake Catemaco, Mexico’s third largest freshwater 
lake. Other important volcanic peaks include San Martin Pajapan and Cordon Pelon. In 
general, the volcanoes of the western Tuxtlas have seen more recent volcanic episodes. 
This younger volcanic sequence is composed of Pleistocene through Holocene volcanoes 
                                            
20 A synonym for Liquidambar styraciflua is Liquidambar macrophylla. 
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that surround San Martin Tuxtla (Reinhardt 1991). Eruptions in the western Tuxtlas have 
occurred as recently as 1793 and 1664, and several have been identified archaeologically 
at sites such as Bezuapan (during the Terminal Formative [Pool and Britt 2000]), La Joya 
(Arnold and McCormack 2002), and Matacapan (e.g., during the pre-Early Formative and 
the Middle Classic) (Reinhardt 1991).  
Several craters and smaller cinder cones (e.g., Cerro Mono Blanco) also dot the 
region. Volcanic byproducts, such as basalt, ash, and laja (consolidated ash), were widely 
available for human exploitation. For example, producers throughout the southern Gulf 
lowlands carved manos, metates and monuments from stone that originated from Tuxteco 
sources, such as Cerro el Vigía and Cerro Cintepec (Coe and Diehl 1980; Kruszczynski 
2001; Williams and Heizer 1965). They used volcanic ash as a tempering agent in pottery 
throughout the region (Arnold 1991; Pool 1990; Stoner 2002). Gravel made from laja was 
used as wall fill for buildings, including those at Totogal, and it was also used in the 
preparation of activity surfaces and/or floors. 
Soils in the Tuxtlas are mostly derived from volcanic materials, but sedimentary 
deposits are also found in extensive areas. Tertiary deposits are located just to the east of 
Totogal near the Tepango River (Reinhardt 1991:Figure 1); Santley 2007:21). Rios-
Macbeth divides the geological formations of the Tuxtlas into three units. La Laja-
Deposito is the earliest, followed by Concepción, and Filisola formations (see Pool 
1990:Map 7; Stoner 2002:Map 3.1). The three formations were originally deeply buried, 
but volcanism has upwarped them so that they appear at or near the surface (Pool 
1990:311-312; Santley 2007:22).  
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Totogal sits on orthic luvisols and the geological formation that appears nearest to 
the site is Concepción (Stoner 2002:Map 3.1). It contains marine clays, marly clays and 
clays in which the predominant clay mineral is kaolinite (Pool 1990:311, Map 7; Santley 
2007:22). Additional mineral constituents include calcite, dolomite, mica, iron oxides, 
quartz, pyrite, and fine, dark lithic sand grains (Santley 2007:22). The lower Concepción 
deposits are rich in marine clay while the upper deposits, which transition into the 
Filisola formation, contain more rounded quartz and quartz sand inclusions (Pool 
1990:311; Santley 2007:22). The kaolinitic clays of the Concepción formation were the 
preferred materials used in the manufacture of fine paste pottery from the Late Formative 
through the Classic periods (Pool 1990; Pool and Britt 2000; Pool and Santley 1992; 
Stoner 2002), though the outcrops (Group S [Pool 1990; Stoner 2002]) in the Tepango 
and Xoteapan Valleys are from the shallow, quartz sand-bearing deposits. The use of 
Concepción outcrops in the Catemaco Valley reflects the deeper deposits exposed by the 
Catemaco River (more calcareous marine inclusions, less quartz sand) (Pool 1990; Stoner 
2002). These kaolin clays are also the most likely source of materials for Postclassic 
untempered (fine) pastes (Arnold and Venter 2004; Venter 2005).  
The Concepción formation clays remain the preferred raw materials by traditional 
potters in the region (Arnold 1991). Tempering agents used to produce coarser textured 
vessels often derived from the different members of the Filisola formation; these 
tempering agents, which were redeposited in the rivers of the region, included mica and 
quartz sand (Pool 1990, 2007; Santley 2007:23). Some volcanic ash is also derived from 
this formation (Arnold 1991; Pool and Santley 1992). Besides tempering agents, the 
Filisola formation yielded clays used for the production of some coarse paste pottery in 
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the region (Santley 2007:23). Smectites that formed on basalts in the region were also 
used in the production of coarse wares (Pool, personal communication 2008) 
Totogal was the largest known Postclassic site that was situated at the edge of the 
Tuxtla Mountains, where they erupted from the surrounding coastal plain. From this 
unique vantage point on the southern skirt of Cerro el Vigía, Totogal could have observed 
much of the movement into and out of the Tuxtlas and traffic along the isthmian route to 
Gulf Coast trade centers near Xicalango, as well as agricultural production for 
subsistence and tribute (i.e., cotton) that could have been supported in the expansive, 
fertile floodplains to the west and south.  
Abundant forest, marine, lacustrine, and riverine resources were available to the 
inhabitants of the western Tuxtlas. In addition to liquidambar, sixteenth century reports 
and paleoethnobotanical studies indicate that the Tuxtla province yielded cacao, 
freshwater fish and snails, turtles, deer, turkey and other terrestrial species of plants and 
animals in addition to marine resources and the harvests of agricultural fields and 
orchards (Medel y Alvarado 1963; Stark 1978; VanderWarker 2005). There would have 
been little need to seek non-local subsistence products with the exception of obsidian for 
the production of hunting and cutting implements.  
Most obsidians were not considered luxury products, and they had been imported 
to the region since the Formative period. There were, however, variations in quality and 
appearance, and exploitation of different sources changed over time. High quality green 
Pachuca obsidian may have been under the control of Teotihuacan during the 
Early/Middle Classic period, when small amounts entered the Tuxtlas (Charlton 1984; 
Santley 1983; Santley and Pool 1993). Limited distributions of Pachuca obsidian at early 
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Classic period Matacapan and Tres Zapotes suggest that elites at these sites may have 
accrued higher social status through its use (Knight 2003:87; Santley et al. 2001). In 
addition, because many in society may have imbued the green color of Pachuca obsidian 
with ideological significance, high status individuals could have sought it out for use in 
elite ritual (Stark et al. 1992:234). Luxury items not locally available included jade as 
well as copper that was made into rings, bells, and bezotes. Examples of metal objects 
were reported at Matacapan and Agaltepec (Coe 1965; Santley et al. 1984; Valenzuela 
1945a:103 [Figure 30]).   
The documentary record and archaeological evidence indicate that cotton was the 
primary export of the region until sugar gradually surpassed it after the Spanish Conquest 
(Berdan and Anawalt 1992; Bermudez 1969). The obsidian-rich highland regions of 
Mesoamerica that are adjacent to the Gulf lowlands cannot support cotton production, 
and could have thus made the complementary exchange of cotton for obsidian a basis for 
inter-regional relationships that lasted until conquest and the introduction of metal blades 
as tools (Stark 2000:44)21.  
Spindle whorls found archaeologically at Late Formative and Classic period sites 
indicate the long-term importance of cotton in the Tuxteco economy and that of the 
south-central Gulf lowlands to the west (Hall 1997; Stark 2000:44; Stark et al. 1998). 
During the Late Postclassic, Toztlan and its neighbor Tlacotalpan were two tributaries of 
the Tochtepec province that supplied decorated cotton garments to the Aztec empire 
(Berdan and Anawalt 1997; Medel y Alvarado 1963[Vol 1]:67-71; Paso y Troncoso 
1905). Like cacao beans, cotton mantas (quauchtli) had a standardized value and 
                                            
21 Charlton’s study of Early Colonial Otumba shows considerable continuity in the use of indigenous 
products and tools, such as obsidian, that extended well into the seventeenth century (2005). 
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supplemented the more prevalent system of barter in markets (Hassig 1985:67-69; Smith 
1998:91). Finally, cotton mantas and garments were paid to the sugar ingenio at Tepeaca 
(the Tuxtla mill, also referred to as El Uvero [Medel y Alvarado 1963; Rivas Castellanos 
1999]) during its early colonial operation (Bermudez 1978). 
 Besides paleoethnobotanical and faunal evidence identified during work at 
Formative period Tres Zapotes, La Joya, and Bezuapan (Peres et al. 2006; VanDerwarker 
2006), data regarding the resources of the Tuxtla province come from the detailed survey 
answers that comprised the Relaciones Geograficas of the late sixteenth century, a 
systematic effort to provide information to the Viceregal and royal authorities for their 
increased management and exploitation of the New Spain colony (Mundy 1996; Paso y 
Troncoso 1905; see also Cline 1964; Gerhard 1993; Stark 1978). The Relación de la Villa 
de Tuztla is nested within the pages of the Relación de Tlacotalpan, which includes 
geographical, economical, political and social information on the Pueblo of Tlacotalpan 
and the Villas of Tuxtla and Cotaxtla; the latter two made up the majority of the Gulf 
lowland estate (encomienda) of Hernán Cortés.  
The following responses recorded by Juan de Medina, Alcalde Mayor of 
Tlacotalpan, pertain to the economy and resources of the region. I use the spellings used 
in Medel y Alvarado’s recounting of this report (1963:[Vol 1]67-71). The numbers next 
to the entries refer to the corresponding items on the three-page, fifty-item questionnaire, 
listed in its entirety in Cline (1964:Appendix 1; see also Mundy 1996; Medel y Alvarado 
1993; Paso y Troncoso 1905). While Medina completed the survey in 1580, certain 
questions specifically asked about the prehispanic era introduced a diachronic aspect to 
the survey. Therefore, the Relaciones Geograficas not only inform us of the social, 
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political, and economical situation of the late sixteenth century. The Relaciones give us a 
partial glimpse of the late prehispanic era as well. I highlight selected questions and their 
responses, particularly those that describe the region and resources that were available to 
Totogal.  
Question 14 asked about the leadership and tributes paid by the region during 
“heathen”, or prehispanic times. The response recorded by Medina goes as follows:  
14. Señoreó este pueblo un Señor que se llamaba Chiconacen. 
Tributábanle mantas blancas e cacao e después se dieron a Moctezuma 
por amistad e puso en este pueblo un Calpixque como Gobernador. 
Tributábanle unas mantas de quatro piernas como de ocho varas de 
largo y tres palmas de ancho cada pierna, y en otras mantas pintaban en 
medio un cerco grande y en medio el Sol y otra ropa blanca y menuda… 
 
14. A lord named Chiconacen governed this pueblo. They paid him 
tribute in white cotton cloth and cacao, and later they paid tribute in 
friendship to Moctezuma [who] placed in this pueblo a tribute collector 
as governor. He was paid tribute in cotton cloth that measured four 
piernas (4 piernas = 1 manta). Each pierna measured about eight varas (8 
x 83.5 cm) in length and three palmas (3 x 20 cm) in width. On other 
cotton cloth they painted in the center, a large arc with a sun in the midle. 
Other white garments were plain...(translation here and below mine) 
 
 
Responses to questions 16, 31 and 32 describe the overall character of regional 
settlement, including house construction techniques and protection that the sierra might 
have served during conflicts with others in the region, such as Coatzacoalcos 
(Guazacualco [item 15]).  
16. Están poblados junto a una sierra que se dice Tustantepeque, cerrado 
todo de monte y sierra. 
 
16. They are located next to a range that they call Tustantepeque, 
everything surrounded by woodland and mountains. 
 
31. Las casas son con las paredes de palos e cañas embarradas. Las 
cubiertas son de maderas e cañas macicas. El armazón e cubierta de 
paja. 
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31. The houses are with walls of poles (or sticks) and bedaubed canes. 
The roofs are of wood and solid canes. The framework is covered with 
thatch. 
 
32. La fortaleza que tenian es la sierra que está junto al pueblo. 
32. The fortress that they had is the mountain range that is next to the 
village. 
 
It is uncertain whether in item 32, reference was being made to colonial Santiago 
Tuxtla or to the prehispanic cabecera, but the latter’s location is more advantageous for 
defense. Gerhard’s discussion of Tuxtla seems to point to the naturally fortified position 
of the prehispanic community (1993). Regardless, as item 16 suggests, the Tuxtlas sierra 
(Tustantepeque) and its vegetation would have provided some protection for the several 
settlements located therein. Item 31 indicates the techniques and materials (wattle and 
daub walls with pole frame and thatch roofs) employed in house construction throughout 
the region. 
Responses to questions 19 and 20 both describe the larger rivers and lakes of the 
region, some of which formed the 1580 provincial boundaries (Gerhard 1993). The rivers 
mentioned include the Tepango (Tuxtla), Catemaco, Michapan (San Juan), Alvarado 
(Papaloapan), and Cañas. Lakes or lagunas mentioned include Catemaco, Sontecomapan, 
and Amescalapa (Conchas). 
In the late sixteenth century, plant and animal resources that were consumed 
included maize, beans, gallinas (hens would have been introduced, but turkeys were 
indigenous to Mesoamerica), fruits, and herbs (some of which were used for medicinal 
purposes). Additional items included squash, chiles, tomatoes, jícamas, camotes (sweet 
potatoes), cabbage, cucumbers, and lettuce. Medina discussed some subsistence items in 
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tandem with natural resources. For example, when highlighting the water sources of the 
region, Medina includes riverine and lacustrine fauna: “pescados e lagartos e tortugas” 
(fish, lizards and turtles) (Medel y Alvarado 1963:69). For the mountains, Medina lists 
lions (pumas), tigers (jaguars) and coyotes, monkeys, armadillos and squirrels. Arboreal 
resources included the fruit of the zapote tree and latex from chicozapote trees; nut and 
other fruit trees provided food as well as wood used at the sugar mill, and in house 
construction. Additional fruits included plums, anonas, bananas or plantains, avocados, 
quexiniquiles, guava, sour oranges, lemons, limes and other citrus fruits) (Medel y 
Alvarado 1963:69-70). 
In addition to tribute, methods of house construction, waterways, crops, animals 
and wild plant resources, the questionnaire inquires about mineral resources, such as gold 
and salt. The Relación indicates that the region did produce some salt, but that Tuxtecos 
also imported the mineral from Campeche because only small quantities were produced 
locally (item 30). Santley (2003) recovered archaeological evidence for some local salt 
production at El Salado that provides partial corroboration for the Relación response. 
30. Hásense alguna sal cocida de agua salobre. Probense della de Campeche por 
ser poca la que hacen de la manera dicha. 
31. They made some cooked salt from salinated water. They acquired other salt 
from Campeche because the quantity of the type they produce in the above mentioned 
way is small. (translation mine) 
 
 In addition to the above-mentioned resources of the Tuxtlas, basalt for grinding 
implements, and high quality clays for vessel production were available. Cerro el Vigía, 
the extinct volcano on which Totogal sits, provided readily available basalt for the 
inhabitants of the settlement and its neighbors.  
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 Pool’s (1990) dissertation survey of clay sources in the Tuxtlas revealed that two 
are relatively close to Cerro el Vigía and Totogal. These were introduced above, in the 
discussion of geological formations in the Tuxtlas. One source that is used today by the 
nearby potters of Sehualaca (located about 2 kilometers southeast of Totogal) is collected 
at a distance of about 1.5 km west of that community (.80 hour round trip walk), and less 
than two-kilometers down-slope from Totogal (Arnold 1991:Table 4). This clay, while 
used, is not the preferred source of Sehualaca’s potters, despite its close proximity. In 
addition, this “amarillo” clay is sometimes inaccessible because of flooding (Arnold 
1991:23). A second clay is preferred despite its longer distance from Sehualaca; it is even 
further from Totogal. This “blanco” clay comes from the hills located approximately 1.5 
to 2.5 km southeast of Sehualaca (Arnold 1991:23; Pool 1990). This clay is a white, fine-
grained material that fires to pale orange (Arnold 1991:23). Modern Sehualaca producers 
consider this clay superior because of its workability and the quality of its fired vessels 
(Arnold 1991:23).  
In prehispanic Mesoamerica, most pottery manufacture took place in domestic 
contexts (Feinman 1999; Santley et al. 1989). Despite this, at Totogal, we found little 
evidence for ceramic production, such as kiln fragments or wasters (Santley et al. 1989). 
Lack of firing features or residues suggests that pottery manufacture occurred off-site, 
perhaps at a locale closer to the above-mentioned sources. One possibility is the 
archaeological site at Sehualaca. Sehualaca’s close proximity to Totogal, good quality 
clays, and the Río Tepango (a year-round source of water, sand and volcanic ash for 
additives), may have made it, or another nearby settlement, the producer of Totogal’s 
ceramics. Ceramic production location criteria are discussed more in Chapter 8. 
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Discussion 
Because so many essential resources occurred naturally in the Tuxtla Mountains 
and surrounding floodplains, Totogal needed to import few items to meet subsistence 
needs. Aside from necessary obsidian, imports were luxuries. Obsidian was mainly used 
in utilitarian functions and was not restricted in its distribution, although quantities of the 
material did vary. For example, Ranchoapan was a settlement that expanded in the Late 
Classic period; Santley considered it a large production and control point for obsidian in 
the region because of high proportions of raw materials recovered there (Santley 2004). 
In addition, there was temporal variation according to source that reflected changed 
economic networks. Green obsidian was rarely found in the Tuxtlas during the Classic 
period, but during the Postclassic, access channels appeared to open.  
Small numbers of Tuxtecos used imported copper bells and rings: scholars 
typically associate copper with the Postclassic period (Coe 1965; Hosler 1994; 
Valenzuela 1945a; cf., Santley et al. 1985). As discussed above, some salt was apparently 
imported, but the volume is uncertain and some salt was produced locally (Medel y 
Alvarado 1963; Paso y Troncoso 1905; Santley 2004a).  
The Aztecs and the Teotihuacanos before them expressed interest in the natural 
richness of the region (Berdan and Anawalt 1992; Santley 1994; Stark 1978), an interest 
that was likely enhanced because of location along key Mesoamerican trade routes of the 
Isthmus of Tehuantepec and Gulf Coast. Both polities imported items from the Gulf 
lowlands; archaeologists recovered Fine Orange ceramics from Teotihuacan’s 
“Merchants’ Barrio” (Rattray 1987), and cotton, among other items, was collected as 
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tribute from Toztlan and other gulf lowland polities (Berdan and Anawalt 1992, 1997; 
Paso y Troncoso 1905).  
Despite the relative self-sufficiency of the Tuxtlas, Tuxtecos adopted foreign style 
items during the Classic and Postclassic periods. Most foreign style items were 
cylindrical ceramic vessels and censers. For example, Teotihuacan style cylindrical tripod 
vessels were recovered from Matacapan (Santley 1994; Santley et al. 1987). Matacapan’s 
Mound 4 also yielded a Toltec-style (Postclassic) Tlaloc censer (Valenzuela 1945a). In 
addition, Aztec Texcoco-Molded style censers were at least minimally integrated into the 
ritual inventories of civic-ceremonial and residential areas at Postclassic Agaltepec 
(Arnold 2003). The Aztec-style censers were also recovered from Totogal (discussed 
further in Chapter 10) and the regional surveys of southwestern Cerro el Vigía, the 
Tepango Valley, and El Mesón. In south-central Veracruz, local elites appear to have 
employed these items in status-reproducing activities, such as public rituals and 
communal feasts (Ohnersorgen 2001; Skoglund et al. 2006; see also Garraty 2000, 2006). 
Like Mesoamerican elites in other regions (e.g., the Quiche), association with powerful 
foreign societies may have afforded ways to improve their own status and legitimacy at 
home (Fox et al. 1992; Schortman et al. 2001). 
Like elites throughout Mesoamerica, the Aztecs adopted many foreign items into 
their consumption of foods and beverages, their ceremonies, and ritual offerings. Spanish 
chroniclers documented Moctezuma II’s preference for Cholula polychrome vessels, for 
example (Díaz del Castillo 1963:226). In addition, examination of items included in the 
ritual deposits of the Templo Mayor indicate that several foreign items, such as a 
crocodile skull, coral and seashells, were incorporated into ceremonial activities 
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associated with temple construction (Smith 1998; Smith et al. 2003). These marine items 
would have come from the Gulf and Pacific coasts, portions of which had been 
conquered. Other items came from interior portions of the Aztec Empire. Mezcala style 
masks originated in Guerrero, located in the southwestern provinces of the empire. 
Several of these foreign imports were probably received as tribute.  
Smith (1998:234) has interpreted the inclusion of items from conquered areas into 
the Templo Mayor deposits as symbols of those regions’ subordinate status to the Aztecs. 
Tenochtitlan, Texcoco and Tlacopan received in tribute many other imports not included 
in the ritual caches of the ceremonial precinct (Berdan and Anawalt 1992). Decorated and 
plain cotton garments were definitely sent by Toztlan (Berdan and Anawalt 1997; Medel 
y Alvarado 1963; Paso y Troncoso 1905). Quahchtli were important exchange media in 
markets, while decorated garments were probably meant for elite use.  
Liquidambar is another probable tribute of the Tuxtlas even though Medina did 
not mention it in the Relaciones Geograficas. The Tuxtlas had some of the few cloud 
forests of the Tochtepec province, which owed 100 pots or jars of liquidambar (Berdan 
and Anawalt 1992:Folio 46r; Peterson and Peterson 1998; see also Santley 2007). As 
mentioned above, Liquidambar styraciflua, required in cake and liquid form, had many 
uses that included incense and adhesive (Berdan and Anawalt 1992; see also Smith 
1998:122). Moreover, the name Olmec (Rubber People), unfortunately co-opted by Early 
and Middle Formative scholars working in the southern Gulf lowlands, is how 
Moctezuma identified the people of the Contact era region. Latex from the native 
Chicozapote tree was used in the production of rubber balls, one of the other tributes paid 
by the Tochtepec province (Berdan and Anawalt 1992). 
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The Aztecs were also renowned for their adoption of earlier Mesoamerican 
traditions. Connection with a past heritage was an important source of legitimacy. Items 
from Teotihuacan, such as masks, were included alongside the above foreign materials 
from the Gulf and Pacific coasts in the Templo Mayor offerings (Smith 1998:233). Other 
objects produced in the styles of Tula and Xochicalco were also deliberately included in 
the offerings (Smith 1998:233).  
To conclude, while frontier elites residing at Totogal may have adopted imperial-
style items into their strategies at home, the Aztecs also actively incorporated foreign 
elements into state ceremonies, elite status maintenance rituals, commercial exchange and 
daily life. Aside from status symbols, obsidian was the only item that Tuxtecos would 
have needed from the central highlands22. On the other hand, the climate of the Basin of 
Mexico did not support many of the subsistence goods and exotic items necessary for the 
growing Aztec population and a cohesive state apparatus that required ritual displays, 
rewards for military service and loyalty, and elite status maintenance. By expanding 
territorially into diverse ecological zones and subsequently extracting tribute, the Aztecs 
supplemented the limited material base at hand within the Basin of Mexico. The 
acquisition of tribute and other items through commercial exchange did not depend 
completely on military force. Rather, considerable negotiation (through elite alliance) 
with areas outside the Basin of Mexico was necessary to ensure the continued flow of 
goods. Totogal, situated at the southwestern entrance of the Tuxtlas, could have 
manipulated Aztec interest in local resources to enact some of its own agendas. 
                                            
22 The central highlands were not the only source of obsidian in Mesoamerica. Sources exist in Guatemala. 
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CHAPTER 6 
SITE DESCRIPTION AND FIELD METHODS  
  
Because this project aimed to examine intra-site patterns related to Aztec imperial 
expansion and frontier interaction and to refine the Postclassic chronology for the region, 
our methods necessitated a strategy that was capable of exposing intra-site spatial 
patterns as well as the site’s stratigraphic sequence. To obtain these data, we created two 
maps, a topographic map of the site and a geophysical map of three surveyed areas. We 
also placed 262 shovel tests, that measured 30x30x20 cm, at systematic intervals of 25 m, 
and we excavated 10 test units that measured 1x2, 1x3, and 2x2 m in Fields B and C 
North (Figure 6-1). The profiles of two looter’s pits in stone constructions at the site were 
also cleaned and examined. The particular methods for each phase of fieldwork are 
presented below, following the description of the site. 
 
Site Description 
Today the surveyed area of Totogal is divided among four property owners. 
Property boundaries partly determined the limits of our survey area, as did conditions of 
the terrain (Figure 6-1). The minimum site area of Totogal covers between 30 and 40 
hectares and extends at least 300 to 400 m from north to south, and 1 km west to east 
(Figure 6-2). This estimate is based largely on our shovel test boundaries, but it also 
includes intervening portions of Field A that were not systematically surveyed due to 
gaps in land owner permission. Surface densities of artifacts do decline considerably at 
the eastern and western ends of the survey area. While artifact densitites declined  
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Figure 6-1: Steep slopes to the north of the survey area 
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Figure 6-2: Minimum areal extent of Totogal (based on systematic shovel tests, surface collections, and observed, but not collected 
artifacts that were in foot paths) 
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precipitously in the far western and eastern survey areas, however, few shovel tests were 
negative for cultural materials. Steeps slopes in the north provided an additional, natural 
boundary. The southern edge (specifically areas south of Fields B and C South) of our 
survey area was defined by land owner boundaries. The site likely continued at least 
another 200 meters in this direction, based on surface sherds observed in 2003.  
In this southern unsurveyed area, there is a promontory that offers a commanding 
view of the Tepango river valley (Figures 6-3 and 6-4), which would have been 
defensively advantageous (Carrasco 1999; Gerhard 1993; Paso y Troncoso 1905). 
Unfortunately, thickly bedded vegetation prohibited the detection of sherds on the surface 
of this topographic feature.  
Therefore the site limits shown in Figure 6-2 represent the limits of our systematic 
survey, with intervening areas of Field A added on the basis of architecture, limited 
surface collections, and land owner reports of materials in milpa plots (southern portion 
of Field A). Future field work at Totogal will hopefully afford opportunities to better 
determine site limits, especially in the south. 
 Nearly all portions of the site are within 150 m of year-round water sources, 
though water availability may have differed in the past. Mountain run-off forms small 
permanent arroyos and a permanent spring flows directly out of the spur that supports the 
stone architecture in the site center (Figure 6-2). Deforestation that has occurred with 
cattle farming limits forest growth to the steeper slopes. Level surfaces on this portion of 
Cerro el Vigía are in pasture or support small house lots and their associated structures. 
 Architecture visible above the ground surface includes earthen mounds, stone 
foundation walls and altered natural landforms, some of which served as platforms for  
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Figure 6-3. Tepango River Valley to east-northeast of Totogal (looking toward Santiago 
Tuxtla from promontory) 
 
Photo by Victor D. Thompson 
 
Figure 6-4: Promontory point to southeast of surface collected area of Field C South  
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structures. Construction and landform modifications are dispersed across the site but with 
some localized clustering in the western Itzcuintli complex (structures in Field A), the 
central Muros zone (stone structure in Field B) where two construction phases occured, 
the southern occupied volcanic hill23 in southern Field B, the northern Arroyo mound 
locality (mound in Field C North), and the northeastern survey area (of Field C South) 
(Figure 6-2). I briefly summarize the different site areas below. Detailed discussions of 
surface artifact concentrations, geophysical survey results, and excavations follow in 
Chapters 7, 8, 10 and 11. 
  The Itzcuintli mound complex contains a four-meter high conical mound (Figures 
6-2, 6-5). North of the conical mound is a two-meter high long mound that measures 
approximately 60 m east-west and 20 m north-south. This mound is an extension of the 
natural slope that may be part refuse accretion and part artificial construction; its northern 
slope abruptly drops to an arroyo 30 m below. Most of this northern slope is badly 
eroded. Fortunately, we were permitted to surface collect the northern eroding slope of 
this long mound even though other grass-covered portions of Field A were off limits. 
Another “structure” is a modified landform with loose stone reinforced walls and a 
leveled top that sits approximately 50 m to the west of the conical mound. Retaining 
walls on the south prevent erosion into a tree-filled gully to the south; substantial refuse 
around the base, which has eroded out of foot paths, indicates that the platform supported 
activities and/or other structures.  
 
 
                                            
23 We did not conduct excavations at the toe of this feature to determine definitively whether it was natural 
or artificial, but its somewhat irregular shape, especially on its south side, along with boulders and volcanic 
gravel that are strewn across that south face suggested that this “mound” was a volcanic hill and not the 
result of construction activities at the site. 
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Figure 6-5: Conical mound in Itzcuintli Complex of Field A 
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 A centrally located spur dominates the “Muros” zone in Field B, so called for the 
presence of stone foundation walls (Figure 6-2). While the spur is a natural volcanic 
feature, stone on its north, east and south slopes reinforced it and its surface is even. The 
portions of the surface that we encountered during excavations in this area are level, 
indicating that some prehispanic leveling may have occurred to better support stone 
courses. The spur functioned as a platform for two successive multi-roomed stone 
structures. Only the most recent construction phase is easily noticeable above the modern 
ground surface (Figure 6-6). This latter building phase made use of porous basalt blocks 
mortared with a mixture of sand, clay, and shell. The lower structure was constructed 
with less porous dry-laid basalt cobbles, small boulders, and consolidated volcanic ash 
chunks as fill (Figure 6-7). A portion of the lower structure sits directly on the volcanic 
substratum, which was exposed at 65 and 70 cm below ground surface during the 
excavation of Test Unit 3 (Figure 6-7a).  
At lease four looter’s pits pock the surface of the stone structure (Figure 6-7c). 
Substantial wall fall in this area confuses the architectural pattern, but electromagnetic 
induction survey over this area provides a rough plan of the construction (Figure 6-8, see 
also Chapter 7). An overlay of the geophysical and topographic maps of this area 
suggests that the primary image shown in the former relates to the lower of the two 
structures; these maps indicate that both building phases were quite extensive (Figure 6-
8). Also in Field B is a low rise south of the muros platform; this area yielded high 
densities of artifacts (Figure 6-2). Approximately 20 m farther east there is a small 3-4 
meter high conical feature. Its leveled top and artifacts near its base suggest that it was 
utilized, but its stratigraphy was not explored. Its irregular shape and boulder-strewn  
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Figure 6-6: Intact walls with mortared construction (above ground surface) 
 
Figure 6-7: Dry-laid stone architecture (below ground surface) 
       
a. Test Unit 3      b. Test Trench 2 
 
 
c. Looter Pit 1    
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Figure 6-8: Superimposed topographic map and conductivity map, Muros Zone 
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southern face suggest that this “mound” does not represent an artificial platform. The low 
housemound, “mound” (utilized volcanic hill), and adjacent areas in the southwestern 
portion of Field B yielded the highest densities of daub (see Chapter 8).  
 Also in Field B are a series of artifact concentrations that lie to the northeast of 
the Muros Zone on relatively level terrain. No mounds or landform modifications are 
located in this area, but daub and a few buried rock alignments, together with artifact 
densities, suggest a primarily residential function for the area. A small permanent arroyo 
that flows from west to east marks the northern border of this locale, but artifact 
distributions continue to the north of the arroyo. 
To the north and northwest of the arroyo and high-density artifact concentrations 
mentioned above sits the small Arroyo mound locality. There is a 3 m high mound in this 
area and a low rise approximately 20 m to the east-southeast (Figure 6-2). This latter 
feature is less than a meter high. Because of its raised surface and the relatively high 
densities of materials, it likely represents a house mound. The high artifact concentrations 
that characterize the 3-m mound and house mound in this locality continue to the north 
and northeast where occupation hugs the toe of the slope that forms the northern 
boundary of the surveyed area. The area of the top of the 3-m mound in this area is not 
particularly extensive (larger than the pinnacle of a conical mound, but smaller than the 
surfaces of most platform mounds), but it could have supported a structure. 
The eastern slopes of the site appear terrace-like; the slope has been leveled, 
appearing stepped in the northern half of Field C South. During the prehispanic 
occupation of Totogal, as well today, this area supported structures. The area closest to 
the northern arroyo yielded high artifact densities, but they appear to decline dramatically 
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in the areas further downslope to the east. While the stepped terrain here is likely natural, 
it appears to have been artificially managed: in addition to the atypically level surface of 
this area, the slope above the arroyo is retained by stone and could include access stairs 
(Figure 6-9). Cattle frequently trample this northern slope. The constant use contributes 
to the rapid degradation of the ancient architectural modifications. 
 Just beyond our southeastern survey limits is a promontory (Figure 6-4). Although 
we were eventually granted permission to conduct systematic shovel testing here, we did 
not test this natural feature. We did, however, examine its surface for artifacts and 
prehispanic activities. No cultural remains were in evidence on the promontory proper 
(vegetation was dense and high), but concentrations of obsidian, as well as painted and 
slipped ceramics, were found at its base (within our survey area). This promontory would 
have been especially useful for defensive purposes as the panoramic view that extends for 
about 180 degrees from the northeast through the southwest is exceptional. Today cattle 
ranching, including corral facilities and water tanks, heavily impact the spur and the areas 
at its base.  
 
Surface Strategy 
 The three phases of our surface strategy included topographic mapping, 
systematic shovel testing, and geophysical survey.  
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Figure 6-9: Basalt slab eroding from the slope that overlooks the arroyo (Field C North) 
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Topographic Mapping  
The topographic mapping portion of this project provides the first site map for 
Totogal. Because a variety of architectural forms characterized Totogal (i.e., earthen 
mounds and stone wall foundations), generating a topographic map over which artifact 
trends could be compared was important. In addition, changes in how different areas 
were used over time can signify changes to the site’s social organization. Changes to the 
site’s spatial and organizational structure could reflect the influx of foreign influences, 
the compromise of local autonomy and the assertion of imperial control (Stark 1990; 
Umberger 1996). If strong imperial influences were not imposed on Totogal, then that 
could have indicated a more benign imperial presence and an elite strategy that 
emphasized negotiation. Changes to the site structure could also result from resistance 
efforts if barricades, or other defensive structures, were constructed. The mapping portion 
of the project also had the potential to identify stone monuments, as well as residential, 
defensive and civic-ceremonial structures.  
Topographic mapping at Totogal employed a theodolite, stadia rod, and hand-held 
GPS unit. The results of topographic mapping in the principle survey block (sub-area that 
included Fields B, C North and South) are displayed in Figure 6-10. This topographically 
mapped area measured approximately 10 hectares, using a contour interval of one meter 
(or less in the area of stone architecture) and a scale of 1:1000. This mapped area is 
smaller than the total area collected by shovel testing. Field D was also mapped 
topographically, but the topographic relief in that site area was so extreme that contour 
intervals would have to be set so large (to not obscure artifact distributions) that it is not 
used here. The eastern edge of the site (Field C South) was not included in the  
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Figure 6-10: Survey areas with approximate field divisions demarcated 
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topographic map because permission to work there came late and efforts had to be 
devoted to excavations before the rainy season began. Field C North and South were 
owned by the same landowner, but because the former contained above surface 
architecture (mounds), when prioritizing a field for mapping, Field C North was selected.  
Field A could not be included in topographic mapping. The architectural features are 
sketch-mapped, however, using a satellite image of the site (Figure 6-2). 
 
Surface Collection Strategy  
The planned surface collection strategy at Totogal took into account regional 
comparability of results, as well as the detection of large and small features indicative of 
public activity, elite and non-elite residential mounds, and activity areas such as craft 
production locations and surface middens. 
Site surveys in the Tuxtlas region have been especially concerned with providing 
overall comparability of research results. This has led to a fair degree of conformity 
within artifact collection strategies (at Tres Zapotes, Matacapan, Agaltepec, and other 
sites). In order to acquire data that would enable regional comparisons, a similar plan was 
intended for this research. This plan called for the collection of 3x3 m surface collection 
units. When visibility was impaired, it would have been necessary to remove sod. 
 Unfortunately, we were unable to employ this surface collection strategy. Due to 
landowner concerns over the loss of pasture grass, we opted for the alternate strategy of 
systematic shovel testing. INAH considers the surface of sites to consist of the first 20 cm 
of soil, typically the plow zone. To still be considered a surface survey, at the 
recommendation of INAH personnel, we had to limit our probes to 20 cm in depth. Each 
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test measured 30 cm on a side and tests were placed at 25 m intervals north-south and 
east-west. The interval spacing of the 3x3 m collection units was initially set at 25 m 
along transects spaced 50 m apart. So while our horizontal coverage of units themselves 
was reduced, the intensity and verticality of our collection strategy was augmented. The 
distribution of shovel tests is presented in Figure 6-11. 
 We conducted our shovel-testing program over approximately 18 hectares until 
we had reached the limits of property held by owners or land managers who prohibited 
our continued study, until the terrain became too steep to continue, or until artifact 
densities declined substantially. The spatial and temporal patterns of artifacts are 
discussed in Chapters 8, 10, and 11. 
One of the primary goals of this research was to identify community responses to 
imperial expansion, particularly how elites at the site brokered imperial and local 
interests during the Late Postclassic period. The use of systematic collection and close 
interval spacing allowed us to detect a variety of features at different scales, such as 
modest-sized residences, their associated activity areas, and large civic-ceremonial 
structures; it also provided a fine grained picture of intra-site patterning in materials that 
related to elite strategies; materials included imperial style ceramics and highland 
imports, local status symbols, and serving vessels that would have been especially useful 
to elites if they enacted strategies that emphasized alliance and solidarity, regardless of 
who the intended targets of elite messaging were. The detailed results of surface-testing 
are presented in Chapters 8, 10, and 11. I do draw on the results of surface-testing and 
topographic mapping, however, when I discuss the field methods employed in the 
geophysical survey component of the project. 
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Figure 6-11: Map of shovel tests at Totogal 
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Geophysical Testing through Electromagnetic Induction Survey  
Victor Thompson, with the assistance of Jamie Waggoner, local crew members, 
and I, conducted the geophysical survey at Totogal (Venter et al. 2006). We surveyed 
three areas using a Geonics EM38 Electromagnetic Induction meter (Venter et al. 
2006:770). The areas consisted of 14 survey grids (20 x 20 m), determined by the 
presence of known stone architecture, production indicators for Aztec imperial-style 
censers, and the co-occurrence of Postclassic flat mold-made figurines, imported green 
obsidian, imperial-style pottery, and a modified landform feature. These artifacts and 
architectural features were encountered during topographic mapping and shovel-testing.  
The EM38 Electromagnetic Induction meter records measurements of soil 
conductivity. This instrument also has a mode (in-phase) that records measurements of 
magnetic susceptibility; this latter reading mode was used at Totogal. Magnetic 
susceptibility is a measure of a material’s ability to become magnetized in the presence of 
an external magnetizing field (Telford et al. 1990). Organically enriched soils, burned 
locations, metal, and concentrations of iron minerals are typical examples of detectable 
materials (Clark 1996). Anomalies are identified in magnetic susceptibility data when 
they possess higher or lower magnetic susceptibility than the background environment.  
 The EM38 operates by sending a continuous sine wave of electromagnetic energy 
from its rear transmitter coil into the ground. As this wave of energy penetrates the 
ground, it establishes eddy currents in subsurface conductors that, in turn, transmit 
electromagnetic energy back to the EM38 where it is received by a different coil located 
at the front of the instrument (Kearey et al. 2002). The in-phase measurements from the 
EM38 are recorded in arbitrary units of parts per thousand (ppt) of the transmitted signal. 
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Higher values indicate a stronger signal returned from the target, and thus a higher 
susceptibility of the volume of ground under the sensor. At Totogal, the highest 
susceptibility signals were produced by stone architectural features made of iron mineral-
bearing basalt. 
 We collected the magnetic susceptibility data at Totogal along transects spaced 1 
m apart, with one reading per meter along each line, for 400 readings per 20 m2. Ideally, 
readings would be spaced every 25 cm, unfortunately, the cable to the data logger failed 
in the field; this required the more time intensive hand recording of values. The reading 
frequency was reduced to one per meter in order to cover as much ground as possible 
given the time available. Because the data collection density was reduced, the signals 
yielded less refined results. The images generated from the readings are therefore not as 
fine-grained as they might have been at intervals of 25 cm; nevertheless, they reveal clear 
anomalies24 (Figure 6-12). In the processed images, areas of high magnetic susceptibility 
are indicated using darker shades of grey and black. Locations depicted in white have 
lower than average susceptibility. Each image is shown with the same contrast range (0-
100 ppt), allowing for absolute value comparison across images. 
 Following the geophysical survey, we ground-truthed results through additional 
shovel-testing as well as excavation in two areas of the Field B survey block (Figure 6-
12a). Geophysical survey provided our first clue that two structures were located on the 
Muros Zone platform. They also support artifact data that suggest structures were once  
                                            
24 The collected data were relatively clean and required little processing. The grid data were processed 
using Geoplot v3.00p (Walker and Somer 2000), a software package written specifically for the 
manipulation of geophysical data from archaeological sites. The processing steps undertaken were the same 
for each of the three survey areas. A de-spiking algorithm enabled the removal of bad data points that items 
such as metal close to the receiver can cause. We then interpolated the data from 1 m to 50 cm spacing with 
low-pass filtering for smoothing. 
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Figure 6-12: Geophysical survey blocks (map scale in meters) 
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a. Area B (Muros Platform) 
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located on top of the modified landform in the northern portion of Field C South (Figure 
6-2). Geophysical survey in Field D identified an anomaly, but ground-truthing through 
shovel testing there did not identify the source of the anomaly—an anomaly that we 
hoped would represent a ceramic firing feature where Texcoco Molded censers were 
produced (this is the area where mold fragments were found during shovel testing). The 
results of geophysical testing, particularly the ground truthing of the stone structure in the 
Muros Zone, better contextualize the distributions of artifacts recovered during shovel 
testing and excavation. These artifact patterns are discussed in Chapters 8, 10 and 11. 
 
Excavation Strategy 
 Before our work at Totogal, no Postclassic site in the Tuxtla Mountains had been 
the subject of a systematic stratigraphic excavation program. While work at Isla 
Agaltepec did acquire charcoal for dates from relatively intact stratigraphic levels, the 
subsurface sampling that yielded the chronological data there were limited to the cleaning 
of looters’ pit profiles and opportunistic sampling from mostly disturbed deposits (Arnold 
2003; Arnold and Venter 2004). To provide a more robust sample from Totogal, we 
conducted excavations in ten locations; eight were standard excavation units (two 
measured 2x2m; six measured 1x2), and two were exploratory trenches placed near 
architectural features to examine their construction and occupation history. Toward this 
same end, we cleaned wall profiles of two large looter’s pits in the centrally located 
architectural (Muros) zone with the hope that complementary evidence related to 
construction episodes would be recovered. Besides proximity to architectural features, 
artifact concentrations and concentration diversity guided unit placement. The particular 
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locales where excavation units were placed are described in more detail in Chapter 7. 
Excavation employed arbitrary 10-cm levels and noted cultural strata as well.  
From nearly each 1 m grid square and arbitrary 10-cm level, we reserved soil 
samples, which measured 20x20 cm, for the recovery of floral and faunal materials. Only 
the shallow Trench 2 and the looters’ pit areas were excluded from sampling because in 
the former, deposits were so shallow and mostly confined to the plowzone, and in the 
latter, deposits were disturbed.  Soils for floral and faunal analysis failed to yield useable 
macroscopic data and they are not described further in this dissertation. Pollen and 
phytolith analysis were not a planned component of this research. 
In summary, field methods that we employed at Totogal included topographic 
mapping, systematic surface collection through shallow shovel tests, geophysical survey, 
stratigraphic excavation and looters’ pit profile examination. Surface data were collected 
systematically and at a scale large enough to recover patterning at the intra-site scale. 
Excavations provided some additional horizontal data from a variety of site contexts, but 
their primary purpose was for the refinement of the Postclassic chronological sequence. 
The results of the 2004 field season are presented in Chapters 7, 8, 10, and 11; I begin 
with a description of architectural features, site stratigraphy, and radiocarbon dates 
acquired from excavations at Totogal. Descriptions of the laboratory methods used in the 
analysis of burned earthen, ceramic, and lithic artifacts precede discussions of their 
results. 
 
 
 
Copyright© 2008, Marcie L. Venter 
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CHAPTER 7 
 
STRATIFIED DEPOSITS, RADIOCARBON DATES AND ARCHITECTURAL 
FEATURES AT TOTOGAL 
 
The principle areas of the site that were tested with stratigraphic excavations 
include: 1) Arroyo complex (Test Units 1 and 2, Test Trench 1); 2) Muros Zone (Test 
Unit 3, Test Trench 2, Looters’ Pits 1 and 2); 3) off-platform area of Cluster 5 (Test Units 
4, 5, and 6); and, 4) Cluster 3 area (Test Units 7 and 8). Excavations were not placed in 
Fields D or C South because of the lighter scatters of cultural materials (Field D), the late 
date of some landowner permission that brought us close to the commencement of the 
rainy season (Field C South), and/or because an area was heavily traversed by cattle 
(Field C South). The locations of test units, test trenches and the profiled looters’ pits are 
indicated on Figure 7-1. The site areas were described in Chapter 5. Clusters refer to 
areas of the site that yielded high densities of surface artifacts. Clusters that were 
subjected to test excavations include clusters 1, 3 and 5. Cluster 1 corresponds to the 
artifact concentrations in the Arroyo complex; the latter terminology is used in this 
discussion. Cluster 3 corresponds to the artifact concentrations on the level terrain to the 
northeast of the Muros zone (in Field B). Cluster 5 refers to the artifact concentrations, 
also in Field B, that are to the south and immediate southeast of the Muros zone. 
The goals associated with the excavation of test units and test trenches were 
somewhat different. Test Units were intended to acquire a stratified sample of materials 
from different areas of the site so that temporal and spatial trends could be examined and 
compared. Test trenches were meant to explore the construction history of specific 
features; these were placed at the edges of architectural features that were visible on the 
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surface of the site. While goals associated with the two types of units were different, 
methods of excavation were the same. Excavations in the Arroyo Complex revealed that 
a deep stratigraphic sequence characterized portions of Totogal. Several architectural 
features were also revealed during excavation; these revealed the different structural 
types present at the site. Following the discussion of excavated deposits and associated 
architectural features, I present the results of radiocarbon analyses conducted on charcoal 
recovered from excavations. 
 
The Arroyo Complex  
 The results of our work in the Arroyo complex yielded the deepest stratigraphic 
profiles, which also represented the longest occupations detected at Totogal. In addition, 
the deposits here yielded several samples of charcoal that were submitted for radiocarbon 
dating.  
 The surface artifact concentrations in this area correspond to Cluster 1 identified 
during surface collections (see below). Excavations within this area aimed to examine the 
special contexts of that concentration and its distributions of materials. The test trench 
was placed at the eastern toe of the moderately conical mound in this area so as to 
examine its extent, construction history and occupations, and how the mound functioned 
in the larger context of the site and the Arroyo complex, the majority of whose materials 
came from the north and east of the mound. Surface remains were less dense to the south 
of the mound. To explore this difference, we placed Test Unit 2 where it would allow us 
to examine whether cultural or natural factors were responsible for the lower density  
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Figure 7-1: Locations of excavations (Test Units [TU], Test Trenches [Tr], Looters’ Pit 
Profiles [LP]); contour interval 1 meter 
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occupation of the southern Arroyo complex. Test Unit 2 was closest to the small arroyo,  
but was still approximately 20-25 meters distant from some of its bends.  
Test Unit 2 sits on a very slight rise above the arroyo’s small floodplain; Test Unit 
2 sits slightly lower than the areas near Test Trench 1 and Test Unit 1. During the dry 
season, this small stream carries a very low, but constant, flow of water. We observed 
significant increases after short afternoon showers that occurred in the first weeks of the 
rainy season. Informants living at the site said that during the worst months of the rainy 
season, they rarely leave the mountain (Cerro El Vigía) because of the treacherous 
conditions created by heavy, prolonged rains (Juan Coto Masaba, personal 
communication 2004). In the months that receive the most rain, the banks of this arroyo 
are often crested, the flood waters depositing alluvium on the surrounding plain. During 
this time, sediments could be deposited over the area of Test Unit 2, obscuring surface 
remains. This appears to have resulted in the lower surface denstities of artifacts near 
Test Unit 2; it also resulted in a lower artifact density in particular strata in this test unit. 
 Each of the excavations in the Arroyo complex measured 1x2 meters. The long 
axes of Test Trench 1 and Test Unit 2 were oriented west to east on the site grid. Test 
Unit 1 was oriented north to south just a few meters to the northeast of the mound. Prior 
to the initiation of excavation, we estimated that most deposits at the site would be 
relatively shallow, owing to their underlying volcanic geology and their locations on the 
slope of Vigía. This assessment was true in most areas of Totogal, but not in the Arroyo 
complex. Cultural materials and deposits were encountered at depths in excess of 1.5 
meters. Because these excavations took considerably more time than we had allotted, and 
because we had not begun excavations in other site areas, we decided to stop work when 
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the quantities of cultural materials declined substantially and as we approached 2 meters 
in depth.  
 
Test Unit 1 Stratigraphy  
The southwest corner of this unit was located at N5155 E5028. Our excavations in 
this test unit identified seven strata, a compacted earth feature (interpreted as a floor), and 
other artifact concentrations within strata (e.g., 2V). Feature 2V, for example, represents 
a concentration of burned earth and raw clay at the Zone 4 to 5 transition. The 
descriptions of the stratigraphic elements follow. The west wall profile of this excavation 
unit is presented in Figure 7-2. 
1) Plowzone: Organic-rich silt loam soils characterize the plowzone of Test Unit 1. 
The soils yielded a Munsell Color Chart reading of 7.5YR 2.5/1 Black. The 
modern surface is actively used as pasture for cattle, so the deposits have not been 
disturbed by commercial agriculture like many areas in the more fertile valley 
bottoms and floodplains. Considerable quantities of cultural materials were 
recovered from this level, which included Late Postclassic diagnostics; there was 
also a segment of a possible stone alignment, mostly in the northern half of the 
stratum. The stone sat at the transition between the plowzone and Zone 1, from 
depths of 12 to 18 cm below the unit datum, which was placed at the southwest 
corner of the Test Unit and at ground level (0 cm). The plowzone in this 
excavation unit has a uniform thickness throughout the unit, extending to about 15 
cm below surface where a subtle texture and color change occurs. 
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2) Zone 1: Zone 1 is uniformly distributed throughout this excavation unit. It begins 
at 15 cm and extends to 30 cm below ground surface. The soil matrix of Zone 1 
contains some clay, but is relatively loose (silt clay) and contains some sand. Its 
color reading is 10YR 3/1 Very Dark Gray to 7.5YR 3/1 Very Dark Gray. 
Abundant artifacts were encountered in this level: they included many Late 
Postclassic diagnostic ceramics and obsidian. Quartz and sandstone are natural 
inclusions in the soil of this stratum. We recovered Late Postclassic diagnostics 
from this stratum. 
Figure 7-2: Test Unit 1, west wall profile 
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3) Zone 2: We encountered Zone 2 at 30 cm below ground surface. Zone 2 was 
signaled by a slight change in soil texture. While the soil matrix is silt clay, the 
clay content is higher than that found in Zone 1. In addition, the soil color subtly 
transitioned to 7.5YR 3/2 Dark Brown and 7.5YR 3/1 Very Dark Gray. Zone 2 
also contained considerable ceramics and obsidian, but it also contained a lot of 
burned earth, particularly between the depths of 37 and 40 cm. In addition, we 
recovered charcoal at 40 cm that yielded a 2σ calibrated date of AD 680-890 
(1240 ± 40 years BP) (Table 7-1). This sample situates Zone 2 firmly in the 
Tuxtlas Late Classic (AD 650-1000). Zone 2 continues until a depth below 
surface of 50 cm.  Quartz gravel, pockets of clay, sandstone, and laja are found 
throughout the matrix of this stratum. 
4) Zone 3: This zone is marked by a change in the color and texture of the soil 
matrix. While there is still some clay, as in zone 2, this stratum contains less and 
the soils in this zone are much sandier. The soil color is 10YR 3/2 Very Dark 
Grayish Brown. There is a considerable amount of burned earth fragments, 
including daub, throughout the stratum. Other cultural materials recovered from 
this stratum included ceramics and charcoal that yielded a 2σ calibrated date of 
AD 390-890 (1420 ± 130 BP) (Table 7-1). The intercept of the date from this 
stratum, however, is much earlier than the one for Zone 2 (Zone 3 intercept AD 
640 [Late Middle Classic], compared with Zone 2 intercept of AD 780). Zone 3 
ended at a depth of approximately 64 cm. 
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Table 7-1: Radiocarbon Dates (Calibration Program=CALIB Rev 5.0.2) 
Unit, Stratigraphic Level Beta-Sample Project-Sample 
Conventional 
RC Age 
cal Intercept 
(CI) cal 1sig Range cal 2sig Range 
Test Unit 1, Zone 2 Beta-200821 (AMS) PASTCS5 1240 +/- 40 BP AD 780 AD 710--810, AD 840--860 AD 680--890 
Test Unit 1, Zone 3 Beta-200827 PASTCS12 1420 +/- 130 BP AD 640 AD 530--700 AD 390--890 
Test Unit 1, Zone 5 Beta-200822 PASTCS6 1470 +/- 100 BP AD 610 AD 460--480, AD 520--660 
AD 400--720 
AD 740--760 
Test Unit 1, Zone 6 Beta-200823 (AMS) PASTCS8 1370 +/- 40 BP AD 660 AD 650--680 AD 620--700 
Test Trench 1, upper Zone 1 Beta-200825 (AMS) PASTCS10 490 +/- 40 BP AD 1430 AD 1420--1440 AD 1400--1460 
Test Trench 1, Zone 1 Beta-200826 PASTCS11 80 +/- 40 BP Historic/Modern Historic/Modern Historic/Modern
Test Unit 3, Zone 2b Beta-200824 PASTCS9 870 +/- 60 BP AD 1180 AD 1050--1100, AD 1140--1240 AD 1020--1270 
Test Unit 4, at 18 cm Beta-200820 PASTCS2 140 +/- 80 BP Historic/Modern Historic/Modern Historic/Modern
Test Unit 4, at 20 cm Beta-200819 PASTCS1 100 +/- 70 BP Outside Range Outside Range Outside Range 
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5) Zone 4: This zone extends from approximately 64 to 85 cm. It has a similar 
texture to zone 3, and the color difference is hardly perceptible. Burned earth 
fragments are found in this stratum, but it tends to be more localized and in larger 
chunks; yielding a less ubiquitous distribution for zone 4 than the overlying strata. 
One third of the burned earth materials recovered from this stratum and stratum 3 
(zone 3) were daub, suggesting the remains of a structural feature. The decline in 
the quantity of burned earth fraqments was noticeable enough that we decided to 
distinguish between zones 3 and 4, despite the similarity in soils.  
6) Zone 5: This stratum is thinner in the southern half of Test Unit 1, and only 
extends from 85 to just over 90 cm where we encountered a compacted earth 
floor. In the northern half of Test Unit 1, Zone 5 is considerably deeper (see 
Figure 7-2). Zone 5 represents the deposits just above the floor surface (in the 
southern half of Test Unit 1), and the adjacent soil matrix (in the northern half of 
the unit). Zone 5 deposits contain more clay than Zone 4 and they are very close 
in color to that stratum (10YR 3/2 Very Dark Grayish Brown to 7.5YR 3/1 Very 
Dark Gray). A small amount of laja (consolidated volcanic ash) was recovered 
from the southern half of the unit at the Zone 4-Zone 5 boundary. A small pocket 
of burned earth and raw clay was found in the upper portions of Zone 5; this 
pocket was labeled Zone 2V25 and was only found in the north-central half of the 
unit, for this reason, it does not appear in the profile illustrated in Figure 7-2). 
Zone 2V is adjacent to the compact earthen floor that is found in the southern half 
of the unit.  
                                            
25 The designation V appended to a zone differentiates horizontal (strata, floors) and vertical (e.g., pit 
features) zones. Zone 2V, located in Zone 5,  was the second vertical zone encountered in Test Unit 1, it 
was not recovered in stratum (or zone) 2. 
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    Materials recovered from Zone 5 included ceramics, burned earth, and 
obsidian. We also recovered several charcoal samples, one of which came from 
the northern half of Zone 5 (between 85 and 90 cm below surface—near Zone 
2V); this sample yielded a 2σ calibrated date of AD 400-720, 740-760; 1470 ± 
100 BP (intercept of AD 610) (Table 7-1). Zone 5 terminated at 130 cm.   
7) Zone 6: This stratum is distinguished by slightly sandier clay than Zone 5. Color 
change from Zone 5 is subtle (7.5YR 3/2 Dark Brown). Cultural materials are 
found throughout this stratum, in particular ceramics, but quantities are reduced. 
Like Zones 3 and 5 above, an AMS assay on charcoal recovered from this stratum 
yielded a 2σ calibrated date of AD 620-700; 1370 ± 40 BP (intercept of AD 660) 
(Table 7-1). There is also a pocket of raw clay in this stratum. Zone 6 continued 
until ca. 152 cm below ground surface, at which point a soil change occurred. 
8) Zone 7: This stratum was the last to be excavated in Test Unit 1. The soil, with a 
7.5YR 3/1 Very Dark Gray color reading, contained considerably more clay and 
was very humid. Soils above Zone 7, despite their clay content, were well 
drained. That was not the case in this stratum. The soils of Zone 7 also contained 
reddish iron concretions throughout. The much-reduced presence of cultural 
materials in Zone 7 (e.g., ceramics from Zone 7 comprise 1.6% of the unit total), 
along with the high moisture content of the soils, and the homogeneous iron 
mineral-speckled clay suggested that we were approaching sterile subsoil. We 
stopped excavation in Test Unit 1 at 160 cm below ground surface (unit datum).   
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Test Trench 1 Stratigraphy  
Also located within the Arroyo complex, Test Trench 1 was excavated at the site 
grid position of N5145 E5025 (sw corner). This is 10 m south and 3 m west of Test Unit 
1. Test Trench 1 was placed at the eastern toe and slope of the principle mound in this 
site area. As in Test Unit 1, we encountered seven strata in this unit and we excavated to 
a similar depth (Figure 7-3). This excavation recovered a burnt feature within Stratum 7. 
The deposits described here yielded several samples of charcoal, one of which (Beta-
200825) dates to the Late Postclassic period (2σ calibrated AD 1400-1460; 490 ± 40 BP, 
intercept AD 1430); this sample was collected from the top of Zone 1, immediately 
below the Plowzone (Table 7-1).  
1) Plowzone: The organic rich soils of this stratum are of the same texture (silt 
loam) and color (7.5YR 2.5/1 Black) as those that comprise the Plowzone of 
Test Unit 1. Considerable cultural remains were recovered from this stratum: 
they include ceramics, obsidian and burned earth. At the toe of this mound, 
the plowzone measured approximately 15 to 30 cm in thickness. 
2) Zone 1: From the upper depths of this level, we recovered heat-treated basalt 
cobbles that were accompanied by charcoal and a concentration of burned 
earth. Sara Rosiles Hernandez, the excavator of this Test Trench, indicates 
that this area likely represents a tenamaztle, a hearth associated with either 
cooking or ritual activities, such as the burning of incense. Ceramics and 
obsidian were also found in this concentration. A date acquired from charcoal 
associated with this burnt area yielded a Late Postclassic date (Table 7-1). 
Besides the carbon date that secures this stratum temporally, we also 
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recovered Late Postclassic diagnostic ceramics here. Diagnostic materials and 
other artifacts encountered in the Arroyo complex stratigraphy are discussed 
in more detail below. The texture of the soil matrix of Zone 1 is silty clay with 
some sand. The soil color is 7.5YR 3/1 Very Dark Gray. Besides some early 
unevenness in terrain within Zone 7, Zone 1 exhibits the most inclined 
occupational surface, and indicates that construction of the mound visible 
today occurred during the Late Postclassic period. Zone 1 continues to a depth 
of approximately 50 cm below datum. 
3) Zone 2: This stratum is clayey in texture like Zone 1, but is sandier in 
comparison. In addition, the soil color remains the same as Zone 1 (7.5YR 3/1 
Very Dark Gray). There are considerably fewer ceramic and obsidian 
materials, but burned earth is distributed throughout and the stratum continues 
to a uniform depth of approximately 75 cm below unit datum. 
4) Zone 3: The texture of the soil matrix in this level is clayey with sandstone 
and basalt gravels throughout. The color reading is 10YR 3/1 Very Dark Gray.  
Cultural materials were recovered from this stratum, but frequencies are 
considerably lower than superior levels. Zone 3 continues to a depth below 
unit datum of approximately 90 cm, although the transition to Zone 4 is 
gradual and not well demarcated (Figure 7-3). 
5) Zone 4: This stratum’s soil matrix is clayey with sand particles throughout. 
The color of the soil matrix is the same as Zone 3 (10YR 3/1 Very Dark 
Gray). In this level, burned earth is mixed throughout, and like Zone 3, the 
density of artifacts remains low in comparison with other strata. Besides 
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burned earth, large quartz grains are throughout the clay and sand matrix. 
Several small specimens of burned stone are distributed throughout. Zone 4 
ends at approximately 110 cm below unit datum. The soil change to Zone 5 is 
much more easily observed than the transition from Zone 3 to 4, although the 
boundary between Zone 5 and 6 below is not clear. 
6) Zone 5: The soil matrix of Zone 5 is clayey with sand particles throughout. It 
is therefore very similar in texture to the overlying Zone 4. The color of the 
soil is slightly different, however. Soils in Zone 5 are 10YR 3/2 Very Dark 
Grayish Brown. Mottled throughout the western half of mostly Zone 5 (the 
stains actually begin in Zone 4 and continue to Zone 6) are large stains whose 
soil textures are the same as the surrounding matrix. The stains are only 
slightly different in color (10YR 3/1 Very Dark Gray), and some may 
represent root scars or rodent burrows. Their irregular shapes in profile 
support this interpretation (Figure 7-3). Excavation notes taken by Sara 
Rosiles Hernandez indicate that some may represent decomposed sandstone 
cobbles and boulders. The number of cultural materials in this stratum 
rebounds to frequencies comparable with Zone 2, and there is burned earth 
present in this level. Zone 5 ends between approximately 120 and 135 cm 
below the unit datum, but the transition between Zone 5 and 6 is mottled and 
difficult to discern (Figure 7-3).  
7) Zone 6: The soil matrix of this stratum has higher clay content than Zone 5 
and less sand. Its color is different also (7.5YR 3/1 Very Dark Gray). Besides 
generally more clayey soils, there are pockets of raw clay, and a few 
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fragments of laja and sandstone throughout. The frequency of artifacts is 
lower than in Zone 5, but is moderate. Zone 6 terminates at depths that range 
between 140 and 160 cm below the unit datum.  
8) Zone 7 and 1V(Vertical): Zone 7 represents the last stratum excavated in Test 
Trench 1. Zone 1V represents an 8 cm thick area within the east half of Zone 
7 where burning occurred—the soil matrix, however, is undifferentiated from 
Zone 7. Besides charcoal, Zone 1V contained ceramics and burned earth. The 
appearance of Zone 7 during excavation was marked by a subtle color change 
from the overlying 7.5YR 3/1 Very Dark Gray to 7.5YR 3/2 Dark Brown. We 
closed this excavation unit at approximately 170 cm. While we had not 
reached completely sterile subsoil at this depth, the frequency of ceramics, for 
example, was much lower (n=13 sherds) than Zone 6 above (n=98 sherds). 
Similar declines also characterized the transition from Zone 6 to 7 in Test Unit 
1. 
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Figure 7-3: Test Trench 1, north wall profile  
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 The deposits of Test Trench 1 and Test Unit 1 are so close in proximity and so 
similar in their sedimentological characteristics (soil texture, color, thickness), and most 
diagnostic artifacts (discussed below) that we can comfortably correlate most strata. In 
addition, because of the recovery of radiocarbon dates from strata in either Test Unit 1 or 
Test Trench 1, we can date the correlated strata within the other’s profile. Based on these 
data, it appears as though the Plowzones and Zones 1 date to the Late Postclassic, Zones 
2 date to the late Late Classid to Early Postclassic (see discussion in Chapter 10), and 
Zones 3 through 6 date to the early Late Classic. In Test Unit 1, Zone 7 dates to the late 
Middle Classic (or generally the Middle Classic). Based on artifact similarities with 
Zones 3 through 6 in Test Trench 1, Zone 7 in that excavation unit appears to be roughly 
contemporaneous, dating also to the early Late Classic and differing somewhat from the 
stratigraphy in Test Unit 1.  
Therefore, in summary, the areas investigated by these two excavation units, and 
by extension the Arroyo complex (Test Unit 2, which contains mixed deposits will be 
discussed below), were occupied from approximately the late Middle Classic through the 
Late Postclassic (Table 7-1). Early Late Classic deposits account for the majority of the 
strata in the two excavations, but the quantity of materials attributed to these Classic 
period occupations and the Late Postclassic is comparable, suggesting a shorter, more 
intensive Late Postclassic settlement of the locality. I discuss the materials from the two 
units below in Chapters 8, 10, and 11. There is no internal division within the Late 
Postclassic stratum (Zone 1), despite the presence of imperial style diagnostics. But 
because the Late Postclassic date is from the upper portions of Zone 1, it is possible that 
Zone 1 represents the accumulated remains of a general Late Postclassic occupation that 
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included pre-imperial and imperial era Late Postclassic materials. If there was no distinct 
break in the occupations, then they would be difficult to distinguish stratigraphically. We 
know from other site localities (Muros zone, Test Unit 3), that there was an Early 
Postclassic occupation at the site, and I suggest below that Zone 2 in the Arroyo Complex 
represents the Early Postclassic occupation at Totogal, that is also present in other 
excavations outside of the Arroyo Complex. Most materials from the Plowzone of the 
Arroyo Complex excavations likely represent upturned materials from Zone 1, but some 
minimal filtering up of lower deposits may have occurred.   
 
Test Unit 2 Stratigraphy  
The southwest corner of Test Unit 2 was placed 17 m south of Test Trench 1 at 
N5128 E5025. Test Unit 2 appears to have identified a large portion of a midden, filled 
with clayey soil that contained high frequencies of Late Postclassic diagnostics (Zone 2), 
in particular decorated ceramics (Figure 7-4). Late Postclassic materials were found 
below and above this clayey fill, including at the lowest excavated depths of 180 cm 
below surface (Zones 3 and 4). Overlying the thick fill layer in part of the excavation unit 
was Zone 1 that contained some cultural materials; Zone 1 may represent a short 
occupational surface accumulated soon after the deposition of the fill, before site 
abandonment. Overlying Zone 1 and the areas of Zone 2 that were not covered by Zone 1 
is a thick layer (approximately 80 cm thick in some parts) of clayey silt that is nearly 
sterile, quite unlike the uppermost deposits of Test Trench 1 and Test Unit 1. This 
stratum probably represents alluvial sediments. The deposits in this stratum are mostly 
homogeneous, suggesting that it does not represent disturbed fill. Apart from the  
Figure 7-4: Test Unit 2, west, north, and east wall profiles 
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diagnostic artifacts found within this excavation unit, the utility of Test Unit 2 for 
establishing a site chronology is limited. It does, however, indicate how the site area 
north of the Arroyo was used and suggests that during the Late Postclassic period, the 
surfaces of the nearby mound and domestic structures may have been periodically cleared 
of refuse, which was redeposited in the area of Test Unit 2. 
 
The Muros Zone  
 This zone refers to the site area characterized by stone foundation walls. The 
locations of Muros Zone excavation units are on the site map displayed in Figure 7-1 and 
are shown again in Figure 7-5 where the enlarged and combined topographic and 
geophysical maps are superimposed. In this area of the site, two different stone 
construction phases are represented. One is visible in the multi-roomed image illustrated 
best by the geophysical map’s southern and western sectors. This modular structure was 
constructed of differently sized, rounded and rough-processed, mostly basalt boulders and 
cobbles that were dry-laid. As indicated in Test Unit 3 below, larger boulders formed the 
periphery of the walls, while smaller basalt, or occasional sandstone cobbles, and laja 
(compacted volcanic ash) chunks were used as interior fill. Differently sized rocks and 
laja were also used in the construction of pavements (i.e., the laja-filled, ramped feature, 
or talud, studded by large stones in Test Trench 2 (Figure 7-6). A daub plaster may have 
covered this lower construction. This structure is the earlier of the two. The latter, upper 
structure is best observed from the surface where a few extant walls stand above the 
modern ground surface (Figure 7-7). These walls are the ones best illustrated by the 
topographic contours in this site area (Figure 7-1). Much of this structure, however, is in  
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Figure 7-5: Muros Zone excavation locations with geophysical and topographic maps 
 
 
 Note: See site map for scale and contextualization of Muros Zone, Test Trench 2 (TT2), and Test Unit 3  
(TU3) (Figure 7-1). The two looters’ pits whose profiles we prepared are just off the northeast corner of 
this figure, but they are located on the site map illustrated in Figure 7-1. Contour interval (above) is .5 m. 
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Figure 7-6: Exposed edges of the dry-laid basalt stone structure 
a. In Test Trench 2, looking east-southeast b. In Test Unit 3, looking northeast  
 
              
 
c. In Looters’ Pit 1 profile, looking east-southeast 
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Figure 7-7: Upper mortared vesicular basalt structure  
a. Disturbance and overall condition of upper structure 
 
 
b. Intact portion of upper structure, showing different building materials and style of 
construction 
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ruin and its vesicular basalt rubble obscures the geophysical map’s northern and eastern 
sections. 
The placement of Test Unit 3 and Test Trench 2 in the stone architectural zone 
aimed to explore the construction history of this portion of the site, to better understand 
the activities that occurred in this site area and to add to the diversity of contexts 
examined at Totogal. With the cleaning of two looters’ pit profiles we aimed to augment 
the data collected from the stratigraphic excavations through additional artifactual and 
sequential information from other more interior portions of the structures.  
The deposits accumulated in this area of the site are shallow, particularly in Test 
Trench 2, which sits directly on top of the sloped edge of the lower structure mentioned 
above (Figure 7-6a). We did not reach the edge of the stone construction in the Test 
Trench. There, the deposits are approximately 30-cm deep at their lowest points and 
consist almost solely of plowzone accumulation. In Test Unit 3, the deposits are slightly 
deeper and extend to approximately 70-cm where they stop at the underlying tepetate 
substrate. It is upon this tepetate that the lower structure’s foundation apparently sits, at 
least in this area (Figure 7-6b).  
 
Test Unit 3  
This unit measured 2x2 meters N-S and W-E, and its southwest corner was 
established at N4985 E4970. Within Test Unit 3, there are two well defined strata, the 
plowzone with its friable, organic rich soils (7.5 YR 3/1 Very Dark Gray), and Zone 1 
that contained silt clay soils with a Munsell® color of mostly 10 YR 4/2 Dark Grayish 
Brown (Figure 7-8). Plowzone extended to approximately 20 cm below surface, and Zone  
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Figure 7-8: Test Unit 3, west and east wall profiles 
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1 extended from ca. 20 to 70 cm throughout most of the unit where it also included the 
architectural feature. In addition, there were a couple of very small pockets of differently 
defined soils in the southwest corner of the unit, some of which yielded charcoal used to 
assign occupation dates. These may represent disturbed soils that resulted from the 
digging of a shallow builder’s trench and suggest that the structure identified in this unit 
was built into the thin soils (Zone 3) present at the time, which yielded an Early 
Postclassic 2σ calibrated date of AD 1020-1270 (870 ± 60 BP) (Table 7-1). These 
pockets of disturbed soil are called Zones 2a, b, and c. They likely represent churned up 
portions of the underlying Zone 3.  
Several of the materials from the excavation, to be discussed in greater detail 
below, are diagnostic of the Late Postclassic period. These later materials were recovered 
mostly from Zone 1, but also occur in the plowzone. The final thin Zone 3 formed the 
earliest stratum in this excavation unit and is visible just under Zone 2. It, along with 
Zone 2, is confined to the southwest corner of the unit and is found only at its lowest 
depths (ca. 40-70 cm).  
Zone 2 soils range in texture from silty clays to silty clay loams with colors that 
range from 7.5 YR 3/1 Very Dark Gray (for Zone 2b) to 10 YR 3/2 Very Dark Grayish 
Brown (for Zones 2a and 2c). The charcoal retrieved for analysis came from Zone 2b. 
Zone 3 contained soils with a silty clay loam texture that was mostly 7.5 YR 3/1 Very 
Dark Gray in color—the same color and texture as Zone 2b above.  
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Test Trench 2  
This unit, its southwest corner at N5008 E4976, measured 1x3m—the long axis 
ran roughly west to east perpendicular to the contour of the edge of the architectural 
feature being investigated (Figure 7-9). Test Trench 2 soils were very thin and consisted 
almost entirely of organic rich plowzone (7.5 YR 2.5/1 Black). A Zone 1 was identified, 
but measures only a few centimeters in thickness and is the transition zone between the 
stone and laja structure and the plowzone. Zone 1 contained considerably more clay than 
the plowzone, and also yielded some burned earth. This clay may have been used to face 
the stone construction, but we did not observe burned earth still adhered to the underlying 
stone foundation. Zone 1 had the same color soils as the plowzone. 
 
Looter’s Pits  
The looter’s pits were also a component of our excavations in the Muros Zone, 
but because we did not identify a soil profile in either location, only stone walls, the soils 
are not described here. It should be noted that Looter’s Pit 1 recovered a large portion of 
drylaid masonry that was similar to that identified in Test Unit 1 and Test Trench 2 
(Figures 7-6c). Several elaborately decorated Late Postclassic ceramic diagnostics were 
also recovered from this area. Looter’s Pit 2 was located against the interior eastern wall 
of the mortared construction. No materials were recovered there. 
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Figure 7-9: Test Trench 2, south wall profile 
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Cluster 5  
 Cluster 5 refers to the artifact concentrations to the immediate south and southeast 
of the natural platform on which the stone architectural features described above sit. The 
results of shovel testing described earlier indicated that this was one of the most densely 
occupied areas of the site. Because this cluster encompasses a large area, we placed three 
widely spaced excavation units within it with the goal of testing a variety of off-mound 
contexts (Figure 7-1).  
  Test Unit 4 was placed centrally within the field (N4925 E5075) that sits 
intermediately between the Muros and the promontory in the southeastern corner of the 
survey area. In addition, unit 4 was within 20 m of the northeast corner of the modified 
and occupied volcanic cone located along the south-central survey boundary.  
  Test Unit 5 was located closer (N4975 E5100) to the spring fed arroyo that flows 
from the slopes of the Muros platform. Besides a level surface suitable for house 
construction and attendant residential activities, we recovered a rare spindle whorl in the 
area during shovel testing. Because one of the measures of imperialism can be increased 
tribute production, we decided to explore this locality further. 
  Test Unit 6 was placed near the crest of the slope that leads to the ravine at the 
southwestern edge of Field B and the Muros (N4900 E5000). This area was also located 
just off of the probable house mound that covers a large portion of this southwest corner 
of Field B. The excavations undertaken in the above three contexts are described below. 
 The cultural deposits of each of the three Cluster 5 excavation units were shallow 
in comparison to those encountered in the Arroyo Complex, but comparable to those in 
the Muros Zone, where they approached 1 meter in depth. Test Unit 4 measured 2 x 2 m, 
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and both Test Units 5 and 6 were 1 x 2 m. The plowzone was deep in both Test Units 4 
and 5, where it extended to approximately 50 cm below surface. The plowzone soils of 
Test Unit 4 and 5 were characterized as a Very Dark Grayish Brown (10YR 3/2) silt 
loam; Test Unit 5 also contained some sand. The plowzone of Test Unit 6 was much 
shallower than the other explored areas of Cluster 5: it extended to 30 cm below ground 
surface. It consisted of a Very Dark Gray (7.5YR 3/1) silty loam. Two additional cultural 
strata were encountered in Test Units 4 and 6, with one identified in Test Unit 5.  
 Zone 1 (the cultural stratum immediately below the plowzone) in Test Units 4 and 
5 began at approximately 50 cm (its surface was less even in Test Unit 5, where it ranged 
between 50 and 60 cm) below the surface. In Test Unit 5, Zone 1 was compact Light 
Brown (7.5YR 6/4) silty clay. Zone 1 of Test Unit 5 had a very light density of artifacts 
and after excavations reached 20 to 30 cm into Zone 1, the deposits became nearly sterile. 
Excavations were stopped at about 80 cm below ground surface (Figure 7-10). 
 In Test Unit 4, the plowzone to Zone 1 transition was more complex (Figure 7-
11). Within the eastern half of Test Unit 4, we appear to have clipped the western edge of 
a laja gravel floor that was roughly delimited by a row of basalt boulders (Figure 7-12). 
In the Teotihuacan Valley, Charlton reports the use of the volcanic material in the 
preparation of plasters for house walls and floors (Charlton 1969:286-87; see also Millón 
1970:1077). Laja gravel would have been readily available to site inhabitants, situated in 
the western Tuxtlas Volcanic Field, as it can be quarried from cinder cones (Charlton 
1970:286; Reinhardt 1991).  
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Figure 7-10: Test Unit 5, west and north profiles 
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Figure 7-11: Test Unit 4, west wall profile 
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Figure 7-12: Test Unit 4, dispersed lens of laja gravel at ca. 50 cm below ground surface 
 
a. Laja gravel layer in plan view 
 
 
b. Laja gravel in profile 
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Within Test Unit 4, the laja gravel lens partly signals the boundary between the Plowzone 
and Zone 1, but there is a soil color and texture difference as well. Zone 1 in this 
excavation unit consists of Dark Brown (7.5YR 3/2) sandy silt clay. Above the laja, the 
artifact density in this unit is relatively high, and below it is low until the cultural 
materials almost completely disappear. Zone 1 in Test Unit 4 ends at ca. 80 cm, where 
there was a reduction in the amount of sand, but we excavated to approximately 90 cm 
below surface. Zone 2, the soil between 80 and 90 cm, is nearly sterile. The soil color is 
the same as Zone 1, but the silty clay contains little sand.  
  In Test Unit 6, the plow zone is much thinner than in the other areas of Cluster 
5—it is comparable to the other excavated contexts described for the Muros Zone and the 
Arroyo Complex. Zone 1, therefore, begins at ca. 25 to 30 cm below surface and extends 
to ca. 35 to 40 cm. Zone 1 was a Dark Brown (7.5YR 3/2) silty clay that also contained 
some charred material in addition to artifacts (Figure 7-13). Zone 2 also has clayey soils, 
but the color is very red in comparison and could indicate the application of heat: Dark 
Reddish Brown (5YR 3/4) (Figure 7-14), but no features (e.g., hearths) were found 
associated with this color change. Both Zones 1 and 2 contain sand, mostly a result of 
decomposing sandstone and perhaps some laja. Zone 2 was sterile. Excavation of Test 
Unit 6 (and sterile Zone 2) stopped at 55 cm. 
 
Cluster 3  
 The area denoted Cluster 3 has one of the most dense and diverse surface artifact 
concentrations at Totogal. It is located to the northeast of the Muros, to the southeast of 
the Arroyo complex and to the west of the Terrace Zone (Cluster 4), which it overlooks 
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(Figure 7-1). Besides the Muros Zone and the adjacent open plaza near the unsurveyed 
Itzcuintli Complex, the Cluster 3 area has the largest tract of open and level land at 
Totogal: its relatively flat surfaces, hemmed between the northern arroyo and the spring 
seep, would have provided ideal spots for residential activities and their associated 
structures.  
Two excavation units were placed in the area of Cluster 3: Test Units 7 (N5110 
E5123) and 8 (N5050 E5175). Each measured 1 x 2 m. Test Unit 7 was oriented north to 
south, and Test Unit 8 was oriented west to east.  We excavated Test Unit 8 to 110 cm 
below ground surface and Test Unit 7 to only 60 cm because of constraints on time and 
increasing rainfall. Test Unit 8 had reached nearly sterile soils, and the frequency of 
artifacts had declined considerably in Test Unit 7. These were the final contexts to be 
excavated. 
 Excavated deposits in Test Units 7 and 8 consisted of Plowzone and one sub-
Plowzone stratum, Zone 1. In both excavated cases a soil change and stone floor or 
foundation marked the Plowzone to Zone 1 transition. In each unit, the structural feature 
consisted of a dense layer of sandstone and basalt cobbles, boulders, and interspersed laja 
gravel. These basalt and laja features that sit at the Plowzone to Zone 1 transition are 
shallower than the one identified in Test Unit 4. In addition, the density of boulders 
appears higher. None, however, appear as formally and compactly laid as the platform 
identified in Test Unit 3, Test Trench 2, and the Looter’s Pit 1 Profile of the Muros Zone.  
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 Figure 7-13: Test Unit 6, west and north profiles 
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Figure 7-14: Test Unit 6 (south half), Zone 1 to Zone 2 Transition (note deep red soil 
color of floor) 
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 The Plowzone soil of Test Unit 7 is characterized as black (7.5YR 2.5/1) organic 
rich clay loam, and Zone 1 as very dark grayish brown (10YR 3/2) clay (Figure 7-15). 
The Plowzone in Test Unit 7 extended to approximately 20 cm, when we encountered a 
basalt floor or foundation that signaled Zone 1 (Figure 7-16). Excavations continued to 
60 cm below ground surface in the areas free of stone rubble. 
 Plowzone soil in Test Unit 8 is characterized as black (2.5Y 2.5/1) sandy clay 
loam that became increasingly clayey with greater depth (Figure 7-17). Between 15 and 
30 cm below the ground surface, a stone floor or foundation began to appear (Figure 7-
18), but no marked soil color change occurred until ca. 35 to 40 cm below ground 
surface. The deposits from 30 to 40 cm are designated “transitional” because unlike Test 
Unit 3, the loose and uneven configuration of boulders and cobbles that formed the 
structure’s foundation here meant that the soil change was difficult to observe. The 
materials from this transitional zone, however, appear most like those in the Plowzone 
and not Zone 1 (see for example green obsidian, Chapter 10), and they probably represent 
the deposits and materials that sat directly on top of the occupation floor of the structure. 
Zone 1 was below and next to the structure; it consisted of a very dark grayish brown 
(10YR 3/2) to dark yellowish brown (10YR 4/4) compact clay. Zone 1 appears to 
represent the deposits into which the basalt structural feature was built. These off-
structure soils were dark brown (7.5YR 3/2). The texture, however, was similar to that 
found in Zone 1. The color transition between the Plowzone and the off-structure soils 
adjacent to Zone 1 was more muted than the Plowzone to Zone 1 (structural component) 
transition. Excavation continued to approximately 110 cm where the artifact frequency 
was very low. The artifacts associated with Test Units 7 and 8 are discussed below. 
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Figure 7-15: Test Unit 7, west profile and plan  
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Figure 7-16: Test Unit 7 at Plowzone-Zone 1 Transition (looking north) 
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Figure 7-17: Test Unit 8, south and west profiles 
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Figure 7-18: Test Unit 8 at Plowzone-Zone 1 Transition (looking west) 
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Radiocarbon Dating of Deposits 
Test Unit 1 and Test Trench 1 yielded the site’s deepest stratigraphy. Each also 
yielded several specimens of wood charcoal (Table 7-1). To maximize the potential 
results of radiocarbon analysis, specimens were submitted from multiple levels of Test 
Unit 1 because they were available, from well defined strata, and not subjected to the 
same filling (and therefore mixing) episodes that can characterize earthen mounds (Test 
Trench 1) or middens (Test Unit 2). Radiometric analyses of charcoal from Test Unit 1 
indicated that the occupations in that site area spanned the latter half of the Classic 
period. More specifically, the samples that anchor the chronology (Beta-200823 and Beta 
200821 [both AMS]), which are from Zones 6 and 2, yielded conventional radiocarbon 
ages of 1370±40 BP (calibrated 2-sigma AD 620-700) and 1240±40 (calibrated 2-sigma 
AD 680-890) respectively. The probability distributions for these samples were 
regenerated for Figure 7-20 below, using the current calibration dataset (Calib Rev 5.0.2). 
While there is a small amount of overlap in the error ranges associated with these dates, 
the largest area covered by the probability distribution of the Zone 6 sample dates 
between cal AD 632-681 (Figure 7-19; Table 7-1), and the largest area under the 
probability distribution of the Zone 2 sample dates between AD 689-752). The intercept 
date from Zone 6 falls roughly within the early Late Classic period, using the 
periodization of the central Tuxtlas (Santley and Arnold 1996). Zone 2 post dates this and 
it appears to represent changes at the site that began during the late Late Classic period.  
The dates associated with Zones 3 and 5 span the Early through Late Classic 
periods, but based on similarities (in the ranges under the probability distribution) with 
the sample from Zone 6 (Beta-200823), it appears that these strata are roughly coeval 
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Figure 7-19: Calibration Curves of Samples from Test Excavations 
Note: Atmospheric data from Stuiver et al. 2004; Calib v. 5.0.2 
200822:1470±100BP 
200824: 870±60BP 
200821: 1240±40BP 
200825:490±40BP 
200827: 1420±130BP 
200823:1370±40BP 
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with Zone 6. Zones 6 through 3, therefore, date to the early Late Classic period. Zone 2, 
which overlays this occupation, appears to date to successive portions of the Late Classic. 
Zone 7 predates the early Late Classic occupation. It is tentatively assigned to the late 
Middle Classic (or Middle Classic more generally) based on its stratigraphic position. 
While no charcoal was submitted from the uppermost level (Zone 1) of Test Unit 
1, two samples were submitted from suspected Late Postclassic contexts in nearby Test 
Trench 1; one confirmed this suspicion as correct, the other yielded a historic or modern 
date (Table 7-1; Figure 7-19). Test Unit 3 yielded fewer datable specimens. Nevertheless, 
this unit yielded evidence that there was an Early Postclassic occupation at Totogal. 
Samples submitted from Test Unit 4 were historic or modern or outside of the calibration 
range (Table 7-1).   
Because distinct strata at Totogal were dated using radiocarbon analysis, their 
associated materials can be more securely assigned to temporal periods. Ceramic 
crossties made between materials within these dated contexts and those at known sites 
from other parts of the Tuxtlas, Gulf lowlands, and central highlands augment the results 
of radiocarbon analysis. Combined, these data indicate that Totogal was occupied from at 
least the late Middle Classic period through the Late Postclassic period. Stratigraphic 
excavations revealed the character of deposits and architectural features in each site area. 
Two episodes of formal stone construction characterized the Muros Zone. The above-
surface structure could represent the Contact era structure mentioned in histories of 
Santiago Tuxtla and Totogal. According to chroniclers, the vesicular basalt and mortar 
structure represents the remains of a temple or convent constructed for Alcantarine friars 
who are said to have occupied the site for much of the sixteenth and seventeenth 
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centuries (Medel y Alvarado 1993; Rivas Castellanos 1999). The absence of colonial-
style artifacts cannot confirm or deny this assertion.  
The lower dry-laid techniques observed in Test Unit 3, Test Trench 2 and 
Looter’s Pit 1 were constructed with less porous stone than the upper structure. Similar 
construction techniques also appear to characterize the structural foundations revealed in 
Cluster 3 excavations (Test Units 7 and 8), and possibly those in Cluster 5’s Test Unit 4, 
though the density of stone was less and a laja gravel floor was used. These structures 
likely had walls made of wattle and daub. According to the Relación de Tustla discussed 
in Chapter 2, this technique also characterized later sixteenth century house construction 
(Medel y Alvarado 1993; Paso y Troncoso 1905). Based on the distributions of materials 
to be discussed in the next chapters, as well as radiocarbon results from Test Unit 3, these 
dry-laid architectural elements appear to have been built at the onset of the Late 
Postclassic occupation at Totogal. The Early Postclassic date that was acquired from 
remnant soils near the base of that test unit suggest that when the dry-laid structure was 
built, earlier materials were removed and the tepetate surface was cleared. Based on 
artifact frequency and attribute similarities shared by the assemblages of late Late Classic 
strata in the Arroyo Complex and pre-Late Postclassic strata in Field B, along with the 
recovery of an Early Postclassic date from below Late Postclassic strata in Field B (TU 
3), suggest that the time period represented by this particular stratum, found in most 
excavated site contexts, extends from the late Late Classic through the Early Postclassic. 
This is discussed further in the artifact analysis chapters below. 
While the Late Postclassic occupation is also evident in the Arroyo Complex, no 
stone architecture was observed. Stone was not used in the construction of the earthen 
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mound investigated in Test Trench 1. While we did not conduct stratigraphic excavations 
in the area of the probable housemound to the east of the mound, shovel tests, which 
probed to 20 cm below ground surface, did not reveal stone features. Instead, earthen 
construction appears to characterize the Classic and Postclassic occupation in the Arroyo 
Complex.  
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CHAPTER 8 
BURNED EARTHEN ARTIFACTS 
 
Burned earthen artifacts consist of fragments of mud, earth, or daub baked hard, 
usually by exposure to fire, and by incident of unintentional events. This category of 
materials may yield valuable information on architectural and residential patterns, 
methods of house construction, pottery production, and other activities (Hoag 2003). 
Hoag conducted an insightful study of burned earthen materials at nearby Tres Zapotes 
where, using ethnographic analogy and multivariate analysis, she established criteria for 
the identification of two primary functional classes of materials: daub and kiln debris 
(2003). Daub represents the adobe or mud that is applied to a pole understructure that, 
when dried, together form walls. Late sixteenth century records for the region indicate 
that house construction often consisted of wattle and daub walls and thatched roofs 
(Medel y Alvarado 1993; Paso y Troncoso 1904; see also Chapter 4).  
Because daub is dried mud that would rapidly disintegrate when exposed to the 
elements, when it is recovered, it is usually because episodes of burning, either accidental 
or intentional, hardened the clay, and created a permanent impression of the poles and 
other fibers used in the wall matrix. Besides impressions of poles and fibers in daub 
fragments, attributes that can be quantified include the smoothed surfaces of walls. Pool 
(personal communication, 2004; see also Flannery 1976), has suggested that we may be 
able to examine differences in wealth or status based on the quality of recubrimiento, or 
the degree to which the finished wall exteriors of wattle and daub construction debris 
were prepared. The correlation between high status structures, and high proportions of 
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service vessels (especially highly decorated ones), for example, could suggest gathering 
places where elites hosted large feasts, such as those associated with solidarity events. 
Kiln debris, on the other hand, can be discerned if wall sections are vitrified. Kiln 
debris may also include sections of kiln furniture, such as grates and supporting rocks 
(Hoag 2003). Other ceramic production indicators should be considered in tandem to 
correctly identify production facilities, however (Feinman 1999; Hoag 2003; Pool 1990, 
1997; Pool and Santely 1992; Santley et al. 1989; Stark 1992). The distribution of kilns 
and other ceramic production indicators could speak to the political economy of the site. 
If production indicators were concentrated in a few site areas, then the presence of 
specialists could be inferred (Hoag 2003; Santley et al. 1989). Correlation with elite 
contexts could suggest centralized political control over production. Unvitrified kiln wall 
debris could potentially be difficult to distinguish from other categories of burned earth. 
To identify the two primary types of features that burned earthen artifacts can 
represent, we employed four basic categories in our analysis. The categories included: 1) 
Daub with pole and fiber impressions and flat (smoothed) faces indicating wall surfaces; 
2) Daub with pole and fiber impressions, but without flat exterior surfaces (perhaps wall 
cores, or unsmoothed walls); 3) Burned earthen artifacts that have become vitrified and 
that exhibit color zonation, such as fragments of kilns; and 4) Burned earthen artifacts 
without diagnostic marks. Examples of daub with fiber impressions (also stick 
impressions) and smoothed/dressed surfaces are illustrated in Figure 8-1. In Honduras, 
Urban (1997:173) has identified kiln fragments with pole impressions, but no such 
construction has been identified in the kilns of the Tuxtlas (Pool 1990, personal 
communication 2008). In addition to identifying burned earthen materials according to 
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the four categories above, we counted the number of specimens with identifying 
attributes, and weighed each category by provenience. Because the majority of the burned 
earth assemblage consists of amorphous fragments, which can only sometimes be further 
identified based on their contexts (e.g., in an intact compacted house floor) (Hoag 2003), 
this discussion of burned earthen artifacts was not included in the overview of Totogal’s 
architecture (Chapter 7).  
Burned earthen artifacts were recovered during excavations and during shovel 
testing. I discuss materials collected from stratified contexts first, followed by surface 
distributions. Because the majority of the burned earthen assemblage consists of very 
small (<1 cm2), often poorly consolidated fragments, I use weight measurements when 
presenting these data so that highly fragmented specimens to not skew distributions.  
 
Burned Earthen Artifacts from Excavations 
Each of the excavation units described in Chapter 7 yielded burned earthen 
artifacts, but only clearly defined strata are included in the following discussion (I exlude 
Test Unit 2 and Looter’s Pit 1). Because Test Unit 1 and Test Trench 1 of the Arroyo 
Complex contained the earliest occupations of the site, I discuss their burned earth 
assemblages first. The remaining excavations are also organized by site area (clusters). 
Clusters refer to site areas defined on the basis of artifact concentrations, particularly 
ceramics (Chapter 10) and burned earth materials. Surface distributions of artifacts 
revealed seven site clusters, plus the Muros Zone. The approximate center points of 
clusters are placed on the distribution maps presented at the end of this chapter. The 
Arroyo Complex corresponds with Cluster 1. 
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Figure 8-1: Examples of Daub with Fiber and Stick or Small Pole Impressions (left) and 
Surface Smoothing (right) (these specimens are from ELC levels in Test Unit 1) 
 
Scale in cm. 
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 Arroyo Complex Excavated Burned Earthen Artifacts 
Burned earthen materials from Test Unit 1 are presented in Table 8-1 below. Only 
three of the possible burned earth categories are represented in this unit assemblage. We 
recovered no over-fired materials suggestive of ceramics production furniture or features 
(Hoag 2003).  
Although the majority of materials came from early Late Classic (ELC) strata, the 
late Late Classic to Early Postclassic (LLC-EPC) Zone 2 contained the highest density of 
burned earthen artifacts. No burned earthen artifacts were recovered from Zone 7 (late 
Middle Classic [LMC]) of Test Unit 1. The densities of burned earthen materials for each 
of the three period divisions are: Late Postclassic (LPC): 1.93 kg/m3; LC-EPC: 3.37 
kg/m3; ELC: 1.45 kg/m3. 
 Because of generally high rates of degradation, and because there is more volume 
in the interior of walls than on surfaces, high proportions of amorphous burned earthen 
materials can be expected. This makes the comparatively high proportion of preserved 
structural facades with fiber and pole impressions in the LC-EPC stratum interesting. The 
high proportion of wall surfaces in the archaeological assemblage indicates a couple of 
factors. First, because the structural components used in house construction (fiber and 
pole frame impressions, smoothed exteriors) are present, we can infer that the daub was 
hardened by heat, allowing for better preservation. Burned daub is durable 
archaeologically because it has taken on ceramic properties (Stevanovic 1997). It takes 
on a bright orange color when subjected to heat between 500 and 600 degrees Celsius; it 
starts to become black, porous and vitreous at 700 degrees, but vitrification is not 
extensive until 900 to 950 degrees (Stevanovic 1997). 
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Table 8-1: Burned Earthen Materials in Test Unit 1 
Daub with Smoothed 
Exteriors 
Daub without 
Smoothed Exteriors
Amorphous 
Burned Earth 
All Burned Earthen 
Materials by Period 
Period 
gm % gm % gm % gm % 
LPC 382.7 33.0% 14.3 1.2% 761.1 65.7% 1158.1 21.2% 
LC-
EPC 735.9 54.6% 9.5 0.7% 601.3 44.6% 1346.7 24.6% 
ELC 554.1 18.7% 425.3 14.4% 1981.9 66.9% 2961.3 54.2% 
Total 
(gm) 1672.7 30.6% 449.1 8.2% 3344.3 61.2% 5466.1 100.0% 
Note: No over-fired materials were recovered from this excavation unit. 
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Second, higher proportions of wall surfaces have been shown through experimental 
archaeology to demonstrate intentional razing of daub structures—more so than 
accidental burning (Schaffer 1982:145; see also Hoag 2003:49). Reasons for the 
intentional razing of structures could include warfare, the need to clear space for new 
activities or building episodes, or conceivably cleansing rituals (e.g., Bognar-Kutzian 
1972; Hoag 2003; Marcus and Flannery 1996:124; Patel 2004; Sherratt 1997; Stevanovic 
1997). The limited spatial extent of Test Unit 1 makes inferences about ultimate causes 
difficult, but change was occurring during the Late Classic period, evidenced by the 
increased homogeneity of the ceramic assemblage (see Chapter 10), particularly the 
colors in the palette of slips and paints employed. Changes in the obsidian assemblage 
also began to occur during this time (Chapter 11). 
Much less burned earthen material was recovered from Test Trench 1 than Test 
Unit 1 (Table 8-2), but the artifact density of this context is lower overall—this same 
pattern is seen in both the obsidian and ceramic assemblages discussed below. 
Particularly different in this context are the lower proportions of structural debris, and the 
much higher proportions of amorphous materials. The densities of burned earthen 
materials in Test Trench 1 follow. Ceramic attributes discussed in Chapter 10 suggest that 
Zone 7 in Test Trench 1 is not contemporaneous with Zone 7 in Test Unit 1, but that it 
dates to the ELC despite similar stratigraphic position; this is mentioned earlier and it is 
discussed more in Chapters 9-10. The volume of deposits used in the density value for the 
ELC of Test Trench 1 therefore is derived from Zones 7 through 3: LPC: .26 kg/m3; 
LLC-EPC: .53 kg/m3; ELC: .26 kg/m3. 
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Table 8-2: Burned earthen Materials in Test Trench 1  
Daub with 
Smoothed 
Sections 
Daub without 
Smoothed 
Sections 
Over-fired 
material       
(not yet 
vitrified) 
Amorphous 
Burned earthen 
All Burned 
earthen 
Materials by 
Period 
Period 
gm % gm % gm % gm % gm % 
Postclassic 20.2 9.7% 2.5 1.2%     185.3 89.1% 208 21.0%
Late Late 
Classic-Early 
Postclassic 
    23.9 9.1%   238.9 90.9% 262.8 26.5%
Early Late 
Classic 81.4 15.7% 60.6 11.7% 1.6 0.3% 375.1 72.5% 517.7 52.3%
Total (gm) 101.6 10.3% 87 8.8% 1.6 0.2% 799.3 80.8% 989.5 100.0%
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Because of the high percentage of undiagnostic burned earthen materials in this 
unit, it is difficult to make inferences about the assemblage based on its contents. Rather, 
the ways Test Trench 1 (the mound) burned earthen contrasts with the assemblage of Test 
Unit 1 (off-mound) are more telling.  
The much higher proportion of structural remains in Test Unit 1, coupled with 
higher obsidian and ceramic counts (many of which were utilitarian pastes and forms 
[e.g., coarse necked jars]) (Chapters 9 and 10), suggest a more residential function for 
this off-mound location. The mound context of Test Trench 1 may better represent a 
locus for residential group, semi-public, medium scale ritual activities (the mound is 
fairly centralized in the Arroyo Complex and it is surrounded on all sides by relatively 
high proportions of surface remains).  The higher proportion of service wares executed in 
mostly the Tres Picos II esgrafiado style, in addition to the higher proportion of ritual 
censers in the mound locale (Chapter 10), suggest that it was utilized for special occasion 
feasts and ceremonies, particularly during the Late Postclassic period. The 
contemporaneous presence of censers in the inferred residential Test Unit 1 area is 
interesting because it indicates that the use contexts of these ritual items were similar to 
those in the central highlands where the censers were used for both public and household 
rituals (Smith 2002). Proportions of green obsidian were also higher in the Late 
Postclassic mound context than in Test Unit 1 (Chapter 11).  
 
Muros Zone Burned Earthen Material 
 The largest volumes of excavated, stratified deposits in the Muros Zone were in 
Test Unit 3 (Table 8-3), because, unlike Test Trench 2 (Table 8-4), off-structure deposits  
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Table 8-3: Test Unit 3 Burned earthen Materials 
Daub with 
Smoothed 
Sections 
Daub without 
Smoothed 
Sections 
Amorphous 
Burned 
earthen 
All Burned 
earthen 
Materials by 
Period 
Period 
gm % gm % gm % gm % 
Late 
Postclassic  0  0% 5.6 2.3% 241 97.7% 246.9 93.9% 
Early 
Postclassic 5.6 34.8% 2.7 16.8% 7.8 48.4% 16.1 6.1% 
Total (gm) 5.6 2.1% 8.3 3.2% 249 94.7% 263 100.0% 
 
Table 8-4: Test Trench 2 Burned Earthen Materials 
Daub with Smoothed 
Sections 
Daub without 
Smoothed Sections 
Amorphous 
Burned earthen Total Period 
gm % gm % gm % gm % 
Late Postclassic 
(all materials above 
stone structure) 
43.8 21.8% 2 1.0% 155 77.2% 201 100.0%
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were encountered. Burned earthen materials were recovered from the two temporal 
contexts detected within Test Unit 3. From the remnant Early Postclassic contexts (which 
probably reflect a point in the late Late Classic to Early Postclassic site occupation), just 
over 16 gm of burned earthen materials were recovered from Zones 2 and 3. From the 
Late Postclassic strata, however, 246.9 gm (.25 kg) were found and collected. The density 
of burned earthen materials in this latter, higher volume area was .15 kg/m3 and was 
much lower than even the lowest density of burned earthen materials in Test Trench 1 of 
the Arroyo Complex.  
 Within Test Unit 3, there were few diagnostic burned earthen materials and most 
of the assemblage comprised amorphous fragments (Table 8-3). The few remnants of 
daub, however, indicate it was employed in at least part of the construction located here. 
Recubrimiento (the outer dressing of daub or adobe structures) from another portion of 
the Muros Zone suggests that some of the dry-laid stone structure was plastered with 
daub.   
  Test Trench 2 yielded 201 gm of burned earthen debris, for a unit density of 335 
gm or .34 kg/m3 (Table 8-4). This density is higher than contemporaneous LPC materials 
in Test Unit 3, but is still low compared to other excavated areas. The higher density than 
Test Unit 3 may relate to the larger surface area of the stone platform in this unit (Figure 
7-6a). While most of the burned earthen materials here consisted of amorphous, eroded 
fragments, some are particularly interesting and yield information that suggest that the 
daub was used to cap the stone surfaces of this portion of the dry-laid construction. No 
pole impressions were associated with the daub in question here; instead, impressions 
from rounded and angular cobbles indicate that the earthen mixture was applied to the 
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underlying rock foundation. This daub also had smoothed surfaces that were opposite to 
the impressions, suggesting that these represented the dressed outer surfaces of the 
structure. 
 
Cluster 5 Burned Earthen Materials 
  The amounts of burned earthen materials in the Cluster 5 excavations are very 
small, especially in Zone 1 of Test Units 4 and 6 (Table 8-5). In this area, plowzone 
deposits date to the Late Postclassic and Zone 1 deposits date to the late Late Classic to 
Early Postclassic. The densities of burned earthen materials in Cluster 5 excavations are: 
  Test Unit 4: Plowzone (Above Cascajo): .18 kg/m3 
    Zone 1 (Below Cascajo): .03 kg/m3 
  Test Unit 5: Plowzone:   .12 kg/m3 
    Zone 1:   .26 kg/m3 
  Test Unit 6: Plowzone:   .15 kg/m3 
    Zone 1:   .01 kg/m3. 
The low densities found in Cluster 5 excavations were unexpected because the shovel 
tests in this site area yielded the most burned earth materials, particularly daub, at the site.  
Test Unit 5 yielded small quantities of only amorphous burned earthen material. 
Test Units 4 and 6 yielded daub, however, suggesting that structures were located nearby. 
The presence of a structure was already intimated for Test Unit 4, which had the laja 
gravel lens that separated the Plowzone and Zone 1. I interpret this feature as a floor. 
Because of the limited scale of our excavations, it is difficult to say whether the floor was 
interior or exterior to a structure, but it would have functioned as an activity surface.  
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Table 8-5: Cluster 5 Burned Earthen Materials (from excavations) 
a. Test Unit 4 
Test Unit 4  
(Unit dimensions: 2x2m) 
Daub with 
Smoothed 
Sections 
Daub without 
Smoothed 
Sections 
Amorphous Burned 
Earthen Materials 
All Burned 
Earthen Materials 
by Zone Zone 
gm % gm % gm % gm % 
Plowzone 4.6 1.3% 18.2 5.0% 338.4 93.7% 361.2 91.6% 
Zone 1  0 0%   0 0%  33.3 100.0% 33.3 8.4% 
Total (gm) 4.6 1.2% 18.2 4.6% 371.7 94.2% 394.5 100.0%
 
b. Test Unit 5 
Test Unit 5 
(Unit dimensions: 1x2m) 
Daub with 
Smoothed 
Sections 
Daub without 
Smoothed 
Sections 
Amorphous Burned 
Earthen Materials 
All Burned 
Earthen Materials 
by Period Zone 
gm % gm % gm % gm % 
Plowzone 0  0%  0  0%  61.5 100.0% 61.5 44.5% 
Zone 1 0  0%  0  0%  76.7 100.0% 76.7 55.5% 
Total (gm) 0  0%  0  0%  138.2 100.0% 138.2 100.0%
 
c. Test Unit 6 
Test Unit 6 
(Unit dimensions: 1x2m) 
Daub with 
Smoothed 
Sections 
Daub without 
Smoothed 
Sections 
Amorphous Burned 
Earthen Materials 
All Burned 
Earthen Materials 
by Period Zone 
gm % gm % gm % gm % 
Plowzone 6.6 8.6% 26.9 34.9% 43.6 56.5% 77.1 97.1% 
Zone 1 0  0%  0  0%  2.3 100.0% 2.3 2.9% 
Total (gm) 6.6 8.3% 26.9 33.9% 45.9 57.8% 79.4 100.0%
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  In Test Units 4 and 6, over 90% of the materials were from the Plowzone. This 
relative proportion mimics that seen in the ceramic and obsidian assemblages (Chapters 
10 and 11), but is even more pronounced. Test Unit 5 is different from the other areas of 
Cluster 5 in that Zone 1 yielded more burned earthen material than the Plowzone (55.5% 
in Zone 1). The relative proportions of Test Unit 5 Plowzone and Zone 1 ceramics and 
obsidian were, nevertheless, similar to those of Test Units 4 and 6. 
 
Cluster 3 Burned Earthen Materials  
  The amounts of burned earthen materials in Cluster 3 excavations, Test Units 7 
and 8 (Table 8-6), are much greater than the comparably sized units of Cluster 5 (i.e., 
Table 8-5). Densities by weight for Test Units 7 and 8 follow. 
  Test Unit 7: Plowzone (LPC):   .19 kg/m3 
    Zone 1 (LLC-EPC):   .71 kg/m3 
  Test Unit 8: Above Structure (LPC):  .42 kg/m3 
    Within or Adjacent (LLC-EPC): .08 kg/m3 
Even after the amount of burned earthen materials are standardized to show their density 
per unit of soil, Cluster 3 debris is more abundant than Cluster 5, in particular the above 
structure (Plowzone and transitional level) contexts from Test Unit 8. While in both Test 
Units 7 and 8 the majority of burned earthen materials consisted of amorphous fragments, 
some daub from structures was present. The presence of daub supports the suggestion 
that the stone concentrations in each unit were the foundations for structures and not 
some other form of site furniture.  
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Table 8-6: Cluster 3 Burned Earthen Materials 
a. Test Unit 7 
Test Unit 7  
(Unit dimensions: 1x2m) 
Daub with Smoothed 
Sections 
Daub without 
Smoothed Sections
Amorphous Burned 
Earthen Materials 
All Burned Earthen 
Materials by ZoneZone 
gm % gm % gm % gm % 
Plowzone  0 0%  5.3 4.6% 110.3 95.4% 115.6 33.1% 
Zone 1 35.9 15.3% 5.8 2.5% 192.4 82.2% 234.1 66.9% 
Total 
(gm) 35.9 10.3% 11.1 3.2% 302.7 86.6% 349.7 100.0% 
 
b. Test Unit 8 
Test Unit 8  
(Unit dimensions: 1x2m) 
Daub with Smoothed 
Sections 
Daub without 
Smoothed Sections
Amorphous Burned 
Earthen Materials  
All Burned Earthen 
Materials by ZoneZone 
gm % gm % gm % gm % 
Above 
Structure 9.5 2.8% 34.3 10.2% 293.9 87.0% 337.7 78.8% 
Within or 
Adjacent to 
Structure 
13.7 15.1%  0 0%  76.9 84.9% 90.6 21.2% 
Total (gm) 23.2 5.4% 34.3 8.0% 370.8 86.6% 428.3 100.0% 
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 Like all other contexts examined at Totogal, no vitrified burned earthen materials 
were recovered. The absence of over-fired material from these and all other site contexts 
suggests that pottery production did not occur on site in any residential or specialized 
work locations. From the lack of evidence for on-site pottery production, we can generate 
some alternative hypotheses that can be tested during the study of areas around Totogal. 
The lack of production indicators (minus the two Texcoco Molded molds) at Totogal 
suggests that the occupants of the site acquired their ceramics either directly from 
surrounding support communities or from markets that were supplied by producers not 
based at Totogal. Earlier in this dissertation, I mentioned the location of clay and temper 
sources nearest to Totogal. It is possible that producers resided in and worked in 
communities near those resources, like they do at nearby Sehualaca today (Arnold 1991; 
Pool 1990).  
 Stoner’s (2007) preliminary dating of sites throughout the Tepango River Valley 
indicates that during the Postclassic, occupations that were contemporaneous to Totogal 
existed in close proximity to Sehualaca and to the clay sources described above. While 
Stoner’s survey did not identify kiln debris, wasters (over-fired, vitrified sherds) were 
recovered at 11 sites with Postclassic components (Sites 1, 82, 96, 112, 114, 116, 117, 
134, 179, 182 and 183). Sites 1 (Totocapan-El Picayo), 179, 182 and 183 are located in 
the northern portion of Stoner’s survey area and northeast of Totogal (Stoner, personal 
communication 2008). Site 82, a large site on the Xoteapan River, along with sites 99, 96, 
112, and 114 are about 6-8 km east of Totogal. Sites 114 and 116 are at the eastern foot 
of Cerro el Vigia and about 3 km northeast of Totogal (Stoner 2007: Figure 22). Wasters 
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at these multicomponent sites have not been assigned to a particular period yet, but their 
spatial distribution could be important in terms of the development of market systems. 
 The lack of production facilities (or wasters) in surveyed areas of Totogal also 
suggests that if elites maintained any control over ceramic production, then that control 
was not realized through the direct physical oversight of manufacture (i.e., production 
occurred off-site, perhaps at one of more of the sites identified in the Tepango Valley 
survey).  
 
Burned Earthen Artifacts from Shovel Tests 
Burned earthen artifacts were frequently recovered in shovel tests. Their 
distributions reveal the site clusters mentioned above, which also correspond with 
ceramic vessel distributions (Chapter 10) (Figures 8-2 and 8-3). Distributions of daub are 
displayed in Figure 8-3. In Table 8-7, I display the results of the burned earthen analysis. 
The most common burned earthen artifacts in shovel tests were amorphous 
materials without identifying features (Figure 8-2). While the materials within this 
category can represent degraded wall debris, they can also reflect episodes of field 
clearing and are not as diagnostic as other categories of burned earthen remains. While 
the terrain immediately adjacent to modern on-site houselots is in pasture and less likely 
to be burned, small milpa plots lie to the south of the survey boundary, and a field to the 
west of Field D had been recently cleared at the time of our study.   
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Table 8-7: Burned Earthen Artifacts from Shovel Tests 
Burned earthen Category Frequency Weight (gm) % by Weight 
Daub with pole and fiber 
impressions, smoothed, flat 
exterior surfaces 
14 136.3 4.6% 
Daub with pole and fiber 
impressions, no smoothed 
exterior surfaces present 
39 339.2 11.6% 
Over-fired, vitrified kiln furniture 0 0 0.0% 
Amorphous burned earthen with 
no identifying attributes na 2456.8 83.8% 
Total na 2932.3 100.0% 
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Figure 8-2: Amorphous Burned Earthen Materials from Shovel Tests in Field D (left), Fields B, C North and C South (right) (scale in 
gm) (Approximate Cluster Center Points in Red) 
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Figure 8-3: Daub with Pole and Fiber Impressions (specimens both with and without smoothed exterior wall sections displayed); 
Field D (left), Fields B, C North and C South (right) (scale in gm) 
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Daub from building construction that contained diagnostic marks makes up a small 
proportion of the burned earth assemblage (a combined 16.2%). Only a few specimens 
were recovered from the site, and most were examples that contained fiber and pole 
impressions, but that did not contain the smoothed exteriors of walls (11.6%, compared to 
4.6%). None of the specimens we encountered were indicative of ceramic production 
facilities.  
 In the figures above, I displayed the distributions of all burned earthen materials 
first (Figure 8-2), and then I separately showed diagnostic daub that represented walled 
constructions (Figure 8-3). Burned earthen materials are widely dispersed across the 
surface of Totogal, with larger amounts in the area of Field D’s Cluster 7, in the 
southwest corner of Field B, and very near the low housemound feature that lies due 
south of the muros between Test Units 4 and 6. In addition, just to the east of the 
housemound on the southern slopes of the utilized conical volcanic feature, there is 
considerably more burned earthen material (Cluster 5 area). Other areas with higher 
concentrations of materials include Field C South near the base of the promontory 
(Cluster 6), and Cluster 3 to the north east of the Muros Zone (Figure 8-2).  
 When only diagnostic daub features are illustrated, most areas that contained the 
highest concentrations of general burned earthen materials are still represented, but areas 
along the southern boundary of Fields B and C South yielded the largest amounts of 
materials. Considering the overall distributions of burned earthen materials, ceramics 
(Chapter 10), and obsidian (Chapter 11) across the site, it is somewhat surprising that the 
best evidence for daub structures is so restricted to the southern portions of the survey 
area. Several factors could account for the southerly distributions: 1) the past localized  
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 Local histories report the forced abandonment of Totogal in the mid-sixteenth 
century (Rivas Castellanos 1999; see also Medel y Alvarado 1993). After that point, 
Alcantarine friars reportedly used the settlement as a convent or temple (the mortared 
structure in Chapter 7 probably represents this component). During this transition, 
portions of the Late Postclassic settlement could have been intentionally razed. Hoag 
(2003) indicates that field clearing activities do not usually result in the highly 
consolidated burned earth remains that would survive the centuries. Therefore, field 
clearing of nearby plots probably cannot explain the differential distribution of daub in 
shovel tests; they would not create the prolonged, high temperatures necessary for 
preservation. Intentional burning of structures, on the other hand, produces more daub 
(Hoag 2003).  
Different construction methods, or structures that used less daub than others, are 
another possibility. In the Tuxtlas today, examples of pole and thatch structures exist. 
These do not have plaster-covered walls and if burned, they would not have produced 
daub. Examples of modern pole and thatch and wattle and daub structures are presented 
in Figures 8-4 and 8-5. Alternatively, Hoag (2003) cites examples of structures that were 
only partially covered by wattle and daub. One factor that could have been related to 
different construction technologies is social status; higher status structures may have had 
more daub, which would have required more time and would have resulted in 
constructions that were more durable. Another factor is ethnicity. Nahuat and Popoluca 
speakers are reported to have co-inhabited sixteenth century Tuxteco communities 
(Medel y Alvarado 1993; Paso y Troncoso 1905). Discrete patterns in the spatial 
distributions of ceramic pastes (possibly sensitive to more rooted aspects of identities 
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[Gosselain 2000]) were not detected, however (Chapter 10). Nor were central highland 
symbols or imports correlated with these southern areas (Chapters 10 and 11). 
One of the reasons cited for not fully covering a pole structure was ventilation  
 (Hoag 2003). Greater permanence or investment in architecture, perhaps suggestive of 
wealth, could possibly be reflected by the greater presence of daub in particular site areas. 
The areas with the most daub, however, are not exclusively associated with the areas that 
have other wealth indicators, including high proportions of fancy decorated ceramics 
(Chapter 10), larger amounts of exotics (such as green obsidian [Chapter 11]), and 
monumental architecture (e.g., in the Arroyo Complex or Muros Zone). Nonetheless, a 
volcanic hill that probably functioned as a mound is located in this area, and a low 
housemound exists to its west. Nearby, off-mound Test Unit 6 did have a high proportion 
of green obsidian (low frequency however). Also, nearby Test Unit 4 did produce 
considerable green obsidian (by weight—skewed by a large macroblade [Chapter 11]) 
Finally, some structure functions could have varied in this site area. Mud or plaster 
covered granaries and sweatbaths have been reported at Postclassic Chiconautla in the 
razing of structures that caused more wall sections to be burned and preserved in this 
area; 2) different construction methods (where some structures did not use wattle and 
daub construction, or they used less daub than others); 3) proximity to burned agricultural 
plots (just beyond the southern site boundary; but note that more daub was not recovered 
from the western edge of Field D, where adjacent plots were also burned); or, 4) 
combinations of the above possibilities.  
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Figure 8-4: Pole and Thatch (right) and Wattle and Daub (left) Model Structures at the 
Hacienda Sotuta de Peon,Yucatan 
    
Photo by Michael Loughlin (2007) 
Figure 8-5: Close-up of Wattle and Daub Wall 
 
Photo by Michael Loughlin (2007) 
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northeastern Basin of Mexico portions of the Aztec Empire (Cohen and Elson n.d.); these 
facilities were associated with elite residences. Facilities such as these could be 
represented by the surface concentrations of daub that, while not associated with 
especially high relative status artifact assemblages, are near structures that could be 
interpreted as elite architecture. They are also located in close proximity to the Muros 
Zone.  If the structures in the southern part of the survey area represented buildings with 
non-residential functions, then this could explain daub distributions that do not appear to 
mirror other artifact patterns (Chapters 10 and 11).  
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CHAPTER 9 
LABORATORY ANALYSIS OF CERAMIC ARTIFACTS 
 
 In this chapter, I present the laboratory methods used to examine ceramic 
materials recovered from Totogal. The methodology used during our 2004 field season at 
Totogal required that we collect all artifacts encountered. To facilitate the recovery of 
materials missed during hand troweling, all deposits were screened through ¼-inch mesh. 
Small (portable) hand-held screens were used during shovel-testing, larger framed 
screens were used during excavations so that higher volumes of soil could be quickly 
processed.  
 In the laboratory, each bag of materials was washed using soft shoe-polishing 
brushes and water and allowed to dry before being returned to a tag-labeled bag. After 
being washed, all artifacts were entered into a general artifact/bag log, along with a basic 
description of that bag’s contents (e.g., ceramics). 
In the following sections, I discuss methods and concerns in the analysis of 
ceramic vessel fragments, spindle whorls, and figurines. Results of ceramic analysis are 
presented in Chapter 10. 
 
Methods and Concerns in the Analysis of Ceramic Vessels  
As I indicated in Chapter 2, the aspects of the Postclassic problem are 
multifaceted. Pool (1995), Arnold (2003) and Killion and Urcid (2001), have suggested 
that part of the Postclassic “paradox” might relate to technological continuity and an 
emphasis on paste and surface treatment rather than decoration (see also Santley 2007). 
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Another facet relates to the evidence used to make inferences of a regional scope: surface 
and stratigraphic evidence from the Matacapan core area, and mostly surface remains 
elsewhere (there are a few exceptions where excavations have been conducted, for 
example, La Joya [Arnold 2003; Arnold and McCormack 2002], Bezuapan [Pool 1997; 
Pool and Britt 2000], Chacalapan [Esquivias 2002, 2003], Palo Errado [Knight 1999], El 
Picayo [Ortiz 1975], and Tres Zapotes [Ortiz 1975; Pool 2005). Massive demographic 
changes were interpreted for Matacapan at the end of the Classic period, and Matacapan 
(and to some extent El Picayo and Tres Zapotes [Ortiz 1975]) was the basis for the 
ceramic chronology (Ortiz and Santley 1988) employed throughout the Rio Catemaco 
Valley in a subsequent survey (Santley and Arnold 1996).  
The Postclassic areas at Matacapan (Coe 1965; Scholes and Warren 1965; 
Valenzuela 1945a) were presumably less extensive than those of the Classic, and remain 
poorly understood. Ortiz and Santley (1988) indicate in their discussion of the site’s 
ceramics, that types attributable to the Postclassic were rare, but they did note similarities 
with Postclassic ceramics identified elsewhere in the Gulf lowlands (e.g., Medellin Zenil 
1960). For example, Ortiz and Santley (1988:182-183) include Tres Picos Esgrafiado 
(Type 70) as a rare foreign type in their ceramic classification, but indicate that it 
corresponds to Postclassic Tres Picos esgrafiado II of central Veracruz. In addition, they 
suggest that there were similarities between a later variant of Type 63 (Black-slipped, 
incised Fine Orange), and Tres Picos Esgrafiado, Type 70 (Ortiz and Santley 1988:172-
173). Despite these similarities, Type 63 was assigned to the Late Classic, as were other 
seemingly Postclassic items, such as copper rings, bells and a late style Tlaloc censer 
(Valenzuela 1945a; see also Arnold 2005; cf. Santley et al. 1984). Earlier work at 
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Matacapan by Valenzuela (1945a) identified both Classic and Postclassic components 
there and Matacapan was a sixteenth century sujeto of Tuxtla (Gerhard 1993; Medel y 
Alvarado 1963; Paso y Troncoso 1905; Pool 1995). 
It is beginning to appear that the Late Classic became a catchall designation for 
most post-Middle Classic materials, especially if those items were found in lower 
numbers when compared to the dense and spatially extensive Classic period occupation, 
or if they were technologically similar to Late Classic ceramics. Only those materials that 
could be cross-correlated with Postclassic items elsewhere were identified as Postclassic 
at Matacapan (Pool, personal communication 2007). The grouping of most things 
Postclassic and Late Classic at Matacapan, particularly ceramics, meant that the longer 
time span represented at the site was compressed and truncated, the degree of population 
decline at the end of the Classic perhaps overestimated because of the lumping of Classic 
and Postclassic materials. This problem could have been compounded on a regional scale 
when the Matacapan classification system was applied to surface evidence throughout the 
Rio Catemaco drainage. So even if Postclassic sites did exist (aside from those identified 
primarily through imported styles and materials), they could have been identified as 
Classic period occupations.  
Late Classic and very Early Postclassic Coatzacoalcos and San Juan basin 
population surges that coincided with decreases in the Tuxtlas suggested that some 
Tuxtecos may have emigrated or otherwise contributed to the demographic disturbances 
in the two regions (Borstein 2005; Santley 2007). Demographic changes that occurred in 
the Catemaco drainage contributed to the paradox described in Chapter 2. It was inferred 
that occupation in the region had bottomed out after the Classic period, and that somehow 
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sixteenth century documents that described a thriving population tributary to the Aztecs 
conflicted with the archaeological record. Moreover, population surges during the Late 
Classic to the south and east of the Tuxtlas (i.e., in the Chacalapan, Hueyapan and 
Coatzacoalcos regions) seemed to suggest that as the Tuxtla Mountains were being 
depopulated, neighboring lower elevation areas were receiving the immigrants (Borstein 
2005; Esquivias 2002; Killion and Urcid 2001; Santley 2007; Symonds et al. 2003). An 
additional part of the problem within the Tuxtlas has perhaps been that changes to the 
ceramic technological styles were assumed to characterize the Classic to Postclassic 
transition—that the pastes and surface treatments used by the region’s Postclassic period 
occupants should have been noticeably different from those made by Classic period 
Tuxtecos. 
Arnold’s work at Postclassic Isla Agaltepec illustrates that substantial similarity 
among major components of Classic and Postclassic ceramic assemblages exists, and 
points to one of the culprits partly responsible for compounding the chronological 
problem referenced above: Fine Orange ware ceramics (Arnold 2003; Arnold and Venter 
2004). Fine Orange (orange kaolin paste ceramics with no added aplastics) represents one 
regional ware with a long life span that extended from at least the Late Formative to the 
Late Postclassic period. While long-term manufacture of this ware has been 
acknowledged (Ortiz 1975; Ortiz and Santley 1988; Pool and Britt 2000), at Matacapan 
its proportion increased dramatically during the Middle Classic period and subsequently 
decreased in the Late Classic period, especially in contrast to Fine Gray ceramics. Certain 
Fine Orange types included painted or slipped surface treatments or they were defined on 
the basis of particular vessel forms. Often these Fine Orange varieties were temporally 
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diagnostic, allowing certain types to be associated with particular periods, other than the 
Middle Classic. Unfortunately, the pigments easily erode and there is a heavy reliance on 
body sherds. Therefore, the majority of Fine Orange ceramics encountered 
archaeologically appear as undecorated and undiagnostic body sherds. Because Fine 
Orange production peaked in the Middle Classic (including the plain Fine Orange type 
[Type 6 at Matacapan, Type 1200 at Tres Zapotes]), allowing it to be statistically 
associated with that period, during surface surveys in the region, most Fine Orange 
ceramics are assigned to the Middle Classic (Early Classic in the case of the Eastern 
Lower Papaloapan Plain26 [ELPP], where only Early (AD 300 to 600) and Late Classic 
(AD 600 to 1000) periods are employed (Pool and Ohnersorgen 2003:Figure 2.11; see 
also Ortiz 1975). The Middle Classic increase and Late Classic decrease in the 
manufacture of Fine Orange ceramics at Matacapan and satellites led to the application of 
Fine Orange as a temporal marker of the Early Classic in subsequent surface surveys of 
the ELPP (e.g., Knight 1999; Kruszczynski 2001; Loughlin 2003). Eroded Fine Gray 
body sherds are similarly statistically associated with the Late Classic during surface 
surveys, although it is recognized they were produced in earlier and later time periods. 
 While many of the sites assigned to the Middle Classic (or Early Classic in the 
ELPP) on the basis of eroded surface-collected Fine Orange ceramic proportions 
undoubtedly had Middle Classic occupations, the use of this ceramic category as a 
temporal diagnostic is problematic for several reasons. First, it masks the long-term use 
                                            
26 The ELPP refers to the western portion of the Eastern Lower Papaloapan Basin (ELPB) that is located on 
the plain between the western foothills of the Tuxtla Mountains and the Papaloapan River. Sites included in 
this ELPB subregion include Tres Zapotes, El Meson and Palo Errado. Krusczynski (2001) also used this 
periodization in his survey of southwestern Cerro el Vigía and adjacent foothill areas; that project focused 
on relationships with Tres Zapotes, not sites within more interior portions of the Tuxtlas that use a more 
subdivided Classic period system.  
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of this ware. Second, it inflates the number and extent of Middle Classic occupations. 
Third, it reduces the number and size of occupations that dated to other periods, or 
ignores them altogether. The necessary reliance on eroded body sherds compounded this 
problem even more when site temporal assignments had to be made without the benefit of 
sufficiently large samples of identifiable or diagnostic vessel rims or surface treatments 
(e.g., red paint, polychrome slips and paints) that could have allowed more temporally 
specific assignments to be made. Fine Orange ceramics are not the only long-lived ware 
that Tuxtlas potters made; several others, including Coarse Brown vessels (Ortiz and 
Santley 1988), were made for centuries  
Because many Tuxtlas wares have such long use spans, their change may be 
viewed as a deviation from the norm. If we expect ceramic materials to change radically 
along with pan-Mesoamerican periods, or for the passage of time to be reflected by 
technological innovations, we may be making erroneous assumptions of the data we 
collect. Ceramic trends at Isla Agaltepec illustrate this point. There, the Late Classic to 
Early Postclassic transition was reflected by an increased proportion of Fine Orange 
compared to Fine Gray, the dominant ware during the Late Classic at Matacapan (Arnold 
2003; Arnold and Venter 2004).  
 The above introduction is not meant to rehash the issues that have plagued the 
identification of the Postclassic period in the Tuxtlas—issues that I introduced in Chapter 
2. Rather, I include it to provide a rationale for several aspects of the ceramic analysis 
employed here. First, while a detailed ceramic classification system exists for the Tuxtlas, 
that schema has not been able to separate out the local Postclassic. Part of the problem 
may be that the classification was developed for sites whose principle occupations were 
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Formative or Classic (e.g., Bezuapan, El Picayo, La Joya, Matacapan and Comoapan, and 
Tres Zapotes). For this reason, I did not use the variant of this classification system that I 
am most familiar with, that from nearby Tres Zapotes (Pool 1997; 2003). An over-
reliance on the existing ceramic typology might have confounded the Postclassic 
problem. Something within the existing Tuxtla’s system had not worked to identify the 
local Postclassic: using the same system to identify and refine the Postclassic sequence at 
Totogal was likely to perpetuate, not resolve, the problem. 
 The organizing principles of Tuxtlas ceramic identification schemes are useful, 
however, and I pay attention to ceramic attributes that reflect potters’ preferences and the 
resources that were available within the region: presence or absence of aplastics, type of 
aplastics, size of aplastics, color, vessel form, and surface modifications. I made no 
assumptions about the combinations of particular attributes in the ceramic analysis to 
avoid forcing observed recipes into similar known groupings (wares, types and varieties). 
Likewise, I conducted a detailed analysis of surface modifications because decorated 
ceramics (e.g., decorated red wares) were used in Aztec elite contexts, where alliance-
building strategies often took place (Brumfiel 1987:Table 2; Garraty 2000; Smith et al. 
2003), and they were likely to be instrumental tools that local elites used in public events 
aimed at maintaining their authority and legitimacy, as well as creating solidarity with 
lesser elites and non-elites (e.g., Schortman et al. 2001). Besides documenting the types 
of surface treatments applied during this analysis, I employed a more comprehensive 
motif analysis that recorded and compared the types of motif elements applied in the 
decoration of vessels, the combinations of elements, and consequently the complexity of 
composite motifs (see Venter 2001 for a similar approach; see also Stark 1997). Besides 
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the motif analysis, I incorporated a coding system that allowed for the accounting of 
multiple general and specific surface modification techniques (e.g., Paint [Red, Black, 
White]; Slip [Red, Black, White]; Smoothing [Polish, Burnish]; Impression [Stamped, 
Fabric]). We used a similar attribute analysis on the ceramics of Agaltepec (Arnold 2003; 
Arnold and Venter 2004), but did not consider the particular compositions of motifs, only 
their overall association with known ceramic types (e.g., Texcoco Molded).  
 Because at the time of this study Agaltepec was subject of the only Postclassic-
oriented project in the region, I attempted to maintain comparability in the coding 
systems employed at the two sites (Tables 6-1 and 6-2). Because of Totogal’s close 
proximity to Tres Zapotes, whenever possible, I documented the correspondence with a 
known Tres Zapotes paste or form category (in a side note), particularly the ceramics that 
bore motifs. I present the organization of the identification system (paste recipe, 
decorative attribute and vessel form) in Tables 6-1, 6-2, and 6-3. I also discuss how the 
particular attributes were defined. 
 
Ceramic Paste, Surface Treatment, Form and Motif Attributes 
 To allow for replicability of results, I describe the attribute analysis used in the 
classification of Totogal ceramics. I begin with a discussion of paste attributes. 
 
Paste Attributes  
Paste attributes considered in this analysis pertained to the presence, type and size 
of added aplastics, or temper, and paste color which is indicative of firing atmosphere as 
well as desired asthetic qualities of vessels. Surface paste color was the primary color 
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used in the assignment of paste recipe codes (Table 9-1), however, core color patterns 
were also recorded using the varieties published by Rye (1981). 
 Past and current studies of Tuxteco ceramics separate pastes into two broad initial 
categories, those without temper, and those with temper. Examples of ceramics without 
temper include Fine Orange and Fine Gray wares that I introduced above. Examples of 
Tuxteco ceramics with temper are Coarse Brown and Coarse Orange wares. Additional 
subdivisions occur within these larger categories, usually on the basis of surface 
treatment type (e.g., incision, red paint), but they can also be defined by temper type 
(Pool 1997). The analysis of ceramics, in particular pastes, at Totogal systematically 
restarted this process of identification on the basis of paste characteristics (allowing for 
more transparency and temper variability), followed by surface treatments and vessel 
form characteristics. Transparency, as used here, refers to the strict adherence to the 
codes and classification used in this analysis (Tables 6-1 through 6-3); only descriptive 
labels based on the attributes actually observed are applied to the ceramics at Totogal; 
while similarities with known Tuxteco types might be noted (e.g., plain untempered 
orange ceramics are comparable to plain Fine Orange), these type-variety names are 
generally not employed. This process attempts to avoid the confusion created by some 
types whose labels do not describe the ceramics being classified in a straight-forward 
way (e.g., Brown-slipped Coarse Brown [code 2611] at Tres Zapotes [code 22 at 
Matacapan] [Pool 1997; and personal communication, 1997], which is not necessarily 
slipped, neither is it very coarse, especially when compared to other ceramics labeled 
“Coarse Brown” [the 2700 ware category at Tres Zapotes], even though differences in 
temper size and kind partly distinguish 2600 and 2700 wares [Pool 1997:Appendix A]). 
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Table 9-1: Ceramic paste attribute classification system  
(Note: sand=mainly quartz sand; ash=volcanic ash)  
1000 Fine Aplastics 2000 Medium Aplastics 
  1100 Fine Sand 2100 Medium Sand
   1110 Orange 2110 Orange 
   1120 Gray 2120 Gray
   1130 Café/Brown 2130 Café/Brown
   1140 Black 2140 Black
   1150 Red 2150 Red
   1160 Buff/Cream 2160 Buff/Cream
  1200 Fine Ash 2200 Medium Volcanic Ash
   1210 Orange 2210 Orange 
   1220 Gray 2220 Gray
   1230 Café/Brown 2230 Café/Brown
   1240 Black 2240 Black
   1250 Red 2250 Red
   1260 Buff/Cream 2260 Buff/Cream
  1300 Fine Ash and Sand 2300 Medium Ash and Sand
   1310 Orange 2310 Orange 
   1320 Gray 2320 Gray
   1330 Café/Brown 2330 Café/Brown
   1340 Black 2340 Black
   1350 Red 2350 Red
    1360 Buff/Cream 2360 Buff/Cream
3000 Coarse Aplastics 4000 No added Aplastics (can have natural 
sand inclusions depending on deposit) 
  3100 Coarse Sand 4010 Orange  
   3110 Orange 4020 Gray 
   3120 Gray 4030 Café/Brown
   3130 Café/Brown 4040 Black 
   3140 Black 4050 Red 
   3150 Red 4060 Buff/Cream
   3160 Buff/Cream 5000 Historic Indeterminate
  3200 Coarse Volcanic Ash 5010-5090 Earthenwares
   3210 Orange 5100-5190 Ironstone 
   3220 Gray 6000 Indeterminate  
   3230 Café/Brown  
   3240 Black  
   3250 Red 
   3260 Buff/Cream
  3300 Coarse Ash and Sand
   3310 Orange 
   3320 Gray
   3330 Café/Brown
   3340 Black
   3350 Red 
    3360 Buff/Cream
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Table 9-2: Surface modification (prehispanic ceramics; codes applied when treatment 
present) 
 
(A) Slip (B) Paint (G) Intentional Differential 
Firing 
1 Brown 1 Brown 1 Black and Tan 
2 White 2 White 2 Black and White 
3 Red 3 Red 3 Black and Red 
4 Black 4 Black 4 Gray and White 
5 Orange  5 Orange  5 Black and Orange 
6 Metallic Gray 6 Metallic Gray    
7 Hematite 7 Chapopote    
8 Cream 8 Cream    
9 Other 9 Other    
       
(C) Incision (D) Extra-Smoothing    
1 Ultra-fine 1 Polish    
2 Fine 2 Burnish    
3 Plain Rastreado 3 Scraped    
4 Zoned Rastreado 4 Indeterminate    
5 Other 5 None    
       
(E) Impression (F) Other Plastic    
1 Stamp 1 Appliqué    
2 Punctate  2 Modeled    
2a Fingernail 3 Excision    
2b Cane 4 Channeled    
3 Fabric 5 Carved    
4 Mat      
5 Mold      
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Table 9-3: Formal properties (basic vessel form, wall, lip attributes [modified after Pool 
1997) 
BASIC FORM   
5 Base 11 Comal 
5a Reinforced Base 12 Comal with annular base 
6 Support 20 Plate 
6a Straight/Slab 30 Sarten 
6b Almenado 40 Dish 
6c Inverted Cone 40a Small Dish 
6d Other (describe) 50 Bowl (basic) 
7 Handle 51 Bowl with simple silhouette 
7a Curved/Rounded Handle 52 Bowl with composite silhouette 
7b Flat Handle 60 Cylindrical Jar 
7c Cone-shaped (nubbin) Handle 70 Necked Jar, Basic 
8 Spout 71 Necked Jar, Miniature 
9 Lid 72 Necked Jar, Regular or Large 
10 Figurine 81 Tecomate 
10a Hollow 82 Neckless Jar 
10a.1 Hollow Hand-modeled 91 Censer (bowls) 
10a.2 Hollow Mold-made 98 Other 
10b Solid 99 Indeterminate 
10b.1 Solid Hand-modeled 100 Spindle Whorl 
10b.2 Solid Mold-made   
10c Galleta (Cookie-Cutter)   
WALL SHAPE AND ORIENTATION
11 Convergent, Straight 
12 Convergent, Convex 
13 Convergent, Concave 
14 Convergent, Angular 
21 Vertical, Straight 
22 Vertical, Convex  
23 Vertical Concave 
31 Outsloping, Straight
32 Outsloping, Curved (Concave)
33 Outsloping, Convex
34 Outsloping, Almost Flat
41 Necked Jar with convergent neck
42 Necked Jar with vertical neck
43 Necked Jar with divergent neck
44 Necked Jar with curved divergent neck
45 Necked Jar with divergent continuously curved neck
46 Necked Jar with divergent convex neck
47 Necked Jar with channeled neck
48 Necked Jar with composite neck
91 Straight, orientation indeterminate
92 Convex, orientation indeterminate
93 Concave, orientation indeterminate
99 Lip only, orientation indeterminate 
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Table 9-3, continued 
LIP RATZ (Tres Zapotes Survey Codes) 
2 32 Direct, symmetrical, flat 
12 10 Direct, symmetrical, rounded 
22 64 Direct, symmetrical, rounded bolster 
32 22 Direct, symmetrical, tapered 
42 66 Direct, Symmetrical, Flattened Bolster 
52 31 Interior, abrupt angle/flat   
62 21 Interior tapered 
72 33 Exterior, abrupt angle/flat  
73 ca. PATZ 78d Everted, composite, interior tapered, 
82 69 Exterior, bolstered 
92 23 Exterior tapered 
99  Other (Describe) 
102 45 Exterior, flat-flared, with rounded lip 
112 OA .11 Exterior, F-shaped lip 
2a  Beveled, squared lip with channeling 
41a  Everted curved 
42a  Everted, direct with fine incision 
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Subsequent variations were noted by the presence of particular surface treatments, 
for example. It was assumed that several Tuxteco wares would also dominate the Totogal 
assemblage, in particular Fine Orange and Coarse Brown, but that new wares might have 
been produced during the Postclassic or wares that accounted for minor components in 
earlier periods could have increased in importance.  
Tempered ceramic categories at Totogal were first divided according to temper 
size: fine, medium and coarse. These size categories were based on an estimation of the 
average size of temper particles: fine (<1/4 mm), medium (1/4-1 mm), and coarse (>1 
mm). Use of average grain size, as opposed to maximum grain size (Pool 1990), 
simplified how we dealt with very large (coarse) aberrations (outliers), which were noted 
on analysis sheets, but not classified separately.  
At Totogal, fine tempered pastes were coded 1000, medium tempered pastes were 
coded 2000, and coarse tempered ceramics were 3000. Within size categories, additional 
distinctions were made on the basis of temper type. Pastes without temper were assigned 
to a 4000 series. Historic ceramics were coded 5000—historic types in the Totogal 
classification were defined according to Stark’s (2004) classification for the Mixtequilla, 
since few historic types have been described for the Tuxtlas. Indeterminate pastes were 
assigned code 6000. 
 Types of temper in the Tuxtlas usually fall into two basic categories: primarily 
quartz sand (that may also contain some feldspar) and volcanic ash (Pool 1990:Appendix 
D). Very occasionally other aplastics, such as grog, occur as tempers in pastes. Aplastics 
that often occur naturally in pastes include mica and hematite. For more detailed 
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descriptions of the clays used by Tuxteco potters, and their constituent mineral 
inclusions, readers should refer to Pool (1990), Arnold (1991), and Stoner (2002). 
Quartz-feldspar sands erode from the Filisola formation soils and wash into 
streams and rivers of the region (Pool 1990). Quartz pebbles were also found throughout 
the shovel tested and excavated deposits at Totogal. The volcanic rocks and ash of the 
Tuxtlas are “chemically and petrologically distinct from the typical calc-alkaline rocks of 
other volcanoes in the Mexican Volcanic Belt (Pool 1990:156, citing Nelson n.d., 
Friedlander and Sonder 1923; Williams and Heizer 1965; Pichler and Weyl 1976:172; 
Thorpe 1977:Table 25; Cantagrel and Robin 1979:108; Robin 1976). Because the 
volcanic ash of the Tuxtlas is so distinct, it has proved a useful petrographic and chemical 
“tracer” of ceramics tempered with the ash, such as Coarse Orange (Pool 1990:157; see 
also Stoner 2002). If Coarse Orange or other volcanic ash tempered ceramics were 
exported beyond the Tuxtlas, they could be readily distinguished from other local 
tempered vessels (Pool 1990:157). Conversely, if Tuxtecos imported ash-tempered 
ceramics from other volcanic regions (e.g., the Basin of Mexico), those ceramics should 
be easily distinguished from those made locally when subjected to petrographic analysis 
or other sourcing methods.  
Paste color can be indicative of the time, temperature and atmosphere in which 
vessels or other clay objects were fired. Other factors affecting paste color include the 
size, amount, and distribution of impurities, in particular iron and organic material, within 
the raw clay (Rice 1987:333). Within the Tuxtlas, paste color, in addition to other 
attributes such as the presence/absence of temper, is important to distinguishing wares, 
particularly fine paste (untempered) wares. Within fine paste ceramics, vessels that were 
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fired under oxidizing conditions are considered distinct from those fired under reducing 
conditions, yielding Fine Orange (oxidized) and Fine Gray (reduced) wares (Ortiz and 
Santley 1988; Pool 1990; see also Rice 1987:343-345). Because the modal variations in 
Tuxteco ceramic paste colors are relatively well known (Pool 1990), I was able to 
incorporate color categories into the coding system. This allowed much more time to be 
spent on the examination of other attributes, such as motifs, because we did not need to 
record the hue and chroma for each sherd (Table 9-1). Colors included orange, brown, 
gray, black, red and cream. In rare instances where paste colors appeared to be unusual 
(beyond the range of colors in the classification system or outside of the range considered 
typical for a particular color category), a Munsell soil color chart was used to document 
the difference. Considerable variability nevertheless existed within each color category. 
 
Surface Modifications  
Surface modifications include a variety of techniques used to change the surficial 
properties of vessels. At Totogal, seven general categories were distinguished on the 
basis of general type of execution technique (e.g., slip, impression). These categories 
were then subdivided according to color, in the case of slips, paints and differential firing, 
or specific mode of execution in all other groups (e.g., mold impression, fingernail 
punctate) (Table 9-2).  
Regarding the estimation of slip and paint color in particular, observed colors 
were recorded, not what we thought the color might have been when initially applied. 
Our method is especially pertinent to the colors red and brown. Red pigments will often 
take on brown tones during oxidation if iron minerals were employed. In the instances 
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where a true red could be observed, or where the pigment was preserved as a reddish-
brown, then the color red was recorded. However, if brown without reddish tones 
(usually a chocolate color) was observed, that slip or paint color was recorded as brown, 
even though that may not have been the originally intended pigment color. By recording 
observed slip or paint color, we attempted to reduce observe bias in our analysis. 
In well preserved or complete ceramics, the discrimination between paints and 
slips is a fairly uncomplicated task. Unfortunately, most recovered sherds were neither 
complete nor well preserved. This is especially the case for slipped or painted fine paste 
ceramics. When occasional flecks of pigment are the only evidence that a vessel was 
decorated, it can be difficult to discern slips from paints. On rare examples, paint overlies 
a slip, allowing for more straightforward classification. Or, if pigment appears in zones 
(e.g., exclusively on the shoulder of vessels), or in remnant motifs, then the paint 
identification is more secure. The thickness of the lens of pigment can potentially allow 
paints and slips to be distinguished, with paints sometimes being more thickly applied, 
unlike thinner washes or slips, this appears especially true of slipped, painted and ultra-
fine incised ceramics of the Late Postclassic at Totogal. But most paints in the Tuxtlas 
were slip paints, created by the use of clay of a different color, or the addition of pigment 
to clay, and they can be thin; moreover, some slips can be quite thick. (Pool, personal 
communication 2008). Because of the difficulty of distinguishing slips from paints, it 
would probably be best to combine the separate surface treatment categories into a single 
“applied pigments” group, except for the well preserved pigments, but despite some “best 
guess” determinations, during our analysis we nevertheless attempted to discriminate 
between the two general categories. 
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Other surface treatments are less prone to confusion. For descriptions of particular 
surface modification techniques, the reader is referred to Rice (1987; for the Tuxtlas, see 
Ortiz 1975; Ortiz and Santley; Pool 1990). In our analysis of plastic surface treatment 
techniques, only a few warrant further comment here. Within the “incision” category of 
techniques, distinctions are made between ultra-fine and fine incision, which usually 
represent decorative treatments, and plain and zoned rastreado (brushing/combing), 
which are techniques used to texturize vessel exteriors (Table 9-2). While brushing or 
combing might not typically be considered incision, in order to maintain comparability in 
our coding system (with Agaltepec), these texturing categories were included under the 
umbrella category of “incised” surface treatments (Table 9-2). Ultra-fine incision was 
used on many of the complicated motifs at Totogal that contained closely spaced 
elements, such as filled triangles. Ultra-fine incision was probably executed with the 
cutting edge of an obsidian blade. Fine incision was generally used in the application of 
simple motif elements, such as lines that sometimes adorned the lips of vessels, or that 
provided friction inside the bases of molcajetes (chile graters). Because these decorations 
required less precision, the width of the drawn lines is wider than those that characterize 
ultra-fine incision. Line width was not measured, but the techniques are exemplified in 
Figure 9-1. Moreover, I conducted all motif analysis, ensuring consistency of results. The 
rastreado technique was also subdivided into two categories: plain rastreado and zoned 
rastreado. Plain rastreado refers to sherds where rastreado covers the entire exterior 
surface. Zoned rastreado refers to sherds where a distinct end to the brushing is present—
where brushed and unbrushed portions of the larger vessel are represented on the same 
sherd.  
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Figure 9-1: Incision width categories  
a. Ultra-fine incision     
   
0                  2                  4cm 
b. Fine incision 
 0                 2                4cm 
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Motifs  
Paints and plastic surface treatments were often executed in distinct design 
patterns, or motifs. In this dissertation, motifs are defined as combinations of motif 
elements (defined below) that in turn form portions of larger composite motif 
configurations. Motif elements are the basic unit of analysis used in this study of 
decoration. A motif element, according to Rice (1987:248), is the “smallest self-
contained component of a design that is manipulated or moved around as a single unit.” I 
employ this definition of motif elements, as well as Rice’s definition of motifs and motif 
configurations in this dissertation, realizing that it can be difficult to define what 
constitutes the smallest unit of analysis. Examples of motif elements identified within the 
Totogal assemblage include triangles (roughly isosceles), hatched lines (used as fill), 
steps, and perpendicular line panel dividers.  
The full inventory of motif elements identified at Totogal is presented in Chapter 
10 (Ceramic Results). Exceptions of motifs that are not divided into constituent elements 
are those found on Texcoco Molded censers. While variability can exist in the particular 
layout of motif elements, this ceramic type is well established and its different 
expressions at Totogal were drawn. This censer type is characterized by mold-relief bars, 
dots, and cut-out triangles that permitted the escape of incense smoke.  
 Because the entire assemblage of ceramics at Totogal consists of vessel 
fragments, the identification of complete motifs and their configurations is problematic. 
From a purely quantitative perspective, it can be difficult to know whether motif 
complexity (estimated by the number of constituent motif elements) is the result of 
greater detail in the overall design pattern or the size of the recovered sherd. However, 
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particular motif elements tend to be more closely associated with more complex motifs 
than others. Avian scroll elements, for example, never occur alone on larger sherds at 
Totogal. They are typically associated with step frets, triangles, panel dividers or other 
elements. Therefore, even though some small sherds may represent only a portion of a 
larger motif—with only one or two motifs elements being present on a sherd—we can 
generally infer from more complete examples that the larger vessel from which that 
fragment came bore complex motif configurations. There are some motif elements (e.g., 
single lines) that, if they occurred alone on sherds, we would not be able to ascertain 
whether they were once part of larger motifs or if they stood alone. Mode of decoration 
can suggest a more or less complex design (e.g., ultra-fine incision versus fine incision), 
but a few examples were recovered from complete or nearly complete vessels on which 
motif elements (i.e., triangles) that often occurred in complex motif configurations were 
the primary components of simpler designs (Figure 9-2). However, if only one motif 
element was present on a particular ceramic fragment, then it usually represented a 
comparatively simple design. If two or more elements were present, then the represented 
motif or motif configuration was probably comparatively complex. 
 
Vessel Form Attributes  
The morphological attributes of vessels were recorded for overall basic form, wall 
shape and orientation, and lips (Table 9-3). Basic form, usually assessed from fragmented 
rim sherds, employs categories estimated on the basis of vessel proportions, usually 
height to diameter, but also shape. For the general criteria used to distinguish among 
forms, the reader is referred to Rice (1987:Figure 7.4). For examples from elsewhere in 
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the Tuxtlas, Pool (1990:Appendix B), Ortiz (1975), and Ortiz and Santley (1988) have 
illustrated several basic form/wall/lip combinations found throughout the region. I 
illustrate examples recovered from Totogal in Appendix A. Within the basic form 
category, I also included non-vessel objects made from fired clay—figurines and spindle 
whorls—for ease of quantification. Spindle whorls are described further in the next 
section. In the case of vessels, orifice diameter estimations were attempted, though 
irregularities around the rims of hand-made vessels can skew results (Bey 1986, cited in 
Pool 1990:405). Several rim sherds were too small to measure orifice diameter. The 
profiles for all rim sherds were drawn until the last week of the field season. During the 
last week of the field season, in an effort to save time, only rims that were not yet 
represented in the analyzed assemblage were illustrated. 
 Studies of Tuxteco ceramic vessels have additionally categorized forms, 
especially when corresponding with particular pastes, into general functional categories, 
such as service and utilitarian forms (e.g., Pool and Britt 2000). Similar distinctions are 
made here, but they are not formally coded. For example, Fine Orange bowls and dishes 
are thought to represent serving vessels used in socially charged contexts because their 
forms are unrestricted (allowing for easy access and display), they are more shallow than 
tall necked jars (which would have been intended to keep vessel contents in place), and 
often they are elaborately decorated (see similar discussion in Pool and Britt 2000). 
Necked jars, on the other hand, are often inferred to have utilitarian storage 
functions, because of their restricted orifices and high storage capacity (volume), 
especially when they are made from coarse tempered, undecorated pastes.  
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Figure 9-2: Triangle motif elements found in comparatively simple and complicated 
motif configurations  
 
a. Simple motif configuration using triangle motif elements 
 
b. Complicated motif configurations using triangle motif elements 
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Comales (tortilla griddles) would have been used primarily for the cooking of tortillas 
and other foods over an open flame. Censers would have been used during rituals or 
ceremonies. 
 
Ceramic Spindle Whorls 
 During the analysis of our spindle whorls, we used a descriptive system similar to 
that employed by Barbara Hall (1997) for Matacapan (Table 9-4). Hall’s system, based 
on earlier studies in the Teotihuacan Valley (e.g., Parsons 1972), noted the form of 
manufacture (hand-made or mold-made), shape (domed, conical, complicated silhouette, 
constricted, flat, outflaring, complicated, worked sherd), mode of decoration, paste 
characteristics, and dimensions that included weight, whorl and hole diameter, and 
thickness. Hole diameter, cross-referenced by weight, can be a good indicator of the type 
and fineness of cloth thread produced at a site. Modal analysis of hole diameters in the 
Teotihuacan Valley allowed Parsons (1972) to infer cotton production from other threads, 
such as maguey. Using Parson’s ranges in her study of Matacapan spindle whorls, Hall 
found that most spindle whorls were used for the spinning of cotton fibers (1997:124). I 
present Hall’s (1997) whorl categories in Table 9-4, along with the codes used in this 
analysis. Along with whorl paste characteristics, I include the spindle whorl as a category 
in the “Basic Form” ceramic coding system (form 100).  
 
Figurine Analysis 
 We recorded basic categories of figurine form, paste characteristics, and estimated 
manufacture technology (mold or hand made) (Table 9-3, “Basic Forms” codes 10-10c). 
Most hollow figurines should be mold made, as well as flat “cookie-cutter” figurines. 
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Table 9-4: Spindle whorl categories (after Hall 1997; Ohnersorgen 2001) 
Code  Form/Technology   Code  Decoration 
1  Dome/Mold-Impressed  10  Impressed Design 
2  Conical/Mold-Impressed  11  Orange Slip and   
         Chapopote 
3  Complicated Silhouette/  12  Chapopote 
  Mold-Impressed   
4  Constricted/Mold-Impressed  13  Undecorated 
5  Flat/Non-Mold-Impressed  14  Orange Slip 
6  Outflaring/Non-Mold-Impressed 15  Orange Slip and  
         Chapopote 
7  Complicated/Non-Mold-Impressed 16  Chapopote 
8  Worked Sherd Disk/   17  Undecorated 
  Non-Mold-Impressed 
9  Other     19  Other 
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Most solid (and non-flat) figurines were probably hand modeled, but some could have 
been mold-made. The presence of mold seams is one of the best indications that a 
figurine was shaped using molds. Finger impressions on interior surfaces can also 
indicate where clay for a figurine was pressed into a mold. The eroded surfaces made 
assignment sometimes uncertain; for these specimens, the type of manufacture may not 
have been inferred, or if it was assigned, its classification should be viewed as tentative. 
In addition, we documented non-coded attributes with descriptions, illustrations and 
photographs.  
 Additional figurines, allegedly from Totogal, were collected over the years by 
different landowners. We were able to view a rather extensive collection one afternoon 
during the field season: molds for animal figurines (e.g., bats or butterflies) stand out as 
comprising a sizeable proportion of the collection. Most of the figurines recovered by our 
crew at Totogal were animal forms.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Copyright© 2008, Marcie L. Venter 
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CHAPTER 10 
CERAMIC ARTIFACTS 
 
 Ceramic materials include vessels used for food preparation, storage, serving, and 
the ritual burning of incense, but they also include other items, such as figurines and 
spindle whorls. Ceramic vessels, especially serving forms (plates, dishes and bowls [and 
sometimes cylindrical vessels]) with decoration, would have been a primary medium for 
social display during feasting and other solidarity events (Dietler 2003), including those 
sponsored by elites at Totogal.  
 Studies using ethnohistoric and archaeological evidence describe the political uses 
of decorated serving vessels in particular Classic and Postclassic Mesoamerican contexts 
(e.g., Brumfiel 1987; LeCount 1999; Schortman et al. 2001). LeCount (1999), for 
example, has argued that Late Classic Maya rival elites in Belize used polychrome 
pottery to display their wealth and status, but that during the subsequent Terminal Classic 
period, they abandoned their strategies of competitive display in order to consolidate 
community support whereby they adopted strategies of “gifting” polychrome ceramics, 
distributing them throughout the social hierarchy. In the Late Postclassic Basin of 
Mexico, competitive alliance between elites relied on several high value items that were 
displayed during feasts and other socially charged situations that involved political 
negotiation (Figure 10-1). To convey elite prestige, items of personal adornment were 
used that included fancy jewelry made from obsidian, turquoise, gold, amber and rock 
crystal; richly embroidered clothing included capes and loincloths, blouses and skirts; 
other adornment included feather and gold hair ornaments; and, highly decorated sandles  
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Figure 10-1: Aztec Feasting Scene Described in the Florentine Codex (after Sahagun 
1950-82:Bk.9, Plate 29) 
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(Anawalt 1981; Brumfiel 1987). Elaborately decorated service wares (Figure 10-2), were 
especially used during these feasting and ritual events (Brumfiel 1987; Garraty 2000; 
Smith et al. 2003). While decorated service wares may have been available in markets, 
and both elites and non-elites marked notable occasions (e.g., marriages, births) with 
feasts, income difference resulted in considerable distributional disparities, with elite 
households and feasting contexts having much greater relative frequencies of these 
elaborately decorated vessels (Brumfiel 1987).  
 Vessel surfaces were particularly amenable to the contested, socially charged 
messages of frontier elites, including messages meant for imperial agents, other 
provincial elites, or commoners (Gosselain 2000; Schortman et al. 2001). Fortunately 
ceramic vessels account for the majority of ceramic objects in the Totogal assemblage, 
and a large proportion of them were serving vessels, some of which had decoration 
(including some preserved motifs), facilitating an evaluation of elite practices.   
 In this chapter, attribute trends observed within the excavated ceramic vessel 
assemblage are first discussed, with an emphasis on the refinement of the Postclassic 
period ceramic chronology. These are followed by a brief overview of how ceramic 
attributes from stratigraphic excavations co-occur. Temporal trends in vessels are 
followed by other ceramic objects, including figurines and spindle whorls. Figurines and 
spindle whorls have been used by others to assess Aztec imperialism or the presence of 
possible highland colonists in the Gulf lowlands (e.g., Berdan and Smith 2000; Hall 
1997; Ohnersorgen 2001, 2005; Stark 1990; Umberger 1996). This chapter concludes 
with the discussion of intra-community patterns in ceramics related to the era of Aztec 
imperial expansion.  
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Figure 10-2: Cholula Polychrome Vessel (adapted from the Metropolitan Museum of Art 
2006) 
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Temporal Trends in the Ceramic Vessel Assemblage 
 The Arroyo Complex excavations, specifically Test Unit 1 and Test Trench 1, 
exposed the Middle Classic through Late Postclassic occupational sequence of the site. 
Therefore, they anchor the beginning of the temporal sequence, and permit the Late 
Postclassic occupation, observed in all excavations, to be situated within a long history of 
site development and change. Other test units important to the characterization of 
temporal trends at Totogal include Test Units 3 through 8, and Test Trench 2. Mixed 
deposits, which accounted for the majority of both Test Unit 2 and Looter’s Pit 1, were 
excluded from this portion of the analysis. 
 In this discussion, particular attention is paid to trends in paste categories, vessel 
forms, and surface treatment techniques and types, including decorations using motifs. 
Studies of ceramic pastes, in particular, show them to be generally stable over time, 
changing gradually, especially compared to motifs that are more apt to be manipulated by 
political actors (Brumfiel 1987; Chilton 2000; Gosselain 2000; Schortman et al. 2001). 
The exceptional instances where rapid paste changes occurred could reflect 1) shifts in 
the economic or other factors that impacted the networks that provisioned particular raw 
materials, 2) sustained interactions with groups using different ceramic traditions, or 3) 
colonization (Pool and Britt 2000; Stark 2008). More fleeting expressions of identity 
should have been frequently manipulated in this frontier interaction context, with groups 
making use of decorative treatments that conveyed important social messages. 
Elaborately decorated service vessels used during feasts or other public rituals would 
have been some of the best media elites at Totogal could have used to negotiate alliances 
with imperial agents, other Tuxteco elites, or commoners. 
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 Four distinct occupations at Totogal were identified on the basis of stratigraphy 
and radiocarbon dating (Chapter 7). The earliest observed occupation of Totogal predated 
the Early Late Classic and probably occurred during the late Middle Classic period 
(Chapter 7; Figure 7-1). Comparisons of stratigraphic position and radiocarbon dating of 
Zone 6 of Test Unit 1 suggested that the underlying Zone 7 in Test Unit 1 and Test 
Trench 1 represented this late Middle Classic occupation. Observed similarities between 
“late Middle Classic” (Zone 7) and Late Classic (Zones 3-6) ceramic attributes, however, 
along with the low frequency of particular ceramics in the former, suggested that the 
ordering of deposits (described in Chapter 7) on the basis of position and cross-
correlation of strata alone could not completely account for the depositional history 
reflected in these two Arroyo Complex units. Based on the ceramic data (described 
below), it is suggested that only Test Unit 1 penetrated deposits associated with this 
earlier occupation and that it was not encountered or excavated in Test Trench 1. Zone 7 
in Test Trench 1, therefore appears to represent a substratum of Zone 6. 
 Zones 3 through 6 of both Test Unit 1 and Test Trench 1 represent the early Late 
Classic occupation of the site. Santley and Arnold (1996) assign the early Late Classic 
period to ca. AD 650-800 and the late Late Classic to AD 800-1000.  Radiocarbon dating 
of one charcoal sample from Zone 2 in Test Unit 1 assigned this stratum, as well as Zone 
2 in Test Trench 1, dated to the late Late Classic period (using the dates assigned to sites 
in the central Tuxtlas [Santley and Arnold 1996]). Zone 2 was directly overlain by Late 
Postclassic period deposits (Plow zone and Zone 1 in Test Unit 1 and Test Trench 1). The 
dating of Zone 2 is discussed further below. 
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 Outside of the Arroyo Complex, excavated Late Postclassic strata appear to 
directly superimpose an Early Postclassic occupation. The dating of this earlier 
occupation is extrapolated from Test Unit 3 in the Muros Zone that yielded an Early 
Postclassic date (2σ calibrated AD 1020-1270 (870 ± 60 BP) (Table 7-1), suggesting 
similar dates for the other pre-Late Postclassic strata outside of the Arroyo Complex. I 
suspect, however, based partly on similar changing frequencies of materials, similar 
ceramic and obsidian (Chapter 11) assemblages, and partly on the lack of a visible hiatus 
and humus accumulation between Zones 1 and 2 in the Arroyo Complex, that the 
occupation that immediately preceded the Late Postclassic in all site areas extended from 
the later portions of the late Late Classic and lasted through the Early Postclassic. On this 
basis, and for ease of discussion, I discuss all site deposits immediately predating the Late 
Postclassic as a single late Late Classic to Early Postclassic temporal unit. Future 
radiocarbon dating of additional samples from this occupation may allow further 
separation within this temporal unit, or these data from Totogal may warrant the use of 
early start dates for the Postclassic period in the Tuxtlas. 
The beginning of the Postclassic has been pushed back to roughly the late eighth 
to mid-ninth centuries AD in several parts of Mesoamerica (e.g., western El Salvador 
[Sampeck 2007]); a pre-AD 1000 date for the Tuxtlas would, therefore, bring the Tuxtlas 
in line temporally with areas such as the central highlands (Cobean and Mastache 1989), 
the northern Maya Lowlalnds (Andrews et al. 2003), and Pipil regions of El Salvador 
(Sampeck 2007).  
Also for ease of discussion, the temporal units and their associated strata and 
materials at Totogal will be referred to by the following phase names: late Middle Classic 
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= Santiago-B phase; early Late Classic = Chaneque phase; late Late Classic to Early 
Postclassic = Vigía phase; and, Late Postclassic = Totogal phase (Figure 10-3). Santiago-
B and Chaneque phase names were initially employed at El Picayo by Ortiz (1975).  
 The late Middle Classic Santiago-B phase is roughly contemporaneous with the 
Santiago B phase identified in Pozo 3 at El Picayo, where it was assigned to ca. AD 500-
650 or 700 (Ortiz 1975; see also Pool and Britt 2000:Figure 3). Santley and Arnold 
(1996), however, in their summary of Catemaco Valley settlement changes, assign the 
late Middle Classic period to ca. AD 550-650. Because the dating of the latter sequence is 
based on radiocarbon dates, and because the dates obtained from post-Santiago-B 
Chaneque phase deposits at Totogal date to the middle of the seventh century AD, I use 
the AD 550-650 date range for the Santiago-B phase at this site. The small Santiago-B 
phase assemblage at Totogal has very different relative frequencies of particular ceramic 
pastes than the comparable El Picayo deposits (i.e., “Coarse Brown” [El Picayo code F1; 
Totogal codes 2200, 3200, 3300]; “Fine Gray” [El Picayo code B; Totogal codes 4020, 
4040]), but the Totogal assemblage is characterized by serving and ceremonial vessels, 
suggesting the differences between the site assemblages relate to site area functions.  
 The early Late Classic Chaneque phase at Totogal corresponds with the Chaneque 
phase at El Picayo, which Ortiz (1975) begins ar AD 700 or slightly before and extends 
to perhaps AD 800 or 900 (see also Pool and Britt 2000:Figures 3 and 11). Santley and 
Arnold (1996), however, assign the early Late Classic to ca. AD 650-800, and Chaneque 
phase deposits at Totogal date to the mid-seventh century AD (Table 7-1). On the basis of 
these data, combined with a 2-sigma cal. AD 680-890 (cal intercept,  AD 780 [Table 7-  
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Figure 10-3: Classic and Postclassic Period Chronologies Employed in the Tuxtla 
Mountains 
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1]) date obtained from subsequent Vigía phase deposits at Totogal, I propose that a date 
range of ca. AD 650-800 be employed for the early Late Classic Chaneque phase.  
 During the Chaneque phase, there is an inverse trend in the frequency of several 
sherd categories at Totogal (i.e., at Totogal ceramic frequencies increase considerably 
from the Santiago-B to the Chaneque phase, at El Picayo, they decrease). Based on these 
declining sherd frequencies at El Picayo, Ortiz (1975:201) suggests that a major 
population decline occurred; Stoner’s (2007) preliminary settlement data from El Picayo-
Totocapan support this observation—that a population decline followed the Middle 
Classic period at this center, as well as large settlements (Sites 50, 82, and 139) in the 
southern middle Tepango Valley. The close proximity (<10 km) of El Picayo-Totocapan, 
Site 50, Site 82, and Site 139 to Totogal, suggests that Totogal could have served as a 
pressure release valve for regional settlement as many of the larger Middle Classic sites 
were beginning to break up. The early Late Classic is the period when population 
declines began to be visible in the settlement pattern of the Catemaco Valley as well 
(Santley and Arnold 1996).  
 The late Late Classic to Early Postclassic Vigía phase at Totogal is defined on the 
basis of radiocarbon dates obtained from Zone 2b of Test Unit 3 (2σ cal AD 1020-1270, 
cal intercept AD 1180) (Table 7-1), and similarities in the frequencies and attributes of 
the ceramic vessel and obsidian artifact assemblages in the strata that immediately pre-
dated the Late Postclassic occupation at the site (discussed below and in Chapter 11). 
Based on the current data, I suggest that the Vigía phase dates to ca. AD 800-1250, and 
that the Late Postclassic Totogal phase, with its 2σ cal AD 1400-1460 (cal intercept AD 
1430) sample, dates to ca. AD 1250-1520. Some future subdivision of the Postclassic 
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phases may be warranted, along with the adjustment of the Early Postclassic-Late 
Postclassic boundary, but it should be noted that Vigía phase samples from Totogal are 
similar to those recovered from Early Postclassic areas at Isla Agaltepec (Arnold 
2008:Tabla V.13).  
 
Trends in Ceramic Pastes 
The deposits from Test Units 1, 3-8 and Test Trenches 1 and 2 yielded 15,198 
sherds, including rim and body sherds and vessel components (e.g., handles); nearly half 
(7,106, or 46.7 percent) came from Test Unit 1 and Test Trench 1, owing to the presence 
of Santiago-B and Chaneque settlement in the Arroyo Complex. Of this ceramic total, 
69.2 percent (10,511 of 15,198) of sherds were associated with the Late Postclassic 
Totogal phase (Table 10-1). Not only does Totogal phase settlement account for the 
majority of materials recovered from excavations, but it represented a very large increase 
(554 percent) in sherd frequency from the Vigía phase. 
 During the Santiago-B phase, ceramic pastes 4010 (untempered orange), followed 
by 2110 (medium quartz sand, orange), 1110 (fine quartz sand, orange) and 4020 
(untempered gray), 1220 (fine ash, gray), and 3330 (coarse quartz sand and ash, brown) 
were best represented in this small assemblage (Table 10-2).  
By the subsequent Chaneque phase, a tremendous increase in the frequency of 
sherds had occurred (Tables 10-1 and 10-4). Untempered orange pastes continued to be 
the most commonly used at Totogal, and considerable quantities of 1110 (fine quartz 
sand, orange) were also recovered, but the other pastes that were common during the  
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Table 10-1: Ceramic Frequencies by Phase (unmixed test excavations only) 
Phase f % 
Totogal 10,511 69.2 
Vigía 1,906 12.5 
Chaneque 2724 17.9 
Santiago-B 57 .38 
Total 15,198 100 
 
Table 10-2: Santiago-B Phase Ceramic Pastes (found in Test Unit 1, Zone 7 only) 
Phase Paste* f % of Phase 
1110 5 8.8 
1120 1 1.8 
1130 1 1.8 
1210 3 5.3 
1220 4 7.0 
1230 2 3.5 
1310 1 1.8 
2110 6 10.5 
2210 1 1.8 
2230 1 1.8 
3110 1 1.8 
3210 3 5.3 
3330 4 7.0 
4010 16 28.1 
4020 5 8.8 
Santiago-B 
Phase  
4030 3 5.3 
Phase Total 57 100.0 
Dated Strata % 
(n=15198) 0.38 
* The list of paste codes is reproduced from Table 6-1 in Table 10-3 below. 
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Table 10-3: Ceramic Paste Attribute Classification System 
(Note: sand=mainly quartz sand; ash=volcanic ash) 
1000 Fine Aplastics   2000 Medium Aplastics 
  1100 Fine Sand   2100 Medium Sand 
   1110 Orange     2110 Orange  
   1120 Gray    2120 Gray 
   1130 Café/Brown    2130 Café/Brown 
   1140 Black    2140 Black 
   1150 Red    2150 Red 
   1160 Buff/Cream    2160 Buff/Cream 
  1200 Fine Ash   2200 Medium Volcanic Ash 
   1210 Orange     2210 Orange  
   1220 Gray    2220 Gray 
   1230 Café/Brown    2230 Café/Brown 
   1240 Black    2240 Black 
   1250 Red    2250 Red 
   1260 Buff/Cream    2260 Buff/Cream 
  1300 Fine Ash and Sand   2300 Medium Ash and Sand 
   1310 Orange     2310 Orange  
   1320 Gray    2320 Gray 
   1330 Café/Brown    2330 Café/Brown 
   1340 Black    2340 Black 
   1350 Red    2350 Red 
    1360 Buff/Cream     2360 Buff/Cream 
3000 Coarse Aplastics 4000 No added Aplastics (but many will still have 
some natural sand inclusions, depending on 
deposit) 
  3100 Coarse Sand  4010 Orange  
   3110 Orange   4020 Gray 
   3120 Gray  4030 Café/Brown 
   3130 Café/Brown  4040 Black 
   3140 Black  4050 Red 
   3150 Red  4060 Buff/Cream 
   3160 Buff/Cream 5000 Historic  
  3200 Coarse Volcanic Ash  5010-5090 Earthenwares 
   3210 Orange   5100-5190 Ironstone 
   3220 Gray 6000 Indeterminate  
   3230 Café/Brown     
   3240 Black    
   3250 Red 
   3260 Buff/Cream  
  3300 Coarse Ash and Sand 
   3310 Orange  
   3320 Gray 
   3330 Café/Brown  
   3340 Black 
   3350 Red 
    3360 Buff/Cream 
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Table 10-4: Chaneque Phase Ceramic Pastes  
 
 
TU1 TT1 Phase Total Phase Paste f % f % f % of Phase 
1110 97 5.7 111 11.0 208 7.6 
1120 5 0.3 5 0.5 10 0.4 
1130 19 1.1 14 1.4 33 1.2 
1140 1 0.1 2 0.2 3 0.1 
1150    1 0.1 1 <0.1 
1160 3 0.2 5 0.5 8 0.3 
1210 17 1.0 11 1.1 28 1.0 
1220 5 0.3 9 0.9 14 0.5 
1230 2 0.1 6 0.6 8 0.3 
1240 1 0.1 3 0.3 4 0.1 
1260 18 1.1 4 0.4 22 0.8 
1310 8 0.5 11 1.1 19 0.7 
1320 1 0.1     1 <0.1 
1330 5 0.3 4 0.4 9 0.3 
1360 5 0.3 3 0.3 8 0.3 
2110 89 5.2 49 4.8 138 5.1 
2120    4 0.4 4 0.1 
2130 19 1.1 9 0.9 28 1.0 
2160 6 0.4     6 0.2 
2210 52 3.0 22 2.2 74 2.7 
2220 5 0.3 7 0.7 12 0.4 
2230 37 2.2 14 1.4 51 1.9 
2240 1 0.1 2 0.2 3 0.1 
2250 2 0.1     2 0.1 
2260    2 0.2 2 0.1 
2310 215 12.6 75 7.4 290 10.6 
2320 7 0.4     7 0.3 
2330 53 3.1 26 2.6 79 2.9 
2340 1 0.1     1 <0.1 
2360 4 0.2     4 0.1 
3110 118 6.9 44 4.3 162 5.9 
3120 1 0.1 3 0.3 4 0.1 
3130 20 1.2 4 0.4 24 0.9 
3160 1 0.1 4 0.4 5 0.2 
3210 61 3.6 5 0.5 66 2.4 
3220 7 0.4 2 0.2 9 0.3 
3230 34 2.0 17 1.7 51 1.9 
3250 1 0.1     1 <0.1 
3310 173 10.1 30 3.0 203 7.5 
3320 3 0.2     3 0.1 
3330 62 3.6 6 0.6 68 2.5 
3340 1 0.1 1 0.1 2 0.1 
4010 430 25.1 408 40.3 838 30.8 
4020 50 2.9 58 5.7 108 4.0 
4030 49 2.9 26 2.6 75 2.8 
4040 1 0.1 1 0.1 2 0.1 
4060 20 1.2 5 0.5 25 0.9 
Chaneque 
Phase 
5150 1 0.1     1 <0.1 
Phase Total 1711 62.8 1013 37.2 2724 100.0 
Dated Strata % 
(n=15198) 11.3 6.7 17.9   
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Santiago-B phase declined in their relative frequencies. On the other hand, 2310 (medium 
ash and quartz sand, orange), 3110 (coarse quartz sand, orange), and 3310 (coarse ash 
and quartz sand, orange) became more common during the Chaneque phase (Table 10-4).  
Vigía phase settlement was more widely distributed than the Chaneque phase. While 
Vigía phase ceramics account for a slightly smaller percentage of the assemblage from 
unmixed test excavations than Chaneque phase materials, they still represent a sizeable 
component (Tables 10-1, 10-5). 
With regard to pastes, those used most during the Chaneque phase continue 
during the Vigía phase with mostly minor fluctuations. Of the principle pastes, the 
relative frequencies of 1110 and 4020 changed most, both increasing (Table 10-5). 
Totogal phase settlement represented a boom in both the extent of settlement at the site, 
but also in the abundance of materials (Tables 10-1, 10-6). Similar principle pastes were 
used as before, experiencing mostly minor fluctuations, but 1110 did decrease 
considerably, and 2310 increased by nearly 50 percent, from 10.7 to 15.5 percent (Table 
10-6).  
With the increase in assemblage size from the Santiago B phase to the Chaneque 
and subsequent Vigía and Totogal phases, also came an increase in the number of paste 
gradations that were represented. In order to clarify temporal trends obscured by 
fluctuations in firing atmospheres, temper size and type categories are explored and 
considerations of color are temporarily set aside (Figure 10-4; Table 10-7).  
 Perhaps the most marked change reflected in the examination of temper size and 
type is the decrease in fine ash tempered (1200) pastes and their rather rapid replacement 
by medium quartz sand and ash tempered ceramics by the Chaneque phase (Figure 10-4,  
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Table 10-5: Vigía Phase Ceramic Pastes  
TT1 TU1 TU3 TU4 TU5 TU6 TU7 TU8 Phase Total
Phase Paste 
f % f % f % f % f % f % f % f % f % 
1110 29 8.5 38 13.2 1 3.2 25 11.5 17 10.2 21 12.1 18 6.0 46 11.8 195 10.2 
1120               1 0.6 1 0.3     2 0.1 
1130 3 0.9 5 1.7 2 6.5 6 2.8   1 0.6 10 3.4 11 2.8 38 2.0 
1140 1 0.3                       1 0.1 
1160 1 0.3     2 6.5     2 1.2     2 0.7     7 0.4 
1210         4 1.8 3 1.8 1 0.6   8 2.0 16 0.8 
1230 1 0.3                 9 3.0     10 0.5 
1240                   1 0.3 1 0.3 2 0.1 
1260                   1 0.3     1 0.1 
1310 2 0.6       1 0.5   2 1.2       5 0.3 
1320 1 0.3     1 3.2             2 0.5 4 0.2 
1330 1 0.3                       1 0.1 
1340   1 0.3                   1 0.1 
1360   2 0.7               1 0.3 3 0.2 
2110 12 3.5 10 3.5   26 12.0 6 3.6 27 15.6 15 5.0 11 2.8 107 5.6 
2120   1 0.3               7 1.8 8 0.4 
2130 4 1.2 13 4.5   5 2.3   1 0.6 8 2.7 8 2.0 39 2.0 
2160                   2 0.7     2 0.1 
2210 14 4.1 7 2.4 8 25.8 5 2.3   1 0.6 9 3.0 4 1.0 48 2.5 
2220 1 0.3       1 0.5       4 1.3 6 1.5 12 0.6 
2230 16 4.7 4 1.4             3 1.0 6 1.5 29 1.5 
2260                     4 1.0 4 0.2 
2310 59 17.3 3 1.0   37 17.1 34 20.4 11 6.4 24 8.1 35 9.0 203 10.7 
2320 6 1.8       1 0.5   7 4.0       14 0.7 
2330   1 0.3 1 3.2 4 1.8       8 2.7 11 2.8 25 1.3 
2340             1 0.6           1 0.1 
3110 7 2.0 11 3.8 3 9.7 5 2.3 1 0.6 4 2.3 1 0.3 35 9.0 67 3.5 
3120   1 0.3             2 0.7     3 0.2 
3130   2 0.7             11 3.7 4 1.0 17 0.9 
3160       2 6.5             1 0.3 3 0.2 
3210 2 0.6 3 1.0   1 0.5       8 2.7 6 1.5 20 1.0 
3220   2 0.7                   2 0.1 
3230 1 0.3 12 4.2   1 0.5       5 1.7 13 3.3 32 1.7 
3240 1 0.3                       1 0.1 
3310 5 1.5 46 16.0 3 9.7 23 10.6 18 10.8 16 9.2 14 4.7 8 2.0 133 7.0 
3320         1 0.5       1 0.3     2 0.1 
3330 8 2.3 8 2.8 2 6.5 4 1.8       35 11.7 7 1.8 64 3.4 
3340                   2 0.7     2 0.1 
4010 132 38.6 102 35.5 3 9.7 51 23.5 68 40.7 60 34.7 78 26.2 107 27.4 601 31.5 
4020 20 5.8 13 4.5 3 9.7 12 5.5 13 7.8 14 8.1 12 4.0 31 7.9 118 6.2 
4030 12 3.5 1 0.3   1 0.5 4 2.4 5 2.9 10 3.4 13 3.3 46 2.4 
4040   1 0.3             1 0.3 1 0.3 3 0.2 
Vigía 
Phase 
4060 3 0.9       3 1.4   1 0.6 3 1.0 4 1.0 14 0.7 
Phase Total 342 17.9 287 15.1 31 1.6 217 11.4 167 8.8 173 9.1 298 15.6 391 20.5 1906 100.0
Dated Strata 
% 2.3 1.9 0.2 1.4 1.1 1.1 2.0 2.6 12.5 
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Table 10-6: Totogal Phase Ceramic Pastes  
TT1 TU1 TT2 TU3 TU4 TU5 TU6 TU7 TU8 Phase Total Phase Paste 
f % f % f % f % f % f % f % f % f % f % 
1110 150 9.0 104 5.1 26 13.1 158 6.0 114 7.7 50 7.0 32 6.0 5 1.1 29 3.6 668 6.4 
1120 13 0.8 4 0.2   12 0.5 3 0.2 2 0.3   1 0.2 2 0.2 37 0.4 
1130 17 1.0 14 0.7 4 2.0 16 0.6 35 2.4 3 0.4 1 0.2 4 0.9   94 0.9 
1140 2 0.1           1 0.1     2 0.4       5 <0.1 
1150             6 0.4       4 0.9   10 0.1 
1160 2 0.1 9 0.4 1 0.5 18 0.7 1 0.1           1 0.1 32 0.3 
1210 11 0.7 6 0.3   15 0.6   1 0.1   1 0.2   34 0.3 
1220 1 0.1 1 0.0   1 0.0               3 <0.1 
1230   2 0.1 3 1.5 3 0.1 12 0.8       1 0.2   21 0.2 
1240         7 0.3 3 0.2 1 0.1       6 0.7 17 0.2 
1250   2 0.1                     2 <0.1 
1260   13 0.6                     13 0.1 
1310 5 0.3 4 0.2       1 0.1     1 0.2     1 0.1 12 0.1 
1320 3 0.2             7 1.0         10 0.1 
1330 5 0.3 11 0.5   11 0.4       1 0.2 1 0.2   29 0.3 
1360         1 0.0 1 0.1             2 <0.1 
2000               1 0.1         1 <0.1 
2110 58 3.5 38 1.9 10 5.1 115 4.4 45 3.0 28 3.9 34 6.4 29 6.2 108 13.5 465 4.4 
2120 1 0.1 2 0.1   1 0.0             4 0.5 8 0.1 
2130 13 0.8 37 1.8   35 1.3 30 2.0 1 0.1   5 1.1   121 1.2 
2140 1 0.1                       2 0.2 3 <0.1 
2150                     2 0.4   2 <0.1 
2160         3 0.1               3 <0.1 
2210 56 3.4 31 1.5 11 5.6 68 2.6 16 1.1 17 2.4 15 2.8 24 5.1 29 3.6 267 2.5 
2220 6 0.4 13 0.6   9 0.3 13 0.9 1 0.1 2 0.4 2 0.4   46 0.4 
2230 8 0.5 27 1.3 4 2.0 16 0.6 2 0.1     1 0.2 31 6.6 9 1.1 98 0.9 
2240   1 0.0               2 0.4   3 <0.1 
2250       3 1.5 2 0.1 1 0.1             6 0.1 
Totogal 
Phase 
2260 1 0.1 1 0.0 1 0.5 1 0.0             5 0.6 9 0.1 
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Table 10-6, continued 
TT1 TU1 TT2 TU3 TU4 TU5 TU6 TU7 TU8 Phase Total Phase Paste 
f % f % f % f % f % f % f % f % f % f % 
2310 270 16.2 132 6.5 46 23.2 439 16.8 315 21.3 135 18.9 84 15.7 50 10.7 155 19.4 1626 15.5 
2320 15 0.9 27 1.3   23 0.9 1 0.1 4 0.6   3 0.6   73 0.7 
2330 18 1.1 56 2.8 2 1.0 47 1.8 15 1.0 6 0.8 3 0.6 42 9.0 26 3.2 215 2.0 
2340 1 0.1 2 0.1               1 0.2   4 <0.1 
2360 2 0.1       10 0.4             1 0.1 13 0.1 
3110 38 2.3 105 5.2 4 2.0 62 2.4 65 4.4 7 1.0 31 5.8 11 2.4 12 1.5 335 3.2 
3120 3 0.2 10 0.5                     13 0.1 
3130 13 0.8 78 3.8 4 2.0 17 0.6 40 2.7     4 0.7 5 1.1 6 0.7 167 1.6 
3160         1 0.0   1 0.1         2 0.0 
3210 4 0.2 26 1.3   24 0.9 5 0.3 17 2.4 12 2.2 5 1.1 2 0.2 95 0.9 
3220 8 0.5 4 0.2   6 0.2       1 0.2 5 1.1   24 0.2 
3230 9 0.5 85 4.2   20 0.8 22 1.5     7 1.3 50 10.7 2 0.2 195 1.9 
3310 121 7.2 153 7.5 7 3.5 192 7.3 82 5.5 116 16.2 56 10.5 30 6.4 55 6.9 812 7.7 
3320 4 0.2 23 1.1         6 0.8 3 0.6 3 0.6 6 0.7 45 0.4 
3330 34 2.0 73 3.6 4 2.0 16 0.6 28 1.9 1 0.1 6 1.1 13 2.8 16 2.0 191 1.8 
3340   1 0.0                     1 0.0 
3360   10 0.5                     10 0.1 
4010 620 37.1 713 35.2 50 25.3 1029 39.3 430 29.0 259 36.2 182 34.1 104 22.2 200 25.0 3587 34.1 
4020 83 5.0 50 2.5 8 4.0 181 6.9 132 8.9 42 5.9 40 7.5 19 4.1 75 9.4 630 6.0 
4030 46 2.8 106 5.2 10 5.1 45 1.7 56 3.8 9 1.3 5 0.9 9 1.9 24 3.0 310 2.9 
4040 5 0.3       2 0.1 1 0.1     1 0.2     1 0.1 10 0.1 
4060 22 1.3 53 2.6   11 0.4 5 0.3     10 1.9 1 0.2 24 3.0 126 1.2 
5140                     3 0.6   3 <0.1 
5150                     2 0.4   2 <0.1 
Totogal 
Phase 
6000         1 0.0               1 <0.1 
Phase Total 1669 15.9 2027 19.3 198 1.9 2618 24.9 1481 14.1 715 6.8 534 5.1 468 4.5 801 7.6 10511 100.0 
Dated Strata % 11.0 13.3 1.3 17.2 9.7 4.7 3.5 3.1 5.3 69.2 
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Figure 10-4: Temporal Trends by Temper Size and Type (unmixed test excavations) 
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Table 10-7: Summary of Temper Size and Type % by Phase (unmixed test excavations) 
Phase 1100 1200 1300 2000* 2100 2200 2300 3100 3200 3300 4000 5000 6000
Totogal 8.0 0.9 0.5 <0.1 5.7 4.1 18.4 4.9 3.0 10.1 44.4 <0.1 <0.1 
Vigía 12.7 1.5 0.7  8.2 4.9 12.7 4.7 2.9 10.5 41.0    
Chaneque 9.7 2.8 1.4  6.5 5.3 14.0 7.2 4.7 10.1 38.5 <0.1   
Santiago-B 12.3 15.8 1.8  10.5 3.5   1.8 5.3 7.0 42.1    
Average 10.7 5.2 1.1 <0.1 7.7 4.4 15.0 4.6 3.9 9.4 41.5 <0.1 <0.1 
*Unidentified medium temper. 
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Table 10-7). Fine ash tempered pastes at Totogal closely correspond with Coarse Orange 
ceramics identified at other sites in the Tuxtlas (Ortiz and Santley 1988; see also Pool 
1990; Stoner 2002). This decline in fine ash tempered pastes stands out especially against 
the comparatively unchanging proportions of medium and coarse ash tempered ceramics 
(Figure 10-5). The increase in medium quartz sand and ash tempered pastes also strongly 
contrasts with pastes having fine and coarse mixed temper (Figure 10-6). In contrast to 
mainly ash and mixed quartz sand and ash tempers, pastes having primarily quartz sand 
temper experience different changes. Fine and medium quartz sand tempers exhibit 
parallel trends even though fine tempered pastes account for a larger percentage of 
assemblage sherds than medium quartz tempered ceramics. The relative frequencies of 
fine and medium tempered quartz sand sherds peak during the Santiago-B and Vigía 
phases and decline in the Chaneque and Totogal phases, but they both decrease over the 
course of site occupation (Figure 10-7). Ceramics with coarse quartz sand temper also 
experienced changing relative frequencies that in each phase reflected the opposite trend 
seen in the fine and medium quartz sand assemblages. In other words, as the relative 
frequencies of fine and medium quartz tempered sherds declined, coarse quartz tempered 
sherds increased (Figure 10-7). Also, as fine and medium quartz tempered ceramics 
decrease over the course of site occupation, coarse quartz tempered sherds increase until 
their relative frequency converges with those of fine and medium quartz tempered 
ceramics (Figure 10-7). 
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Figure 10-5: Trends in Ash Temper Size over Time 
Trends in Temper Size over Time: Volcanic Ash
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Figure 10-6: Trends in Quartz Sand and Volcanic Ash Temper Size over Time 
         Santiago B                         Chaneque                            Vigia                               Totogal         
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Figure 10-7: Trends in Quartz Sand Temper Size over Time 
Trends in Temper Size over Time: Quartz Sand
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Ceramic Vessel Forms  
To explore ceramic temporal trends further, vessel form categories are compared. 
The unmixed test excavations produced 1,258 rim sherds, 63.2 percent of which came 
from Totogal phase deposits (Tables 10-8, 10-9; Figure 10-8). Some caution is necessary 
with regard to comparisons with the Santiago B assemblage, which is very small. With 
this said, there are some general temporal trends with regard to vessel forms, including 
changed relative frequencies of particular serving and ritual forms, and the use of a new 
technology in cooking. Over time, the relative frequencies of bowls and plates decrease 
as dishes and small dishes increase. Cylindrical vessels are gradually eclipsed by ritual 
censers that during the Late Postclassic Totogal phase, were produced in the Aztec 
Texcoco Molded style. Finally, during the Totogal phase, comal use becomes 
widespread, and the relative frequencies of necked jars slightly decrease.   
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Table 10-8: Vessel Forms by Phase 
Serving Vessels Ritual Vessels Cooking or Storage Vessels Other or Indeterminate 
Plate Bowl Dish Dish (Small) Censer
Cylindrical 
Jar Comal Necked Jar 
Neckless 
Jar Sarten Other Indet. 
Phase Total 
Phase 
f % f % f % f % f % f % f % f % f % f % f % f % f % 
Totogal 38 4.8 143 18.0 156 19.6 33 4.2 24 3.0 7 0.9 78 9.8 138 17.4 7 0.9   2 0.3 169 21.3 795 63.2 
Vigía 12 10.0 36 30.0 14 11.7 5 4.2 1 0.8 3 2.5 2 1.7 22 18.3 5 4.2       20 16.7 120 9.5 
Chaneque 22 6.6 100 30.0 39 11.7 6 1.8   3 0.9 6 1.8 81 24.3 1 0.3 1 0.3 2 0.6 76 22.8 337 26.8 
Santiago-B 1 10.0 3 50.0          1 10.0                1 10.0 6 0.5 
Grand Total 73 5.8 282 22.4 209 16.6 44 3.5 25 2.0 14 1.1 86 6.8 241 19.2 13 1.0 1 0.1 4 0.3 266 21.1 1258 100.0 
 
Figure 10-8: Vessel Form Trends  
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Table 10-9: Ceramic Vessel Forms from Unmixed Test Excavations 
TU1 TT1 TT2 TU3 TU4 TU5 TU6 TU7 TU8 Form Total 
Ph
as
e Vessel 
Form f % f % f % f % f % f % f % f % f % f % 
Censer 5 2.8 10 6.4     6 4.7     1 2.4 1 2.9   1 1.8 24 3.0
Plate 7 3.9 10 6.4     8 6.3 6 6.3 2 4.9 1 2.9 3 3.3 1 1.8 38 4.8
Bowl 47 26.0 26 16.6 3 27.3 23 18.0 20 21.1 3 7.3 4 11.8 7 7.6 10 17.9 143 18.0
Dish 12 6.6 40 25.5 1 9.1 39 30.5 23 24.2 15 36.6 8 23.5 3 3.3 15 26.8 156 19.6
Dish 
(Small) 12 6.6 3 1.9     4 3.1 3 3.2 3 7.3     1 1.1 7 12.5 33 4.2
Cyl. Jar 5 2.8 1 0.6       1 1.1             7 0.9
Comal 23 12.7 13 8.3 1 9.1 3 2.3 3 3.2 10 24.4 1 2.9 17 18.5 7 12.5 78 9.8
Necked Jar 46 25.4 8 5.1 3 27.3 11 8.6 20 21.1 3 7.3 9 26.5 34 37.0 4 7.1 138 17.4
Neckless 
Jar     1 0.6     2 1.6           4 4.3     7 0.9
Indet. 23 12.7 45 28.7 3 27.3 31 24.2 19 20.0 4 9.8 10 29.4 23 25.0 11 19.6 169 21.3
To
to
ga
l 
Other 1 0.6  0.0     1 0.8                 2 0.3
Totogal Total 181 23 157 20 11 1 128 16 95 12 41 5 34 4 92 12 56 7 795 63 
Censer     1 7.1                       1 0.8
Plate             8 80.0 1 7.1 1 5.3 1 4.3 1 4.5 12 10.0
Bowl 9 50.0 7 50.0           4 28.6 3 15.8 4 21.1 9 40.9 36 30.0
Dish             2 20.0 2 14.3 5 26.3 2 10.5 3 13.6 14 11.7
Dish 
(Small)     2 14.3             1 5.3 2 10.5     5 4.2
Cyl. Jar                 1 7.1 1 5.3   1 4.5 3 2.5
Comal     1 7.1                 1 4.3     2 1.7
Necked Jar 4 22.2 1 7.1             6 31.6 5 21.7 6 27.3 22 18.3
Neckless 
Jar                       5 21.7     5 4.2
V
ig
ía
 
Indet. 5 27.8 2 14.3           6 42.9 2 10.5 3 13.0 2 9.1 20 16.7
Vigía Total 18 15 14 12         10 8 14 12 19 16 23 19 22 18 120 10 
Plate 21 8.9 1 1.0                       22 6.6
Bowl 65 27.5 35 36.1                       100 30.0
Dish 14 5.9 25 25.8                       39 11.7
Dish 
(Small) 4 1.7 2 2.1                       6 1.8
Cyl. Jar     3 3.1                       3 0.9
Comal 5 2.1 1 1.0                       6 1.8
Necked Jar 68 28.8 13 13.4                       81 24.3
Neckless 
Jar     1 1.0                       1 0.3
Indet. 57 24.2 19 19.6                       76 22.8
Other 2 0.8                         2 0.6
C
ha
ne
qu
e 
Sarten     1 1.0                       1 0.3
Chaneque 
Total 236 71 101 30                             335 27 
Plate 1 16.7                               1 10.0
Bowl 3 50.0                         3 30.0
Cyl. Jar 1 16.7                         1 10.0
Sa
nt
ia
go
-B
  
Indet. 1 16.7                         1 10.0
Santiago-B 
Tot. 6 60                                 6 0.5
Unit Total 441 35.1 272 21.6 11 0.9 128 10.2 105 8.3 55 4.4 53 4.2 115 9.1 78 6.2 1258 100
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Santiago-B Vessel Forms. Owing to the small Middle Classic Santiago-B phase 
assemblage, rim sherds were rare (Tables 10-8, 10-9). Nevertheless, it is interesting that 
the forms represented are characteristic of serving (plate, bowl) and ritual (cylindrical jar) 
functions. Moreover, only untempered and fine tempered pastes were used in their 
manufacture (Table 10-10; Appendix B). The higher relative frequency of cylindrical 
vessels during this phase contrasts with the later adoption of long-handled frying pan-
style censers (Texcoco Molded) that characterize the Late Postclassic ritual assemblage. 
The sample size of Santiago-B phase cylindrical vessels, however, is extremely low and 
their high proportion may relate to the size of the assemblage. 
 
Chaneque Phase Vessel Forms. The Chaneque phase assemblage contained mostly bowls 
(30 percent) and necked jars (24.3 percent) (Tables 10-8, 10-9). Several dish and plate 
rims were also identified, but they account for smaller portions of the assemblage. 
Neckless jars were not particularly important during this phase. 
Untempered pastes characterize the Chaneque phase bowl assemblage, and most 
were orange (Table 10-11). Other frequently used bowl pastes included fine sand temper 
(17 of 100) (Table 10-11). Most remaining bowls had medium sized temper made of all 
three material categories (Table 10-11; Appendix B). Few bowls were made from coarse 
tempered pastes and quartz sand appears to have been preferred. Wall and lip attributes, 
as well as rim orifice diameters, are presented in Appendix B, along with pastes. 
Outsloping concave and straight walled bowls were the most common shapes in 
Chaneque phase contexts (wall codes 31 and 32), and there were also several outsloping 
convex walled bowl forms. 
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Table 10-10: Santiago-B Phase Vessel Form Frequencies by Paste 
Phase Paste Plate Bowl Cyl. Jar Indet. Paste Total 
1120   1     1 
1210   1    1 
1220      1 1 
4010 1 1    2 
Santiago-B 
4030    1  1 
Phase Total 1 3 1 1 6 
 
 
Table 10-11: Chaneque Phase Vessel Form Frequencies by Paste 
Serving Vessels Ritual Vessels
Cooking and/or Storage 
Vessels Other or Indet. 
Ph
as
e 
Paste 
Plate Dish Dish (Small) Bowl Cyl. Jar Comal 
Necked 
Jar 
Neckless 
Jar Sarten Other Indet.
Paste 
Total
1110 1 11 1 11             8 32 
1130     6          6 
1140               1 1 
1160         1             1 
1210          1     3 4 
1220   1             1 
1260   1             1 
1310 2           1         3 
2110 2   4         6 12 
2120               1 1 
2130 1   1          2 
2210       4             1 5 
2230             1         1 
2310 14 5  7  2 4     7 39 
2330   1  1  1      3 6 
2360          3      3 
3110   1   5     7   1   3 17 
3120               1 1 
3130           1 2       1 4 
3210          1     2 3 
3230     1    9     2 12 
3310   1       2 24       10 37 
3330   1  1    23      25 
3340             1         1 
4010 1 13 5 41 2   4 1  2 16 85 
4020   3  9         6 18 
4030 1 1  6         5 13 
4040     1          1 
C
ha
ne
qu
e 
4060     2          2 
Form 
Total 22 39 6 100 3 6 81 1 1 2 76 337 
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Lips on bowls were variable, but two types were most commonly used: direct 
symmetrical flat (code 2) and direct symmetrical rounded (code 12)  (Appendix B). Bowl 
rim diameter measurements, ranged from 14 to 48 cm, with some variation depending on 
the context (more larger orifices from mounded Test Trench 1 than off-mound Test Unit 
1). Larger vessel size, estimated by orifice diameter, suggests that more people were fed 
by the bowls found in Test Trench 1. Partly because of low sample size, there does not 
appear to be a correlation between bowl vessel orifice diameter and paste recipe (i.e., 
larger bowls are not necessarily made of coarser pastes). The paste used is probably more 
related to the more general functional category (e.g., serving versus cooking) of the 
vessel. 
 Of the 81 necked jar rims recovered from Chaneque phase deposits of Test Unit 1, 
67 (82.7 percent) were made from coarse tempered pastes and most of these were made 
using mixed ash and quartz sand temper (Table 10-11; Appendix B). Medium tempered 
necked jars are also mainly made from ash and sand tempered pastes. Finally, some 
necked jars were untempered or had fine temper, and all of these were in Test Trench 1, 
which had fewer jars than nearby off-mound Test Unit 1. Within Test Unit 1, where more 
necked jars were recovered (Table 10-9), none had untempered or fine tempered pastes.  
 Vertical necks (code 42) and necks with outflaring rims (45) best characterize the 
identified necked jar forms. The outflaring necked jars did not have a distinct break 
between the neck and jar body. Lip form, like the pastes used in necked jars, was 
spatially variable. Lip form was not always recordable but when it was, symmetrical 
direct and rounded were the most common forms (codes 2 and 12) in Test Unit 1 
(Appendix B). In Test Trench 1, rounded (code 12), everted direct with fine incision 
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(code 42a), and beveled with channeling (2a) were the most common lip forms 
(Appendix B). Chaneque phase necked jar rim orifice diameters ranged from 12 to 26 cm, 
but in Test Trench 1, diameters were less variable, they ranged 18 to 22 cm.  
 Most plate rims were outsloping with straight, concave and convex walls (codes 
31, 32, and 33) and had variable lips. Chaneque phase plates were mostly made of 
medium tempered pastes (2100 and 2300 categories), but a few had untempered orange 
(4010), fine tempered quartz (1100), or ash and quartz sand (1300) pastes.  
 Dishes, mostly recovered from Test Trench 1 (25 of 39, or 64 percent), had 
mainly vertical, convex (code 22) wall orientations, followed by outsloping concave 
(code 32) and vertical straight (code 21). Over half (56.4 percent) of the dishes had direct, 
symmetrical, and rounded lips (code 12). Forty-three and a half percent of the Chaneque 
phase dishes had untempered pastes, and another 28 percent had fine temper. Most 
remaining dishes had medium tempered pastes. The remaining Chaneque phase vessel 
forms are infrequent. They are presented in Appendix B. 
 
Vigía Phase Vessel Forms. Bowls and necked jars continued as the most commonly used 
forms, but the relative frequency of the latter declines, and the number of neckless jars 
increased from .3 percent to 4.2 percent (Table 10-9). In addition, plates increase slightly, 
as do small dishes (Table 10-9). The relative frequencies of most other forms remain 
similar from the Chaneque to the Vigía phase. 
A variety of tempered and untempered pastes, as well as wall and lip shapes were 
used in the production of bowls. Vigía phase bowls were mostly made of untempered 
(usually orange) pastes (20 of 36, or 56 percent) (Table 10-11). Most bowls had 
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outsloping convex (code 32), vertical convex (code 22), convergent straight (code 11), 
and outsloping convex (code 33) walls. Lip forms on Vigía phase bowls were variable, 
but the most frequent type was rounded (code 12). Orifice diameters were also variable 
site wide, ranging from 10 to 36 cm, but the majority measured about 28 to 30 cm 
(Appendix B).  
Necked Jars were one of the other frequently used vessel forms of the Vigía 
phase. Sixteen (of 22, or 73 percent) were made from medium or coarse pastes (Table 10-
11), half of which had mixed quartz sand and ash temper. Vigía phase jar forms had 
predominantly divergent (code 43) and curved divergent (code 44) necks. Early Late 
Classic necked jar orifice diameters ranged from 14 to 22 cm (Appendix B).  
Vigía phase dishes usually had fine or no temper and mostly vertical straight 
(code 21) and vertical convex (code 22) walls with direct, symmetrical rounded (code 
12), direct, symmetrical tapered (code 32), and interior, abrupt angle/flat (code 52) lip 
forms (Appendix B).    
 
Totogal Phase Vessel Forms. Saw changes in the proportions of several vessel form 
categories (Tables 10-8, 10-9; Figure 10-8). Dishes became the most common vessel 
form, followed by bowls, necked jars and comals. Comals occur during the Late 
Postclassic period at Totogal and at other Gulf lowland sites (Curet et al. 1994). Censers, 
especially those made in the Texcoco Molded style, are also temporally diagnostic; they 
have been associated with Aztec Imperialism in the Gulf lowlands (Garraty and Stark 
2003; Ohnersorgen 2001, 2005; Skoglund et al. 2006; Umberger 1996).  
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Dishes, which accounted for 20 percent of rim forms recovered from unmixed 
Late Postclassic contexts, came in medium (82.5 percent) and small (17.5 percent) 
varieties and many (39 percent) were made using untempered orange pastes (Table 10-
12, Appendix B). Fine and medium quartz sand tempered orange (1110, 13 percent; 
2110, 8 percent), medium ash and quartz sand tempered orange (2310, 13 percent), and 
untempered gray (4020, 6 percent) pastes are also well represented in the Totogal phase 
dish assemblage. Wall forms 21 (vertical, straight), 22 (vertical, convex) and 32 
(outsloping, concave) characterize the dish assemblage, but several other forms are also 
present (Appendix B). Lip forms are especially diverse during the Late Postclassic, but 
four are particularly common on dishes: 12 (direct, symmetrical rounded), 22 (direct, 
symmetrical, rounded bolster), 31r or 52 (interior, abrupt angle, flat), and 32 (direct, 
symmetrical tapered) (Appendix B). Dish orifice diameters ranged from 6 to 50 cm. Rim 
orifice diameter partly determined whether a dish was considered small or regular, but 
this designation takes into account other attributes, such as wall thickness and height, as 
well. Assignment of a dish to the regular or small size category was made on a relative, 
and somewhat subjective, scale; these are working distinctions and they are still being 
assessed. With regards to rim orifice diameter, the openings for Late Postclassic small 
dishes ranged from 6 to 20 cm, while for regular dishes, diameters ranged from 10 to 50 
cm, most falling between 12 and 28 cm (Appendix B).  
Bowls make up the second largest category of Totogal phase vessel rims (18 
percent). Like dishes, bowls are often made from untempered orange (4010) pastes 
(Table 10-12, Appendix B). Other pastes that are well represented in the bowl 
assemblage include 1110 (fine quartz orange), 2110 (medium quartz orange), and 4020  
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Table 10-12: Totogal Phase Vessel Form Frequencies by Paste 
Serving Vessels Ritual Vessels 
Cooking and/or Storage 
Vessels 
Other or 
Indet. 
Phase Paste 
Plate Dish Dish (Small) Bowl Censer
Cyl. 
Jar Comal
Necked 
Jar 
Neckless 
Jar Other Indet.
Paste 
Total
1110 7 23 2 27 1 1 2 3     31 97 
1120 3 2             5 
1130   1  3 1 1   1    2 9 
1140   1            1 2 
1160   2            2 4 
1210   2 1 1         2 6 
1230               1 1 
1250     1          1 
1310 1     1         2 
1330 1     6  2     3 12 
1360   1                   1 
2000           1     1 
2110 3 15  13   4 2    9 46 
2130 1 4  5         1 11 
2210   1  4   2 1    7 15 
2220   1             1 
2230     2   7     8 17 
2240   1      1      2 
2250           2     2 
2260    1            1 
2310 4 23 2 5 2  15 7    17 75 
2320   2        1     3 
2330   1  3 11  8 1 1  6 31 
2340               1 1 
2360   1    2         3 
3110 1 2   3   1 5 13     8 33 
3120           1     1 
3130 1       9 10 2  13 35 
3210         1 6    1 8 
3220            1   1 
3230 1   1   7 51    6 66 
3310   3  2   7 16    7 35 
3320         2 2    2 6 
3330             5 5 3   1 14 
4010 10 54 20 50  1 1 9   2 30 177 
4020 2 8 4 11  3   3    4 35 
4030 1 4 2 7     2    4 20 
4040   1             1 
4060   3 1 5         2 11 
5150 2                     2 
Totogal 
6000           1     1 
Form Total 38 156 33 143 24 7 78 138 7 2 169 795 
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(untempered gray) (Appendix B). Late Postclassic bowls usually had 22 (vertical 
convex), 32 (outsloping concave), 31 (outsloping straight), 33 (outsloping convex) or 21 
(vertical straight) wall orientations. The most frequently used lip forms on bowls were 12 
(direct symmetrical rounded) and 62 (interior tapered) (Appendix B). Bowl orifice 
diameters ranged from 10 to 60 cm, but most measurements fell between 14 and 24 cm 
(Appendix B).  
Necked jar forms account for 17 percent of the Late Postclassic rim assemblage 
(Table 10-8, 9-9, 9-12; Figure 10-8). Necked jars in the Tuxtlas were often used in 
utilitarian functions related to the preparation and storage of food (Pool and Britt 2000). 
Necked jars may have been important in cargo transport as well. Necked jars were 
typically made with coarse tempered pastes (75 percent), with no apparent preference in 
temper types as quartz sand, ash, and ash and quartz aplastic minerals were all used. Like 
during the Vigía phase, Totogal phase necked jars often had divergent (code 43) and 
curved divergent (code 44) necks. Lips on necked jars were often direct, symmetrical and 
rounded (code 12) or diverted and curved (code 41a) (Appendix B). 
Comals appear as one of the important and frequent Late Postclassic forms at 
Totogal. While a few rims were classified as comals in earlier Classic period contexts, 
they were few (9 percent, compared with 91 percent) and probably represent very shallow 
plates or misidentified lips of extremely outflaring necked jars. Comals are associated 
with the Postclassic elsewhere in the Gulf lowlands (Curet 1993; Curet et al. 1994); they 
are associated with the cooking of tortillas. Comals at Totogal are not as correlated with 
temper size as necked jars. Comals occur in nearly equal proportions of medium (47.7 
percent) and coarse (45.3 percent) tempers but some preference for mixed ash and quartz 
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sand tempers may be reflected. This temper mixture is present in 51 percent of comals, 
while quartz sand only (25.5 percent) comals are slightly more frequent than ash only 
(20.9 percent) comals. Two comal form varieties were identified in the Late Postclassic 
assemblage: continuous rounded base (code 11; 92 percent) and annular base comals 
(code 12; 8 percent) (Appendix B). Comal orientations are almost exclusively outsloping 
to flat (code 34), and lip shapes are usually direct, symmetrical and rounded (code 12) 
(Appendix B).  
A final Late Postclassic vessel form is worthy of discussion: censers used in 
Totogal phase ritual. Censers identified in Late Postclassic contexts at Totogal are 
exclusively made in the Texcoco Molded style noted at several central highland sites that 
were part of the Aztec empire (e.g., Otumba, Cuexcomate). Late Postclassic sites in the 
central Gulf lowlands that were incorporated into the Aztec provincial system also 
yielded censers in this style (Quauhtochco, Cotaxtla, Callejón del Horno). Censers make 
up 3 percent of the Late Postclassic rim assemblage at Totogal; they usually have 
outsloping, convex walls, variable lip forms, and cut-out shapes (only triangles were 
observed) (Appendix B). Censers, because they bear decorative motifs, are addressed 
further in the following sections on surface treatments and decorative elements. 
Vessel form attributes are important in discussions of temporal variation at a site, 
but another goal of the classification of bowls, dishes, necked jars, and other forms is the 
identification of the social contexts in which vessels were used. In order to better 
understand these contexts, three general functional categories are employed in this study: 
utilitarian (cooking and/or storing), serving, and ritual, but considerable overlap may 
occur or a particular form may sometimes be used for storage and at other times for 
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serving/pouring. Jars (necked and neckless) and comals are the primary forms used in 
mostly cooking/storing functions. Plates, dishes and bowls, because of their open, 
relatively shallow forms, are well suited for the serving and display of food. Censers and 
cylindrical jars are forms assigned ritual functions, Table 10-13, but non-vessel ceramic 
items, such as figurines, could also be included. 
Within the unmixed ceramic vessel assemblage at Totogal, there is considerable 
continuity in the serving and utilitarian categories represented in Middle Classic through 
Late Postclassic contexts (Table 10-13). Serving forms account for about half of the 
vessel forms represented for each phase. Fluctuations in functional groups are minor 
between phases, except between the Santiago-B and Chaneque phases. During the 
Santiago-B phase, serving and ritual vessels account for all of the forms represented, but 
small sample size could explain their overrepresentation and the lack of utilitarian forms.  
While little temporal change in the common functional categories occurs, the 
above discussion of particular forms (e.g., bowls, dishes) presented data regarding 
fluctuations in proportions of different vessel types. Social differences existed as well, 
and are best revealed when the spatial distributions of forms and functional categories are 
explored (see below). Also, when vessel form and function are compared with paste and 
surface treatment (including motifs), temporal and intracommunity patterns are better 
revealed. 
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Table 10-13: Functional Categories Represented in Unmixed Contexts 
Serving Ritual Utilitarian Indet Phase Total 
Phase 
f % f % f % f % f % 
Totogal 370 46.5 31 3.9 223 28.1 171 21.5 795 63.2 
Vigía 67 55.8 4 3.3 29 24.2 20 16.7 120 9.5 
Chaneque 167 49.6 3 0.9 88 26.1 79 23.4 337 26.8 
Santiago-B 4 66.7 1 16.7     1 16.7 6 0.5 
Grand Total 608 48.3 39 3.1 340 27.0 271 21.5 1258 100.0 
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Temporal Trends in Surface Treatments 
Surface treatments consist of slips, paints, incised decoration and texturing, polish 
and burnish, punctation, mold impression, differential firing of rim bands, and other 
plastic modes. Within the Totogal assemblage, 3025 of 15,198, or 19.9 percent of the 
ceramics from unmixed excavated contexts have surface treatment. Slipped ceramics 
total 392 sherds and painted ceramics total 580 sherds, making up 2.6 percent (slips) and 
3.8 percent (paints) of the assemblage total. Potsherds with incised decoration total 192 
(1.3 percent) sherds and those with rastreado (brushing/combing) texturing total 1070 (7 
percent of assemblage total). Polished or burnished (distinguished from polish by the 
presence of facets) sherds totaled 1056 (6.9 percent), and the majority (977 of 1056, or 
92.5 percent [6.5 of the assemblage]), were polished. Fifty-five (.36 percent) potsherds 
had an impressed surface treatment; 58 percent were mold-impressed and the remainder 
had punctation. Other plastic treatments, which included cone shaped appliqué, totaled 14 
sherds. Finally, a few differentially fired ceramics were identified (n=15); most of these 
(13 of 15, or 87 percent) were from Classic period strata. Other plastic treatments and 
differentially fired ceramics account for only around .1 percent each of the assemblage 
ceramic total. Considering the generally late date of Totogal’s occupations, the 
infrequency of differentially fired ceramics is not unusual as they were most commonly 
used during the Formative (Preclassic) period in the southern Gulf lowlands (Coe and 
Diehl 1980; Ortiz 1975; Pool 1997; Venter 2001).  
 The correspondence of the different surface treatment types are presented in the 
following tables. They are organized chronologically and by paste. I present covarying 
surface treatments following the discussion of individual modes.  
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Slipped Ceramics. General trends in slip colors are presented in Figure 10-9. The trend 
that immediately stands out is the decreased representation of oxidized slips over time 
and the increase in reduced slips, especially black and brown. 
 The Santiago-B phase yielded just nine sherds that had slip. Slip colors were 
mainly orange and cream and one example of red slip was recorded (Figure 10-9; Table 
10-13). Orange slips were on untempered orange pastes (code 4010), while cream slips 
were on coarse ash and quartz sand tempered, orange pastes (code 3310) (Table 10-13). 
The cream slipped sherds from this phase also had plain rastreado texturing. Forms are 
uncertain because no Santiago-B slips were found on rim sherds. 
 The percentage of brown and black reduced slips increased considerably during 
the Chaneque phase. Oxidized slips, on the other hand, especially cream and orange, 
decreased (Figure 10-9; Table 10-13). In addition, the percent of slips on untempered 
ceramics increased to 76.2 percent; most of these pastes were orange (Table 10-13). 
Apart from the slips on untempered pastes, most other slips were on fine and medium 
tempered ceramics; only one coarse tempered sherd had slip. Several different paste 
colors were slipped, and while untempered pastes had slips more often, no particular 
temper appears to have been preferred for slipped ceramics. Only two vessel rim sherds 
had slips during the Chaneque phase, but they were both indeterminate forms. 
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Figure 10-9: Relative Frequencies of Different Slip Colors over Time 
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Table 10-13: Slips and Associated Pastes by Time Period (from Unmixed Strata) 
White Metallic Gray Black Brown Cream Orange Hematite Red Other 
Period 
Total 
Ph
as
e 
Paste 
f % f % f f % % f % f % f % f % f % f % 
1110 7 41.2     2 6.1 1 1.0 1 2.3   1 100.0 1 16.7 2 100.0 15 6.2 
1120           2 2.0   4 11.1       6 2.5 
1130           1 1.0           1 0.4 
1210           1 1.0           1 0.4 
1320               1 2.8       1 0.4 
1330       2               2 0.8 
2110           5 5.0           5 2.1 
2160           2 2.0           2 0.8 
2210       2               2 0.8 
2220           1 1.0   1 2.8       2 0.8 
2230       2               2 0.8 
3110             2 4.7         2 0.8 
3130             1 2.3         1 0.4 
3230       1   2 2.0           3 1.2 
3320               6 16.7       6 2.5 
3330       1               1 0.4 
3340           1 1.0           1 0.4 
4010 10 58.8 2 100.0 10 30.3 68 67.3 30 69.8 5 13.9   4 66.7   129 53.5
4020       6 18.2 6 5.9 2 4.7 19 52.8   1 16.7   34 14.1
4030       3 9.1 8 7.9 7 16.3         18 7.5 
4040       3 9.1             3 1.2 
To
to
ga
l 
4060       1 3.0 3 3.0           4 1.7 
Totogal 
Tot. 17 7 2 1 33 14 101 42 43 18 36 15 1 0 6 2 2 1 241 61 
1110       1 7.1             1 2.7 
1130           1 10.0           1 2.7 
1340           1 10.0           1 2.7 
2110   2 100.0       1 10.0         3 8.1 
2130       1 7.1             1 2.7 
4010       7 50.0 4 40.0 9 90.0 1 100.0       21 56.8
4020       2 14.3             2 5.4 
4030       3 21.4 2 20.0           5 13.5
V
ig
ía
 
4060           2 20.0           2 5.4 
Vigía Tot.     2 5 14 38 10 27 10 27 1               37 9 
1110       3 17.6             3 2.9 
1120 1 20.0                     1 1.0 
1140               1 4.3       1 1.0 
1210 1 20                     1 1.0 
1230           1 2.9           1 1.0 
1330                 1 25.0 1 12.5   2 1.9 
1360           1 2.9           1 1.0 
2110                   2 25.0   2 1.9 
2210               4 17.4       4 3.8 
2220           2 5.7           2 1.9 
2310           1 2.9   1 4.3   1 12.5   3 2.9 
2360           3 8.6           3 2.9 
3310           1 2.9           1 1.0 
4010 3 60.0 1 100.0 4 23.5 15 42.9 8 88.9 13 56.5   4 50.0   48 45.7
4020       1 5.9     2 8.7     2 100.0 5 4.8 
4030       9 52.9 2 5.7   2 8.7 3 75.0     16 15.2
C
ha
ne
qu
e 
4060           10 28.6 1 11.1         11 10.5
Chaneque 
Tot. 5 5 1 1 17 16 35 33 9 9 23 22 4 4 8 8 2 2 105 27 
1130                   1 100.0   1 11.1
3330             4 100.0         4 44.4
Sa
nt
ia
go
 B
 
4010               4 100.0       4 44.4
Stgo B Tot.                 4 44 4 44     1 11     9 2 
Total 21 5.4 5 1.3 64 16.4 147 37.6 66 16.9 64 16.4 5 1.3 15 3.8 4 1.0 392 100 
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By the Vigía phase, over 60 percent of all slips reflect reducing firing conditions; 
common colors include black and brown. Cream slips also increased in relative frequency 
from the Chaneque phase (Figure 10-9; Table 10-13). These three colors accounted for 92 
percent of slipped Vigía phase ceramics. Other slip colors were still used, including 
orange and metallic gray, but these were rare. The increase in metallic slips during the 
Vigía phase suggests attempts to produce imitation Plumbate vessels. At Totogal, Vigía 
phase metallic gray slips occur on medium quartz sand tempered orange pastes (Table 
10-13). These ceramics are distinct from Late Postclassic metallic gray slipped ceramics 
that were made using untempered orange pastes; these metallic slips were observed at 
Totogal and elsewhere in the Gulf lowlands (e.g., Isla de Sacrificios [Medellin Zenil 
1960]). No white or red slips were identified in Vigía phase deposits.  
During the Vigía phase, the percentage of slipped untempered pastes increased 
even more to 81.1 percent (Table 10-13). Orange untempered pastes, in particular, were 
increasingly slipped, while the proportions of the other untempered pastes, including 
gray, decreased (Table 10-13). The few fine or medium tempered pastes that were slipped 
were mostly quartz sand tempered. This increasing prevalence of quartz sand tempers in 
slipped pastes contrasts considerably from the previous period when quartz sand, ash, and 
mixed ash and sand were each used. Only three vessel forms with slips could be 
identified, but they were all serving vessels (1 plate, 1 dish, and 1 bowl). The dish and 
bowl had untempered orange pastes, while the plate had medium quartz sand, and a 
brown paste.  
By the Late Postclassic Totogal phase, slip color proportions had again changed. 
The percentage of black slips decreased, while brown in particular increased to be the 
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most commonly used slip color, accounting for 101 of 241, or 41.9 percent of Late 
Postclassic slips (Figure 10-9; Table 10-13). Overall, however, reduced slips decreased 
slightly. At the same time that brown slips increased, orange and white ones also 
increased. Cream slips declined slightly (Figure 10-9; Table 10-13). Slipped ceramics in 
the Totogal assemblage usually did not have other surface treatments, but when others 
did co-occur, they were usually polishing, monochrome paint, or on rare occasion, 
incised decoration. The co-occurrence of rare multiple surface treatments is discussed in 
more detail below.  
Pastes with slip were still mostly untempered (78 percent) and orange during the 
Totogal phase, but slipped, untempered gray increased considerably from the Vigía to the 
Totogal phase, while paste colors other than orange and gray decreased. Also, unlike the 
Vigía phase, coarse tempered pastes were slipped. Tempers were still mostly of quartz 
sand, but ash and mixed ash and quartz were also used. Thirty-two Totogal phase vessel 
rims had slip: 13 (40.6 percent) of these were serving vessels (untempered or fine 
tempered plates, bowls, and dishes), and 7 (21.9 percent) were cooking/storage vessels 
(untempered necked jars).  The necked jars were slipped using either black or brown slip, 
while the serving vessels were slipped in all represented colors. 
 
Painted Ceramics. Ceramics with paint were more abundant than those with slip in the 
unmixed strata assemblage (Table 10-14). Figure 10-10 presents the trends in paint colors 
used during the different occupations at Totogal.   
During the Middle Classic Santiago-B phase, monochrome red paint was the 
principle color used, but bichrome red and white, and brown paint were also recorded  
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Table 10-14: Paints and Associated Pastes by Time Period (from Unmixed Strata) 
White Met. Gray 
Chap-
opote Black Brown Cream Orange Red 
Black
& 
Cream
Brown
& 
White 
Brown
& 
Cream
Brown
& 
Orange 
White
& 
Cream
White
& 
Orange
White 
&    
Red 
Orange
& 
Cream
Red    
& 
Black
Red    
& 
Cream
Red    
& 
Orange
Other Total 
Pe
rio
d 
Pa
st
e 
f % f % f % f % f % f % f % f % f % f % f % f % f % f % f % f % f % f % f % f % f %
1110 11 48       1 3 2 2 4 7    7 16                 1 100         26 9 
1120               1 1                                       1 0 
1130     2 40                  5 11                            7 2 
1150                   2 3                                   2 1 
1160 1 4                                                     1 0 
2110                   1 2                                   1 0 
2130                   1 2    1 2                            2 1 
2210                       1 17 1 2                            2 1 
2230               1 1        2 5                            3 1 
2310                          7 16                            7 2 
2340           2 5                                           2 1 
3130         1 50                                               1 0 
3330           1 3     1 2    1 2                            3 1 
4010 11 48       25 68 72 76 48 83 1 17 15 34     7 100    4 100    1 100           3 100 187 65
4020         1 50 1 3 2 2 1 2 4 67                                9 3 
4030     3 60   1 3 11 12        3 7            1 100              19 7 
To
to
ga
l 
4060           6 16 6 6        2 5                    1 100        15 5 
Tot. Tot. 23 8.0 5 1.7 2 0.7 37 12.8 95 33.0 58 20.1 6 2.1 44 15.3       7 2.4    4 1.4 1 0.3 1 0.3 1 0.3 1         3 1.0 288 44
1110               5 10 3 13    2 22                            10 11
1130                          2 22                            2 2 
2230                   1 4                                   1 1 
2330           1 33                                           1 1 
4010         3 100     21 43 20 83 1 100 5 56                            50 55
4020               15 31                                       15 16
4030     1 100   1 33 7 14                                       9 10
V
ig
ía
 
4060           1 33 1 2                                      1 100 3 3 
Vigia Tot.     1 1.1 3 3.3 3 3.3 49 53.8 24 26.4 1 1.1 9 9.9                                   1 1.1 91 14
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Table 10-14, continued 
White Met. Gray Hematite Black Brown Cream Orange Red 
Black 
& 
Cream
Brown
& 
White
Brown
& 
Cream
Brown
& 
Orange 
White
& 
Cream
White
& 
Orange
White
&    
Red 
Orange
& 
Cream
Red    
& 
Black
Red    
& 
Cream
Red    
& 
Orange
Other Total 
Pe
rio
d 
Pa
st
e 
f % f % f % f % f % f % f % f % f % f % f % f % f % f % f % f % f % f % f % f % f %
1110 1 8           1 2 5 8 3 6 2 4        2 29                    14 5 
1130                   1 2     1 2                              2 1 
1210               3 6         3 5                              6 2 
1230               1 2 1 2                                      2 1 
1240               1 2                                          1 0 
1260           3 30 4 7                                          7 3 
1310                   1 2                                      1 0 
1330                   1 2                                      1 0 
2110               2 4 1 2     1 2                              4 1 
2130                       1 2 2 4                              3 1 
2210                       2 4 2 4                              4 1 
2220           2 20                                              2 1 
2230               13 24     1 2 1 2                              15 5 
2330 3 23                   1 2 1 2                              5 2 
2360           3 30                                              3 1 
3250                       1 2                                  1 0 
3310               1 2         18 33                              19 7 
3330                       1 2                                  1 0 
4010 9 69       2 20 21 39 48 80 41 79 17 31 1 2.0 3 100 4 80 2 29          2 50 3 100 2 67   154 56
4020               2 4         2 4                              4 1 
4030               4 7 3 5 1 2 5 9      1 20      2 100               16 6 
4060               1 2                    3 43          2 50    1 33   7 3 
Chan. Tot. 13 4.8         10 3.7 54 19.9 60 22.1 52 19.1 55 20.2 1  0.4 3 1.1 5 1.8 7 2.6     2 0.7        4 1.5 3 1.1 3 1.1     273 41
1220                           1 20                              1 11
4010               2 100       3 60                2 100              7 78
Sa
nt
ia
go
 B
 
4030                           1 20                              1 11
Stgo. B Tot.                 2 22.0       5 56.0                     2 22.0                  9 1 
Total 36 5 6 1 5 1 50 8 200 30 143 22 59 9 113 17 1 0.2 3 0.5 12 2 7 1 4 1 3 0.5 3 0.5 1 0.2 5 1 3 0.5 3 0.5 4 1 661 100
C
ha
ne
qu
e 
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Figure 10-10: Relative Frequencies of Different Paint Colors over Time 
(Note: the ordering of colors in the legend and the graph are the same.) 
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(Table 10-14). Important to remember is that the Santiago-B phase ceramic vessel 
assemblage is very small, and paint was identified on only 9 sherds. These paints were 
only found on untempered (mostly orange) and fine ash tempered (gray) pastes, however.  
Only two vessel rims with paint (red) were identified. The straight-walled (cylindrical) 
jar had untempered brownish paste (also burnished with some localized deeper striations 
that appear similar to zoned rastreado). The plate had untempered orange paste and no 
other surface treatment. 
During the Chaneque phase, a varied color palette was used for the production of 
decorated vessels, including polychromes. Monochrome paints were mostly brown, 
cream, red and orange. Bichrome paints were combinations of these and included brown 
and white, brown and orange, brown and cream, white and red, white and orange, white 
and cream, red and black, red and orange, red and cream, black and cream and orange 
and cream (Table 10-14). The bichrome paints were exclusively applied to fine and 
untempered pastes, and most were untempered orange (Table 10-14). The Chaneque 
phase polychrome sherds probably represent the increased use of “Tuxtlas Polychrome”, 
described previously for El Picayo and Matacapan (Ortiz 1975; Ortiz and Santley 1988). 
When medium or coarse tempered pastes had paint, never more than one color was 
applied; these were usually brown, red or orange. Cream paint was never applied to 
coarse pastes (Table 10-14). Painted Chaneque phase sherds rarely had other surface 
treatments other than occasional polish. Infrequently, slips or plastic treatments co-
occurred with paints. The co-occurrence of paints and other treatments are discussed 
below.  
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Vessel forms that had paint included 24 rim sherds of serving vessels (plates, bowls or 
dishes), and 20 rims of cooking/storage vessels (necked jars, 19 of which were probably 
from a single vessel). Necked jars with paint were made using only medium and coarse 
pastes; most were of the latter. All but one of the serving vessel rims had fine or 
untempered pastes.  
 Following the Chaneque phase, as the size of the painted ceramics assemblage 
declined, brown and cream paints came to characterize the painted ceramic assemblage, 
much like brown, black and cream slips did (above). The use of similar colors of slips 
and paints may partly relate to analytical difficulties in distinguishing between paints and 
slips. Nevertheless, these colors came to dominate the decorated ceramic assemblage. 
Interestingly, these three colors (along with red27) are also characteristic of Early 
Postclassic Tres Picos ceramics described for the central Gulf lowlands (Medellin Zenil 
1960). Pool (1995), and Killion and Urcid (2001), describe some of the rare Early 
Postclassic decorated ceramics of the central and southern Tuxtlas as being of this pottery 
style. Later variants of the Tres Picos style characterize the Late Postclassic decorated 
ceramic assemblage (there are also similarities with Cholulteca Lisa Esgrafiado [Suarez 
Cruz 1995:Figure 6]). Tres Picos-style ceramics were also recovered from Isla Agaltepec 
(Arnold 2007; Arnold and Venter 2004). Daneels (2005) and others (e.g., Medellin Zenil 
1960) have suggested that Tres Picos and other Postclassic central Gulf Lowland 
decorated ceramics were inspired by Tajin; that elites or others who migrated away from 
the center following its decline replicated elements of its iconography in pottery during 
the Postclassic period. These “Tres Picos” ceramics contain iconography seen in ceramics 
                                            
27 As discussed in Chapter 6, brown pigments in slips and paints may reflect intentions to produce red 
colors that were incompletely oxidized.  
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and other media associated with the Postclassic International Style (Mixteca-Puebla), that 
included avian/reptilian creatures and their representations (e.g., mouths, eyes, feathers), 
step-frets, and “Greek key” elements (Masson 2003; Rice 1983; Ringle 2004; Ringle et 
al. 1998). Because Late Postclassic Tres Picos varieties have incised motifs, they are 
described below in greater detail. Brown (or red), cream, and black painted/slipped 
ceramics in Vigía phase strata at Totogal do not typically have incised motifs. 
 Like earlier and later periods, Vigía phase painted ceramics were mostly made of 
untempered (usually orange) pastes, though several sherds had fine quartz temper, and 
two had medium mixed ash and quartz sand temper (Table 10-14). Thirteen serving 
vessel fragments (mostly untempered, various paint colors) and five cooking/storage 
vessels (fine quartz sand tempered, orange necked jars) had paint (brown only). 
 The principal paint colors used during the Vigía phase continued to characterize 
the painted ceramic assemblage of the Totogal phase, though fluctuations in the 
percentages of particular colors did occur. There was also a considerable increase in the 
number of sherds that had paint, but that is in part related to increases in the size of the 
overall ceramic assemblage. Most notably, there were decreases in the proportions of 
brown and cream paints, and increases in black, red, and white paints. During the Late 
Postclassic, red and cream paints occur on the untempered, as well as fine, medium and 
coarse tempered pastes. Brown and black paints are mostly on untempered or fine 
tempered pastes. All but two painted rim sherds were on serving forms. Of these, one 
necked jar rim had cream paint, and the other had red paint. Both rims had fine quartz 
sand temper. When Totogal phase paints were paired with another surface treatment, it 
was usually polish. In addition, most of the Late Postclassic ceramics that had motifs and 
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paint also had incision, usually ultra-fine lined. The painted and incised motifs are 
described below.        
 
Incised Ceramics. The incised technique category includes ultra-fine line, fine line and 
rastreado modes. Incised line techniques account for 1.7 percent of the Totogal ceramic 
assemblage from unmixed test excavations; they usually represent decorative treatments, 
though sometimes lines were incised into the interior bases of vessels; these were 
presumably for the grating of chilies or other foods. The thinner ultra-fine line (code C1) 
incision was better suited than fine line (code C2) incision for the execution of the 
complex designs that characterize the Late Postclassic motif assemblage. Rastreado 
texturing techniques, which account for 7 percent of the total ceramic assemblage from 
unmixed excavations, are almost exclusively found on utilitarian forms and tempered 
pastes; these were categorized according to whether the entire sherd had rastreado (code 
C3) treatment, or whether this technique was present on only a zoned portion (code C4 
[half-smoothed, half rastreado]). Because incised decoration and rastreado texturing 
represent different things, their uses over time are displayed separately in Figures 10-11 
and 10-12.  
 Table 10-15 and Figure 10-11 illustrate that there was considerable change in the 
type of incised line decoration that was used at Totogal. Most of this change occurred 
during the Late Postclassic period, when ultra-fine line incision became much more 
frequent relative to fine line incision. Part of this change is attributed to the prevalence of  
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Table 10-15: Incised Decorative Treatments from Unmixed Strata 
Incised Decoration 
Ultra-fine Line 
Incision 
Fine Line 
Incision Phase Total 
 P
ha
se
 
Pa
st
e 
f % f % f % 
1110 1 1.0 7 12.5 8 5.0 
1130 3 2.9 2 3.6 5 3.1 
1330 1 1.0    1 0.6 
2310     1 1.8 1 0.6 
2330     2 3.6 2 1.3 
3210     2 3.6 2 1.3 
4010 81 77.9 23 41.1 104 65.0 
4020     5 8.9 5 3.1 
4030 4 3.8 5 8.9 9 5.6 
4040 1 1.0 2 3.6 3 1.9 
To
to
ga
l 
4060 13 12.5 7 12.5 20 12.5 
Totogal 
Total 104 65.0 56 35.0 160 74.1 
1110     2 18.2 2 12.5 
1130     1 9.1 1 6.3 
2130 1 20.0    1 6.3 
2310     1 9.1 1 6.3 
3110     1 9.1 1 6.3 
4010 2 40.0 3 27.3 5 31.3 
4020     1 9.1 1 6.3 
4030     1 9.1 1 6.3 
4040     1 9.1 1 6.3 
V
ig
ía
 
4060 2 40.0    2 12.5 
Vigía Total 5 31.3 11 68.8 16 7.4 
1110     4 10.5 4 10.0 
1130     1 2.6 1 2.5 
2110     1 2.6 1 2.5 
2230     1 2.6 1 2.5 
2310     7 18.4 7 17.5 
2330     1 2.6 1 2.5 
3110     2 5.3 2 5.0 
3160     1 2.6 1 2.5 
3330     3 7.9 3 7.5 
4010 2 100.0 16 42.1 18 45.0 
C
ha
ne
qu
e 
4020     1 2.6 1 2.5 
Chaneque 
Total 2 5.0 38 95.0 40 18.5 
Technique 
Total 111 51.4 105 48.6 216 100.0 
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Table 10-16: Incised Texturing Treatments from Unmixed Strata 
Incised Texturing 
Rastreado Zoned Rastreado Phase Total 
Ph
as
e 
Paste 
f % f % f % 
1110 1 0.2    1 0.2 
1130 2 0.4    2 0.4 
1310 1 0.2    1 0.2 
2110 14 3.1    14 3.0 
2120 2 0.4    2 0.4 
2130 2 0.4    2 0.4 
2210 16 3.5    16 3.5 
2220 2 0.4    2 0.4 
2230 15 3.3    15 3.3 
2250 2 0.4    2 0.4 
2310 192 42.0 1 25.0 193 41.9 
2330 7 1.5    7 1.5 
3110 34 7.4 2 50.0 36 7.8 
3130 12 2.6 1 25.0 13 2.8 
3210 22 4.8    22 4.8 
3220 8 1.8    8 1.7 
3230 19 4.2    19 4.1 
3310 88 19.3    88 19.1 
3320 1 0.2    1 0.2 
To
to
ga
l 
3330 17 3.7    17 3.7 
Totogal 
Total 457 99.1 4 0.9 461 42.0 
1110 1 0.6     1 0.6 
2110 2 1.2    2 1.2 
2210 14 8.5    14 8.4 
2230 3 1.8    3 1.8 
2310 46 27.9    46 27.7 
2330 1 0.6    1 0.6 
3110 9 5.5    9 5.4 
3130 1 0.6    1 0.6 
3210 2 1.2    2 1.2 
3220 2 1.2    2 1.2 
3230 6 3.6    6 3.6 
3240 1 0.6    1 0.6 
3310 60 36.4    60 36.1 
V
ig
ía
 
3330 17 10.3 1 100.0 18 10.8 
Vigía Total 165 99.4 1 0.6 166 15.1 
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Table 10-16, continued 
Rastreado Zoned Rastreado Phase Total 
Ph
as
e 
Paste 
f % f % f % 
1230 1 0.2     1 0.2 
1260 5 1.1    5 1.1 
1320 1 0.2    1 0.2 
2110 14 3.1    14 3.0 
2130 5 1.1 1 16.7 6 1.3 
2160 1 0.2    1 0.2 
2210 29 6.4    29 6.3 
2220 1 0.2    1 0.2 
2230 8 1.8    8 1.7 
2240 3 0.7    3 0.6 
2250 1 0.2    1 0.2 
2310 24 5.3    24 5.2 
2320 6 1.3    6 1.3 
2330 51 11.2    51 11.0 
2340 1 0.2    1 0.2 
3110 48 10.5    48 10.4 
3120 1 0.2    1 0.2 
3130 15 3.3    15 3.2 
3210 50 11.0    50 10.8 
3220 8 1.8    8 1.7 
3230 27 5.9    27 5.8 
3310 125 27.4    125 27.1 
3330 29 6.4 5 83.3 34 7.4 
C
ha
ne
qu
e 
3340 2 0.4    2 0.4 
Chaneque 
Total 456 98.7 6 1.3 462 42.1 
1230 1 14.3     1 12.5 
3110 1 14.3    1 12.5 
3210 1 14.3    1 12.5 
3330 4 57.1    4 50.0 Sa
nt
ia
go
-B
 
4030     1 100.0 1 12.5 
Santiago-B 
Total 7 87.5 1 12.5 8 0.7 
Technique 
Total 1085 98.9 12 1.1 1097 100.0 
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Figure 10-11: Ultra-fine Line and Fine Line Incision Use over Time             
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Figure 10-12: Rastreado and Zoned Rastreado Use over Time 
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Tres Picos II-esgrafiado style vessels (Medellin Zenil 1960). Earlier in the prehistory of 
the southern Gulf lowlands, incised fine line decoration was used. For example, fine line 
incision characterized the decorated sherd assemblage at near by Tres Zapotes during the 
Late Formative and Protoclassic (Terminal Formative) periods (Drucker 1943; Ortiz 
1975; Venter 2001; see also Stark 1997 for the Mixtequilla). Incised decoration at that 
site was replaced by mostly painted decoration in the Classic period (see also Oritz’s 
[1975] discussion of ceramics at El Picayo). The Classic period reliance on paints and 
slips was also reflected in the Totogal assemblage.  
Incised line decoration was resurgent during the Late Postclassic, as evidenced at 
Totogal. Brown slip, black paint, or both, depending partly on preservation conditions 
and the size and complexity of the motif panel, often accompanied ultra-fine line 
incision, used almost entirely during the Totogal phase. Simpler panels, which were often 
on smaller vessels, may not have needed the extra treatment. In these cases, a single 
painted, motif filled band was used that was often, but not exclusively, black (e.g., Figure 
6-2a). These ceramics with ultra-fine line incision were also often polished and their 
untempered pastes were usually orange to cream (Figure 6-2). No Late Postclassic 
ceramics from dated excavations that had ultra-fine incision also had untempered gray 
pastes. Moreover, during the Totogal phase, ultra-fine incision was only produced on 
serving vessels that included plates, dishes, and bowls. 
Fine line incision was found on both tempered and untempered pastes and was 
less often associated with complex motifs than ultra-fine line incision. Many of the 
horizontal lines around rims, for example, would have been created using fine line 
incision, especially when they represented the only decoration on a vessel. As the 
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complex Totogal phase Tres Picos-style motifs that used ultra-fine line incision became 
popular, fewer, less complex, motifs that used fine line incision were created.  
Fine line incision, was never as popular a decorative treatment as slips or 
especially paints. While during the Chaneque phase fine line incision was more often 
associated with serving vessels than utilitarian forms, it was not associated more strongly 
with untempered vessels like other decorative surface treatments were. During the Vigía 
phase, 24 of 27 (89 percent) vessel rims with fine line incision were serving vessels. Only 
11 (of 24, or 49 percent) of those serving vessels had untempered pastes, however, and 
the remainder had mostly coarse temper (indeterminate vessel forms). Fine line incision 
was found on a variety of pastes from the Vigía phase on, but it was more frequently on 
untempered pastes during the Late Postclassic Totogal phase (34 of 56, 60.7 percent), 
when it was exclusively found on serving vessels.  
Rastreado was one of the most common surface treatments used at Totogal. 
Unlike most other surface modification modes, it was probably not meant as a decorative 
treatment, even though it would have broken up the monotony of large coarse utilitarian 
vessels. Rastreado texturing treatments were used throughout the entire site sequence. 
Zoned sections were rare throughout most of the sequence, but they did have their highest 
relative frequencies within the very small Santiago-B phase assemblage (Figure 10-12). 
The Chaneque phase decline in zoned rastreado co-occurred with the increase in the 
relative frequency of plain (without zonation) rastreado. It is unclear whether this trend is 
the result of the small Santiago-B phase sample size (8 sherds with rastreado texturing, 
only one of which had zonation).  
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During the Santiago-B phase, plain rastreado was found on 12.3 percent (7 of 57) 
of the excavated ceramics. In the subsequent Chaneque phase, the use of this texturing 
treatment increased to account for 16.7 percent of all period ceramics. Considerable 
changes that occurred within other Vigía phase surface treatments were also evident in 
ceramics with rastreado when it declined precipitously to occur on only .57 percent of 
sherds. A rebound in its use occurred during the Late Postclassic Totogal phase, but its 
proportions were still low (4.3 percent, 457 of 10511) compared to earlier occupations. 
With regard to the pastes that sherds with rastreado had, they appear to reflect 
overall assemblage trends related to changes in the proportions of temper size and type 
categories (Table 10-16). The percentage of coarse tempered ceramics with rastreado 
declined considerably over time in contrast to medium tempered rastreado ceramics that 
increased to become more common than coarse tempered pastes in the Late Postclassic. 
This trend within the rastreado assemblage parallels the general trend noted for the 
Totogal ceramic assemblage that reflected the increased use of medium tempered pastes, 
and the more frequent mixing of quartz sand and ash tempers (i.e., code 2310, medium 
quartz sand and ash tempered orange paste) (Figures 10-13, 10-14). 
One constant within the rastreado sample was vessel form. Regardless of the 
occupation at Totogal, within the dated strata, necked jars are the only identified form 
that had this rastreado treatment (regular or zoned). One comal fragment was recorded as 
having rastreado, but because this specimen came from a Chaneque phase context, and 
because the orifice diameter was measured as 18 cm, I suspect that this really was a lip 
fragment of an outflaring necked jar, where the neck body was missing, thus lending to 
some confusion during classification. 
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Figure 10-13: Temper Size Use over Time (all dated test excavation ceramics)  
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Figure 10-14: Temper Type Use over Time (all dated test excavation ceramics) 
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Burnishing and Polishing. As noted at the beginning of this section on surface treatments, 
polish was one of the more common ways of finishing vessels. Like other surface 
treatments, polished and burnished sherds make up small proportions of the total ceramic 
assemblage from unmixed strata. While both treatments should result in a high surface 
luster, burnishing is distinguished by the presence of facets.  
Polished and burnished sherds totaled 1056 (6.9 percent of the assemblage total), 
and the majority (977 of 1056, or 92.5 percent [6.5 of the assemblage]), were polished 
(Table 10-17). During the Middle Classic Santiago-B phase, 15.8 percent of sherds were 
polished and 7 percent were burnished (Table 10-17. Burnished sherds were exclusively 
fine tempered or untempered and polished sherds were mostly untempered and fine 
tempered (Table 10-17). Proportions of polished and burnished sherds decline, especially 
the latter, by the Chaneque phase when 9.5 percent of the assemblage total were polished 
and just 1.3 were burnished. The decline in overall proportion of polished and burnished 
sherds in the ceramic assemblage continued into the Vigía phase when both polished and 
burnished sherds reached assemblage lows of 3.9 percent and .4 percent respectively. 
Burnished sherds never increased again and by the Late Postclassic Totogal phase, they 
had declined to .3 percent. Polished sherds, however, increased by nearly 100 percent 
from the Vigía to the Totogal phase. This can partly be attributed to the LPC use of 
ceramics similar to Tres Picos II-esgrafiado style vessels that were usually polished. 
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Table 10-17: Polish, Burnish and Pastes by Time Period (from Unmixed Strata) 
Polished Polished Black 
Polished 
Cream Burnished Total Phase Paste 
f % f % f % f % f % 
1110 32 5.0 1 14.3     1 3.1 34 5.0 
1120 6 0.9         6 0.9 
1130 5 0.8         5 0.7 
1160 2 0.3         2 0.3 
1210 4 0.6         4 0.6 
1250 1 0.2         1 0.1 
1310 3 0.5         3 0.4 
1330 6 0.9         6 0.9 
2110 2 0.3         2 0.3 
2130 1 0.2         1 0.1 
2160 2 0.3         2 0.3 
2230 3 0.5       1 3.1 4 0.6 
2310 5 0.8       2 6.3 7 1.0 
2330 2 0.3         2 0.3 
Totogal 
2340 1 0.2         1 0.1 
3110 2 0.3         2 0.3 
3130 6 0.9         6 0.9 
3230 8 1.3         8 1.2 
3310 5 0.8         5 0.7 
3330 2 0.3         2 0.3 
3360 10 1.6         10 1.5 
4010 366 57.3 5 71.4     14 43.8 385 56.8 
4020 55 8.6       6 18.8 61 9.0 
4030 70 11.0 1 14.3     4 12.5 75 11.1 
4040 4 0.6       2 6.3 6 0.9 
4060 36 5.6       2 6.3 38 5.6 
Totogal Total 639 94.2 7 1.0     32 4.7 678 63.6 
1110 5 7.0        2 25.0 7 8.5 
1130 3 4.2 1 50.0       4 4.9 
1160 1 1.4         1 1.2 
1310           1 12.5 1 1.2 
2130 2 2.8         2 2.4 
2230 2 2.8         2 2.4 
2320 1 1.4         1 1.2 
3130 1 1.4         1 1.2 
3210 1 1.4         1 1.2 
4010 35 49.3       3 37.5 38 46.3 
4020 8 11.3   1 100.0   9 11.0 
4030 8 11.3 1 50.0       9 11.0 
Vigía 
4060 4 5.6       2 25.0 6 7.3 
Vigía Total 71 86.6 2 2.4 1 1.2 8 9.8 82 7.7 
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Table 10-17, continued 
Polished Polished Black 
Polished 
Cream Burnished Total Period Paste 
f % f % f % f % f % 
1110 17 6.6       2 5.7 19 6.5 
1120 1 0.4       1 2.9 2 0.7 
1130 3 1.2       3 8.6 6 2.0 
1140           1 2.9 1 0.3 
1160 1 0.4         1 0.3 
1210 2 0.8         2 0.7 
1230 2 0.8       1 2.9 3 1.0 
1240           1 2.9 1 0.3 
1310 3 1.2         3 1.0 
1330 4 1.6       2 5.7 6 2.0 
1360 2 0.8         2 0.7 
2110 11 4.3         11 3.8 
2130 1 0.4         1 0.3 
2210 2 0.8         2 0.7 
2230 2 0.8         2 0.7 
2260 1 0.4         1 0.3 
2310 13 5.0       1 2.9 14 4.8 
2330 3 1.2         3 1.0 
3110 1 0.4         1 0.3 
3130 1 0.4         1 0.3 
3230 2 0.8         2 0.7 
3310 1 0.4         1 0.3 
3330           1 2.9 1 0.3 
4010 143 55.4       10 28.6 153 52.2 
4020 19 7.4       3 8.6 22 7.5 
4030 16 6.2       8 22.9 24 8.2 
4040 1 0.4       1 2.9 2 0.7 
Chaneque 
4060 6 2.3         6 2.0 
Chaneque Total 258 88.1         35 11.9 293 27.5 
1110 1 11.1            1 7.7 
1130           1 25.0 1 7.7 
1230           1 25.0 1 7.7 
1310 1 11.1         1 7.7 
2230 1 11.1         1 7.7 
4020 5 55.6         5 38.5 
Santiago-B 
4030 1 11.1       2 50.0 3 23.1 
Santiago-B Total 9 69.2         4 30.8 13 1.2 
Technique Total 977 91.7 9 0.8 1 0.1 79 7.4 1066 100.0 
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Beginning in the Chaneque phase, the percentage of polished sherds with 
untempered pastes began to increase. This trend continued into the Totogal phase when 
over 80 percent of polished potsherds were made from untempered pastes (Table 10-17).  
 While the relative frequency of burnished sherds steadily declined throughout 
Totogal’s history, the change in pastes was not nearly as linear or unidirectional as that 
seen in the polished sherd assemblage. While the proportion of untempered pastes 
ultimately increased by the Totogal phase, after the Santiago-B phase, Chaneque phase 
and Vigía phase proportions decreased and tempered ceramics accounted for greater 
percentages of the burnished sherd assemblage (Table 10-17). Regardless of the period of 
occupation, however, polished and burnished surface treatments were almost always 
found on serving vessel forms.  
 
Other Surface Treatments. Other surface treatments include impression, other plastic 
modes, and differential firing. Most of these treatments are very rare compared to the 
above categories. One exception is mold impression. Impressed, other plastic, and 
differentially fired ceramics are presented in Table 10-18. Because of the infrequency of 
most of these other treatments, I discuss only mold-impressed ceramics here because of 
their association with the Late Postclassic Totogal phase.  
Most (27 of 33, or 81.8 percent) mold-impressed sherds were found in Totogal 
phase strata. These 33 mold-impressed potsherds were all censer fragments produced in 
the Texcoco Molded style characteristic of Late Postclassic Aztec sites in the central 
highlands. Mold-impression makes up just .25 percent (27 of 10511) the Late Postclassic 
period assemblage within unmixed strata. The presence of a few Texcoco Molded sherds  
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Table 10-18: Other Plastic, Impressed, and Differentially Fired Surface Treatments and Associated Pastes (totals in bold-face) 
Appliqué Carved Channeled Excised
Other 
Plastic 
Total 
Punctate Cane Punctate
Fingernail 
Punctate 
Fingernail 
Punctate/ 
Modeled 
Mat-
impressed 
Mold-
impressed
Impressed 
Total 
Gray/ 
White 
Black/ 
Orange 
Black/ 
Tan 
Diff. 
Fired 
Total 
Ph
as
e 
Pasta 
f % f % f % f % f % f % f % f % f % f % f % f % f % f % f % f % 
1110                                         3 11 3 10                 
1130                               1 4 1 3           
1310 1 33           1 14                1 4 1 3           
1330                               6 22 6 21           
2110 1 33     1 50     2 29                                 
2310                               3 11 3 10           
2330                               11 41 11 38      1 100 1 50 
2360                               2 7 2 7           
3310                       1 100          1 3           
4010 1 33 2 100       3 43    1 100            1 3    1 100   1 50 
To
to
ga
l 
4020       1 50     1 14                                 
Totogal 
Total 3 43 2 29 2 29     7 58     1 3 1 3         27 93 29 52     1 50 1 50 2 13 
1330                                    1 25 1 17           
2310                                         7 100   7 100
V
ig
ía
 
4010                2 40             3 60 5 17           
Vigía 
Total                     2 33             4 67 6 11    7 100   7 47 
1110 1 50             1 20                                             
1210                                         3 75   3 50 
2110 1 50           1 20        1 50 1 50      2 10           
2230                             13 100    13 65           
2310         1 50 1 20                          1 25   1 17 
2320         1 50 1 20                                 
2330                               2 100 2 10           
3110                       1 50          1 5           
3310                1 100 1 100   1 50      3 15           
4010       1 100     1 20                                 
C
ha
ne
qu
e 
4020                                      2 100     2 33 
Chaneque 
Total 2 40     1 20 2 40 5 42 1 5 1 5 2 10 2 10 13 62 2 10 21 38 2 33 4 67     6 40 
Total 5 42 2 17 3 25 2 17 12 100 3 5 2 4 3 5 2 4 13 23 33 59 56 100 2 13 12 80 1 7 15 100
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in Classic period levels probably reflects some minor disturbance of the underlying 
deposits. As mentioned above, this censer style is thought to be associated with Aztec 
imperialism in the central Gulf lowlands (e.g., Garraty and Stark 2003; Skoglund et al. 
2006; Umberger 1996). While these censers probably did result from interactions 
between imperial representatives and lowland populations, the character of that 
interaction is the subject of study here, especially how symbols of empire were used by 
elite individuals at Totogal as they negotiated the presumably diverse interests of imperial 
agents and the native Tuxteco majority. Texcoco Molded censers are integrated within 
the following discussion of motif elements. These censers typically had fine or medium 
quartz sand or mixed ash and quartz sand temper—they were usually fired in oxidizing 
conditions that resulted in a cream, orange or light brown paste. They had dish or bowl 
forms with convex, slightly outsloping walls. Complete specimens found in the central 
highlands, or that were illustrated in sixteenth century codices, indicate that long handles 
were attached to the incense bowls, giving them their “frying pan” appearance (Smith 
2002). At the ends of the handles there were often “bow tie” and serpent head 
embellishments (for illustrations of complete vessels and their parts, see Smith 2002: 
Figures 9.1, 9.2; also Sejourne 1973). Fragments of possible censer handles were 
recovered at Totogal, but they were not usually in association with other censer parts. 
Handles were never found attached to censer bodies. 
 
Covariation of Surface Treatments, Pastes, and Vessel Forms   
The above discussion examined changes within attribute categories: pastes, vessel 
forms, and surface treatment types. I did not systematically present data regarding the co-
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occurrence of all traits. In Appendix C, Table C-1, I present co-occurring pastes (grouped 
by whether they were fired in oxidizing or reducing conditions), surface treatments, and 
motif elements. Appendix C, Table C-2, presents the co-occurring ceramic attributes by 
phase and includes changing relative frequencies over time. Table C-3 presents all 
paradigmatic types (or categories) that are potentially temporally diagnostic. For ease of 
discussion, I reproduce a stream-lined version of Table C-3 here, in Table 10-20; only the 
types that occur more than once in Table C-3 are included. There are a few exceptions 
where infrequently occurring suspected diagnostics are included (e.g., Red on Black-
slipped Polished Fine Orange with motifs resembling Aztec III-style bars and dots [code 
4010.a4.b3-3bo.dhl]). Those ceramics are presented in Table 10-20. The paradigmatic 
categories in Table 10-20 and Appendix C include the particular motif elements with 
which they are associated. More detailed descriptions of motifs and their co-occurring 
ceramic traits follow in the next section. Finally, while I include all potential diagnostic 
categories in Tables C-3 and 10-20, I focus on those pertaining to the Vigía and Totogal 
phases.  
Earlier ceramics that stand out as being potentially diagnostic include (from 
Chaneque phase deposits) polychromes with Fine Orange paste (slipped and painted 
ceramics); most of these include red paint accompanied by black, cream or white, and 
orange paints or slips. Most Chaneque phase polychrome Fine Orange ceramics, 
especially those containing cream or white slip or paint may represent examples of 
Tuxtlas Polychrome (Arnold 2007: Coe 1965; Drucker 1943), typically associated with 
the Late Classic and/or Early Postclassic (Pool 1995). 
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Table 10-19: Major Ceramic Paste Categories (Detail for co-occurring attributes is 
presented in Appendix C.) 
 
OXIDIZED CERAMICS f % 
UNTEMPERED ORANGE, CREAM AND LIGHT BEIGE (4010, 30, 50, 
60); “FINE ORANGE” 5641 37.1% 
FINE QUARTZ SAND TEMPERED ORANGE, BROWN, RED, AND 
CREAM (1110, 1130, 1150, 1160) 1300 8.6% 
FINE ASH TEMPERED ORANGE, BROWN, RED, AND CREAM 
(1210, 30, 50, 60); "COARSE ORANGE" (Ortiz and Santley 1988 170 1.1% 
FINE QUARTZ SAND AND ASH TEMPERED ORANGE, BROWN, 
RED, AND CREAM (1310, 30, 50, 60) 103 0.7% 
MEDIUM QUARTZ SAND TEMPERED ORANGE, BROWN, RED, 
AND CREAM (2110, 30, 50, 60) 919 6.0% 
MEDIUM ASH TEMPERED ORANGE, BROWN, RED, AND CREAM 
(2210, 30, 50, 60) 584 3.8% 
MEDIUM QUARTZ SAND AND ASH TEMPERED ORANGE, 
BROWN, RED, AND CREAM (2310, 30, 50, 60) (NARANJO O CAFÉ 
MEDIO AT AGALTEPEC (Arnold 2007) 
2455 16.2% 
COARSE QUARTZ SAND TEMPERED ORANGE, BROWN, RED, 
AND CREAM (3110, 30, 50, 60) 783 5.2% 
COARSE ASH TEMPERED ORANGE, BROWN, RED, AND CREAM 
(3210, 30, 50, 60) 463 3.0% 
COARSE QUARTZ SAND AND ASH TEMPERED ORANGE, 
BROWN, RED, AND CREAM (3310, 30, 50, 60) 1485 9.8% 
REDUCED CERAMICS   
UNTEMPERED GRAY AND BLACK (4020, 40); “FINE GRAY” 874 5.8% 
FINE QUARTZ SAND TEMPERED GRAY AND BLACK (1120, 40) 59 0.4% 
FINE ASH TEMPERED GRAY AND BLACK (1220, 40); "COARSE 
ORANGE" 27 0.2% 
FINE QUARTZ SAND AND ASH TEMPERED GRAY AND BLACK 
(1320, 40) 9 0.1% 
MEDIUM QUARTZ SAND TEMPERED GRAY AND BLACK (2120, 
40) 23 0.2% 
MEDIUM ASH TEMPERED GRAY AND BLACK (2220, 40) 76 0.5% 
MEDIUM QUARTZ SAND AND ASH TEMPERED GRAY AND 
BLACK (2320, 40) 100 0.7% 
COARSE QUARTZ SAND TEMPERED GRAY AND BLACK (3120, 
40) 20 0.1% 
COARSE ASH TEMPERED GRAY AND BLACK (3220, 40) 36 0.2% 
COARSE QUARTZ AND ASH TEMPERED GRAY AND BLACK 
(3320, 40) 55 0.4% 
Total 15200 100.0%
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Table 10-20: Temporally Restricted Ceramics (from Appendix C, Table C-3) 
Phase Category Surface Treatments1 f 
Totogal Totogal Engraved Ultra-Fine Incision 23 
Totogal Totogal Engraved Ultra-Fine Incision, Black Paint 24 
Totogal Totogal Engraved Ultra-Fine Incision, Brown Slip 36 
Totogal Totogal Engraved Ultra-Fine Incision, Brown Slip, Black Paint 4 
Totogal Totogal Engraved Ultra-Fine Incision, Carving 2 
Totogal Totogal Engraved Ultra-Fine Incision, Polish 6 
Totogal Totogal Engraved Ultra-Fine Incision, Red Paint, Polish 1 
Totogal Texcoco Molded Mold Impression 14 
Totogal Texcoco Molded Mold Impression, Brown Slip  3 
Totogal Fine Orange Fine Incision 4 
Totogal Fine Orange Fine Incision, Brown Paint 6 
Totogal Fine Orange Fine Incision, White Slip, Red Paint, Polish 2 
Totogal Fine Orange Metallic Gray Paint, Polish 1 
Totogal Fine Orange Metallic Gray Slip, Polish 1 
Totogal Fine Orange Red & Black Paint, Polish 1 
Totogal Fine Orange White & Cream Paint 4 
Totogal Fine Orange White & Orange Paint 1 
Totogal Fine Orange White Paint, Polish 4 
Totogal Fine Orange White Slip, Red Paint, Polish 4 
Totogal Fine Gray Brown Paint, Burnish 1 
Totogal Fine Gray Brown Paint, Polish 1 
Totogal Fine Gray Brown Slip 6 
Totogal Fine Gray Fine Incision 3 
Totogal Fine Gray Orange Paint 4 
Totogal Oxidized Fine Quartz Sand Metallic Gray Paint 2 
Totogal Oxidized Fine Quartz Sand Mold Impression  2 
Totogal Oxidized Fine Quartz Sand White Paint 9 
Totogal Oxidized Fine Quartz Sand White Slip, Red Paint, Polish 6 
Totogal Reduced Fine Quartz Sand Brown Slip, Polish 2 
Totogal Oxidized Fine Quartz Sand & Ash Black Slip, Polish 2 
Totogal Oxidized Medium Quartz Sand Brown Slip  7 
Totogal Oxidized Medium Quartz Sand Cream Paint 2 
Totogal Reduced Medium Quartz Sand Rastreado 2 
Totogal Oxidized Medium Ash Black Slip  4 
Totogal Oxidized Medium Quartz Sand & Ash Burnish 3 
Totogal Reduced Medium Quartz Sand & Ash Black Paint 2 
Totogal Oxidized Coarse Quartz Sand Cream Slip 2 
Totogal Oxidized Coarse Quartz Sand Zoned Rastreado 3 
Totogal Oxidized Coarse Ash Brown Slip 2 
Totogal Oxidized Coarse Ash Fine Incision 2 
Totogal Reduced Coarse Quartz Sand & Ash Orange Slip 6 
1 May contain remnant polish 
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Table 10-20, continued 
Vigia Texcoco Molded Mold Impression (Fine Orange paste) 3
Vigia Fine Orange Chapopote Paint 3
Vigia Fine Orange Fine Incision (mhl; pc; ssl, rayo) 3
Vigia Fine Orange Punctate (indeterminate pattern) 2
Vigia Fine Orange Ultra-Fine Incision 2
Vigia Oxidized Medium Quartz Sand Metallic Gray Slip 2
Chaneque Totogal Engraved Ultra-Fine Incised, Brown Slip, Black Paint, Pol. 2
Chaneque Fine Orange (Tuxtlas Polychrome) Brown & Orange Paint, Polish 5
Chaneque Fine Orange (Tuxtlas Polychrome) Brown & White Paint 3
Chaneque Fine Orange Brown Slip, Polish 2
Chaneque Fine Orange Cream Paint, Burnish 3
Chaneque Fine Orange (Tuxtlas Polychrome) Cream Slip, Red Paint 3
Chaneque Fine Orange Fine Incision, Polish 3
Chaneque Fine Orange (Tuxtlas Polychrome) Hematite Slip, White & Orange Paint, Burnish 2
Chaneque Fine Orange Metallic Gray Slip 1
Chaneque Fine Orange Orange Paint 5
Chaneque Fine Orange Orange Slip, Polish 12
Chaneque Fine Orange (Tuxtlas Polychrome) Orange Slip, Red & Orange Paint, Polish 2
Chaneque Fine Orange (Tuxtlas Polychrome) Red & Black Paint, Polish 3
Chaneque Fine Orange (Tuxtlas Polychrome) Red & Cream Paint 3
Chaneque Fine Orange (Tuxtlas Polychrome) Red & Orange Paint, Polish 1
Chaneque Fine Orange Red Paint, Polish 2
Chaneque Fine Orange Red Slip 3
Chaneque Fine Orange (Tuxtlas Polychrome) White Slip, Red & Black Paint 1
Chaneque Fine Gray Differentially Fired Gray & White 2
Chaneque Fine Gray Red Paint 2
Chaneque Oxidized Fine Quartz Sand Brown & Orange Paint, Burnish 2
Chaneque Oxidized Fine Quartz Sand Orange Paint, Polish 2
Chaneque Reduced Fine Quartz Sand Burnish 2
Chaneque Coarse Orange (Oxidized) Black Paint 3
Chaneque Coarse Orange (Oxidized) Brown Paint 4
Chaneque Coarse Orange (Oxidized) Brown Slip, Diff. Fired Black & Orange 3
Chaneque Coarse Orange (Oxidized) Red Paint 3
Chaneque Coarse Orange (Reduced) Cream Paint 2
Chaneque Oxidized Medium Quartz Sand Brown Paint 2
Chaneque Oxidized Medium Ash Brown Paint, Mat Impression 13
Chaneque Oxidized Medium Ash Fine Incision, Polish 1
Chaneque Oxidized Medium Ash Orange Slip 4
Chaneque Oxidized Medium Ash Red Paint, Polish 3
Chaneque Reduced Medium Ash Brown Slip, Black Paint 2
Chaneque Oxidized Medium Quartz Sand & Ash Brown Slip, Black Paint 3
Chaneque Oxidized Medium Quartz Sand & Ash Rastreado, Polish 2
Chaneque Oxidized Medium Quartz Sand & Ash Rastreado, Polished Black 2
Chaneque Oxidized Medium Quartz Sand & Ash White Paint, Rastreado 3
Chaneque Reduced Medium Quartz Sand & Ash Rastreado 7
Chaneque Oxidized Coarse Quartz Sand & Ash Fine Incision 3
Chaneque Oxidized Coarse Quartz Sand & Ash Rastreado, Red Paint 16
Santiago B Oxidized Coarse Quartz Sand & Ash Rastreado, Cream Slip 4
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Some brown paint is also found on these Fine Orange ceramics. None of these colors 
alone are particular to an occupation at Totogal. Some tempered ceramics also appear 
diagnostic of the Chaneque phase. Those that stand out include oxidized medium ash 
tempered paste with brown paint and mat-impression (n=13); reduced medium quartz 
sand and ash tempered paste with rastreado (n=7); and oxidized coarse quartz sand and 
ash tempered paste with red paint (n=16) (Table 10-20). 
 Ceramic categories confined to the Vigía phase that may be diagnostic of the time 
period include Chapopote paint on Fine Orange (n=3); and metallic gray-slipped oxidized 
medium quartz sand paste. The latter may represent attempts to reproduce imitations of 
Plumbate (see also local imitations from Agaltepec [Arnold 2007; Arnold and Venter 
2004]). Other ceramics (e.g., Texcoco Molded-style ceramics [n=3; atypically on Fine 
Orange paste]; and ceramics with ultra-fine incision [Totogal Engraved]) that only occur 
in Vigía phase deposits probably represent examples where some minor mixing occurred 
during excavation of the interface between Vigía phase and Totogal phase deposits. The 
frequencies of most other Vigía phase ceramics in Table 10-20 (and Table C-3) are too 
low, especially when particular motif elements (i.e., on Fine Incised Fine Orange) are 
considered, to know whether their unique appearance in deposits from this phase is due to 
their temporal importance or minor variations on vessels.  
 Totogal phase deposits yielded the most temporally restricted ceramic types 
(Table 10-20). The majority of these are similar to Tres Picos II Esgrafiado and 
Cholulteca Lisa Esgrafiada ceramics characteristic of the central Gulf Lowlands 
(Medellin Zenil 1960), Cholula (Suarez Cruz 1995), and other sites whose ceramic 
assemblages include decorative elements characteristic of the so-called Mixteca Puebla or 
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Late Postclassic International style (e.g., Boone and Smith 2003; Masson 2003). At 
Totogal, these ceramics are almost exclusively on a Fine Orange paste and they always 
have ultra-fine line incision. Similar examples were also recovered from Agaltepec 
(Arnold and Venter 2004). Better preserved examples of these ceramics clearly show that 
this “ultra-fine incision” is identical to the esgrafiado (etching or superficial engraving 
through slipped or painted, leather hard vessels) that characterizes Tres Picos and Cholula 
varieties. On more weathered specimens, the etching of slip or paint covered surfaces is 
not as evident, but the content of the motifs (e.g., filled triangles, step frets), executed in 
ultra-fine line incision, is the same. There is often remnant black paint and/or brown slip. 
Because Tres Picos II Esgrafiado ceramics, Cholulteca Lisa Esgrafiada, and other 
varieties throughout the Gulf lowlands are so similar to one another (e.g., at La Villa del 
Espiritu Santo [Arellanos Melgarejo and Beauregard Garcia 2001]; Cintla horizon 
ceramics from Tabasco [Berlin 1956]), I suggest that these all represent local expressions 
of the Late Postclassic International Style (Boone and Smith 2003). Until the particular 
attributes of other examples from outside of the Tuxtlas can be systematically compared, 
however, I recommend using different terminology when referring to varieties from the 
Tuxtlas: Totogal Engraved (Table 10-20). The motifs associated with Totogal Engraved 
are described in more detail below.  
 Other types associated with the Totogal phase include Texcoco Molded ceramics. 
These have variable pastes (most tempered, but some untempered [Tables C-3, 10-20]) 
that are not diagnostic, but they all have mold impressed raised bars and dots 
characteristic of Aztec-style frying pan incense burners. Some specimens, depending on 
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the size of the sherd or the portion preserved, have cut-out triangles for the dispersal of 
smoke.  
 Also interesting is the association of some Fine Orange sherds (some brown-
slipped, others plain) with molcajete (chile grinder) incision that was applied to the 
interior bases of vessels using different designs (e.g., multiple horizontal lines [mhl], 
parallel wavy lines [pwl]). In many parts of Mesoamerica, molcajetes, along with comals, 
were introduced during the Epi-Classic or Postclassic period (e.g., Beekman 1996:140; 
Moragas Segura 2003:348). Prior to the Late Postclassic Totogal phase there is no 
incision (fine-line) that could represent the incised interior bases of chile grinders. At 
Totogal, comals, which are made from pastes that are not diagnostic, are indicative of the 
Late Postclassic.  
 Additional ceramic categories that are potentially diagnostic of the Totogal phase 
include Metallic-slipped or painted Fine Orange (n=2) and metallic gray on oxidized fine 
quartz sand tempered pastes (n=2) (Medellin Zenil 1960); red on white-slipped Fine 
Orange (n=4) (some have fine-line incision [n=2]) and red on white-slipped oxidized fine 
quartz sand tempered ceramics (n=6). Late Postclassic varieties of the Isla de Sacrificios 
II type are similarly characterized by untempered pastes, red paint and white slip 
(Medellin Zenil 1960:156). The fine quartz sand tempered categories with these surface 
treatments (in addition to metallic slips or paints) probably represent Fine Orange pastes 
made with clays from the sandier concepción formation clays described by Pool (1990; 
see also Stoner 2003) for the Sehualaca area. Other categories that may represent Totogal 
phase diagnostics include: white slipped or painted Oxidized Fine Quartz Sand Tempered 
ceramics (n=10); brown-slipped Fine Gray (n=6); orange-slipped Fine Gray (19 of 21 
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specimens date to the Totogal phase); brown-slipped oxidized medium quartz sand 
tempered ceramics (n=7); and orange-slipped reduced coarse quartz sand and ash 
tempered ceramics (n=6).  
Others categories exist that are restricted to the Totogal phase, but their quantities 
are very low. For the complete list of ceramic categories by phase, see Table C-3. There 
are also several ceramic types that are present in multiple phases, but whose relative 
frequencies change. The most marked changes occur between the Santiago B and 
Chaneque Phases (Table C-2), but this is likely due to the small assemblage size of the 
former. 
 
Motifs  
 In this section, I discuss Totogal Engraved serving vessels, Texcoco Molded 
censers and the other sherds with surface treatment that yielded recoverable motifs. In 
part because of paint and slip preservation, which also suggests the decorative preference 
of pottery producers/consumers, this section of the analysis is largely confined to plastic 
decorative treatments.  
 Motifs were observable on 194 sherds from unmixed strata; they accounted for 
6.1 sherds with surface treatment and 1.3 percent of the total ceramic assemblage. No 
Santiago-B phase sherds had preserved motifs. Chaneque phase sherds with motifs 
totaled 34 and made up 1.3 percent of the period sample. Within Vigía phase contexts, 13 
sherds (.7 percent) with motifs were recovered. Late Postclassic Totogal phase sherds 
with motifs totaled 147 and accounted for 1.4 percent of the period assemblage. The 
general trends in motif execution techniques are presented in Table 10-21. This table is 
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organized according to motif execution technique, other surface treatments, motif 
elements, paste and vessel form. The motif execution techniques are arranged side-by-
side to better facilitate comparison with Appendix C, and also because often, the 
combined surface treatments are important to the overall execution and appearance of the 
motif, and in many cases probably are important components of motifs. This is especially 
the case of the Late Postclassic decoration on Totogal Engraved sherds, where ultra-fine 
lines were incised into bold, black, painted panels that served as the background for  
Table 10-21: Motif Execution Techniques and Pastes by Phase 
Motif Execution Technique 
Red Paint Black Paint Ultra-fine Incision Fine Incision Punctate 
Fingernail 
Punctate 
Cane 
Punctate 
Mold-
Impression Appliqué Modeling Total 
Phase 
Pa
st
e 
f % phase  f % phase  f % phase f % phase f % phase f % phase f % phase f % phase f % phase f % phase f % phase 
1110       1 0.7 1 0.7          1 0.7      3 2.0 
1130       2 1.4 1 0.7          1 0.7      4 2.7 
1310                       1 0.7 1 0.7   2 1.4 
1330       1 0.7             6 4.1      7 4.8 
2110                         1 0.7   1 0.7 
2310                       3 2.0      3 2.0 
2330           2 1.4          13 8.8      15 10.2 
2360                       2 1.4      2 1.4 
3310                 1 0.7             1 0.7 
4010       74 50.3 11 7.5      1 0.7         86 58.5 
4020           2 1.4                  2 1.4 
4030       3 2.0                     3 2.0 
4040       1 0.7 2 1.4                  3 2.0 
To
to
ga
l 
4060 1 0.7 1 0.7 13 8.8                     15 10.2 
Totogal Total 
147/10511=1.4% 1 0.7 1 0.7 95 64.6 19 12.9     1 0.7 1 0.7 27 18.4 2 1.4     147 100.0 
1110           1 7.7                  1 7.7 
1330                       1 7.7      1 7.7 
4010       2 15.4 2 15.4 1 7.7       3 23.1      8 61.5 
4040           1 7.7                  1 7.7 V
ig
ía
 
4060       2 15.4                     2 15.4 
Vigía Total 
13/1908=.7%         4 30.8 4 30.8 1 7.7         4 30.8         13 100.0 
2110                             1 2.9 1 2.9 
2220     2 5.9                         2 5.9 
2230 1 2.9                           1 2.9 
2330           1 2.9          1 2.9      2 5.9 
2360     3 8.8                         3 8.8 
3110                 1 2.9            1 2.9 
3310                 1 2.9 1 2.9         2 5.9 
4010 4 11.8 2 5.9 2 5.9 12 35.3                  20 58.8 
C
ha
ne
qu
e 
4060     2 5.9                         2 5.9 
Chaneque Total 
34/2724=1.2% 5 14.7 9 26.5 2 5.9 13 38.2     2 5.9 1 2.9 1 2.9     1 2.9 34 100.0 
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the motifs; they also allowed for the motifs, etched into the background paint, to stand 
out against the lighter colored pastes.    
Painted motifs, fine line incision, and punctate best characterize the Chaneque 
phase. The particular motif elements used in ceramic decoration are presented in Table 
10-22 alongside other surface treatments and pastes that were initially compared in 
Appendix C; Table 10-22 also includes vessel forms. Motif element codes and 
representative illustrations are presented in Figure 10-15. During the Chaneque phase, 
serving vessels and utilitarian vessels both had motifs.        
Although painted ceramics were recovered from Vigía phase contexts, none had 
motifs that could be subjected to more detailed analysis (Table 10-23). The Vigía phase 
motif assemblage consists mostly of fine line incision, but a few examples of ultra-fine 
line incision and mold-impression were recovered. Because the latter motif execution 
techniques are generally associated with the Totogal phase, some of these probably 
represent minor disturbance caused by post-depositional factors or minor mixing at the 
Totogal phase-Vigía phase interface. Fine line incised motifs were often horizontal lines 
that were drawn parallel to and below vessel rims. These probably circled the entire pot. 
Double and multiple horizontal lines were some of the more common motif elements, but 
variations on parallel line motifs were also used (2cor, pd). These linear elements were 
found in greater frequency in the Late Postclassic, which yielded the most robust motif 
sample at the site. Vigía phase motifs were mostly on serving vessels (Table 10-23). 
 The Late Postclassic Totogal phase unmixed strata yielded 147 sherds with 
motifs, 95 of which were executed using ultra-fine line incision (Table 10-24). All Late 
Postclassic ceramics with Ultra-fine incision are categorized as Totogal Engraved, 
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Figure 10-15: Motif Elements and Their Codes (Legend Follows) 
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Figure 10-15, continued 
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Figure 10-15, continued 
 
Legend: 
GMT (Geometric Triangles) 
HPL (Horizontal Parallel Line Fill) 
DPL (Diagonal Parallel Line Fill) 
CH (Cross-hatching as fill) 
PPL (Perpendicular Parallel Line Fill) 
MF (Mat Fill) 
MPL (Multi-directional Parallel Line Fill) 
WZZ (Woven Zig-Zag) 
ZZ (Zig-Zag) 
V (V-shaped Element) 
TT (Triangle within Triangle) 
ROPT (Rope-like Filled Triangle) 
ROPTT (Rope-like filled Triangle with Triangle)  
ROP (Rope-like Element)  
RSTEP (Rope-like Filled Steps  
STP (Step-frets)  
CIRC (Circle)  
LCS (Line, Circle, and Step-White/Cream Paint) 
STS (Stepped Swirl [Greek Key])  
SWL (Swirl) 
SSW (Simple Swirl [“wave”])  
IFM (Indeterminate Filled Element) 
GEOAV (Geometric Avian/Reptilian Element) 
AS (Avian/Reptilian Scroll) 
FEA (“Feathers”) 
RR (Rectangle within Rectangle) 
S (Scroll) 
IAM (Indeterminate Animal Element) 
DIHL (Diagonal Hatched Pendant Lines) 
DIHLA (Diagonal Hatched Pendant Lines-
Alternate Orientation)  
APL (Alternating Parallel and Hatched Lines) 
CHK (Check-mark shaped Element) 
RAYO (Rays)  
PPHR (Parallel Horizontal Lines and Rays)  
COR (Corner)  
2COR (Double Corner) 
SCL (Single Curved Line) 
MCL (Multiple Curved Lines) 
PCL (Parallel Curved Lines) 
PWL* (Parallel Wavy Lines) 
 
* Sometimes Represent Molcajete (chile grinder) 
incision (MOLC) 
 
 
 
AWL* (Alternating Wavy Lines) 
ASWL* (Alternating Straight and Wavy Lines) 
DS* (Double Scallops) 
DSWL* (Double Scallops and Wavy Lines 
XM* (“X”-shaped Element) 
CPPL* (Crossed Perpendicular and Parallel  
Lines) 
CPL* (Curved and Perpendicular Lines-Incised) 
FOND* (Curved and Perpendicular Lines- 
Impressed) 
SHD (“Shield” Element) 
HZL (Horizontal Line) 
DHL (Double Horizontal Lines) 
MHL (Multiple Horizontal Lines) 
PD (Panel Divider) 
2PL (Double Parallel, Perpendicular Lines) 
PERPL (Multiple Perpendicular Lines) 
MPERPL (Multiple Groups of Perpendicular  
Lines) 
DSL (Double Straight Lines) 
TSL (Triple Straight Lines) 
SSL (Single Straight Line) 
TXM (Texcoco Molded Motif Composite) 
BO (Black Line and Dot, Orange Panel) 
LINEDOT (Single Color Lines and Dots-Usually  
Black) 
3BO (Black Lines and Dots, Orange Lines, or all  
Black; from Late Postclassic Strata) 
COMB (Comb-shaped element) 
BUTTON (Button-shaped appliqué)  
CP (Cane Punctation) 
PC (Punctation Cloud) 
FNP (Fingernail Punctation) 
SPIKES/CONES (Spiked or Cone-shaped  
Appliqué) 
BAR (Raised Bar)  
RCB (Raised, Curved Bar)  
ESIC (Eye-shaped, Incised, Carved Circle in  
Circle) 
PRIP (Parallel, Rippled Line Design) 
COL (Colander-like Punched Holes) 
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Table 10-22: Chaneque Phase Motif Elements 
Pe
ri
od
 Motif 
Execution 
Technique 
Other Surface 
Treatments Motif Elements Paste 
Vessel 
Form 
Oriface 
Diam. 
(cm) 
f 
Orange Paint, 
Orange Slip, 
Polish 
indet         4010     2 
perpl         2230     1 
Red Paint 
Polish 
indet      4010    2 
dhl         2360 Necked Jar   3 Brown Slip 
linedot         2220     2 
Red Paint, White 
Slip indet      4010    1 
linedot         4010     1 
Black Paint 
Red Paint, Polish
swl         4060     2 
Ultra-fine Line 
Incision 
Black Paint, 
Brown Slip, Polish gmt zz sts hpl hzl 4010    2 
ssl xm dhl pd/2pl   2330 Dish 28 1 
d1 scl     4010    2 Polish 
dhl         4010     1 
Fine Line 
Incision 
none dhl      4010 Bowl   9 
Modeling fnp         3310 Indet   1 Fingernail 
Punctate none fnp      3110 Dish 20 1 
Modeling cp         2110     1 
Cane Punctate Brown Slip, Red 
Paint 
cp (txm-
mold-like)         3310     1 
C
ha
ne
qu
e 
Mold-
impression Orange Paint  txm-like         2330 
Bowl/ 
Censer   1 
Total 34 
 
 
Table 10-23: Vigía Phase Motif Elements  
Pe
ri
od
 
Motif Execution 
Technique 
Other Surface 
Treatments Motif Elements Paste
Vessel 
Form 
Oriface Diam. 
(cm) f 
dhl pd aswl 4010 Bowl   1 
none 
mhl     4010     1 
Brown Slip apl    4060    1 Ultra-fine Line 
Incision Brown slip, 
Black Paint, 
Polish 
gmt dpl   4060 Small dish 8 1 
2cor    1110    1 
mhl     4010 Bowl 28 1 
ssl rayo   4010 Bowl   1 
pc     4010     1 
Fine Line 
Incision none 
prip    4040    1 
txm     1330 Censer   1 
V
ig
ía
 
Mold-impression none 
txm     4010 Censer   3 
Total 13
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Table 10-24: Totogal Phase Motif Elements 
Pe
ri
od
 Motif 
Execution 
Technique 
Other Surface 
Treatments Motif Elements Paste
Vessel 
Form 
Oriface 
Diam. 
(cm) 
f 
“buttons”      2110 Indet  1 Appliqué none 
spikes      1310   1 
Black Paint Red or Orange Paint, Polish bo      4060   1 
Red Paint Black Slip, Polish 3bo dhl     4060   1 
Cane 
Punctate cp      4010   1 
Fingernail 
Punctate 
none 
fnp      3310   1 
Brown Slip txm      1130 Censer  1 
     2330 Censer  2 
     1110 Censer  1 
     1310 Censer  1 
     1330 Censer  6 
     2310 Censer  3 
     2330 Censer  11 
Mold-
impression none txm 
     2360 Censer  2 
White Slip, Red 
Paint, Polish ssw dhl     4010 Bowl 14 2 
Red Slip, Black 
Paint dsl      1110 Indet  1 
mhl     4010   1 Brown Paint, 
Polish molc pwl     4010   2 
Polish ch dhl     2330 Bowl  1 
Black and Tan 
Diff. Fired dhl      2330 Dish 18 1 
     4010 Bowl 28 1 
     4010 Bowl  1 dhl 
     4020 Bowl 60 2 
pd     1130 Other 16 1 hzl 
dpl     4010 Other <2 1 
apl     4040   1 
molc 
mcl     4010   1 
fond/molc      4010   1 
apl      4040   1 
To
to
ga
l 
Fine Line 
Incision 
none 
2cor      4010 Plate 14 1 
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Table 10-24, continued 
Pe
ri
od
 Motif 
Execution 
Technique 
Other 
Surface 
Treatments 
Motif Elements Paste Vessel Form 
Oriface 
Diam. 
(cm) 
f 
rop dpl  4060 Bowl 16 1 
dpl  4010 Dish 34 2 dhl hpl 
sts 
ssw pd 4010 Dish 28 1 
dpl hzl    4060 Small Dish 10 1 
Brown Slip, 
Black Paint gmt 
hpl ssw    4010   1 
Brown Slip, 
Polish gmt hzl hpl    4060   1 
dsl     4010   1 
pd indet    4010 Bowl 10 1 
sts dpl pd/2pl   4010   2 
perpl     4010   1 
dhl 
     4010   1 
tt zz 4010 Bowl  10sts 
ropt perpl 4010   2 dhl 
   4010 Bowl 10 1 
hzl    4010 Plate 28 1 
hpl 
    4010 Dish  1 
indet     4010   1 
zz roptt sts dpl dhl 4010 Small Dish 20 3 
gmt 
     4010   1 
hzl perpl     4010   1 
     4010 Small Dish  1 mhl 
     4010   3 
ppl pcl     4010   1 
v      4010   1 
Brown Slip 
bar      4010   1 
Red Paint, 
Polish dhl perpl     4010 Dish 18 1 
hzl    4010   1 
dhl    4030   1 
indet    4060   1 
zz 2cor   4060   2 
gmt hpl 
ropt hzl   4010 Dish 18 1 
2pl/pd dhl     4060   1 
To
to
ga
l Ultra-fine Line 
Incision, 
“Totogal 
Engraved” 
Black Paint, 
Polish 
rr      4010   1 
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Table 10-24, continued 
Pe
ri
od
 Motif 
Execution 
Technique 
Other Surface 
Treatments Motif Elements Paste 
Vessel 
Form 
Oriface 
Diam. 
(cm) 
f 
pd  4010 Plate  3 
ssw 
  4010   1 
pd    4010 Bowl 24 2 
   4010   1 
hpl 
dhl 
   4010 Bowl 20 1 gmt 
4010 zz dpl   Bowl 16 1 
v indet   4010   2 
Black Paint 
hpl hzl    4010   1 
dpl     4010   1 
4010 as dhl pd/2pl indet   Plate 24 1 
mhl apl     4010   1 
sts 2pl hzl dpl   4010   1 
fea 1130 dpl   Cyl. Jar  1 
dhl 
hpl    4010   1 gmt 
hpl     4010   1 
2pl     4010   1 
ssw hzl    1330 Plate 30 1 
Polish 
dhl 
sts dpl    4030   1 
Carved chk ch indet    4010 Indet  1 
zz dihla   4010   2 
   4010 Small Dish 7 1 
hzl 
To
to
ga
l 
Ultra-fine 
Line 
Incision, 
“Totogal 
Engraved” 
   4010 Small Dish 14 1 
sts pd/2pl dpl 1110 Bowl 24 1 
hpl 
none gmt 
dhl 
   4060   2 
dhl ssw   4060 Dish 14 2 dpl 
as    4060 Bowl 10 2 
hzl circ ppl bar  4010   1 
    1130   1 zz 
    4010 Bowl  1 
2pl     4010 Dish  1 dhl 
     4010 Small Dish 8 1 
dswl      4040   1 
esic      4010   1 
indet      4010 Dish  2 
pwl      4010   1 
none 
zz      4030   1 
           Total 147
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because of their shared motif elements. Mold-impressed designs were also frequent 
within the motif assemblage. These 27 sherds were all censers produced in the Texcoco 
Molded style. Nineteen (of 147) of the Totogal phase motifs were produced using fine 
line incision; several of these were probably used as chile grinders. Other motif execution 
techniques were extremely rare. The different motif elements (and codes) found within 
the Totogal assemblage are presented in Table 10-24.  
The Totogal phase ultra-fine line motif assemblage (Totogal Engraved) is 
characterized almost exclusively by parallel line filled triangles (GMT), “Greek key”  and 
other stepped elements (e.g., STS, STP), avian/reptilian elements (e.g., AS, FEA) and 
decorative panel boundary elements (e.g., PD) (Table 10-24). Many of these ultra-fine 
line elements are found within black painted bands on vessels that also often had brown 
slip. Considerable similarities exist with Tres Picos II-esgrafiado ceramics from central 
Veracruz (Medellin Zenil 1960) and Cholulteca Lisa from Cholula (Suarez Cruz 1995); 
Isla Agaltepec yielded similar ceramics as well (Arnold 2007; Arnold and Venter 2004; 
see also Ortiz and Santley 1988). Similarities also exist with avian/reptilian motif 
elements found on some of the Postclassic Soncautla complex ceramics at Tres Zapotes 
(Drucker 1943: Figure 45b, d). Because of the ubiquity of these ultra-fine line incised 
ceramics in the Totogal phase assemblage, and their presence in other areas of the 
Tuxtlas with Late Postclassic occupations (Tepango Valley, Agaltepec), but because their 
associated motifs are more systematically described here than the Late Postclassic Tres 
Picos and Cholulteca Lisa Esgrafiado ceramics, I proposed (above) use of the type name 
“Totogal Engraved”, when referring to this regional expression of ceramics bearing the 
attributes described above and the particular motif elements below. While these ceramics 
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may have brown and/or black slip and/or paint (and occasionally white or red), all 
examples from excavated Totogal phase contexts have ultra-fine incised motifs. 
Filled triangle elements (GMT), typically arranged along an inclined plane within 
motif panels, occur on 61 out of 95 (64 percent) ceramics with ultra-fine line incision 
(Table 10-24). None of these elements were executed using fine line incision. An 
example of ceramics with filled geometric triangle elements was displayed in Figure 9-1; 
it is reproduced here in Figure 10-16. In this example, triangle and zoomorphic elements 
are combined with linear boundary elements that define two black painted panels. All 
ceramics with this set of motif elements are on serving vessels. With the exception of 
three fine quartz sand tempered sherds (similar to “sandy” or “thick” Fine Orange 
described by Pool 1997 [see also Pool 1990], but the amount of aplastics seems slightly 
greater), all Totogal Engraved ceramics from unmixed strata that had ultra-fine line 
incision had untempered pastes.  
 All censers produced in the Texcoco Molded style were coded TXM within the 
motif analysis. As mentioned in the discussion of impressed surface treatments, these 
censer fragments totaled 32 in the unmixed strata assemblage, and 27 were recovered 
from Totogal phase contexts. Late Postclassic, Totogal phase Texcoco Molded censers 
were usually made of fine or medium mixed volcanic ash and quartz sand paste. One 
specimen had brown slip. Several of the censer fragments found at Totogal are illustrated 
in Figure 10-17 (see also Figure 10-15). Raised and bounded “bumps”, along with cut-out 
triangles, are characteristic elements of these censers both at Totogal and in the central 
highlands (Figure 10-15; see also Sejourne 1973: Figures 123, 124, 125).  
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Figure 10-16: Filled Triangles, Avian/Reptilian Elements (eye, mouth, and 
feathers/petals) Incised into Black Painted Panels (scale in cm). 
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Figure 10-17: Texcoco Molded Censer Fragments Recovered from Totogal (scale in cm) 
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Six of the sherds with fine line incision appear to have been used for chile 
grinders. On these sherds, incised lines are on the interior bases of vessels. While 
different designs were incised, this incision appears to have had mainly utilitarian 
functions. Many of the ceramics known as Aztec III Black-on-Orange also served as chili 
grinders (Sejourne 1973:Figures 95, 96). A few sherds with painted designs similar to 
this style are discussed below; no sherds had both molcajete incision and paint, however. 
The majority of remaining fine line incised ceramics has horizontal lines; sometimes 
multiple parallel lines were incised with regular spacing between lines, and sometimes 
just single or double lines were incised.  
The remaining Totogal phase decoration was painted, punctated or appliquéd. No 
particular mode was frequent, but examples are included here nonetheless. Appliqué from 
the Totogal phase was in the form of “buttons” and “spikes”. An example of “button” 
appliqué is presented in Figure 10-18a. Fingernail punctate, impressed into a similar paste 
as the appliqué sherd, is displayed in Figure 10-18b. Rare preserved painted motifs also 
occur in Totogal phase strata. One sherd, with a black painted motif (code 3BO), 
resembles Aztec III Black-on-Orange pottery (Sejourne 1973:Figure 96). It is on an 
untempered cream to pale orange paste. Another sherd has a red painted “comb” motif 
element that is also similar to Aztec III (Late Postclassic, in particular period of Aztec 
Expansion) ceramics (Figure 10-14). The latter example is displayed in Figure 10-19 (see 
also Sejourne 1973:Figure 89). Despite the similarities with painted motifs on late Aztec 
examples, the ceramics used in the production of these vessels had the same untempered 
pastes that characterized the remainder of the Totogal ceramic assemblage. 
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Figure 10-18: Appliqué “Button” (a) and Fingernail Punctate (b) (scale in cm)  
         
a. Appliqué         b. Fingernail Punctate  
 
 
Figure 10-19: Red Painted “Comb” Motif with Remnant Black Slip (scale in cm) 
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Summary of Ceramic Vessel Temporal Trends 
 Ceramic vessel data from unmixed excavation strata were used to assess the 
changing design of ceramic vessels at Totogal. The late Middle Classic Santiago-B 
occupation at Totogal was represented by only the lowest deposits in Test Unit 1. Early 
Late Classic Chaneque phase strata were confined to Test Unit 1 and Test Trench 1, 
excavated within the Arroyo Complex. The Early Postclassic Vigía phase occupation was 
more widely distributed; it was recovered from not only Arroyo complex excavation 
units, but also units excavated in the Muros zone, in Cluster 3, and in Cluster 5. Within 
all site areas, the occupation with the densest ceramic deposits was the Late Postclassic 
Totogal phase, which was represented well in all excavation units. Late Postclassic 
ceramic vessels and other materials (to be described below) were mostly recovered from 
the Plowzone and sometimes from the underlying Zone 1. In several contexts (Test 
Trench 2, Test Units 3, 4, 7, and 8), stone architectural elements, in addition to ceramic 
densities, signaled this temporal/stratigraphic transition. While our window into the 
earlier Classic period occupation was narrow, no stone architectural elements were 
encountered in the earlier deposits, only a packed earth floor (Zone 5-6 transition, Test 
Unit 1). All site areas contained daub from walls. 
 The pastes used during the Santiago-B and Chaneque phases continued into the 
Vigía and Totogal phases. For the most part, changes in the relative frequencies of pastes 
were minor and gradual. Some of the exceptions include pastes with fine ash temper 
(varying colors). These pastes were used more early in the site sequence, in particular 
during the Santiago-B phase. Orange pastes with medium ash and quartz sand increase 
steadily over time until the Late Postclassic when they were second in relative frequency 
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to untempered orange ceramics. Temporal patterning in ceramic vessels stands out better 
when attributes besides pastes are examined. 
 The proportions of the vessel function categories remain very similar over time, 
with the exception of ritual vessels, which account for higher relative frequencies early, 
but this is partly a result of small sample size. In those same early (Santiago B phase) 
contexts, no utilitarian vessels were recovered. Early ritual forms were cylindrical jars; 
the use of these vessels has been associated with Teotihuacan interactions in the central 
Tuxtlas (Ortiz and Santley 1988; Santley et al. 1984). Serving vessels vary temporally 
between 56 and 46 percent, but changes in particular forms occurred. Plates doubled in 
relative frequency during the Vigía phase and subsequent Totogal phase, while bowls 
steadily declined from around 50 percent early to 18 percent in the Late Postclassic. 
Dishes, on the other hand, increased over time, particularly in the Late Postclassic, when 
they nearly doubled in relative frequency from earlier periods. Between the Chaneque 
phase and the Totogal phase, utilitarian vessels (necked and neckless jars, comals) 
increased minimally from 26 to 28 percent. Other vessel categories were very rarely used 
and account for very small proportions of period assemblages. 
 Vessel wall and lip attributes experienced some change over time as well 
(Appendix B). On dishes, while general wall orientation remained similar over time, lip 
forms 22 (direct, symmetrical, rounded bolster), 32 (direct symmetrical tapered) and 52 
(interior, abrupt angle/flat) increased in occurrence. With bowls, the prominent wall 
forms became more varied over time. For example, during the Chaneque phase, most 
bowl walls had forms 31 (outsloping straight) or 32 (outsloping concave), but beginning 
in the Vigía phase, most wall shapes were 32 (outsloping concave), 22 (vertical convex), 
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11 (convergent straight), and 33 (outsloping convex). Lips on bowls also underwent 
changes. While direct symmetrical rounded lips (code 12) were common in all periods, 
the relative frequency of lip code 2 (direct, symmetrical flat) decreased while lip code 62 
(interior tapered) increased (Appendix B). Necked Jars went from having mainly 42 
(vertical) and 45 (divergent, continuously curved) necks with 2 (direct, symmetrical flat) 
and 12 (direct, symmetrical rounded) lips in the Chaneque phase to having mainly 43 
(divergent neck) and 44 (curved divergent neck) necks and 12 (direct, symmetrical 
rounded) and 41a (everted curved) lips in the Vigía and Totogal phases. 
  Rim orifice diameter trends, introduced above and tabulated in Appendix B, are 
compared here by phase and vessel form in Figures 10-20 through 10-24. Only the more 
common vessel categories are shown. Even among some common vessel categories the 
number of rims was very low for particular phases; those assemblages are not illustrated 
graphically (i.e., Vigía and Chaneque phase plates and necked/neckless jars). The results 
of rim orifice measurements should be viewed as tentative because diameters could not 
be consistently assessed, partly contributing to the low batches of measurements for some 
vessel assemblages.  
There was considerable consistency in the size of dishes (regular) over time, 
despite their changing lips and relative frequency in the assemblage; they also become 
increasingly unimodal in the Late Postclassic Totogal phase (Figure 10-22). The 
diameters of plates are somewhat bimodal during the Totogal phase, when most rim 
orifice diameters measured between 14 and 18 or 22 and 28 cm (Figure 10-20). Good 
comparisons with the phases are difficult, because of small assemblage size. The size of 
most bowls increased considerably from the Chaneque phase to the Vigía phase, and then 
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Figure 10-20: Plate Orifice Diameter (cm) (Sherd Frequencies) 
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Figure 10-21: Bowl Orifice Diameter (cm) (Sherd Frequencies) 
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Figure 10-21, continued 
 
Chaneque Phase Bowls
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Figure 10-22: Dish Orifice Diameter (cm) (Sherd Frequencies) 
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Figure 10-22, continued 
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Figure 10-23: Late Postclassic Comal Rim Orifice Diameter (cm) (Sherd Frequencies) 
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Figure 10-24: Necked and Neckless Jar Rim Orifice Diameter (cm) (Sherd Frequencies) 
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decreased slightly by the Totogal phase (Figure 10-21). During the Chaneque and 
Totogal phases, bowls were generally unimodal; the moderate bimodal shape of the Vigía 
phase bowl orifice diameters may partly relate to the small sample size (n=21).  
Comals, new to the Late Postclassic Totogal phase, came in three general size 
categories: small (14-26 cm), medium (26-40 cm), and large (44-60 cm). Finally, during 
the Totogal phase, necked jar orifice diameters ranged between 6 and 40 cm, and 
neckless jar openings ranged from 12 to 38 (Figure 10-24). Within the necked jar 
assemblage, there appear to have been three size classes suggested by orifice diameters 
(small, medium, and large), at least during the Late Postclassic. Smaller jars had orifice 
diameters that ranged between 6 and 18 cm, medium necked jars measured from 18 to 28 
cm, and larger jars had orifices that ranged from 31 to 40 cm (Figure 10-24). Necked jar 
orifice diameters appear to have decreased considerably over time, while those of 
neckless jars increased (Appendix B). However, comparisons between the Totogal phase 
and earlier phases are spurious because of small assemblage sizes. All vessel form 
categories had outliers, especially at the larger end of the range. 
 Just as the pastes used in certain vessel forms may clue us in to their use contexts 
(e.g., more untempered serving vessels used on special occasions or in elite contexts than 
tempered serving vessels), size categories within functional categories may represent 
varying uses. The smallest comals, for example, could have served as lids for necked jars. 
Differently sized vessels, whether utilitarian or serving, can reflect the amount of food 
that they were meant to hold. Finally, some size classes within vessel form categories 
could have been food-specific. 
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Within the surface treatment assemblage, several trends were observed. Ceramics 
with rastreado texturing, mostly on medium and coarse tempered pastes, decreased 
considerably over time, polishing (on mostly untempered pastes), on the other hand, 
increased.  
 Within the decorated sherd assemblage, there is a marked increase in the relative 
frequency of ultra-fine line incision on serving vessels (often with polish, brown and 
black paint or slip—Totogal Engraved) and mold-impressed censers (Texcoco Molded). 
Painted decorations, while present in the Totogal phase, make up larger proportions of 
decorative treatments during the Chaneque and Vigía phases.  
  Considerable change in the colors used in paints and slips also took place. During 
the Santiago-B phase, cream, orange, and brown slips and red, red and white, and orange 
paints were most common. Earlier colors were used in the Chaneque phase, but black and 
brown slips became more common. Orange and polychrome painted ceramics were used, 
in addition to the colors used previously. Considerable change in paint and slip colors 
occurs by the Vigía phase, when polychrome Fine Orange ceramics were no longer used, 
and the principal slip and paint colors are cream, black, brown, and red—these were 
typically applied to Fine Orange ceramics. Brown slip is one of the common 
characteristics of the Soncautla Complex ceramics at Tres Zapotes, as described by 
Drucker (1943:102-107). During the Late Postclassic Totogal phase, Vigía phase slip and 
paint colors persisted, but orange slip was once again used.  
Motifs  were most frequently represented during the Late Postclassic, when ultra-
fine line incised triangular, stepped and avian/reptilian elements were bounded by panel 
dividers on black painted bands that were usually parallel to and below serving vessel 
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lips; I suggested that these elaborately decorated ceramics be referred to as “Totogal 
Engraved” to recognize that while similarities existed between Late Postclassic incised, 
slipped and/or painted Gulf lowland  and Cholula types, that regional expressions likely 
existed. Because the motifs on Tres Picos II esgrafiado and Cholulteca Lisa esgrafiado 
are not described in great detail or well illustrated in published documents, rather than 
assuming that the highly detailed motif, paint, slip and paste combinations are the same, 
similarities have been noted with published descriptions of these types, and this new label 
applied for the Tuxteco expression. Depending on the wall orientations (outsloping, 
vertical), the motif panels on Totogal Engraved are variably on vessel interiors or 
exteriors, whichever permitted the better display of the decoration.  
It is difficult to assess the complexity of motifs that were applied using paints 
because their pigments have eroded; this is especially true of those that were applied to 
soft, easily weathered, untempered pastes. The low frequency of motifs from Classic 
period and even Early Postclassic period assemblages is partly related to preservation, 
and partly related to the motif execution techniques employed during different site 
occupations. 
During the Postclassic, particular ceramic attributes reflect a considerable amount 
of continuity with the past, while others suggest very different inspiration or influence. 
New, regularly occurring ceramic attributes include decorative modes, especially ultra-
fine line incision (Totogal Engraved), motifs (e.g., ultra-fine incised filled trianges, step 
frets, avian-reptilian elements), Texcoco Molded censers, and comals. Filled triangles are 
known from Formative period Tres Zapotes, for example, but their application, especially 
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using plastic modes of decoration, appears to have stopped during the Classic period 
(Drucker 1943; Venter 2001).  
Ceramic pastes appear similar to earlier ones, with varying degrees of fluctuation 
reflected in their relative frequencies. Similar vessel forms, and paint and slip colors were 
also present in phases that pre-dated the Late Postclassic. Most changes in slips and 
paints occurred during the Vigía phase, when reduced colors grew in importance; the 
brown and black color characterization of the Vigía phase decorated ceramic assemblage 
continued into the Totogal phase that saw the other changes noted above (ultra-fine 
incision, comals, Texcoco Molded censers).  
The increased importance of black and brown slips and paints during the Vigía 
phase probably reflects the use of ceramics similar to Tres Picos I styles described for the 
central Gulf lowlands and recovered occasionally in other areas of the Tuxtlas (Killion 
and Urcid 2001; Ortiz and Santley 1988; Pool 1995). These Early Postclassic painted 
motifs probably were similar to those found on later Tres Picos II esgrafiado style and 
Totogal Engraved ceramics, but because of their painted designs, cannot be as easily or 
systematically compared at Totogal. Also, like their incised counterparts, Vigía phase 
painted decoration may have employed simpler motifs than those used during the Totogal 
phase. The Early Postclassic is also the period to which the Soncautla Complex of Tres 
Zapotes is attributed (Coe 1965; Drucker 1943; see also Pool 1995). Some Early 
Postclassic Soncautla ceramics bore motifs similar to the Late Postclassic ultra-fine 
incised ones at Totogal (and Agaltepec). The ceramics at Tres Zapotes, however do not 
have the triangle-filled back panels that characterize Totogal phase Totogal Engraved 
pottery. While similarly incised avian-reptilian motifs do not occur at Vigía phase 
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Totogal, the less complex configuration of the Soncautla complex ceramics may mean 
that they do date to the Early Postclassic, despite the parallels with Late Postclassic 
materials at Totogal and Agaltepec (Arnold and Venter 2004). 
The Vigía phase assemblage at Totogal is also characterized by the considerable 
decline of rastreado texturing on ceramics. The poor representation of this technique also 
characterizes the Totogal phase. 
That considerable continuity exists alongside change in certain attributes suggests 
that much of the population at Late Postclassic Totogal was largely indigenous to the 
region; however, other new influences or inspirations for change occurred during both the 
Vigía and Totogal phases. Influence was probably partly related to the spread of an 
increasingly cohesive elite culture that was associated with the international style symbol 
sets that became widespread during the Postclassic period, and that had co-opted 
elements of Quetzalcoatl imagery (Boone and Smith 2003; Masson 2003; Nicholson 
1996; Pohl 2003; Rice 1983; Ringle et al. 1998). Changes in how elites communicated 
symbolically were also probably roughly contemporaneous with the immigration of 
Nahuat speakers.   
Noted Vigía phase ceramic changes included declines in particular ceramic 
texturing techniques and painted and slipped decoration on ceramic serving vessels. 
Additional Totogal phase changes were associated with cooking technology, in the form 
of comals, and with ritual practices, as expressed through the adoption of imperial style 
Texcoco Molded censers.  
Both Coe (1965) and Drucker (1943) have argued that the appearance of intrusive 
Soncautla burials and ceramics at Tres Zapotes reflects the presence of non-local groups 
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from the central Mexican highlands in the region. Tthis appearance occurred around the 
time that demographic and settlement shifts were observed for the Catemaco and 
Tepango Valleys (Santley and Arnold 1996; Stoner 2007) as well as the central Gulf 
lowlands (Daneels 1997, 2005; Stark 2008). In the Tuxtlas, some of the local population 
appears to have migrated out, perhaps to the south and east (Borstein 2005; Killion and 
Urcid 2001).  
Linguistic evidence of a pre-imperial incursion of the region by Nahuat-speaking 
colonists, along with information reported in the Relaciones Geograficas (Paso y 
Troncoso 1905; see also Medel y Alvarado 1993; Scholes and Warren 1965) indicate that 
both Nahuat and Popoluca were spoken in the Tuxtlas in the sixteenth century (Umberger 
1996); this language distribution is still observable today (Foster 1943). It is also 
reflected in the many Nahuat toponyms throughout the western Tuxtlas region (e.g., 
Totogal, Chuniapan, Matacapan, Agaltepec, Toztlan, Totocapan, Tlapacoya, Hueyapan). 
Arnold (2005) has suggested that some of the Late Classic monuments found in the Lake 
Catemaco area may demarcate the Nahuat-Popoluca boundary. 
It is uncertain how the immigration of Nahuat-speaking colonists and the spread 
of international styles throughout the Gulf lowlands can be distinguished materially, or if 
they were directly related. It may be that one was a response to the other. For example, 
Postclassic international styles, besides being an expression of elite cohesion within and 
across regions, has been interpreted as a response to an increasingly chaotic, competitive 
climate throughout much of Mesoamerica that was partly the result of the decline of 
Teotihuacan (Boone and Smith 2003; Pohl 2003). Part of this immediate uncertainty in 
the Tuxtlas may have resulted from the breakup of large centers (i.e., El 
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Picayo/Totocapan and Matacapan), and the arrival of Nahuat speakers. Regardless of 
how these currents of change were separate or intermingled, these new influences were 
combined with local ceramic paste traditions and vessel forms at Totogal. Articles of the 
International Style should be more associated with elite contexts; whether this should 
occur to a greater degree than items associated with Nahuat colonists is also uncertain. 
Future study of the Classic to Postclassic transition in the Tuxtlas should clarify this 
issue. 
The settlement evidence at Totogal combined with the emerging picture of 
Tepango Valley settlement patterns (Stoner 2007), suggest that at the same time that the 
Valley population was in a stage of decline, Totogal experienced a surge in population 
(the Chaneque phase in the Arroyo Complex). During the Late Classic to Early 
Postclassic transition, both Totogal and Isla Agaltepec saw increases in settlement. Both 
locations are naturally suited to defense; the former had a commanding view of the 
surrounding valley, and the latter may have had added protection in the form of restricted 
access to interior portions of the island (in the Valenzuela Complex [Arnold 2003, 2007; 
Arnold and Venter 2004]). Elsewhere in Epi-Classic and Early Postclassic Mesoamerica, 
the settlement of defensible locations (such as Xochicalco and Cacaxtla), were probably 
responses to an unsettled geopolitical climate characterized by competition (Diehl and 
Berlo 1989; Hirth 1989).  
These larger scale Mesoamerican patterns may be reflected within Totogal, not 
only by the changes in the ceramics assemblage, but by changes in regional exchange 
networks that resulted in a shift in obsidian sources used (shift from primarily black to 
black and clear; see the next chapter), and in the expansion of settlement at Totogal. The 
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Vigía phase settlement of site areas beyond the Arroyo Complex that had a better view of 
down slope activities could reflect the regional demographic and geopolitical shift 
suggested for the central Tuxtlas (Santley and Arnold 1996).  
The changes in the ceramic assemblage that were noted in Early and Late 
Postclassic contexts at Totogal also appear to have been adopted throughout the region. 
Postclassic ceramics identified in the Tepango River Valley survey reflect the changing 
slip and paint colors observed at Totogal (Stoner 2007); the prevalence of black and 
brown slips also characterizes Postclassic Isla Agaltepec (Arnold 2003, 2007; Arnold and 
Venter 2004). Texcoco Molded censers were identified in both of the above locations, as 
well as southwestern Cerro El Vigía (Kruszczynski 2001) and the El Meson region 
(Loughlin, personal communication 2007). 
 
Other Ceramic Objects 
 Ceramic objects not included in the above discussion of vessels include figurine 
fragments (n=34), clay balls (n=2), a cylindrical stamp (n=1), and spindle whorls (n=3). 
All of the figurine fragments, the clay balls, and stamp are from unmixed strata (Table 
10-25). One of the spindle whorls is also from an unmixed context; it was recovered from 
Totogal phase Zone 1 of Test Unit 1. The other two whorls are not from excavated 
contexts, but because of small sample size, they are included in the table below (Table 
10-26). 
 Most figurine fragments came from Vigía phase contexts (n=14), followed by 
Totogal (n=12), and Chaneque phase levels (n=8) (Table 10-25). Regardless of time 
period, most figurine fragments were made from untempered, usually orange, pastes. 
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During the Chaneque phase, most recovered specimens were solid and may have been 
mold-made. In contrast, most Vigía phase figurines were hollow and likely mold-made. 
Totogal phase figurine fragments were variable and included nearly equal numbers of 
hollow and solid figurines (Table 10-25). 
 Figurine fragments were often very small and it was difficult to identify most 
beyond basic morphology (hollow, solid, flat). Identifiable forms from Chaneque phase 
contexts were zoomorphic representations; one appears to be a bird, the other a “monkey” 
(Figure 10-25). One Vigía phase form appears to be anthropomorphic and very similar to 
figurines illustrated by Drucker (1943:Plate 48) that are part of the “San Marcos” style 
(Figure 10-26). Totogal phase figurines from unmixed strata include miniature “dogs”, a 
life-size finger that resembles human/deity representations documented for the “los 
Lirios” style (Drucker 1943:Plate 63), and a bird (Figure 10-27). The clay balls, found 
together in Test Unit 3, and very near the miniature “dogs”, were smaller than 1 cm in 
diameter. They may represent gaming pieces, children’s toys, noise-makers used in 
ceremonial rattles, or rattle supports of vessels. The clay balls were made using a fine ash 
and quartz sand temper; they were fired under oxidizing conditions (Table 10-25).  
 The item identified as a cylindrical stamp or seal was recovered from Totogal 
phase strata in Test Trench 1 (Figure 10-28). The image on this item, probably excised 
(but possibly mold-impressed), is very similar to the symbol for 400 that is found 
throughout the Codex Mendoza (see for example the “pine-tree” accounting symbol for 
400 that is associated with the payment of cotton garments by the Tochtepec province 
(Berdan and Anawalt 1992:Folio 46r). 
Table 10-25: Figurines and Miscellaneous Ceramic Objects (not including spindle whorls) 
Indet. 
Figurine Hollow Fig 
Hollow 
Mold-Made 
Fig 
Solid Fig Solid Hand-Made Fig 
Solid Possible 
Mold-Made 
Fig 
Solid, Flat, 
Mold-Made 
Fig 
Phase Total 
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rio
d 
Paste 
f 
Fig. 
type 
% 
f 
Fig. 
type 
% 
f 
Fig. 
type 
% 
f 
Fig. 
type 
% 
f 
Fig. 
type 
% 
f Fig. type % f 
Fig. 
type 
% 
f % 
1110 1             1 
2310 1             1 
4010 1 1 2   3 1   8 
4030 1             1 T
ot
og
al
 
4060     1         1 
Totogal Total 4 
33.3 8.3 25.0   25.0 8.3   
1 3   3 1   12 
35.3 
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2110 2             2 
4010 1 1 8         10 V
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Total 10 29.4 3 8.8 12 35.3 1 2.9 3 8.8 4 11.8 1 2.9 34 100.0 
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Figure 10-25: Zoomorphic “monkey” figurine from Chaneque phase occupation of Test 
Trench 1 (scale in cm) 
    
 
Figure 10-26: Figurine from Vigía phase occupation of Test Unit 8 (scale in cm) 
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Figure 10-27: Totogal phase bird figurine from Test Trench 1 (scale in cm) 
 
 
Figure 10-28: Cylindrical stamp or seal from Totogal phase occupation of Test Trench 1 
(scale in cm) 
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 Only three spindle whorls were recovered from Totogal; just one came from 
unmixed strata (Table 10-26). Spindle whorls were made from untempered, usually 
orange, pastes. They were mold-impressed into various shapes. Whorl diameter ranged 
from 15 to 21 mm. Whorl hole diameter was either 5 or 6 mm, and thickness was 6 to 13 
mm. Whorl weight measurements were collected, but because one whorl (domed) was 
fragmentary, it cannot be included in the estimation of fiber type based on weight. Mary 
Parsons (1972) suggested that whorls that weighed under 11 gm were optimal for the 
spinning of cotton thread. Because the complicated silhouette and conical whorls were 
well within this range, we can infer that cotton, or another fine fiber (Hall 1997; Stark et 
al. 1998), was being spun at Totogal.  Hole diameters support this interpretation. 
Although one whorl had mold-impressed decoration, it was very heavily eroded, 
preventing identification of the motif. This impressed whorl also had orange slip. 
 
Late Postclassic Intra-Site Expectations 
 The expectations regarding strategies local elites used during imperial expansion 
are reintroduced here. They were discussed in Chapter 3. To be brief, elites at Totogal, 
because the settlement was probably the focal point of imperial-Tuxteco interactions, 
were expected to enact strategies characterized by mediation between imperial and local 
interests. Because of Totogal’s position within the imperial frontier, where it sat between 
the limits of imperial power and trade corridors along the Gulf Coast (Carrasco 
1999:343), elites at the center had room to negotiate their position vis-à-vis the empire’s 
expansion goals and access to the trade routes. Alternative strategies included 
dependency or development.  
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Table 10-26: Spindle Whorls at Totogal 
Paste Shape Decoration 
Diam-
Whorl 
(mm) 
Diam-
Hole 
(mm) 
Thickness-
Whorl 
(mm) 
f gm 
untempered 
orange Dome none 15 6 6 1 na 
untempered 
orange* 
Complicated 
Silhouette none 18 5 13 1 3.2 
untempered 
cream Conical 
impressed 
design, 
with orange 
slip 
21 5 8 1 3.2 
* From Test Unit 1, Totogal Phase Zone 1  
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Part of a strategy of mediation probably would have included alliance-building 
between imperial and local elites. Alliance would also have been important to the 
empire’s success in the region. The opportunity for local elites to broker agreements 
between imperial and local aims would have provided opportunities for their 
aggrandizement within the eyes of the local population. During these times, the frontier 
elites would essentially take on two identities. One of the best ways to project allegiance 
to those identities is through public and ritual use of decorated vessels and other ritual 
paraphernalia (Schortman et al. 2001). According to Schortman et al. (2001:314): 
“Crucial to formulating and maintaining social identities is strategic 
manipulation of artifact styles, those attributes whose forms and 
combinations are determined more by choice than functional or 
technological necessity. Charged with meaning by those who make and 
use them, styles, like all symbols, cue behavior. As such, style is one 
means for mobilizing the emotions and actions needed to create social 
affiliations. Prominently displayed items bearing motifs distinctive of an 
identity can evoke feelings of commonality, cohesion, and cooperation 
among participants while simultaneously distinguishing them from 
adherents of other affiliations” (see also Beaudry et al. 1991:153; Carr 
1995; Gosselain 2000; Hegmon 1992; Sackett 1982; Vincent 1978; 
Wiessner 1983; Wobst 1977).  
 
 Because motifs are easily manipulated, they can be adjusted to reflect the 
changing dynamics required of frontier negotiations. In addition, because they are on 
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portable vessels, they are “easily acquired by all polity members…[and] especially 
suitable for creating affiliations uniting heterogeneous populations as general ownership 
of symbols encourages shared feelings of belonging to the entity represented” 
(Schortman et al. 2001:314). Events, particularly feasts and ceremonies sponsored by 
elites at Totogal would have provided opportunities for the gifting of symbols of 
cohesion. These symbols may have come in two forms: Texcoco Molded censers and 
elaborately decorated serving vessels that bore symbols associated with elite privilege 
and with the empire that, when used at home, could recreate rituals observed at the 
center. A similar process has been hypothesized for the Mixtequilla, where individuals at 
the small center of Callejón del Horno reproduced imperial symbols (Aztec III Black-on-
Orange vessels) probably seen at the provincial capital of Cotaxtla, and distributed them 
throughout the surrounding hinterland (of Cuetlaxtlan) (Skoglund et al. 2006).  
 The examination of ceramic vessel temporal trends identified two primary types 
of ceramic vessels in Late Postclassic contexts that would have been particularly 
conducive to elite use in community ritual events: Totogal Engraved serving vessels and 
Texcoco Molded censers. The former service ware probably represented symbols of 
prestige because they contained motifs such as step-frets and possibly the Feathered 
Serpent. Elsewhere in Classic and Postclassic Mesoamerica, step frets were seen as 
symbols of legitimacy and authority, as well as the Feathered Serpent (Anawalt 1990; 
Sharp 1981). As suggested by Rice (1980) and Ringle et al. (1998), avian/reptilian or 
serpent motifs were also employed on pottery vessels during the Late Classic and Early 
Postclassic as part of an expanding elite cultural network. The prior existence of this 
expansive elite network allowed the Aztecs to build inter-regional alliances that 
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facilitated expansion and probably the opening of markets and commercial exchange 
(Berdan and Smith 1996, 2003). Similar motif elements, executed in ultra-fine line 
incision on serving vessels, appear to characterize Totogal and several Late Postclassic 
centers (e.g., Quiahuistlan, Isla Agaltepec) along the Veracruz Gulf Coast (Arnold 2007; 
Arnold and Venter 2004; Daneels 2005; Lira Lopez 2004; Medellin Zenil 1960; Vasquez 
1990). Similar elements are also characteristic of Postclassic International-style ceramics 
(e.g., Cholulteca Lisa Esgrafiada [Suárez Cruz 1995]), but the particular expression of the 
Gulf Coast motifs may be influenced by styles seen at El Tajin, especially in its 
architecture (Daneels 2005; Medellin Zenil 1960), Tula, or the Campeche coast and 
northern Maya lowlands (Eaton and Ball 1978). References to past local traditions (i.e., 
filled triangles on Formative period ceramics [Drucker 1943; Venter 2001]) may 
influence the particular Tuxteco expression of this style. 
 Mold-impressed censers recovered in Late Postclassic Totogal phase excavated 
contexts were all produced in the Aztec Texcoco-Molded style. In the central highlands, 
these censers were used in both public and domestic rituals (Smith 2002). At Cotaxtla, 
these imperial-style censers tended to be concentrated in elite and civic-ceremonial parts 
of that site (Ohnersorgen 2001; 2005). They were not found throughout the Cotaxtla and 
Jamapa River drainages, however (Daneels 1997, 2005). Locally produced Texcoco 
Molded censers found in the Mixtequilla were mostly recovered at Callejón del Horno 
(Garraty and Stark 2002; Skoglund et al. 2006). These particular censers have been 
viewed as symbols of Aztec imperialism in the outer provinces (Umberger 1996). While 
the presence of censers may partly relate to imperialism, they may not always reflect 
imperial conquest of a military character or direct systems of control (note that Skoglund 
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et al. [2006; also Stark 1990] consider conquest as one among several possibilities). 
Based on the expected character of Totogal-Aztec relations in this frontier of interaction 
and negotiation, I suggest that these ritual objects were used principally by elites at 
Totogal to create cohesion between dual interests (imperial and local). If cohesion was a 
goal, then these items, along with Totogal Engraved serving vessels should be expected 
in the patterns outlined above and in Chapter 3.  
 Additional markers that are important to the evaluation of the above expectations 
are 1) spindle whorl frequencies, indicative of cotton thread production (cotton cloth 
being a tribute item—increases would suggest intensified tribute production);  2) the 
presence of central highland imports (such as green obsidian, discussed in Chapter 10); 3) 
the presence of Aztec style figurines (“cookie-cutter” and temple models) as possible 
indicators of colonists (Ohnersorgen 2001, 2005); 4) the distribution of serving and 
utilitarian vessels to help characterize the functions of particular site areas, especially 
areas that might have played host to elite sponsored feasts; 5) the estimation of wealth in 
different domestic contexts—assessed partly through the proportion of decorated to 
undecorated vessels, obsidian to rim count ratios (Chapter 10), and the type and scale of 
architecture; and, 6) the proportion of imperial to local symbols within particular site 
areas.  
 
Ceramic Spatial Patterns                
 Late Postclassic intra-site patterns were assessed using data collected from test 
units, test trenches, and shovel tests. Because Late Postclassic materials were confined to 
the uppermost strata in excavated units and trenches, in particular plow zone and 
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sometimes zone 1, and because shovel tests probed only the uppermost 20 cm of soil, 
there is a high likelihood that the vast majority of surface collected materials date to the 
Totogal phase occupation at Totogal. This should hold true especially for areas outside of 
the Arroyo Complex, where deposits that predated the Late Postclassic yielded 
comparatively few materials. Therefore, I continue with this discussion of Late 
Postclassic intra-site trends under the tentative assumption that most materials recovered 
from the uppermost 20 cm of soil (in shovel tests) represent the Totogal phase occupation 
and not others. This working assumption is supported by the test excavations that were 
placed in surface artifact concentrations.  
 Excavations that yielded unmixed Late Postclassic strata produced 10511 ceramic 
vessel fragments, 34 figurine fragments, 2 clay balls, 1 cylindrical stamp or seal, and 1 
spindle whorl. The Late Postclassic Totogal phase vessel assemblage represented a 553 
percent increase in sherd frequency from the preceding Vigía phase. No division within 
the Late Postclassic period was observed that would separate pre-imperial and imperial 
phases. 
 Surface collections yielded 8672 sherds, 16 figurine fragments, and 2 spindle 
whorls. Potsherds from surface collections weighed a total of 30.9 kg. Some of the 
surface collected ceramics were recovered from the north slope of the long mound in 
Field A. These collections, from 3 x 3 m units, yielded 297 sherds, which weighed 1.76 
kg. Another 9 sherds (47.2 gm) were opportunistically collected from various site 
contexts, including the arroyo, a fallen tree, and rain washed foot paths. All remaining 
surface collected sherds, were recovered from shovel tests in Fields B, C (North and 
South), and D.  
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  Table 10-27 displays the frequencies of the principal ceramic type groups 
represented in the surface assemblage. Detail regarding the covariation of ceramic 
attributes in the surface assemblage is presented in Appendix D. The ceramic types in the 
surface assemblage that might represent Late Postclassic diagnostics (n=188) are 
presented in Appendix D, Table D-2. Most of the Late Postclassic diagnostics are Totogal 
Engraved (n=113) and Texcoco Molded (n=30) ceramics.  
The distributions of sherds from systematic shovel tests are presented in Figures 
10-29 and 10-30. Ceramic distribution maps indicated seven primary artifact 
concentrations, six of which were spatially contiguous; the seventh was in Field D, which 
was surveyed separately from the remainder of the study area due to a gap in landowner 
permission. These concentrations were first displayed in the discussion of burned earth 
materials (Chapter 8). 
The northwestern-most concentration (Cluster 1) corresponds to the Arroyo 
complex. Test Units 1 and 2 and Test Trench 1 were excavated within this site area. To 
its northeast, and around the bend in the arroyo, is Cluster 2. Cluster 3 represents the 
concentration to the immediate northeast of the Muros Zone; the Muros Zone was not 
given a cluster number because it did not yield many surface artifacts. The stone rubble 
prevented shovel testing in many areas within the fallen surface structure; therefore the 
lower frequencies of artifacts suggested by excavations in this area are amplified by rock 
fall that contributed to worsened surface representation. Test Units 7 and 8 were 
excavated in different parts of Cluster 3. Test Unit 3 and Test Trench 2 were excavated in 
the Muros Zone, along with two looter’s pits. Cluster 4 lies to the east-northeast of 
Cluster 3; it sits at a lower elevation than Field B, including Cluster 3, and is northeast of  
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Table 10-27: Principal Ceramic Categories from Surface Collections. For detail regarding 
surface ceramic types, see Appendix D. 
 
 
 
Principal Category f % 
Oxidized Fine Quartz Sand Tempered Paste 645 7.4 
Coarse Orange (Oxidized) 140 1.6 
Oxidized Fine Quartz Sand and Ash Tempered Paste 154 1.8 
Oxidized Medium Quartz Sand Tempered Paste 444 5.1 
Oxidized Medium Ash Tempered Paste 336 3.9 
Oxidized Medium Quartz Sand and Ash Tempered Paste 1395 16.1 
Oxidized Coarse Quartz Sand Tempered Paste 703 8.1 
Oxidized Coarse Ash Tempered Paste 279 3.2 
Oxidized Coarse Quartz Sand and Ash Tempered Paste 986 11.4 
Reduced Fine Quartz Sand Tempered Paste 34 0.4 
Coarse Orange (Reduced) 24 0.3 
Reduced Fine Quartz Sand and Ash Tempered Paste 13 0.1 
Reduced Medium Quartz Sand Tempered Paste 27 0.3 
Reduced Medium Ash Tempered Paste 38 0.4 
Reduced Medium Quartz Sand and Ash Tempered Paste 94 1.1 
Reduced Coarse Quartz Sand Tempered Paste 37 0.4 
Reduced Coarse Ash Tempered Paste 11 0.1 
Reduced Coarse Quartz Sand and Ash Tempered Paste 77 0.9 
Indeterminate Coarse 1 0.0 
Fine Orange 2710 31.3 
Fine Gray 365 4.2 
Totogal Engraved 114 1.3 
Texcoco Molded 30 0.3 
Historic 9 0.1 
Unassigned 6 0.1 
Surface Total 8672 100.0 
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Figure 10-29: Distribution of sherds in Fields B, C North and C South (frequency) 
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Figure 10-30: Distribution of sherds in Field D (frequency) 
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the corral and house that were in use in 2004. Cluster 5 represents artifact concentrations 
to the south and southeast of the Muros Zone; Test Units 4, 5, and 6 were excavated here. 
Cluster 6 is in Field C South, just north of the promontory. Cluster 7 is in Field D. No 
excavations were placed in Clusters 2, 4, 6, and 7, but 4 and 7, along with the Muros 
Zone, were examined geophysically.        
 The ceramic pastes that were most common in the excavated Late Postclassic 
assemblage  (untempered Fine Orange [4010], medium ash and quartz sand tempered 
orange [2310], coarse ash and quartz sand tempered orange [3310], fine quartz sand 
tempered orange [1110], and untempered Fine Gray [4020]) were also most common, in 
addition to coarse quartz sand tempered orange (3110), in the surface collection 
assemblage (Table 8-27). The distributions of these six pastes are presented in Figures 
10-31 through 10-42. The co-occurring attributes of all ceramics are presented, along 
with their proveniences, in Appendix D, Table D-2. The relative frequencies of these six 
principle pastes within Totogal phase strata and surface contexts are presented in Table 
10-28. 
Cluster 3, followed by Clusters 6 and 2, then 5 and 1, have the largest, most 
tightly concentrated collections of sherds. Clusters 4 and 7 yielded the smallest most 
dispersed sherd distributions (Figures 10-29, 10-30). With regard to the principle pastes, 
they are each found in all site areas (clusters), and they are best represented in the most 
highly concentrated areas, with the exception of the far eastern portion of the surveyed 
area (Clusters 4 and 6). There, 2310 and 4010 are better represented in Cluster 4 than 
Cluster 6, and 3110, 3310, and 4020 are better represented in Cluster 6 than in Cluster 4. 
There are also some subtle spatial differences within clusters. For example, in Cluster 2,  
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Table 10-28: Relative frequencies of common pastes in Late Postclassic strata and 
surface contexts  
 
(Note: these paste categories only include the principal colors, Table 10-27a types, for 
example, include all oxidized or reduced colors for a temper size and type category—this 
accounts for the minor differences in the relative frequencies shown). 
 
Paste Surface % 
TU1 
% 
TT1  
% 
TU3 
% 
TT2 
% 
TU4 
% 
TU5 
% 
TU6 
% 
TU7 
% 
TU8  
% 
Average 
Paste % 
1110 5.8 5 9 6 13 8 7 6 1 4 6.5 
2310 13.1 7 16 17 23 21 19 16 11 19 16.2 
3110 5.7 8 7 7 4 6 16 10 6 7 7.7 
3310 7.7 5 2 2 2 4 1 6 2 1 3.3 
4010 27.5 35 37 39 25 29 36 34 22 25 31.0 
4020 4.1 3 5 7 4 9 6 7 4 9 5.8 
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the largest collections of 4010 (untempered orange) came from the northern half of that 
area, and 2310 was mostly from the western edge of that locality, close to Cluster 1; 
whereas the other sherds came from throughout the area, especially its southern half. 
There are other subtle differences within site areas on the basis of shovel test data; 
however, for the most part, this patterning does not appear to be related to the size of 
architecture in an area—a pattern we might expect if wealth disparities or differences in 
status alone determined the size of an assemblage. A possible exception may be the 
Arroyo complex (cluster 1), where the largest collections of untempered orange pastes 
were in the immediate area of the mound. Excavations also indicate that the mound (Test 
Trench 1) had more untempered orange sherds than the surrounding off-mound area (Test 
Unit 1). Comparisons with the Muros platform are difficult based on shovel test 
collections, owing to the amount of wall fall that was tangled within the grass root matrix 
(that we did not want to dislodge for fear of architectural disturbance), but generally 
speaking, untempered orange pastes (4010) alone do not appear to be associated more so 
with civic-ceremonial architecture than other areas (Table 10-28). They same is true of 
untempered gray (4020) pastes. 
 What appears to be more important is the kind of vessel form, in particular 
primary inferred function (serving, utilitarian, ritual), and the presence or absence of 
monumental architecture (Figures 10-43 through 10-48). The shovel test distributions of 
vessel function categories indicate that while all contexts had both serving and utilitarian 
forms, the largest concentrations of the latter were not found on civic-ceremonial 
structures (nor were they immediately adjacent); they are found in Clusters 2 and 3 
(Figures 10-47, 48).  The largest collections of serving vessels in shovel tests occur in  
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Figure 10-31: Fields B, C North, and C South untempered orange ceramic surface 
distribution (frequency) 
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Figure 10-32: Field D untempered orange ceramic surface distribution (frequency) 
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Figure 10-33: Fields B, C North, and C South medium ash and quartz sand tempered 
orange ceramic surface distribution (frequency) 
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Figure 10-34: Field D medium ash and quartz sand tempered orange ceramic surface 
distribution (frequency) 
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Figure 10-35: Fields B, C North, and C South coarse ash and quartz sand tempered 
orange ceramic surface distribution (frequency) 
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Figure 10-36: Field D coarse ash and quartz sand tempered orange ceramic surface 
distribution (frequency) 
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Figure 10-37: Fields B, C North, and C South Fine Quartz Sand Tempered Orange 
Ceramic Surface Distribution (frequency) 
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Figure 10-38: Field D Fine Quartz Sand Tempered Orange Ceramic Surface Distribution 
(frequency) 
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Figure 10-39: Fields B, C North, and C South Untempered Gray Ceramic Surface 
Distribution (frequency) 
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Figure 10-40: Field D Untempered Gray Ceramic Surface Distribution (frequency) 
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Figure 10-41: Fields B, C North, and C South Coarse Quartz Sand Tempered Ceramic 
Surface Distribution (frequency) 
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Figure 10-42: Field D Coarse Quartz Sand Tempered Ceramic Surface Distribution 
(frequency) 
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Figure 10-43: Distribution of Serving Vessel Rims in Fields B, C North and South (sherd 
frequency) 
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Figure 10-44: Distribution of Serving Vessel Rims in Field D (sherd frequency) 
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Figure 10-45: Distribution of Ritual Vessels (Censers and Cylindrical Jars) in Fields B, C 
North and South (sherd frequency) 
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Figure 10-46: Distribution of Ritual Vessels (Censers Only) in Field D 
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Figure 10-47: Distribution of Utilitarian Vessels in Fields B, C North and South (sherd 
frequency) 
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Figure 10-48: Distribution of Utilitarian Vessel Rims in Field D (sherd frequency) 
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both types of contexts (i.e., Cluster 3 and areas of Cluster 1 [Arroyo complex] that were 
near the mound there). The proportions of the different functional categories are 
compared in Table 10-29 also, which illustrates the shovel test contexts whose 
distributions are displayed in Figures 10-43 through 10-48, and excavated contexts. 
While there is variability by excavation location, on civic-ceremonial structures, ritual 
and serving vessels account for much larger proportions of the respective assemblages 
than utilitarian vessels (Table 10-29, 10-30).  
Using frequency data for ritual, serving, and utilitarian vessels, sherds from the 
two context types were evaluated using the Chi Square statistic. This test is conducted on 
only materials from excavations because of the poor representation of the Muros Zone in 
shovel tests. In Table 10-30, civic-ceremonial contexts include materials from Test Unit 3 
and Test Trenches 1 and 2 (9m2); “other” contexts refer to site areas where no large scale 
architecture was observed (Test Units 1, 4-8 [14m2]). Within civic-ceremonial contexts, 
both ritual and serving vessels from excavations had higher than expected frequencies (17 
and 157 [observed], versus 10.8 and 128.5 [expected]) (Table 10-30). These two 
categories also had lower than expected frequencies in non-civic-ceremonial contexts. In 
contrast, utilitarian vessels had lower than expected frequencies in civic-ceremonial 
contexts and higher than expected frequencies in non-ceremonial contexts throughout the 
site (Table 10-30). The Chi Square value from comparisons of these data (X2=39.1, 
d.f.=2, and p-value<.001, indicates that the differences in the observed and expected 
frequencies for vessel function and context type had a <.001 percent chance of resulting 
from the vagaries of sampling (Table 10-30).  
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Table 10-29: Rim Sherds from Surface Collections and Excavated Late Postclassic Strata 
a. Surface Collections  
Vessel 
Function Vessel Form f % 
Functional 
Group % 
Censer 30 3.1 
Ritual 
Cyl. Jar 22 2.2 
5.3 
Plate 16 1.6 
Bowl 201 20.5 
Dish 91 9.3 
Serving 
Small Dish 26 2.7 
34.1 
Comal 74 7.6 
Necked Jar 260 26.6 
Neckless Jar 16 1.6 
Utilitarian 
Other (Colander) 2 0.2 
36 
Indet. Indet. 241 24.6 24.6 
Total 979 100 100 
 
b. Excavated Late Postclassic: Late Postclassic Percentages per Unit  
Vessel 
Function 
Vessel 
Form TU1 TT1 TU3 TT2 TU4 TU5 TU6 TU7 TU8 
Avg. 
Form % 
Functional 
Group % 
Censer 2.8 6.4 4.7 -- -- 2.4 2.9 -- 1.8 3.5 Ritual Cyl. Jar 2.8 .6 -- -- 1.1 -- -- -- -- 1.5 5.0 
Plate 3.9 6.4 6.3 -- 6.3 4.9 2.9 3.3 1.8 5.3 
Bowl 26 16.6 18 27.3 21.1 7.3 11.8 7.6 17.9 17.1 
Dish 6.6 25.5 30.5 9.1 24.2 36.6 23.5 3.3 26.8 20.7 Serving 
Small 
Dish 6.6 1.9 3.1 -- 3.2 7.3 -- 1.1 12.5 5.9 
49.0 
Comal 12.7 8.3 2.3 9.1 3.2 24.4 2.9 18.5 12.5 10.4 
Necked 
Jar 25.4 5.1 8.6 27.3 21.1 7.3 26.5 37 7.1 18.4 Utilitarian 
Neckless 
Jar -- .6 1.6 -- -- -- -- 4.3 -- 2.1 
30.9 
Indet Indet. 12.7 28.7 24.2 27.3 20 9.8 29.4 25 19.6 21.9 21.9 
Other Other .6 -- .8 -- -- -- -- -- -- .7 .7 
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Table 10-30: Vessel Function/Context Associations in Excavated Assemblage 
Note: Frequencies taken from Table 10-9. 
 
a. Observed Values 
Civic-Ceremonial Other Total Inferred 
Function 
f % f % f % 
Ritual 17* 7.8 14** 3.4 31 4.8 
Serving 157 72.4 213 52.0 370 57.7 
Utilitarian 43 19.8 181 44.1 224 34.9 
O
bs
er
ve
d 
Total 217 34.1 408 65.9 625 97.5 
Note: Indeterminate function vessels are excluded. 
* 15 are censers, 2 are cylindrical jars 
** 8 are censers, 6 are cylindrical jars 
 
b. Expected Frequencies 
 
 
Inferred 
Function 
Civic-
Ceremonial Other Total 
Ritual 10.8 20.2 31.0 
Serving 128.5 241.5 370.0 
Utilitarian 77.8 146.2 224.0 
Ex
pe
ct
ed
 F
re
qu
en
cy
 
Total 217.0 408.0 625.0 
c. Chi-square 
X2 39.1 
df 2 
p-value <.001 
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Although excavated civic-ceremonial contexts had more ritual vessels, surface 
distributions did not mirror this pattern, and the largest collection (n=10) came from an 
off-mound shovel test in the northern limits of Cluster 3, just to the south of the small 
arroyo, followed by Cluster 528. The poor representation of the Muros zone in shovel 
tests, as well as the better humus accumulation in the Arroyo complex29, may partly 
account for the difference, even though the Arroyo complex was systematically shovel 
tested, and some of those positive shovel tests were augmented by radials spaced mid-
way (at 12.5 m) between principle tests (Figures 10-40, 10-41).  
In many studies in the Gulf lowlands, monumental architecture (conical and long 
mounds, and large scale stone structures) is typically considered to have had civic-
ceremonial or elite residential functions (e.g., Pool 2003:92; Santley 1994; Stark 1999). 
The large, centrally located stone structure in the Muros Zone most certainly represents 
civic-ceremonial and/or elite residential architecture as well as the mound associated with 
Test Trench 1, even though that mound is considerably smaller than the multi-roomed 
stone construction. The mounds in the Itzcuintli complex most certainly fall within this 
category as well, but shovel test collections were not made there.  
While serving vessels do appear more strongly associated with architecture than 
utilitarian vessels, it is important to remember that both serving and utilitarian vessels 
were recovered from both kinds of contexts. This simply indicates that in all excavated 
and shovel tested site areas, food was being consumed/served out of plates, dishes, small 
dishes and bowls, and it was prepared and/or stored using comals and jars (necked and 
                                            
28 Cluster 5 had a natural and possibly modified rise, but this feature did not appear to represent an artificial 
construction. It was not the locus for a test excavation, but Test Unit 4 was placed within 20 meters of its 
northeastern toe. 
29 (that is engulfed by trees and where cattle pasturing is more intensive than other nearby site areas; it also 
forms something of a basin, where it probably receives some slope wash, especially in the north) 
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neckless). Even untempered serving vessels, the pastes and forms that associate with 
decoration, were found in both civic-ceremonial and non-civic-ceremonial contexts 
(Figure 10-49). Within this surface assemblage, Cluster 3 (area of test unit 8), and eastern 
Cluster 7 (the same collection that yielded Texcoco Molded censer molds) represent areas 
away from civic-ceremonial structures with large collections of untempered serving 
vessels. Large collections were also recovered from the Arroyo complex, on and to the 
north of the mound, and from the southern slopes of the Muros platform (Figure 10-49).  
To further explore differences within the serving vessel category in particular, I 
examined additional attributes, such as those pertaining to rim orifice diameter and 
decoration. As within the excavated Totogal phase assemblage, most decorated surface 
ceramics, especially serving vessels, had untempered pastes. 
Orifice diameters of serving vessels were compared by architectural context. 
Small dishes are not displayed here because they should not be large, by definition. If 
elites sponsored larger feasts than others at Totogal, then we should expect that serving 
vessels found in civic-ceremonial or elite residential contexts should be larger, on 
average, than those recovered from off-mound, non-elite contexts. While a range of 
vessel sizes, inferred from orifice diameter, exist within each vessel category, and within 
some categories (bowls, dishes), some of the largest outlier diameters were from off-
mound contexts, on average, mounded contexts have more sherds with larger orifices 
than off-mound contexts (Figures 10-50, 10-51, and 10-52). Summary statistics for 
orifice diameters on serving vessels are presented in Table 10-31. When explored further, 
however, it is only plates in civic-ceremonial contexts that yielded statistically significant 
results.  
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Figure 10-49: Untempered Serving Vessels 
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Figure 10-50: Bowl Orifice Diameters (cm) from Mound and Off-Mound LPC Contexts  
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Figure 10-51: Dish Orifice Diameters (cm) from Mound and Off-Mound LPC Contexts  
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Figure 10-52: Plate Orifice Diameters (cm) from Mound and Off-Mound Late Postclassic 
Contexts 
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Table 10-31: Summary Descriptive Statistics for Rim Orifice Diameters (cm) 
a. Serving Vessels 
Summary Statistics 
Bowls (n=79) 
Mound (n=32) Off-Mound (n=47) 
Mean 21.4 Mean 21.2 
Standard Error 0.783846 Standard Error 1.532962 
Median 21 Median 18 
Mode 24 Mode 18 
Standard Deviation 4.434105 Standard Deviation 10.50946 
Range 18 Range 50 
Minimum 12 Minimum 10 
Maximum 30 Maximum 60* 
t = .103; Confidence = <50%; df = 77 
Dishes (n=145) 
Mound (n=76) Off-Mound (n=69) 
Mean 20.7 Mean 21 
Standard Error 0.696255 Standard Error 0.8248 
Median 20 Median 20 
Mode 18 Mode 16 
Standard Deviation 6.109616 Standard Deviation 6.851301 
Range 27 Range 40 
Minimum 11 Minimum 10 
Maximum 38 Maximum 50* 
t = .268; Confidence = <50%; df = 144 
Plates (n=30) 
Mound (n=14) Off-Mound (n=16) 
Mean 26.7 Mean 20.4 
Standard Error 2.809772 Standard Error 1.927596 
Median 26 Median 20 
Mode 28 Mode 16 
Standard Deviation 10.5132 Standard Deviation 7.710383 
Range 36 Range 28 
Minimum 12 Minimum 6 
Maximum 48* Maximum 34 
t = 1.92; Confidence = 95-98%; df = 28 
* Outliers present; even when outliers are removed, there is no 
noticeable change in the t-test value 
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Table 10-31, continued 
b. Cooking and Storage Vessel Forms 
Comals (n=43) 
Mound Comals Non-Mound Comals 
 (n=10) (n=33) 
Mean 31.8 Mean 31.09090909 
Standard Error 3.788286 Standard Error 1.850145181 
Median 30 Median 32 
Mode 30 Mode 20 
Standard Deviation 11.97961 Standard Deviation 10.6282749 
Range 46 Range 36 
Minimum 14 Minimum 16 
Maximum 60 Maximum 52 
t = .168; Confidence = <50%; df = 14  
Necked Jars (n=35) 
Mound Necked Jars Off-Mound Necked Jars 
(n=9)  (n=26)  
Mean 17.33333 Mean 20.69230769 
Standard Error 1.972027 Standard Error 1.84371634 
Median 16 Median 19 
Mode 14 Mode 20 
Standard Deviation 5.91608 Standard Deviation 9.401145593 
Range 16 Range 34 
Minimum 10 Minimum 6 
Maximum 26 Maximum 40 
t =-1.24; Confidence = 50-80%; df = 23 
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The orifice diameters for the most frequent cooking and storage vessels were also 
compared (Table 10-31b). If food and drink for elite-sponsored feasts were prepared in 
the same contexts where they were served, then we might also expect there to be a direct 
relationship between civic-ceremonial architecture and vessel orifice diameter. Orifice 
diameters of utilitarian vessels do not appear to be associated with civic-ceremonial 
structures in any statistically meaningful way. 
The above comparisons of vessel rim orifice diameters in different contexts used 
the entire assemblage for that particular form—whether a sherd was decorated or not, for 
example, was not considered. Decoration is another dimension of serving vessels that can 
inform elite practices because elaborately decorated variants were likely to bear social or 
political messages when situated within the context of imperial expansion and the 
manipulation of relationships between frontier groups. Because the Totogal phase motif 
assemblage is characterized by incision on serving vessels, ultra-fine and fine line incised 
motifs (combined in the table) were separately compared for their surface distributions 
(Figure 10-53), then by excavated monumental architectural and “other” contexts (Table 
10-32). All of the ultra-fine line incised ceramics represent examples of Totogal 
Engraved. Because the sample of incised serving vessels is so small, all sherds with 
incision are plotted, but as the motif sample discussed above showed, the majority of 
incised sherds were on serving vessels. The surface distributions of other decorations, 
such as slips and paints, are also illustrated (rims and body sherds) (Figure 10-54). The 
distributions of particular motifs follow. 
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Figure 10-53: Incised Ceramics 
a. Ultra-fine Line Incised (Totogal Engraved) Ceramics (frequency) 
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Figure 10-53, continued:  
b. Fine Line Incision 
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Figure 10-54: Slipped and/or Painted Ceramics 
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The largest shovel test collections of ultra-fine incised sherds came from Cluster 
3, in the vicinity of Test Unit 8, followed by the Arroyo complex, then Clusters 4 and 6 in 
the east. Notable is the scarcity of this motif execution technique in the Cluster 5 area 
(Figure 10-52). Fine line incision, on the other hand, is found in all site areas, but 
especially in the eastern portion of Cluster 2, the western area of Cluster 4, and western 
Cluster 5 (Figure 10-53). No patterning according to large-scale architecture is apparent 
in the shovel test assemblage of fine line incision; ultra-fine line incision is somewhat 
more restricted in its distribution. 
The relative frequencies of incised (ultra-fine and fine) serving vessels in 
particular were then compared within excavated contexts. Neither category of incision 
was more frequently associated with monumental architecture when all serving vessels 
were considered. This pattern was also true when all decoration was included (Table 10-
32). However, when bowls and small dishes were removed from consideration, more (14 
of 25, or 56 percent) of the incised plates and dishes were found in contexts with 
monumental architecture. This sample is admittedly small, so all decoration (slips, paints, 
ultra-fine and fine incision, impression, other plastic, and differential firing; ceramics 
with just rastreado, polish, or burnish were not included) was compared. Within this 
small decorated sample from excavations, 25 of the 41 (or 60.9 percent) decorated plates 
and dishes were found in contexts with monumental architecture.  
The surface distributions of sherds with paint and/or slip are displayed in Figure 
10-54. The largest collections with these decorative treatments come from site areas 
without monumental architecture, especially Cluster 6, near the base of the promontory. 
The distribution of painted and slipped sherds interestingly mirrors closely the pattern 
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Table 10-32: Observed and Expected Frequencies of Serving Vessels by Context 
Serving Vessels Mound Off-Mound Total 
With Decoration 45 64 109 
Without Decoration 112 148 260 
O
bs
er
ve
d 
Total 157 212 369 
 
Serving Vessels Mound Off-Mound Total 
With Decoration 46.4 62.6 109.0 
Without Decoration 110.6 149.4 260.0 
Ex
pe
ct
ed
 
Total 157.0 212.0 369.0 
     
Chi-Square=.101; df=1; p-value=.75 
 
 
Table 10-33: Observed and Expected Frequencies of Decorated Serving Vessels by 
Context 
Serving Vessels 
w/Decoration Mound Off-Mound Total 
Plates and Dishes 25 16 41 
Other Serving 20 48 68 O
bs
er
ve
d 
Total 45 64 109 
     
Serving Vessels 
w/Decoration Mound Off-Mound Total 
Plates and Dishes 16.9 24.1 41.0 
Other Serving 28.1 39.9 68.0 Ex
pe
ct
ed
 
Total 45.0 64.0 109.0 
Chi-Square=10.513; df=1; p-value=.001 
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of black obsidian (used a great deal during all site occupations, including the Late 
Postclassic), discussed in the next chapter. 
In sum, with regard to decorative treatments, there appear to have been particular 
decorated serving vessels, notably plates and dishes, which were more often used in 
contexts with monumental architecture during the Totogal phase. While other serving 
vessels were decorated (bowls [55 of 142], small dishes [13 of 33]), they were not used 
more often in contexts with monumental architecture.  
 As indicated in the discussion of motif elements recovered from Late Postclassic 
strata, filled triangle elements, accompanied by step frets and sometimes avian/reptilian 
elements, characterize the elaborate scenes on incised ceramics at Totogal. Within 
excavated contexts, these motif elements were executed using ultra-fine incised lines that 
were drawn on untempered pastes; these ceramics, always found on serving vessels, often 
have black paint and/or brown slip. Additional elements accompany these core ones, but 
they are mainly panel boundary defining elements. These motif elements generally 
combined to create composite motif panels with painted backgrounds that are similar to 
published descriptions of Tres Picos II Esgrafiado (engraved) ceramics (Medellin Zenil 
1960) and Cholulteca Lisa Esgrafiada ceramics (Suarez Cruz 1995). Totogal Engraved, 
Tres Picos Esgrafiado, Cholulteca Lisa Esgrafiada, and other similar Late Postclassic 
types are probably regional expressions of a pan-Gulf lowland and greater Mesoamerican 
decorated ceramic tradition. These ceramics have been recovered from other Tuxteco 
contexts besides Totogal (e.g., Agaltepec [Arnold 2003; Arnold and Venter 2004], the 
Tepango Valley [Stoner 2007]), as well as the nearby El Mesón region (Loughlin, 
personal communication 2007). 
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 Within the shovel test assemblage, 131 sherds with motifs were recovered, mostly 
from Fields B, C North and C South (Appendix D, Table D-3). Ultra-fine line incision 
was the most common motif execution technique, followed by mold impression, then fine 
line incision. Nearly all of the sherds with mold impression were Texcoco Molded 
censers; these censers are plotted below (Figure 10-55).  
The motif assemblage from shovel tests generally resembles the one from 
excavated Late Postclassic Totogal phase contexts Appendix D, Table D-3). One 
difference is the better representation of fine line incision (16 compared with 12.9 percent 
in excavations). Also different is the better representation of other surface treatments 
(slips, paints) on sherds with ultra-fine incision; 5 (of 58, 8.6 percent) of the specimens 
with ultra-fine incision were without slipped or painted decoration. In contrast, 22 (of 95, 
23.2 percent) sherds with ultra-fine incision from excavated Totogal phase contexts were 
without slip or paint. In both assemblages, however, the most common slip and/or paint 
colors were brown and black (Appendix D, Table D-3).  
Shovel test sherds with ultra-fine line incision often have triangle motif elements 
(gmt) (38 of 59, 64.4 percent), and 14 sherds (15.3 percent) with ultra-fine line incision 
bore step fret and/or avian/reptilian elements. Combined, 47 (some sherds had triangles 
and step elements) of 59 (79.7 percent) ceramics with ultra-fine line incision had at least 
one of these three motif element types; the remainder had elements that co-occur with the 
principle three (e.g., panel dividers, fill designs). These elements are the core components 
of which the composite motif panels of Totogal Engraved ceramics are made. A few of 
these elements are found executed in fine line incision, but they are rare (n=4), and could 
represent more eroded sherds. The distributions of triangle, step fret and avian/reptilian  
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Figure 10-55: Texcoco Molded Censer Distributions 
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elements are displayed in Figure 10-51. Only one sherd with a triangle element was 
recovered from Field D and no step frets or avian/reptilian elements were recovered 
there. The Field D motif is not displayed here, but it corresponds with the northernmost 
ultra-fine incised sherd plotted in Figure 10-52. 
Within surface collections, the highest frequencies of ceramics with triangle, step 
fret and/or avian/reptilian elements are found in three primary areas: from the Muros 
platform surface and slopes, from near Test Unit 8 in Cluster 3, and from the Arroyo 
complex, especially near the mound there (Figure 10-56). These areas, along with the 
western portions of Cluster 5 form most of the eastern half of Totogal’s architectural 
core. Areas that are more peripheral to this core area (Clusters 2, 4, 6, and 7) had fewer of 
these motif elements. Nevertheless, while triangle, step fret, and avian/reptilian elements 
were more concentrated in the Muros Zone, the Arroyo Zone, and Cluster 3, occasional 
examples came from other locales; none of the clusters identified earlier on the basis of 
overall ceramic distributions were completely devoid of at least one of these motif 
elements.  
Triangle elements in particular are found throughout the site (Figure 10-56b). 
Avian and step fret elements are found in fewer areas. For example, avian elements are 
found in northern portions of the site—areas where fewer triangle elements were 
recovered; however, these different distributions (especially for avian and step fret 
elements) may in part relate to the small size of the assemblage. There are a few 
examples where avian and step fret elements co-occur on the same vessel as triangle 
elements. The spatial distributions of these principle motif elements are further explored 
in the excavated Totogal phase assemblage of ultra-fine line incision (Table 10-34). 
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Figure 10-56: Sherds with Triangle, Step Fret and/or Avian Motif Elements (frequency) 
a. All Sherds 
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b. Element Distributions Compared (circles=avian; plus=step; triangle=triangle) (Scale is 
roughly 2 times greater than in 10-51a to allow for better viewing of distribution) 
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Table 10-34: Ceramics with Totogal Engraved Core Motif Elements 
Context Triangle, Step Fret, and Avian/Reptile Elements 
Other 
Elements Total 
Mound 26 6 32 
Off-Mound 41 22 63 O
bs
er
ve
d 
Total 67 28 95 
 
Context Triangle, Step Fret, and Avian/Reptile Elements 
Other 
Elements Total 
Mound 22.57 9.43 32.0 
Off-Mound 44.43 18.57 63.0 E
xp
ec
te
d 
Total 67.0 28.0 95.0 
Chi-Square= 2.664; df=1; p-value=.1 
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Observed frequencies of the core Totogal Engraved motif elements were slightly 
higher than expected in excavated contexts with monumental architecture and they were 
slightly lower than expected in other contexts (Table 10-34). Other elements were lower 
than expected in contexts with monumental architecture and higher than expected in other 
contexts. The chi-square statistic (X2=2.67, df=1, p=.1) for this comparison reflects the 
modest differences between observed and expected results; the differences, however, are 
not as significant as I would like them to be (confidence=90 percent). The surface pattern 
that shows a possible association of particular motif elements with the architectural core 
of the site suggests that what may be more important is site area, not location directly on 
a civic-ceremonial structure. The ceramics from Test Unit 1 illustrate this point. While 
that context is off-mound, it is within the Arroyo Complex proper and very near the 
mound there. Several examples of Totogal Engraved ceramics were recovered in Test 
Unit 1; many were also found in Test Unit 2 and Test Trench 1, both located in the 
Arroyo Complex.  
Ceramics for which surface distributions do not reflect the patterns revealed by 
excavated contexts are Texcoco Molded censers. The surface distributions of censers 
suggest that they should be found in mainly off-mound contexts (Figure 10-46), this 
pattern was not materialized in Totogal phase excavated contexts, however (Table 10-
26). The positive association between monumental architecture and excavated Texcoco 
Molded censers was discussed above. While we did not place test excavations in the 
areas with the highest surface frequencies of censers, we did test those general site 
locations (Cluster 3-Test Unit 7 was about 25 m to the southeast of the shovel test with 
the large concentration of censers). 
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Although approximately two-thirds of the Texcoco Molded censer fragments at the site 
came from off-mound areas, indicating that multiple locals used these ritual objects, 
when surface distributions are reexamined in light of the above-mentioned architectural 
core, then the same association suggested for Totogal Engraved ceramics may apply for 
Texcoco Molded censers. The combined excavation and surface assemblages reveal the 
varied use contexts of these censers; their use was not confined to single types of contexts 
even though their frequencies vary by location.  
Despite differing frequencies, the distributions of Totogal Engraved core motif 
elements and Texcoco Molded censers overlap. It appears likely that the Totogal 
Engraved serving vessels were the preferred fancy dining ware, and that Texcoco 
Molded-style censers were the incense burning device of choice in those same contexts30. 
Excavated Totogal phase contexts suggest that both ceramic vessel styles were more 
concentrated in mounded contexts; nevertheless, they were found distributed throughout 
the site as well. Other decorated vessels were also used, as reflected in the distributions of 
painted and slipped vessels (above); some of these sherds may represent the unincised 
portions of Totogal Engraved sherds; they may also represent polychrome ceramics that 
did not bear incision. For similar polychrome Tres Picos style ceramics in the central 
Gulf lowlands, there are incised and unincised varieties. The same variability in 
decorated ceramics may also characterize Totogal Engraved and other similar serving 
vessels, but at Totogal, preservation conditions of pigments preclude more detailed 
                                            
30 Note: Texcoco Molded censers were not the only ritual vessels however. Cylindrical vessels, possible 
ritual forms, were found in mainly off-mound contexts, suggesting that in civic-ceremonial contexts, ritual 
vessels were almost exclusively the highland style censers, while in other, probably domestic contexts, both 
forms were used. 
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comparisons beyond the colors used in slips and paints (above), the pastes used (mostly 
untempered), and the representation of particular vessel forms. 
The ratios of Texcoco Molded censers to Totogal Engraved sherds from 
excavated Totogal phase contexts are presented in Table 10-35. This table also displays 
the frequencies of each ceramic category, and their relative frequencies per Late 
Postclassic context.  
In the excavations with multiple Texcoco Molded censer sherds, the ratio of 
censer fragments to Totogal Engraved sherds is most balanced in Test Unit 3 of the 
Muros zone, where 6 censer sherds and 9 Totogal Engraved sherds were recovered. The 
highest frequency and proportion of censers is in Test Trench 1; this is somewhat 
surprising considering the size and presumed skill and investment that would have gone 
into the large stone structure of the Muros zone. Test Trench 1 also has more of the 
Aztec-style censers relative to Totogal Engraved serving vessels than most other 
excavated site contexts (excepting Test Unit 3). Test Unit 1 also has several examples of 
each ceramic style, especially the ultra-fine line incised serving vessels.  
Higher proportions of cooking and storage vessels in Totogal phase strata of Test 
Unit 1 (38.1 percent, compared with 13.4 percent in Test Trench 1 [Table 10-9]) 
suggested that this site area, located in close proximity to Test Trench 1, may have 
fulfilled more domestic/utilitarian functions than the mound, which had a much higher 
proportion of serving vessels (and ritual censers) (serving vessels in Test Trench 1 = 51 
percent; in Test Unit 1 = 39.2 percent). The difference between this off-mound context 
and all others is the higher frequency of Texcoco Molded censers and Totogal Engraved 
serving vessels. The individuals living in this area of the site appear to have had some of  
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Table 10-35: Texcoco Molded Censers and Totogal Engraved Sherds by Test Unit 
 
TU1 TT1 TU3 TT2 TU4 TU5 TU6 TU7 TU8 
Ceramic f f f f f f f f f 
Texcoco 
Molded 
(TXM) 
5 11 6 0 0 1 1 0 1 
Totogal 
Engraved 
(TI) 
44 21 9 2 1 5 0 5 9 
Ratio .11:1 .52:1 .66:1 0:2 0:1 .2:1 1:0 0:5 .11:1 
TXM % of 
unit LPC .25 .66 .23 0 0 .14 .19 0 .12 
TI % of unit 
LPC 2.2 1.3 .34 1.0 .07 .70 0 1.1 1.1 
Total LPC 
sherds/unit 2027 1669 2618 198 1481 715 534 468 801 
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the best access to imperial and regional ritual and fancy decorated serving vessels. On the 
basis of sherd frequencies and relative frequencies within Totogal phase contexts, the two 
Arroyo Complex areas accounted for most sherds from both of these ceramic categories. 
The Late Postclassic strata in this site area also had the highest relative frequencies of 
green obsidian (Chapter 10). 
 
Figurines and Spindle Whorl Distributions 
The two spindle whorls recovered from shovel tests were introduced earlier. Their 
attributes and dimensions were presented in Table 10-26. Both were made from oxidized 
untempered pastes. The spindle whorl with a domed form was recovered from a shovel 
test near the corral in the southwest corner of Field C South. The conical spindle whorl 
was recovered from a shovel test in the northeastern portion of Cluster 5, on the level 
terrain just beyond the southeastern toe of the Muros Platform slope. The recovery of this 
spindle whorl partly influenced our placement of Test Unit 5. No additional direct 
indicators of cotton spinning were recovered. 
Although no spindle whorls were recovered from contexts at Totogal that 
predated the Late Postclassic, and the three recovered do represent an increase (from 
none), this sample is too small to confidently comment on cotton thread production at the 
site. What I can suggest is a hypothesis—that most cotton production occurred in 
settlements outside of the center, perhaps in closer proximity to agricultural fields. 
Finished products (garments, cloth) may have been collected and counted at Totogal, but 
most tribute production probably did not occur at the site, or if it did, it occurred in areas 
that we did not test during this study. The low frequency of spindle whorls at Totogal 
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may also support ethnohistoric reports that the native leader of Tuxtla collected tribute in 
cotton garments from hinterland communities—that producing communities paid tribute 
to elites at the center who did not produce much of their own cloth. The Relaciones 
Geograficas (Medel y Alvarado 1993; see also Chapter 2) indicated that prior to Aztec 
involvement in the area, the people of the region paid tribute to the native leadership, 
who probably resided at Totogal (and probably smaller centers as well). After 
incorporation into the empire, when tributes in cotton cloth went to the Aztecs (it is 
uncertain ethnohistorically whether tribute was diverted from the local leadership, or if 
imperial tribute demands were paid in addition to local ones), no additional production at 
the site appears to have occurred. 
 Shovel testing also recovered 16 figurine fragments (Table 10-36). Two others 
were recovered opportunistically from the surface. The 15 figurines from shovel tests in 
the eastern site area (Fields B, CN, and CS) are displayed in Figure 10-57 (note that the 
multiple fragments from the one collection in the south central portion of the survey area 
probably represent portions of a single figurine). One other figurine fragment was 
recovered from the eastern portion of Cluster 7 near the fence line that separated Field D 
and Field A. Like in excavated Totogal phase contexts, shovel test recovered figurines 
were made in a variety of mold- and hand-made, solid and hollow forms. 
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Table 10-36: Figurine Types by Shovel Test Provenience and Paste 
North-East Paste Figurine type f 
1275-825 1110 10 1 
4925-5200 4010 10b2 8 (appear to be fragments of 1) 
5025-5175 1130 10a2 1 
5025-5200 4010 10c 1 
5050-5125 4010 10b2 1 
5050-5200 4030 10 1 
5100-4975 4020 10b 1 
5200-5100 4010 10 1 
5275-5225 2110 10a1 1 
 
Figure 10-57: Figurines from Shovel Tests (frequencies)  
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Small Square=1 fragment; 
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Note: the 8 fragments from one shovel test are probably from a single figurine. 
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Most appear to represent zoomorphic forms (at least one is a bird with an appliqué 
necklace and eyes), but they are very fragmented. The two opportunistically collected 
figurines (one from the long mound in Field A—from the houselot of Juan Coto Masaba; 
the other from the “stair” on the slope overlooking the arroyo in Field C South-Cluster 4), 
were made in a flat “cookie-cutter” style mold, but neither is complete enough to 
determine whether they had the hairstyle that characterized Aztec style figurines found at 
Cotaxtla (Ohnersorgen 2001, 2005). The larger specimen appeared to represent a woman, 
but beside breasts, the only other defining characteristic was the pedestal base that would 
have allowed the figurine to be set upright on a flat surface and arranged in scenes; no 
huipil (blouse) was depicted. The pastes of the flat, mold impressed figurines have 
medium to coarse sand (perhaps a little ash) and were fired to cream and orange. No 
temple models were found. 
 
Discussion 
 At the outset of this examination of Totogal phase ceramic spatial patterns, I 
hypothesized that elites at Totogal, because of their frontier location, the dynamic 
qualities of frontiers as zones of interaction, and the expected need for imperial agents to 
negotiate expansion goals, would have enacted considerable agency. The most prudent of 
strategies that the elites at Totogal could have pursued would have placed this group in 
the position of brokering, or mediating, the diverse interests that would have intersected 
during imperial expansion into the region. Alternative local elite strategies that would 
have pitted non-elite Tuxteco and imperial goals against one another, either in the 
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“dependency” or “development” manner described above, would have jeopardized the 
status and prolonged position of those elites in the eyes of one group or the other.  
 Based on ethnohistoric documentation of Toztlan’s position within the empire, I 
argued that the principle imperial goal that drove their interactions with Totogal was 
tribute payment; secondarily, the empire may have required a stable regional political 
climate, where internecine power struggles would not have affected imperial access to 
Gulf lowland trade routes. Acting as mediators between the goals of the empire and non-
elite Tuxtecos, local elites would have needed to negotiate tribute agreements with the 
principle producers of the region. These groups apparently already paid tribute in cloth to 
the local leadership, but in order to garner support for payment to the empire, measures 
that would have conveyed some benefit at the local level would have been expected; 
these measures may have been similar to methods local elites already used to negotiate 
tribute agreements and their own local political legitimacy.  
The sharing of imperial and elite symbols would have been one way to confer 
benefits to those who accepted the prospect of imperial influence. The sponsorship of 
feasts and public ceremonies would have also provided means to assure local populations 
that their fulfillment of imperial tribute “requests” would accrue benefits that they could 
realize. Elite sponsored ceremonies would also have provided opportunities for local 
elites to “gift” the tangible and portable symbols of those agreements. I suggest that the 
components of the ceramic assemblage that would have conveyed those agreements 
included Texcoco Molded censers and Totogal Engraved serving vessels. If this 
suggestion accurately reflected elite strategies, then we should have expected to find both 
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symbols occurring widely throughout the settlement, but to be somewhat concentrated in 
civic-ceremonial and/or elite contexts.  
 The higher proportions of serving vessels in contexts with civic-ceremonial  
and/or elite residential structures partly supports this hypothesis of elite sponsored feasts. 
Differences in the spatial distributions of larger serving vessels lend additional support 
for this hypothesis. The larger sizes of plates from monumental architectural contexts 
suggest that responses to the demand to serve larger portions of food to larger groups of 
people are reflected in the serving vessel assemblage. Additional support comes from the 
assemblage of dishes and plates with incised decoration; these serving forms were found 
more often in elite contexts, while incised bowls were more evenly distributed among 
elite and other site areas. The sizes of utilitarian vessels do not appear to be associated 
with types of architecture, a variety of size categories were found in all contexts. Finally, 
the shovel test distribution of the core elements of Totogal Engraved pottery indicates 
that sherds with the more complicated, central components of this pottery type were only 
moderately associated with larger scale architecture.  
Surface distributions do indicate that the better unit of analysis for this 
comparison may be site area—areas in closest proximity to the architectural core. 
Texcoco Molded censer distributions from excavated site locations indicate that they did 
occur more often than expected on monumental architecture, but as shovel tests also 
show, that they were, like Totogal Engraved, distributed throughout the settlement. 
Association with places in closer proximity to the site core may be important for 
understanding the distributions of Texcoco Molded censers as well as Totogal Engraved 
ceramics. At Cotaxtla, Aztec style vessels were found in much higher proportions in the 
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site’s elite civic-ceremonial core (Ohnersorgen 2001, 2005). A similar pattern 
characterized the distribution of Aztec styles in and around Callejón del Horno in the 
Mixtequilla (Garraty and Stark 2002).  
In conclusion, several different aspects of the ceramic vessel assemblage lend 
general support for the hypothesis that elites at Totogal were engaged in strategies of 
mediation, and not exclusively dependency or development. The tendency for imperial 
symbols to be concentrated in areas closest to the site’s civic-ceremonial and architectural 
core suggests that they were more often employed in elite-sponsored activities. That these 
censers were also found throughout the settlement indicates that a degree of community 
agreement with those strategies existed. Similar distributions for Totogal Engraved 
serving vessels also exist, suggesting that in the same contexts where Texcoco Molded 
ritual censers were used, food was also served. Particular forms of serving vessels 
(plates) were larger on civic-ceremonial structures.   
The widespread use of imperial symbols by site residents argues against the 
development only model. If elites at Totogal had spearheaded resistance efforts against 
the empire, then we should not have found an ubiquitous distribution of imperial symbols 
that were probably used in elite and non-elite domestic rituals as well as community-wide 
events. On the other hand, the failure of elite and civic-ceremonial areas of the site to 
produce all or nearly all imperial and status symbols argues against the dependency only 
model. Because alliance with the empire that worked against community interest would 
have undoubtedly increased local elite and non-elite tensions, there should have been 
some circumscription of imperial and elite status symbols (i.e., Texcoco Molded censers 
and Totogal Engraved serving vessels). This clustering of material symbols would have 
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resulted from the widening gap between elites (who would not have considered 
themselves as beholden to public approval) and non-elites, whose resentment and 
consequent rejection of imperial and elite symbols would have contributed to a more 
elite-focused distribution.  
Additional markers are important to the evaluation of the above models; these 
include spindle whorl frequencies, indicative of cotton thread, and by extension, tribute 
production, as well as the presence of Aztec style figurines, such as “cookie-cutter” types 
and temple models, which Ohnersorgen (2001, 2005) suggests were possible indicators of 
colonists at Cotaxtla. Few spindle whorls were recovered from Late Postclassic contexts 
(n=3), and no Aztec style figurines were identified. The negative impacts of increased 
tribute production, therefore, do not appear to have affected Totogal at all, or if they did, 
they are not represented within the areas studied during this project. The lack of a 
noticeable dedication to cotton tribute production at Totogal argues against the 
dependency-only model. The onus of tribute production may have been placed on other 
settlements in the Tepango Valley, however.  
The possibility that the entire settlement of Totogal represents an imperial 
colonial settlement seems to be negated by the figurine evidence (not to mention the 
majority of the ceramic vessel assemblage that suggests cultural continuities with the 
Tuxtlas region and the earlier occupations at the site). The lack of Aztec style figurines 
does not preclude the possibility that a tribute collector or other imperial-era colonists 
resided at the site, or that cultural commonalities (Huitzilopochtli worship, language) 
existed between the residents of Totogal and the Aztecs (Umberger 1996). If highland 
colonists were present, then they adopted the ceramic vessels of their host community 
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and, with the possible exception of Texcoco Molded censers (and a few Aztec III Black-
on-Orange-like vessels), did not import the material traditions of their homeland(s).  
The presence of Texcoco Molded style censers and Totogal Engraved ceramics in 
other areas of the Tuxtlas and nearby coastal plain indicate that individuals at Totogal did 
not have completely restricted access to these ceramic materials. The extent to which the 
above models can be tested beyond the site, however, is limited to statements about their 
presence or absence (e.g., Texcoco Molded censers are present at several Cerro el Vigía 
and Tepango Valley sites near Totogal [Kruszczynski 2001; Stoner, personal 
communication 2008]); the assessment of the above models, especially the extent to 
which non-elite Tuxtecos beyond the study area were invited to ceremonies and feasts, 
cannot be examined with the data collected at Totogal.  
One other possibility that could change the interpretations of the data and models 
in this dissertation is that the entire settlement of Totogal represented an elite settlement, 
and that it did not just include the regional calli (house). This would require a different 
perspective, in which a landscape approach to understanding community relationships 
was used (e.g., Hare 2001). In that case, the models tested here might still apply, but at a 
different scale of analysis. More in depth analysis of survey data from nearby sites will be 
an important test of the larger role that Totogal served in the Tepango Valley and Tuxtlas 
more generally. 
 
 
 
Copyright© 2008, Marcie L. Venter 
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CHAPTER 11 
 
LITHIC ARTIFACTS 
 
 
 Lithic materials recovered from this study can be divided into two material 
classes: chipped and ground stone. Obsidian was the only material used for the 
production of chipped stone cutting implements, especially prismatic blades, at Totogal. 
The principle obsidian materials used throughout the Gulf lowlands were from sources 
near the Pico de Orizaba volcano (Guadalupe Victoria and Pico de Orizaba), at Zaragoza-
Oyameles, and in Pachuca; INAA conducted on assemblages in the region indicate that 
three obsidian color categories generally correspond with these sources, specifically clear 
(Pico de Orizaba and Guadalupe Victoria), black (Zaragoza-Oyameles), and green 
(Pachuca) (Heller and Stark 1998; Knight 1999; Santley et al. 2001; Stark et al. 2001). 
While exceptions have been identified (some of the “clear” obsidian from Palo Errado 
actually came from Zaragoza-Oyameles [Knight 1999:110]), in most areas of the Gulf 
lowlands, these color-source correlations generally hold up. Unlike sites in eastern 
Olman, which also utilized sources from Guatemala, obsidian acquisition channels in the 
western Tuxtlas and the lower Papaloapan Basin in general are westwardly oriented (Pool 
2007:149-50). Prismatic blades, other tools (e.g., projectile point fashioned from a 
prismatic blade), and production debris were recovered from Totogal.  
Ground stone objects, typically made from basalt, included utilitarian manos and 
metates, production debris, other tools (e.g., a hammer stone), and a bead. No monuments 
were identified at Totogal during this study. However, earlier archaeological studies 
indicate that Totogal produced four known sculptures. These carved-in-the-round, 
zoomorphic monuments (Totogal Monuments 1 [a “toad”], and 2-4 [“rodents”, possibly 
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rabbits]) that reportedly came from Totogal are illustrated and described in several 
documents (Blom and LaFarge 1926:Figure 15 [Monument 1] and Figure 16 
[Monuments 2-4]; Friedlander and Sonder 1923:165; Porter 1989; Seler Sachs 1922:Plate 
V; Stirling 1965:Figure 8a). Stirling (1965:722) indicates that these non-Olmec style 
carvings probably date to Aztec or late pre-Aztec times. Stirling, in his review of 
monumental sculpture from southern Veracruz and Tabasco (1965) also attributes “many 
small human heads and frogs, snakes, and rabbits” to this site on the southern side of the 
“Santiago volcano” (Totogal). These monuments and smaller figurines have been 
removed from the site. As recent as 2004, one of the Totogal monuments was in the plaza 
of San Andres Tuxtla. 
Other sculptures from sites near Totogal were reported to us by our local crew, 
but time did not permit their examination; several of these likely represent objects 
reported by Kruszczynski (2001) and Stoner (personal communication, 2007), who 
visited several locales (e.g., El Mirador) on Cerro el Vigía during their regional surveys.  
Monuments found throughout the western Tuxtlas were often made from basalt 
derived from local sources, including Cerro el Vigía (Williams and Heizer 1965). 
Friedlander and Sonder (1923:165) indicated that the Totogal monuments were made 
from Cerro el Vigia’s “olivine lava” (translated in Porter 1989). The few production 
indicators recovered during this study could have been from monument production, from 
the production of domestic tools, or from the shaping of stones used in the construction of 
stone architecture. 
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Analysis of Obsidian  
We analyzed obsidian at Totogal with particular attention paid to visual 
characteristics considered diagnostic of the Postclassic elsewhere in the Gulf Lowlands 
(e.g., the Mixtequilla [Heller and Stark 1998], and Agaltepec [Arnold 2003]), that 
included obsidian color combined with technological attributes, especially the presence 
or absence of platform grinding.  
 In the Tuxtlas and other areas of the Lower Papaloapan Basin, three principle 
obsidian color categories are represented in most assemblages: clear, black and green. 
INAA analyses of regional assemblages reveal a strong correlation between source 
location and color; these studies reveal that dark gray to black obsidian typically 
corresoponds to the Zaragoza-Oyameles source in Puebla; clear to light gray material 
usually corresponds to the Pico de Orizaba region including the Guadalupe Victoria and 
Pico de Orizaba sources; and green obsidian is likely from Pachuca, Hidalgo (Heller and 
Stark 1998; Knight 1999; Santley et al. 2001). Black and green obsidian were particularly 
well suited to prismatic blade technology. Clear obsidian from the Pico de Orizaba region 
is more variable; like black and green obsidian, clear obsidian from the Pico de Orizaba 
source is well suited to prismatic blade production, but clear material from Guadalupe 
Victoria bears more inclusions and is better suited to flake tool production. For clear 
obsidian, the best way to visually assess the source is through the technology used. 
Prismatic blades were likely made of Pico de Orizaba material, while clear flakes and 
flake tools could have been made of Pico de Orizaba or Guadalupe Victoria obsidian.    
 During the Classic period in the region, most assemblages were characterized by 
very high proportions of black blades, usually upwards of 80 percent (e.g., Santley et al. 
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2001). High proportions of clear blades (in contrast to clear flakes that characterize 
Formative period assemblages) may be especially indicative of the Postclassic (especially 
Early Postclassic but also Late Postclassic); at Isla Agaltepec, clear blades accounted for 
roughly 60 percent of the Postclassic assemblages, and at Cotaxtla, that proportion was 
even higher (Arnold 2003, 2005, 2007; Arnold and Venter 2004; Ohnersorgen 2001; see 
also Heller and Stark 1998). High proportions of green obsidian characterize many of the 
Late Postclassic occupations in the Gulf Lowlands (Braswell 2003; Heller and Stark 
1998; Ohnersorgen 2001, 2005). For example, in the Mixtequilla, Late Postclassic 
collections sometimes contained over 40 percent green obsidian. High proportions were 
also noted at Late Postclassic Cotaxtla, Isla Agaltepec, and at Late Postclassic sites in the 
vicinity of Villa del Espiritu Santo in Coatzacoalcos (Arellanos and Beauregard 2001). 
Therefore, like the other Postclassic Gulf lowland sites, the Postclassic obsidian 
assemblage was expected to be characterized by green and clear material.  
 Other technological attributes besides clear blades can be sensitive to temporal 
trends. Heller and Stark (1998) have documented increases in the use of platform 
grinding during the Postclassic. This trend was also observed at Isla Agaltepec, where 
ground platforms were found on most blade platforms (Arnold 2003, 2005, 2007; Arnold 
and Venter 2004). This practice, which probably reflects efforts to create greater control 
during blade removal, was therefore expected to characterize the Postclassic obsidian 
assemblage at Totogal. 
 At Isla Agaltepec, obsidian analysis focused principally on the basic 
characteristics of prismatic blades (e.g., part present [proximal, medial, distal], width, 
length [when applicable], thickness, and weight), as they comprised the majority of the 
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obsidian assemblage. Kruszczynski’s survey of southwestern Cerro el Vigía, however, 
where some sites are located within one kilometer of Totogal, contained production 
debris, often of green Pachuca obsidian (2001). Several of the collections Kruszczynski 
made contained over 33 percent green obsidian. While he did not associate this 
production with the Postclassic period, comparative evidence from the Mixtequilla and 
other places in Late Postclassic Mesoamerica suggest that this trend is characteristic of 
the late prehispanic era and probably not of the Classic period (Heller and Stark 1998; cf. 
Santley et al. 1984, 2001). Because Postclassic obsidian tool production probably 
occurred in the southwest quadrant of Cerro el Vigía we had to be able to account for a 
greater range of materials than at Agaltepec. 
 The analysis of obsidian materials from Tuxtlas sites is fairly standardized—
standardization allows for easier comparisons within the region (Knight 1999, 2003; 
Santley et al. 2001; Santley and Barrett 2002). Ultimately the Tuxtlas system of analysis 
is based on the one used at Tula by Healan and Kerley (Healan et al. 1983). That 
classification involved determination of the form in which different classes of material 
were imported, intermediate forms produced during reduction, final tool types, and kinds 
of debitage generated during each stage of lithic working (Santley et al. 1986). In the 
case of Matacapan and later Ranchoapan, analysts identified 63 lithic artifact types 
(Santley 2004b).  
The obsidian classification system first assigned lithic materials to a color 
category: clear, green, or dark gray to black. Second, the particular artifact was identified, 
along with its defining characteristics (see characteristic artifacts in Table 11-1). For 
example, if a finished prismatic blade was identified, its other attributes (e.g., edge use,  
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Table 11-1: Obsidian reduction technology (modified after Knight 1999) 
 
Technology Stage Characteristic Artifacts 
Primary Flakes 
Secondary Flakes 
A. Biface Reduction Debris 
Retouch/Edge Modification Flakes 
Utilized Flakes B. Flake Tools 
Scrapers 
C. Blade Tools Projectile Points 
D. Bifaces  Knives 
E. Eccentrics Various 
I. Flake-Core 
F. Undetermined flakes Flake fragments 
Ridge Blades 
Macroflakes 
Macroblades 
A. Macrodebitage 
Large Percussion Blades 
Small Percussion Blades 
Percussion Flakes 
Platform Grinding 
Initial Blades 
B. Macrocore Reduction 
Platform Faceting/Trimming Flakes 
C. Polyhedral Core 
Reduction 
First Series Blades (irregular pressure blades   
     with irregular dorsal spines) 
II. Core-Blade 
D. Finished prismatic blades Initial Series Blades (parallel ridges and lateral   
     edges) 
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breakage patterns) were also described. Third, particular artifacts were rough-sorted by 
reduction stage category. Finally, materials were assigned to a general technology 
category: flake-core or core-blade reduction (Knight 1999, 2003; Santley 2004b; Santley 
et al. 2001) (Table 11-1). 
Core-blade technology represents the production sequence used in the 
manufacture of prismatic blades; its reduction stage categories are macrodebitage, 
macrocore reduction debitage, polyhedral core reduction debitage, and finished prismatic 
blades (Table 11-1).  
Macrodebitage may consist of ridge blades, macroflakes, macroblades, and large 
percussion blades. Defining characteristics of macrodebitage include very pronounced 
ventral bulbs, fissures and they may have crushed platforms. Blades with widths wider 
than 25mm, cortex, or flakes wider or longer than 35mm are probably macrodebitage 
(Knight 1999).  
Macrocore reduction debitage represents the reduction of the macrocore to 
produce a polyhedral pressure core (Knight 1999). This represents the transition from 
percussion to pressure technique. Macrocore reduction debitage is often characterized by 
the removal of small percussion blades and percussion flakes and the preparation of the 
platform for blade removal. Debitage consists of initial blades, platform faceting or 
trimming flakes. Preparation of the platform may also occur during this stage: a common 
platform preparation technique during the Postclassic was grinding (Arnold 2003; Arnold 
and Venter 2004; Heller and Stark 1998; cf. Santley et al. 2001). Grinding of the platform 
created a roughened surface that allowed for less slippage during the application of 
pressure and for better overall control (Heller and Stark 1998; see also Hirth 2006).  
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Negative bulb scars on the dorsal surface, a diffuse pressure bulb on the ventral 
surface, and shorter length characterize initial blades. Platform faceting or trimming 
flakes are removed during the macrocore reduction sequence or during polyhedral core 
preparation. Larger flakes are often more irregular and are from percussion, smaller 
flakes with more regular lateral removal scars are probably from blade removal. 
Polyhedral core reduction is the removal of prismatic blades from the polyhedral 
core. This is not the final reduction stage as the blades removed are still somewhat 
irregular, although scars are more regular and there are parallel lateral ridges. At this 
stage, dorsal ridges are not completely straight. First series blades—irregular pressure 
blades with irregular dorsal spines represent this reduction stage (Knight 1999). The 
technique used by Aztec producers in the Central Highlands to remove blades from a 
pressure core—the foot-held crutch technique—has been reconstructed through 
experiments (Hirth 2000:Photos 11 and 12). 
The most frequent form of obsidian found at archaeological sites in the southern 
Gulf Lowlands is the finished prismatic blade. Finished prismatic blades are initial series 
blades that are coupled with the proper prismatic pressure characteristics: parallel ridges 
and lateral edges. Finished prismatic blades represent the final core-blade reduction stage 
(Knight 1999). Prismatic blades could be recycled as other tools that included projectile 
points. Some points found at Totogal were made from blades. 
Based on the particular artifacts recovered and the associated attributes that are 
considered characteristic of each reduction stage (described above), analysists made a 
detailed description of the materials’ particular attributes (e.g. exhausted core fragment 
reutilized as a drill; medial section of a prismatic blade with retouched edges; proximal 
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end of a prismatic blade with ground platform, etc.). Finally, we measured items for 
weight, width, length and thickness when possible. 
 
Obsidian Artifacts: Results 
 Obsidian artifacts were recovered from both excavated and surface collected 
contexts. Materials representing differential source exploitation are discussed first (Table 
11-2), followed by a consideration of obsidian processing and use.  
 
Obsidian Sources  
Excavations yielded 274 obsidian objects (Table 11-2). Like ceramic potsherds, 
most obsidian (60.2 percent) came from Late Postclassic Totogal phase strata. Black 
obsidian was the most commonly recovered type in excavated contexts, followed closely 
by green, and then clear. The particular sources used during Totogal’s different 
occupations varied considerably (Table 11-2; Figure 11-1). 
 Similar to other Classic period Tuxteco assemblages, black obsidian, likely from 
the Zaragoza-Oyameles source in Puebla (e.g., Knight 1999, 2003; Santley et al. 2001) 
was the most common material recovered from exclusively Classic period strata (i.e., the 
Chaneque phase) at Totogal. Proportions of around 80 percent are reported for several 
Classic period contexts throughout the region (e.g., Santley et al. 2001). At Totogal, 
beginning in the Vigía phase, a considerable decrease in the percentage of black obsidian 
occurred. This decline in black obsidian occurred at the same time that clear source 
material was becoming more common. Higher proportions of clear obsidian also 
characterize the Early Postclassic Valenzuela Complex on Isla Agaltepec (Arnold 2007; 
Table 11-2: Obsidian material colors represented in excavated contexts 
TU1 TU2 TT1 TU3 TT2 L1 TU4 TU5 TU6 TU7 TU8 Phase Color Total 
Phase 
Obsidian 
Total 
Ph
as
e 
Color 
f Phase % f 
Phase 
% f 
Phase 
% f
Phase 
% f
Phase 
% f
Phase 
% f 
Phase 
% f
Phase 
% f 
Phase 
% f
Phase 
% f 
Phase 
% f Phase % f % 
Clear 6 15.0 0 0.0 4 16.7 2 18.2 2 66.7    7 29.2 3 50.0 6 31.6 0 0.0 10 41.7 40 24.2 
Green 16 40.0 7 77.8 15 62.5 4 36.4 0 0.0  6 25.0 2 33.3 10 52.6 2 40.0 8 33.3 70 42.4 
Black 18 45.0 2 22.2 4 16.7 5 45.5 1 33.3  11 45.8 1 16.7 3 15.8 3 60.0 6 25.0 54 32.7 To
to
ga
l 
Other 0 0.0 0 0.0 1 4.2 0 0.0 0 0.0    0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 1 0.6 
165 60.2 
Clear     5 16.1         2 25.0               7 17.9 
Green     20 64.5         3 37.5               23 59.0 
Black     6 19.4         3 37.5               9 23.1 
M
ix
ed
 P
C
* 
Other     0 0.0         0 0.0               0 0.0 
39 14.2 
Clear 1 33.3     2 25.0          4 57.1    3 37.5    2 28.6 12 36.4 
Green 0 0.0   3 37.5      0 0.0  1 12.5  0 0.0 4 12.1 
Black 2 66.7   3 37.5      3 42.9  4 50.0  5 71.4 17 51.5 V
ig
ía
 
Other 0 0.0     0 0.0          0 0.0    0 0.0    0 0.0 0 0.0 
33 12.0 
Clear 3 10.3   1 12.5                    4 10.8 
Green 0 0.0   1 12.5                    1 2.7 
Black 23 79.3   6 75.0                    29 78.4 
C
ha
ne
qu
e 
Other 3 10.3   0 0.0                    3 8.1 
37 13.5 
Unit f 72 40 40 11 3 8 31 6 27 5 31 274 274 100 
Unit % 26.3 14.6 14.6 4.0 1.1 2.9 11.3 2.2 9.9 1.8 11.3 100.0     
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*Based on similarities with the relative frequencies LPC Totogal phase components, the contexts denoted “Mixed Postclassic” might date mainly to the Late 
Postclassic period. 
 
 
Figure 11-1: Changes in obsidian color use over time 
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Arnold and Venter 2004; see also Heller and Stark 1998 for the Mixtequilla). Vigía phase 
strata at Totogal are characterized by 2-3 times as much clear obsidian as Chaneque 
phase contexts, but black obsidian still accounts for a sizeable proportion of the period 
assemblage (Table 11-2). Both clear and black obsidian levels decline between the Vigia 
and Totogal phases. During the LPC Totogal phase, green obsidian, which accounted for 
2.7 percent and 12.1 percents of Chaneque and Vigía phase strata respectively, increased 
to 42.4 percent of the excavated obsidian (from unmixed contexts) (Table 11-2; Figure 
11-1). This change, which began gradually during the Vigía phase, represents a 350 
percent increase in green obsidian from the Vigía to the Totogal phase. Other collections 
in the Gulf lowlands, especially the Mixtequilla (Heller and Stark 1998) and Cotaxtla 
(Ohnersorgen 2001, 2005), report similar increases in green obsidian during the LPC (see 
also Braswell 2003 for the Maya region). Increases in green material also characterized 
the LPC areas of Isla Agaltepec (from about 2 percent in the EPC Valenzuela Complex 
[Area C] to 11 and 20 percent [LPC Areas A and B, respectively]) (Arnold 2003:Table 
2). Late Postclassic assemblages around Villa del Espiritu Santo (outside of the Aztec 
Empire) reflect the increasing use of green obsidian as well (Arellanos and Beauregard 
2001). 
 Green obsidian is widely distributed at Totogal—present in all excavated Totogal 
phase strata—but it is concentrated in the Arroyo Complex (Table 11-2). Chi-square 
analysis that compared the distribution of green and other obsidian colors by location (in 
the Arroyo Complex or outside of it) suggested that the differences in observed 
frequencies were significant (X2 = 4.971, df = 1, p = .025) (Table 11-3). Moreover, the  
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Table 11-3: Chi-square test of association—green obsidian and the Arroyo Complex 
(unmixed Late Postclassic strata only) 
Context Green Obsidian 
Other 
Obsidian Total 
Arroyo 
Complex 38 35 73 
Other 
Contexts 32 60 92 
Total 70 95 165 
X2=4.971; df=1; p=.025 
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principle mound in the Arroyo Complex had a much higher proportion of green obsidian 
than the nearby off-mound area examined by Test Unit 1. 
High relative frequencies of green obsidian are also documented for the two 
“Mixed Postclassic” contexts, suggesting that while the two excavations may have 
contained some mixed deposits, the primary occupation represented in each was Late 
Postclassic. Test Unit 2 probably represents a large midden that was used during the Late 
Postclassic, but that could contain fill from adjacent areas of the long occupied Arroyo 
Complex. Proximity (<17 m) to the mound tested by Test Trench 1, the presence of 
several decorated ceramics (including Texcoco Molded censers), and the highest 
excavated proportions of green obsidian, suggest that this context contains mostly mound 
activity debris. The other “mixed” context was Looter’s Pit 1. 
While the deposits in this area were certainly disturbed, if their original 
stratigraphy (adjacent to the stone structure) was like that found in Test Unit 3, which 
contained the same dry-laid architectural components, then most of the materials from the 
looter’s pit should date to the Totogal phase occupation of the Muros Zone. 
 The high proportions of green obsidian in the Arroyo Complex (unmixed Late 
Postclassic only), which account for 54.3 percent of excavated Late Postclassic green 
material, stand in contrast to the surprisingly low amounts from Muros Zone contexts 
(5.7 percent from Test Unit 3 and Test Trench 2). If materials from the mixed, but 
probable Totogal phase contexts are added to this intra-site comparison, then the Arroyo 
Complex accounts for 62.4 percent of excavated Late Postclassic green obsidian, while 
the Muros Zone had only 7.5 percent.  The differences between site areas are also 
reflected in the relative frequencies of green obsidian from monumental architectural 
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components that include all excavated contexts in the Muros Zone (ranged from 0 to 36.5 
to 37.5 percent) and Test Trench 1 (62.5 percent). While both mounded areas hosted 
rituals, feasting (especially on monumental architecture; see chapter 9), and food 
preparation activities, the stone structure may have hosted a more limited range or 
frequency of activities that were more public/civic-ceremonial in character. Moreover, 
while more green obsidian is on the mound than the off-mound context in the Arroyo 
Complex, green obsidian is not necessarily more associated with monumental 
architecture, nor is it associated with particular site clusters. Apart from the Arroyo 
Complex, the excavated assemblage with the highest proportion of green obsidian is 
Cluster 5’s Test Unit 6, an off-mound locality (Table 11-2). 
 While no other clusters that were tested with stratigraphic excavations exhibit 
high frequencies of one source over another, there were differences within clusters 
(compare, for example, clear obsidian in Test Units 7 and 8 in Cluster 3). Totogal phase 
strata that yielded the highest proportions of clear obsidian included those in Test Trench 
2 (Muros Zone), Test Unit 5 (Cluster 5) and Test Unit 8 (Cluster 3). Totogal phase strata 
with the highest proportions of black obsidian included Test Units 1 (Arroyo Complex), 3 
(Muros Zone), 4 (Cluster 5), and 7 (Cluster 3).  
 Surface collections also yielded considerable obsidian, and the overall assemblage 
proportions by color category resemble trends observed in excavated LPC strata. Surface 
collections acquired during shovel testing yielded 140 pieces of obsidian; opportunistic 
collections and limited systematic 3x3-m collections from the north slope of Field A’s 
long mound produced another 34 specimens. From shovel tests, 61 (43.6 percent) pieces 
of obsidian were green, 34 (24.3 percent) were clear, 42 (30 percent) were black, and 2 
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(1.4 percent) were indeterminate. All obsidian that was recovered opportunistically (or 
systematically from the long mound in Area A) from the surface was clear or green; none 
was black. Most of this latter collection of obsidian (20 [12 clear, 8 green] of 34 items) 
was recovered from the north slope of the Field A long mound (in the Itzcuinti Complex); 
the remainder (1 clear, 13 green) was mainly from the eroding slope that overlooked the 
arroyo in the northeastern corner of Field C South (Cluster 4 area).  
 The distributions of obsidian from shovel tests are illustrated in Figure 11-2 
through 11-5. Green obsidian, the most abundant obsidian type represented in the shovel 
test assemblage, also has the most widespread distribution. Examination of Figure 11-2 
suggests that the green material is not as concentrated in the Arroyo Complex as our 
excavations suggested. This difference may be due more to a lack of clear and black 
obsidian than a high density of green obsidian (at least as represented by shovel tests); 
clear and black obsidian each occurred only once in Arroyo Complex shovel tests 
(Figures 11-3 and 11-4). In contrast, Arroyo Complex shovel tests yielded four pieces of 
green obsidian (Figure 11-2). The sample size of shovel test obsidian, however, is very 
small. 
Clear obsidian is also rare in Cluster 2, located to the northeast of the Arroyo 
Complex. That site area, not tested with excavations, is characterized by green and black 
obsidian use. Cluster 2 was an area that yielded several comal fragments (Chapter 9).  
In addition to Cluster 2, black and clear distributions vary in other site areas 
probed using shovel tests: Cluster 4 (the northern portion of Field C South) and Cluster 6 
(the southern portion of the same field, near the promontory base). Clusters 4 and 6, like 
other clusters, were identified on the basis of ceramic distributions.  
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Figure 11-2: Green obsidian (frequency) from Fields B, C North and C South shovel tests 
(small symbol=1 item; large symbol=2 items) 
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Figure 11-3: Clear obsidian (frequency) from Fields B, C North and C South shovel tests 
(small symbol=1 item; medium symbol=2 items; large symbol=3 items) 
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Figure 11-4: Black (frequency) from Fields B, C North and C South shovel tests 
(symbol=1 item) 
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Figure 11-5: Shovel test obsidian (frequency) from Field D (all colors) 
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Cluster 4’s shovel test obsidian assemblage was characterized by clear and green 
obsidian; no black obsidian was recovered from this area. This pattern, observed in the 
shovel test obsidian assemblage, is reinforced by our opportunistic collections in this site  
area (mentioned above). The eroding north slope of this area, which overlooks the arroyo, 
yielded clear and mostly green obsidian. This is the same slope with possible stone stairs 
for better stream access (Chapter 7). The uppermost, leveled portion of this modified area 
probably supported structures. 
Abundant black obsidian, some clear obsidian, and no green obsidian, in contrast, 
characterized Cluster 6 shovel tests. While obsidian evidence alone could suggest that the 
lack of green obsidian in Cluster 6 reflects a lack of Totogal phase occupation, other 
material classes indicate that this is unlikely; we recovered Texcoco Molded censers, 
Totogal Engraved ceramics, and comals in this area—many of which came from the same 
shovel tests that produced little clear and green obsidian. The difference in the obsidian 
assemblages, therefore, appears to be related to social or economic factors, whereby 
people preferred, or activities called for, black material. Because access to green obsidian 
in particular does not appear to have been restricted (though relative frequencies do vary), 
other unknown social factors must explain the differences observed in the obsidian 
assemblage. This could also mean that the Totogal phase occupants of this site area did 
not have or use obsidian. The distribution could relate to the function of this site area, 
located close to the natural lookout, as well as to individual preferences, or to the 
particular contexts in which green obsidian was used.   
 Field D yielded little obsidian and none of it was green (Figure 11-5). Like 
ceramics, most obsidian within this field came from the area denoted Cluster 7—the level 
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area near the eastern fence line that separated Field D from Field A. This is the area 
where the Late Postclassic censer molds were recovered.  
 
Obsidian Modification and Use  
While the reduction categories discussed above were recorded, for purposes of 
discussion, I refer to the following general categories: production debitage (i.e., biface 
reduction debitage [primary, secondary, and retouch flakes], undetermined flakes, 
macrodebitage, macrocore reduction debitage, polyhedral core reduction debitage), 
finished prismatic blades, and other implements used as tools (i.e., flake and blade tools, 
bifaces, eccentrics) (Table 11-1). Occasionally some debitage, especially larger 
fragments, had evidence of minimal marginal retouch; these artifacts may have been used 
expediently as scrapers or other informal tools, but because it is often difficult to discern 
intentional utilization on flake margins from accidental breakage, these items remained 
categorized as debitage and not tools.  
Totogal’s obsidian assemblage included evidence for some interesting temporal 
trends in tool production and use. The Chaneque phase obsidian assemblage, besides 
being characterized by black obsidian, consisted of mostly debitage with the ratio of 
debitage to tools (prismatic blades and other tools) being 22:15. All debitage from 
Chaneque phase contexts was of black or indeterminate obsidian and the majority of the 
obsidian of the period was found in Test Unit 1 (29, contrasted to the 8 specimens in Test 
Trench 1) (Table 11-4). The higher proportion of black debitage suggests two things; 
first, that black obsidian blade tools were being produced at the site, and second, that 
black raw material was being imported. The latter observation suggests that black 
Table 11-4: Counts of obsidian formal categories excavation units (Mixed Postclassic contexts not included); no obsidian was 
recovered from Santiago B phase contexts. 
Key: Deb=Production Debitage; see Chapter 6); B=Finished Prismatic Blades; OT=Other Tools 
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prismatic blades were not imported in already finished blade form. The lack of clear and 
green debitage in Chaneque phase strata appear to suggest that finished tools (especially 
prismatic blades) were imported, but their quantities are very low, making pattern 
recognition tentative.  
 During the Vigía phase, in addition to a shift in the proportions of source 
materials used, a high relative ratio of debitage to tools and blades (18:10 [compared with 
no debitage during the Chaneque phase]) characterized this assemblage. Whereas no clear 
or green debitage was found in Chaneque phase levels, both debitage and finished tools 
(blades and other tools) (ratio of 7:4) were recovered during the Vigía phase (Table 11-
4). This shift suggests that not only was black obsidian raw material imported (perhaps in 
the form of prepared cores) to and modified at the site, but that the type of access to other 
sources shifted as well. Assemblage size within particular excavated contexts was very 
small, making discussion of Vigía phase spatial patterns difficult (Table 11-4). 
 Besides the increase in green obsidian during the Totogal phase, perhaps the most 
noticeable change to the excavated obsidian assemblage was the decrease in the 
proportion of debitage across all source color categories (Table 11-4). While some 
obsidian tool production occurred at Totogal, more obsidian may have been brought in 
already shaped into prismatic blades in particular. The decrease in debitage may also 
indicate that the cores that entered the site during the Late Postclassic were prepared to a 
greater extent than during the Vigía phase. Also notable are the higher percentages of 
prismatic blades, which increased from 31.3 (black), 25 (green) and 37.5 (clear) percent 
during the Vigía phase to 56.1 (black), 60.6 (green), and 65.9 (clear) percent during the 
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Totogal phase. Clear and green materials exhibit the largest differentials of debitage to 
finished blades (Table 11-4).  
Greater Totogal phase access to extra-regional items, such as obsidian, through 
increasingly fluid commercial channels and markets could explain some of the difference 
if those markets sold mainly finished products or products (i.e., highly prepared cores) 
that required little processing before prismatic blades could be removed (Smith and 
Berdan 2003). Alternatively, if itinerant craftsmen traveled from settlement to settlement 
in a manner suggested by Hirth (2007) during the Classic period, producing blades on 
demand from already prepared cores, some debitage would have occurred on-site, but 
higher percentages of finished blades might be expected. Itinerant craftsmen could have 
traveled with pochteca caravans that set out for Xicalango from the Gulf lowlands 
(Carrasco 1999). Those pochteca caravans may have stopped at places along the route 
that were friendly to the empire, or where imperial agents were stationed. Because 
production indicators are not exclusively associated with elite (mounded) contexts, and 
because debitage was found in both mounded and non-mounded contexts, elites at the site 
did not appear to exert control over production.  If local elites were partly responsible for 
access to green obsidian, for example, then implements made of green obsidian were not 
produced by elites at the site for subsequent distribution to the public.  
Test Unit 1, Test Unit 2 (unmixed Late Postclassic only), Test Trench 2, Test Unit 
5, and Test Unit 7 were excavated Totogal phase contexts that yielded many more 
implements (especially finished blades) than debitage (Table 11-4). In all other excavated 
Late Postclassic strata, the debitage to implement ratio approached 1:1 (Table 11-4).     
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A technological trend observed in other Postclassic Gulf lowland assemblages 
(e.g., Arnold 2007; Arnold and Venter 2004; Heller and Stark 1998) was the grinding of 
core platforms. At Isla Agaltepec, ground platforms were found mostly in areas 
characterized by Late Postclassic materials. Ground, or polished, platforms were 
observed at Totogal, but they are not found exclusively in Late Postclassic contexts. Nor 
were ground platforms confined to the Postclassic generally. Ground platforms were 
recorded for each of the three obsidian-yielding occupations documented at Totogal and 
while more ground platforms were recovered from Totogal phase strata (13 of the 19 
from all phases, or 68.4 percent) this difference could be related to larger assemblage size 
(Table 11-5). In fact, the relative frequency of Late Postclassic ground platforms is the 
lowest (18.1 percent) of the three phases represented (Table 11-5). 
While the presence/absence of ground platforms does not appear to be temporally 
significant at Totogal, further examination of platforms did reveal some meaningful 
patterns. Black ground platforms are poorly represented in this table; this is especially 
unusual considering the high proportion of black obsidian in the Totogal phase 
assemblage (32.7 percent) and the number of black unground platforms (Table 11-5). To 
assess the associations suggested in this table, a Fisher’s Exact Test was conducted where 
clear and green platforms were combined because they exhibit similar ground to 
unground proportions (Fisher’s Exact examines low frequency data in a two-by-two 
table). The two-tailed p-value from this test (.046) suggests that during the Totogal phase, 
when ground platforms are present, they will typically be found on green and clear 
obsidian and rarely found on black obsidian. During the earlier occupations at Totogal, 
the few ground platforms were recovered on both clear and black obsidian. 
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Table 11-5: Cross-tabulated platform frequencies from excavations 
Note: Santiago B phase deposits did not yield obsidian. 
 
a. Totogal phase 
Clear Green Black Total 
Platforms 
f % f % f % f Phase% 
Ground 3 23.1 9 25 1 4.3 13 18.1 
Unground 10 76.9 27 75 22 95.7 59 81.9 
Total 13 100 36 100 23 100 72 100 
 
b. Vigía phase 
Clear Green Black Total 
Platforms 
f % f % f % f Phase% 
Ground 1 20 0 0 3 42.9 4 26.7 
Unground 4 80 3 100 4 57.1 11 73.3 
Total 5 33.3 3 20.0 7 46.7 15 100 
 
c. Chaneque phase 
Clear Green Black Other Total 
Platforms 
f % f % f % f % f Phase%
Ground 1 100 0 0 0 0 1 50 2 20.0 
Unground 0 0 0 0 7 100 1 50 8 80.0 
Total 1 10.0 0 0.0 7 70.0 2 20.0 10 100 
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Debitage and tools from shovel tests are presented in Table 11-6; their 
distributions are presented in Figures 11-6 through 11-12. The shovel test assemblage, 
with 43.6 percent green obsidian, is characterized by higher relative frequencies of clear 
and green debitage than Totogal phase excavated contexts. The ratio of shovel test black 
debitage to tools (blades and other implements), however, is similar to the ratio observed  
in excavated Totogal phase contexts (Tables 11-4 and 11-6).   
 Clear obsidian implements (mostly blades) tend to be more centrally located in 
Clusters 3 and 5. Clear debitage is found in Clusters 3 and 5, but it is also found more 
often than clear tools in the southeastern corner of our surveyed area (near the 
promontory base—area of Cluster 6) and between Clusters 3 and 2 in the northern 
portions of the survey area (Figures 11-6 and 11-7). 
Green obsidian debitage (Figure 11-8) mirrors the source’s ubiquitous distribution that 
was presented in Figure 11-1. Green tools have a more restricted distribution, however, 
being especially uncommon in the areas of Cluster 2 and Cluster 5, which contained more 
debitage (Figure 11-9).      
 The distributions of black obsidian debitage and tools are similar to each other, 
with most differences appearing to relate to assemblage size in any given location 
(Figures 10-10 and 10-11).   
 Finally, Field D’s small shovel test obsidian assemblage contained mainly 
debitage, but one prismatic blade and a core tool (probably used as a drill or punch) were 
also recovered (Figure 11-12).    
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Table 11-6: Shovel test debitage and tools by obsidian color (frequency) 
Clear Green Black Other Total 
Category 
f % f % f % f % f % 
Debitage 22 64.7 39 63.9 19 45.2 3 100 83 59.3 
Blades 10 29.4 18 29.5 23 54.8     51 36.4 
Other 
implements 2 5.9 4 6.6       6 4.3 
Total 34 24.3 61 43.6 42 30 3 2.1 140 100 
 
 
Figure 11-6: Clear debitage from shovel tests (Fields B, C North and South frequencies) 
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Figure 11-7: Clear tools from shovel tests (Fields B, C North and South frequencies) 
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Figure 11-8: Green debitage from shovel tests (Fields B, C North and South frequencies) 
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Figure 11-9: Green tools from shovel tests (Fields B, C North and South frequencies) 
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Figure 11-10: Black debitage from shovel tests (Fields B, C North and South frequencies) 
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Figure 11-11: Black tools from shovel tests (Fields B, C North and South frequencies) 
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Figure 11-12: Obsidian debitage and tools from shovel tests (Field D frequencies); shown 
with source color (Deb=Debitage; Blade=Prismatic Blade; Tool=Other Tool) 
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Summary of Obsidian Artifacts  
Obsidian use at Totogal changed considerably over time. Chaneque phase 
obsidian use was characterized by mostly black material, probably from the Zaragoza-
Oyameles source in Puebla. This pattern of Classic period source exploitation coincides 
well with other Classic period Tuxteco occupations (e.g., Knight 2003; Santley et al. 
2001). Debitage outnumbered implements used as tools, which were primarily prismatic 
blades, indicating that finished blades were not imported to the Chaneque phase 
inhabitants of Totogal either directly from the source or by a large pooling/distribution 
center in the region. Instead, most tool production probably occurred on-site, and most 
black raw material was received in only partially processed forms, probably in the form 
of prepared cores. The occasional clear or green obsidian was acquired from elsewhere in 
already finished blades. The higher frequency of obsidian in Chaneque phase levels of 
Test Unit 1 compared to Test Trench 1 suggests that some intra-area variation in 
distributions, probably related to house lot organization of activity areas, occurred. 
 The Vigía phase obsidian assemblage is small; nonetheless, some trends appear 
noteworthy. The Vigía phase obsidian assemblage reflects a shift in economic networks 
through which better access to clear sources existed; there was also a slight increase in 
green material. Despite the decreased proportion of black obsidian at Totogal during this 
time, it still constituted the majority of the Vigía phase assemblage. Different, however, 
was the form in which clear and green obsidian entered the site. Instead of receiving 
already produced blades, clear and green debitage at the site indicates that some on-site 
tool manufacture occurred. Spatial distributions of Vigía phase obsidian vary somewhat, 
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but the assemblage is small, making interpretations of activities difficult. Expanded 
excavations should yield more robust Vigía phase data.  
 The Totogal phase obsidian assemblage is characterized by a surge in the 
proportion of green obsidian use (Table 11-2; Figure 11-1). Green obsidian accounted for 
42.4 percent of the phase assemblage from excavations, and was the single most common 
source used at the site. The highest frequencies of green obsidian were found in the 
Arroyo Complex; this association (green obsidian in the Arroyo Complex) was 
significant, and while higher proportions of green obsidian were recovered in Test Trench 
1 (the mound) than Test Unit 1 (off-mound), outside of the Arroyo Complex, green 
obsidian is not associated with elite contexts (i.e., the Muros Zone), suggesting some 
intra-site differentiation by elite area. Overlapping distributions of production indicators 
(debitage), blades and other implements suggests that their manufacture was not 
particularly specialized during the Totogal phase, and that it was a household endeavor. 
Tools were probably not meant for broader distribution outside of the site. The 
differential distribution of debitage and tools in excavated Totogal phase strata could 
reflect the functions associated with particular parts of houselots, including discard areas. 
Intra-cluster organization of production and consumption locations would benefit from 
additional excavation.  
The Late Postclassic obsidian assemblage is also different from earlier ones in the 
proportion of debitage to finished implements used as tools, mainly prismatic blades. 
Excavations suggest that the amount of on-site reduction decreased during the Totogal 
phase. This trend is especially noticeable in the clear and green assemblages, which had 
ratios of approximately 1:2 (debitage to tools [mostly blades]), and approached clear and 
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green ratios observed for the Chaneque phase. Different from Classic period access to 
clear and green obsidian, however, was the modification/reduction of some raw material 
at Totogal. Some green raw material was relatively unprocessed before it entered the site 
(Figure 11-13).  
  Finally, the grinding of obsidian platforms has been considered characteristic of 
the Late Postclassic throughout the Gulf lowlands (Arnold 2003, 2007; Arnold and 
Venter 2004; Heller and Stark 1998; cf. Santley et al. 1984, 2001). Platform grinding 
occurred at Totogal during the Late Postclassic also, but this preparation treatment is not 
exclusive to the period. What does appear to be significant with regard to Late Postclassic 
ground platforms, however, is their association with green and clear obsidian; black 
platforms were rarely prepared in this manner (Table 11-5). During earlier periods, 
grinding, though very rare, was not associated with a particular source material, though 
samples are very small, making this a tentative observation.  
 The increased consumption of green obsidian during the Totogal phase probably 
did not correlate directly with imperial expansion, but the Aztecs did encourage 
commercial exchange and they did sponsor trade expeditions that travelled between the 
Tochtepec province and Xicalango by way of the southern Gulf lowlands (Berdan and 
Gasco 2003; Carrasco 1999). Places with imperial agents and/or allied elites may have 
warranted stops by merchants peddling green obsidian—either directly to consumers or 
indirectly by way of markets. Aztec codices are fairly silent on obsidian distribution 
networks, however. While elites at Totogal did not appear to control green blade 
production, some areas of the site (i.e., the Arroyo Complex) did have more green 
obsidian than others. Residents of the Arroyo Complex could have negotiated improved  
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Figure 11-13: Green obsidian macroblade from Totogal phase deposits of Test Unit 4  
Note: cortex is present on dorsal surface and platform is ground 
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access to green obsidian; what is less certain is the mechanism(s) used to distribute the 
exotic material. The gifting of green obsidian during elite-sponsored feasts would have 
provided one avenue, but market distribution could have presented another. Minimally, 
that green obsidian was recovered in most site areas argues against the restricted access 
that might be expected if a dependency elite strategy was employed at Totogal.   
 
Ground Stone Artifacts 
A simple description of each ground stone item was made that included an 
estimate of the material used (e.g., basalt, green stone), weight, size measurements when 
appropriate, surface abrasions (e.g., polish), and suggested object type (i.e., flake, mano, 
metate, bead, polishing stone). More formal methods were not employed during this 
study of ground stone artifacts at Totogal. 
Archaeological work at Totogal recovered 21 groundstone artifacts (Table 11-7). 
Most objects were made from basalt, but a few exotic materials were tentatively 
identified; these included possible red serpentine (Olaf Jaime Riveron, personal 
communication 2004), and jade. Over half of the groundstone assemblage was recovered 
from surface contexts, both opportunistic collections and shovel tests. The distribution of 
items recovered from shovel tests is presented in Figure 11-14. Excavations yielded some 
groundstone artifacts and all are from Vigía or Totogal phase strata (Table 11-7). 
 The majority of the groundstone assemblage consists of utilitarian tools, such as 
mano and metate fragments, or production flakes (Table 11-7). All utilitarian objects 
were made using basalt, most of which was probably acquired on-site. Today several 
large basalt boulders are strewn across the surface of Totogal (Figure 11-15), and smaller  
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Table 11-7: Groundstone artifacts recovered from Totogal 
Brief Description Material Field Context f 
"Donut" shaped item Basalt B LPC of Test Trench 2 1 
Bead Jade CN Surface 1 
Dish or Bowl Rim Basalt A Surface 1 
Domestic Tool 
Fragment Basalt B Surface 1 
Flake Basalt A Surface 1 
Flakes Basalt B Surface 2 
Flakes Basalt CN LPC of Test Unit 1 2 
Hammer Stone Basalt CS Surface 1 
Mano Basalt CN Mixed Postclassic of Test Unit 2 1 
Mano Basalt CS Surface 1 
Metate Basalt CN Surface 1 
Metate   Basalt B Surface 1 
Metate Support Basalt A Surface 1 
Metate Support Basalt CS Surface 1 
Mortar Basalt CS Surface 1 
Polishing Stone Basalt CN EPC of Test Trench 1 1 
Polishing Stone Red Serpentine CN LPC of Test Trench 1 1 
Worked Basalt Basalt B Mixed PC of Looter's Pit 1 1 
Worked Basalt Basalt CS Surface 1 
      Total 21
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Figure 11-14: Distribution of groundstone artifacts from shovel tests 
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cobbles occur in the arroyos. All non-local materials (red serpentine, jade) were 
recovered from the Arroyo Complex, which also contained basalt artifacts. 
 Basalt production indicators (flakes, in particular), recovered from shovel tests, 
were localized—confined to the northeast of the Muros platform near the boulders 
illustrated in Figure 11-15. Basalt flakes that were recovered from excavations came from 
off-mound Test Unit 1 in the Arroyo Complex. While groundstone tool production might 
not have been as ubiquitous as obsidian, the small assemblage makes interpretations of 
spatial distributions tenuous. The widespread distribution of utilitarian tools, however, 
along with utilitarian ceramic vessel forms and pastes (Chapter 10), provides additional 
evidence that most site contexts hosted at least some utilitarian/domestic activities, even 
areas dominated by monumental architecture.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Copyright© 2008, Marcie L. Venter 
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CHAPTER 12 
ASSESSING ELITE STRATEGIES IN THE TOTOGAL-AZTEC FRONTIER 
 
 Studies of Aztec provincial regions have tended to focus on degrees or types of 
imperial control or on the limits of the empire’s authority in Late Postclassic 
Mesoamerica. While recent studies in areas considered peripheral to the Basin of Mexico 
core have begun to shed light on inter- and intra-provincial variability in imperial control, 
influence, and contacts, few have explored perceptions of the empire in these often 
distant lands. Even fewer studies have assessed local strategies that may have affected the 
“flavor” of imperialism and community responses to it.  
 Totogal, the site at the center of this study, was a settlement located near the far 
eastern boundary of the Aztec empire in the Gulf lowlands. The Aztecs typically 
interacted with the centers of regional leadership during expansion and incorporation 
(Smith and Montiel 2001). Even in instances where regional leadership may have been 
more heterarchical, the empire often manipulated power relations at the local level, 
bolstering one center over another (Hicks 1994).  
The etymology of Totogal (Tototl [bird] + calli [house]) suggests that it 
represented the seat (the noble house) of the local leadership. Local oral and written 
traditions (Medel y Alvarado 1993; Rivas Castellanos 1999) understand Totogal to be the 
prehispanic and Contact period predecessor of Santiago Tuxtla (the colonial cabecera), 
which is located just a few kilometers to the northeast of the site. The Spanish often 
superimposed their own systems of hierarchy and settlement organization over those that 
existed at the time of their arrival; at times though, they manipulated existing structures 
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in order to administer dispersed rural populations (Gerhard 1993; Lockhart 1992). Many 
colonial cabeceras, therefore, correspond with Aztec provincial capitals, city state head 
towns, imperial tributaries (as in the Codex Mendoza [Berdan and Anawalt 1992]), 
and/or imperial interaction (interactions often characterized by elite alliance) nodes.  This 
presumed (and sometimes-recently created by Aztec interference) Late Postclassic 
structure was reinforced when the Spanish established their colonial administration 
(Lockhart 1992). Based on the etymological and historical data, relatively large quantities 
of highland-style artifacts (especially Texcoco Molded censers), and the lack of a better 
candidate, I infer that Totogal represented the principal point of contact for the Aztec 
Empire in Toztlan.    
 Throughout this study I have argued that because Totogal was the principal 
regional node for Aztec imperial-local interactions in the Toztlan province, because 
Totogal was located near an imperial boundary, and because most boundaries have the 
characteristics of frontiers and not borders, this site should be characterized by 
permeability and not rigidity of interactions and material culture. This fluidity of people, 
communication and symbols, especially, was expected because of the number and 
directions of varied group interests that characterize most boundary regions (Chapter 3). 
Therefore, I did not assume there would be sharp boundaries between local and foreign, 
or elite and non-elite segments within Totogal. MacEachern (1998) suggests that 
generally at boundaries, we should expect to find more heterogeneous artifact 
assemblages that incorporate material styles of the groups interacting in the area. These 
mixed site assemblages are representative of the diverse cultural backgrounds that inform 
decisions and behaviors intersecting in the boundary zone. The characterization of most 
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boundaries, including this one at Totogal, as having frontier-like qualities (as opposed to 
border-like), meant that the entire site of Totogal, not just elites in and near the civic-
ceremonial core, should have yielded heterogeneous assemblages. As expected under this 
frontier scenario, it did.   
    At Totogal, the diverse, overlapping interests represented were those of the 
empire, local elite, and local non-elite. Elite alliance is known to have been a common 
strategy employed by the Aztec Empire to secure tribute from and safe passage through 
areas that were crucial to interregional exchange (Berdan and Smith 1996). Alliance 
should have been especially important in the southern Gulf lowlands, which were along 
the route to the trading center, Xicalango (Carrasco 1999; Berdan 2003; Berdan and 
Gasco 2003). The empire’s reliance on local elites as proxies in provincial incorporation 
and administration, and Totogal’s frontier location, introduced the possibility for local 
elites to accrue benefits for the community at the same time that they acquiesced to 
certain imperial goals. Elites at Totogal, by acting as brokers between dual interests, 
would have simultaneously improved their own status (Schortman et al. 2001).  
From the perspective of the empire, local elites who did not resist imperial goals 
should have been more highly valued than those who incited rebellions or who required 
more direct and costly infrastructural investment (military conquest/reconquest). The lack 
of major imperial architecture at Totogal, in contrast to areas such as Cotaxtla that were 
problematic from the empire’s perspective (Ohnersorgen 2001), suggests that the empire 
had no need to impose the same type of direct controls over Totogal and, by extension, 
the Tuxtlas. From the perspective of non-elite Tuxtecos, elites who 1) acted to avoid the 
possibility of military conquest, 2) shared resources (usually within the elite domain), 3) 
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conferred some benefits of imperial incorporation on the community, and 4) were not 
perceived locally as “selling out”, could have bolstered their own status within the region 
and maintained the peace at home.  
 Alliance-building strategies often included ceremonies, feasts and fancy serving 
vessels (Brumfiel 1987; Garraty 2000; LeCount 1999; Rosenswig 2006; Schortman et al. 
2001; Smith et al. 2003). These strategies were often directed at other elites, but they 
were also aimed at other segments of settlement hierarchies. At times, efforts to 
consolidate community support involved the gifting of fancy ceramics (LeCount 1999).  
 In the Late Postclassic Basin of Mexico, elaborately decorated service wares were 
especially used during these alliance-building feasts and ritual events (Brumfiel 1987; 
Garraty 2000; Smith et al. 2003). While these decorated service wares were available in 
central highland markets, and both elites and non-elites marked notable occasions (e.g., 
marriages, births) with feasts, elite households and feasting contexts have much greater 
relative frequencies of these elaborately decorated vessels (Brumfiel 1987).  
The evidence at Totogal suggests that one of the ways Totogal’s elites generated 
solidarity between imperial and local non-elite interests were public ceremonies that 
involved feasts. The reliance on sponsored ceremonies and feasts is suggested by the 
larger sizes of plates (i.e., platters) in contexts with civic-ceremonial or elite architecture, 
the more frequent occurrence of serving vessels with elaborate decoration in and near 
these same contexts (i.e., within the site’s architectural core), and the more frequent use 
of imperial-style censers and green obsidian in these same core areas. That the non-elite 
segment of the population was engaged in and to some degree approved of elite-imperial 
alliances is suggested by the presence of all of the above items (Texcoco Molded censers, 
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Totogal Engraved serving vessels, and perhaps green obsidian) in domestic contexts 
beyond the site’s center.  
The symbolic messages associated with these vessels (censers as symbols of 
empire; Totogal Engraved serving vessels with step frets and related elements as symbols 
of elite status) were especially amenable to the socially charged frontier situations that 
required local elites to pivot between different interests (Gosselain 2000), and play 
identity politics in the sense that they had to create group cohesion where little or none 
may have previously existed (Bray 2003; Dietler 2003; Rosenswig 2006; Schortman et al. 
2001).  
The ethnohistoric record of Toztlan’s tributary status suggests that in the process 
of striving for group solidarity, elites negotiated measured capitulation (through tribute 
payment by individuals outside of Totogal) in exchange for benefits conferred by 
imperial incorporation. Those benefits included better access (than previously) to certain 
highland exotic goods, such as green obsidian, and perhaps support in conflicts with 
neighbors (especially Coatzacoalcos [Carrasco 1999]); but the indicators of political 
cohesion included imperial style ceramics.  
In the Basin of Mexico, the mapping of types and motifs associated with Aztec 
style vessels suggests that political affiliations predict communities’ access to serving 
vessels more than they do their proximity to major markets (Hodge 1992; Hodge and 
Minc 1990).  Moreover, Brumfiel (1987) has argued that the presence of imperial style 
ceramic types in the provinces is not necessarily a barometer of wealth, but is an 
expression of social and political relationships. While we should not expect that imperial 
style objects were uniformly interpreted by all members of every provincial location that 
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adopted them, some symbols more than others, especially those not distributed to the 
provinces through market channels (i.e., Texcoco Molded censers), probably saw less 
reinterpretation. Less reinterpretation of symbolic messages probably took place with 
regard to Texcoco Molded censers because 1) they were already used (in the central 
highlands) in a variety of state and household, public and private ritual contexts; 2) their 
morphological attributes were suited to burning incense and little else; 3) the elite-
sponsored ceremonies seen at Totogal probably employed them in ways that were similar 
to those seen in imperial contexts (and replication of ceremonies away from Totogal 
mimicked rituals that were probably similar to those practiced by the imperial core); 4) 
there was a short amount of time that separated Aztec expansion into the region and the 
Spanish invasion (late 15th century to ca. 1520); and 5) there were similarities in language 
and religious practices among Aztecs and Nahuat-speaking, Huitzilipochtli-worshiping 
populations in the Tuxtlas. The adoption of these fragile imperial style censers at Totogal 
(throughout the site, but especially in and near the architectural core), therefore, suggests 
that they reflect social and political relationships and not market access (Curet et al. 
1994; Garraty and Stark 2002; Ohnersorgen 2001; cf. Smith 1990).   
In general, the role that frontier elites at Totogal played was consistent with a 
generally hegemonic imperial style of administration (Berdan et al. 1996; D’Altroy 1992; 
Hassig 1985; Luttwak 1976). The sometimes inaccurate generalizations about the 
indirectness of imperial control notwithstanding, what is often lost in the classification of 
an empire as hegemonic or territorial, is the role that local elites (or others) in courted 
communities served in affecting successful or unsuccessful imperial incorporation.  
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This study complements on-going research in the neighboring central Gulf 
lowlands (as well as other areas of the empire) that has described variability in imperial 
control (Ohnersorgen 2001, 2005), and some of the provincial strategies that could have 
been employed by lowland communities (Skoglund et al. 2006; see also Stark 1990). The 
evidence from Totogal indicates that despite Toztlan’s tributary status, that not all 
settlements in the region were exploited greatly. The minimal impact that tribute 
production appears to have had on Totogal (evidenced in part by few spindle whorls, and 
also increases in every other material category) suggests that elites at the site passed those 
obligations on to surrounding settlements. In order to soften the impact, however, elites at 
Totogal sponsored ceremonies that promoted cohesion and offered some benefit from 
incorporation to offset increased tribute demands. The occurrence of imperial style 
censers and Totogal Engraved vessels in both elite and non-elite areas of Totogal, along 
with the presence of these items in surrounding settlements (Stoner, personal 
communication 2008; Kruszczynski 2001), suggests that some of these items may have 
been distributed at the sponsored events and used at home by individuals who wished to 
express solidarity with the center and the empire.   
Imperial assistance in the cessation of conflicts with neighboring Coatzacoalcos 
cannot be proven in this study of Totogal, but such aid would have provided some 
additional incentive for voluntary submission. We know from sixteenth century sources 
that Toztlan had an antagonistic or contentious relationship with Coatzacoalcos (Chapters 
2 and 4). The Relaciones Geográficas, for example, indicate that Toztlan battled with its 
neighbor (Paso y Troncoso 1905; see also Esquivias 2002; Medel y Alvarado 1993). The 
empire may also have had trouble with Coatzacoalcos, as it eventually had to make 
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special arrangements with its ruler for Aztec merchants and envoys to use isthmian towns 
as stages along the route towards Xicalango. The need for the Aztecs to negotiate safe 
passage suggests that they were not otherwise guaranteed safety as their caravans moved 
through the independent kingdom (Urcid and Esquivias 2001:1). An Aztec garrison (at 
Atzaccan) was also constructed near Toztlan’s boundary with Coatzacoalcos (Smith 
1996), though the particulars of this relationship, besides geographical proximity, are 
unknown. This garrison could have gone a long way toward suppressing 
Toztlan/Coatzacoalcos conflicts; its establishment may have been touted as an act of 
friendship by the empire, worthy of reciprocation through tribute.  
The securing of a hostile boundary could have seemed like an abstract promise to 
many, especially Tuxtecos not living near the Toztlan/Coatzacoalcos boundary. Invitation 
to sponsored rituals and feasts and the gifting of material benefits would have augmented 
the more intangible advantages of incorporation. Moreover, sponsorship of ceremonies 
would have provided an opportunity for elites at Totogal to build bonds of cohesion and 
at the same time reinforce their own legitimacy (Dietler 2003; Schortman et al. 2001). 
The tone of solidarity-building feasts would have been different, though, if imperial 
resistance had been a goal; these events would have omitted imperial symbols. 
Taken together, several lines of evidence, especially ceramic vessels, suggest that 
the primary means of negotiating both imperial and local interests were elite-sponsored 
ceremonies. At these events, which included rituals and feasts, two principle ceramic 
symbols, Texcoco Molded imperial-style censers and Totogal Engraved serving vessels, 
were manipulated in order to create cohesion between the two potentially opposed 
groups. The wide distribution of these ceramic items, but their higher frequencies and 
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larger sizes (especially plates or platters) in elite and civic-ceremonial areas, suggests that 
while the two types of special vessels were used at elite-sponsored feasts (that also 
included the ritual burning of incense), the non-elite population also incorporated the 
objects into their serving and ritual assemblages. Both ceramic categories are found 
throughout the surrounding hinterland as well as throughout the site (Kruszczynski 2001; 
Stoner, personal communication 2007; see also Arnold 2007; Arnold and Venter 2004).  
The wide distribution of censers, which includes their recovery from domestic 
contexts, suggests that non-elites at Totogal were not so opposed to the Aztec empire that 
they refused use of its symbols at home. Part of what may have helped with the cohesion 
suggested by the use of imperial symbols in domestic, non-elite contexts (besides being 
invited to feasts and rituals), was the undetectable impact that increased tribute demands 
would have made on the site population. The very small assemblage of spindle whorls at 
Totogal suggests that the efforts of site inhabitants were not strongly dedicated to cotton 
tribute production; instead, the low scale of cotton production suggests that it was for 
household consumption at Totogal. All site areas had at least some Aztec style pottery. 
All areas also had some of the elaborately decorated Totogal Engraved pottery 
(Chapter10). Moreover, nearly all site areas had green obsidian, even though frequencies 
varied by location (Chapter 11).  
Smith (1997) has indicated that in Morelos, despite economic decline that 
occurred after conquest, rural and urban commoners still had access to a wide range of 
imported items. No such economic decline was identified at Totogal. If anything, the Late 
Postclassic was a boon to the population at the site. Artifact frequencies in excavated 
contexts increased considerably from the Vigía to the Totogal phase. Although some 
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areas had higher artifact frequencies than others (compare Totogal phase strata in the 
Arroyo Complex with those in Cluster 5, for example), and the overall proportion of 
ceramics with decorative surface treatments declined, all tested areas see an increase in 
materials, including exotic imports (i.e., green obsidian) and imported styles. While some 
of the intra-site differences in material densities could relate to differential disposal 
contexts (e.g., middens, which should have higher densities of items than courtyards), 
increases characterize all areas, suggesting that discard patterns do not solely explain 
changes in the amounts of materials associated with particular periods/site areas. 
As Skoglund et al. (2006), and Ohnersorgen (2001; cf. Smith 1990) have argued, 
it is highly unlikely that Texcoco Molded censers made their way from the central 
highlands to the Gulf lowlands through market channels, owing to their awkward 
appendages and their thin, breakable walls. Skoglund et al.’s (2006) compositional 
analysis confirms that most Aztec styles used at Cotaxtla and in the Mixtequilla were 
made locally, and that while knowledge of the symbols and their lowland production may 
have been inspired by direct contacts with imperial agents (at Cotaxtla), that local elites 
provided and sponsored the impetus for their manufacture. At Totogal, most Texcoco 
Molded censers had quartz sand and basaltic volcanic ash temper (Chapter 10); these 
paste attributes, along with mold fragments, suggest that these censers were also 
produced locally.  
The sponsorship of solidarity rituals at Totogal provided the most likely venue for 
the introduction and possible gifting of the imperial style censers directly to hinterland 
elites and non-elite guests. These elite-sponsored events also would have been rare 
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occasions when the use of Totogal Engraved serving vessels by non-elite Tuxtecos was 
condoned.  
Because Texcoco Molded censers from the central highlands probably did not 
make it to the Gulf lowlands through long distance trade, censer distribution would have 
relied on the sharing of knowledge obtained directly, or indirectly, first from imperial 
representatives, and second, from Totogal. The distribution of censers to guests at elite-
sponsored ceremonies and their subsequent transport home could explain their wide 
distribution throughout the Tuxtlas. Knowledge could also have been transmitted 
throughout the Tuxtlas on a number of occasions or through indirect channels other than 
the direct one above. Examples include 1) the observation of censers during the rituals 
that accompanied public ceremonies and feasts at Totogal and the subsequent local 
production of imitations; 2) the travel of Totogal area potters with the requisite molds to 
different Tuxteco communities or local (i.e., intra-community, intra-valley) markets who 
produced on demand; and, 3) the distribution of molds in markets. Even if one of these 
latter scenarios facilitated the spread of the imperial style censers throughout the region, 
the initial venue for their introduction (and demand) was probably Totogal because this 
site was the locus for the most intensive Aztec-Tuxteco interactions. Totogal was also the 
stage on which local elites would have brokered Aztec-local concerns.  
While local market mechanisms could have eventually expanded the distribution 
of these items in ways similar to those suggested for Aztec III Black-on-Orange styles in 
the Mixtequilla (Skoglund et al. 2006), the censers were not as well suited to overland 
mass transport as the less breakable, thicker-walled dishes found throughout that 
neighboring area. The generally larger rim orifice diameters of serving vessels, 
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specifically plates or platters, from on and near civic-ceremonial contexts at Totogal 
suggests that elites sponsored solidarity-building events for greater numbers of people 
and that those ceremonies more intensively employed Texcoco Molded censers and 
Totogal Engraved serving vessels than non-elite contexts.  
 The distribution of Aztec service wares in the central highlands, suggests that 
fancy serving vessels played a pivotal role in the alliance-building strategies of elites 
during the Late Postclassic (Brumfiel 1987; Garraty 2000; Hodge and Minc 1990; Smith 
et al. 2003). Those alliances, however, were generally aimed at other elites and 
simultaneously reinforced status differences. The use of elaborately decorated, fine 
serving vessels in socially charged solidarity events was not a strategy unique to Aztec 
central Mexico, or to Mesoamerica, however (e.g., Bray 2003; LeCount 1999; Pool and 
Britt 2000; Rosenswig 2006).  
Rosenswig (2006), using ethnographic analogy from feasting practices in New 
Guinea, found that early Middle Formative Pacific coast elite feast sponsorship was a 
means for creating political cohesion between elite and non-elite segments of society 
during the emergence of new political hierarchies. He found that serving vessels from 
elite contexts were larger, and more elaborately decorated, than those recovered from 
non-elite areas. Blitz (1993), in his study of Mississippian Lubbub Creek mound and 
village social patterns, also found that size differentials in the serving vessel assemblage 
best supported his contention that elite mound activities included large group feasts.  
LeCount’s (2001) study of feasting in Late Classic Belize shows that most 
consumption ceremonies were inclusive and meant to create solidarity between elite and 
non-elite residents at Xunantunich. The lack of evidence at the site for diacritical feasts 
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(feasts intended to reinforce social status marked by exclusionary practices in the types 
and quantities of food and serving vessels [Dietler 1996]), which she contrasts to the 
types of status differentiating feasts of the Aztecs, suggested to her that Late Classic 
Maya power was relatively decentralized and competition was between a few elite 
lineages.  
While some feasts may be meant to create solidarity between elites and non-elites, 
they can still permit displays of conspicuous consumption that reinforce status 
differences.  The dichotomy that is suggested for exclusionary diacritical feasts and 
inclusionary feasts (such as the patron-role kind described by Dieter [1996:92-97]) may 
be exaggerated. A more nuanced vision of the goals of elite sponsored feasts may better 
characterize particular situations, especially those in frontiers. Elite-sponsored feasting in 
imperial frontiers may have had similar goals as those sponsored by elites on the early 
Middle Formative Pacific coast (Rosenswig 2006). There, feasts were a tool used to 
create cohesion between elite and non-elite segments of society during the emergence of 
new political hierarchies. I suggest that feasts were a tool used by the native elite at 
Totogal, to naturalize expansion of the Aztec empire and the imposition of a new political 
hierarchy.  
Hierarchies already existed in the Late Postclassic Tuxtlas (as indicated by the 
Relaciones Geográficas [Paso y Troncos 1905] and Classic period settlement patterns 
[Santley and Arnold 1996]), but the imposition of a new level might have been the 
proverbial “straw that broke the camel’s back”, especially if the local leadership did not 
give up on their tribute demands when the Aztecs added new ones.  
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The more frequent occurrence of Texcoco Molded censers and Totogal Engraved 
serving vessels in contexts on and near monumental architecture suggests that despite the 
widespread use of these symbolically charged items, empire-allied elites at Totogal could 
have controlled knowledge as it pertained to the production of censers. The mold 
fragments found in eastern Field D were at the western edge of the Itzcuintli mound 
complex in Field A. The only collections that we were able to make in Field A were from 
the north slope of the long mound in this complex; that context did yield Texcoco 
Molded censer fragments, but the intermediate locations between this mound and western 
Field D were not sampled.  
This suggestion regarding elite control of Texcoco Molded censer production 
cannot be evaluated with the present data, but future compositional studies of Texcoco 
Molded censers from throughout the region may be able to determine if these censers 
were produced for household consumption using local clays and tempers exposed by the 
Catemaco river (at Agaltepec and nearby sites), for example, or if they were produced at 
or in close proximity to Totogal using deposits exposed by the Tepango and Xoteapan 
rivers (samples from Totogal, southwest Cerro el Vigía sites, Tepango and Xoteapan 
Valley survey sites). The recovery of molds from other Tuxteco sites would also inform 
statements regarding censer production. Improved access to Field A may also allow for 
the clarification of Totogal’s role in the production of these censers. Elites at Totogal 
might have wanted to control the knowledge of censer production, or at least access to the 
molds, so as to maintain the impression that they were the brokers of perceived imperial 
prestige that community members were periodically invited to enjoy, and to create the 
image of censers being a limited commodity, especially outside of the site.  
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The green obsidian data are a bit more silent regarding their social and political 
uses and the roles local elites played because the precise mechanisms (e.g., pochteca 
caravans, markets) by which green obsidian left the central highlands are not well known. 
Also, in contrast to censers, which were used in rituals (civic-ceremonial and domestic), 
obsidian of all colors could be (and was) used in a variety of contexts and for a variety of 
functions.  
Heller and Stark (1998) indicate that amounts of green obsidian are highest at 
central Gulf lowland Late Postclassic sites that were in areas where imperial interest had 
made economic networks more reliable, but that were not necessarily conquered by the 
Aztecs (i.e., the Mixtequilla). Late Postclassic sites around Villa del Espíritu Santo were 
outside of the Aztec empire, yet they had high proportions of green obsidian (Arellanos 
and Beauregard 2001). Their location in Coatzacoalcos, which was at a crucial crossroads 
for extra-imperial commerce, might have permitted the inhabitants of these sites greater 
access than those at out-of-the-way settlements that were further removed from trade 
routes and the pochteca caravans that passed along them. These settlements were also 
along the Coatzacoalcos River, near its mouth with the Gulf of Mexico; from these ports, 
trade expeditions might have been launched toward the Laguna de Terminos where 
central highland goods (including perhaps green obsidian) were exchanged for items 
from isthmian, eastern and southeastern Mesoamerica.  
At Totogal, the high frequencies of green (as well as clear) obsidian reflect the 
Late Postclassic obsidian trends noted by Heller and Stark (1998), Braswell (2003) and 
others (e.g., Arellanos and Beauregard 2001); the practice of grinding platforms was 
identified in Late Postclassic contexts at Totogal, but it was not exclusive to the period. 
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Important, however, is the near exclusive grinding of Late Postclassic green and clear 
platforms, with very few Late Postclassic black platforms receiving the same treatment. 
Aztec involvement in the mining of green and clear obsidian has been noted (Pastrana 
1991, 1994), and Hirth (personal communication, 2007) has described the technique of 
grinding and how it became common practice in the preparation of platforms by the 
Aztecs. Therefore, while the technique most certainly was not a Late Postclassic 
innovation, the correspondence of platform grinding with clear and green obsidian could 
reflect Aztec exchange channels through which the two materials were distributed, even 
though the two presumed sources (Pachuca and Pico de Orizaba) were far apart. Black 
obsidian, which generally lacked ground platforms, may have been acquired through 
different networks or in different form.  
While there was widespread access to green obsidian at Totogal, the higher 
frequencies in excavated elite/mounded contexts (especially the Arroyo complex) could 
be explained by different factors. The disproportionate amounts of green obsidian in 
particular excavated contexts could reflect differential buying power in the regional 
markets that had increased quantities of green obsidian. As an alternative to market 
access, the inhabitants of Totogal could have acquired green obsidian directly from 
pochteca caravans. If an imperial calpixqui resided at Totogal, then the site may have 
warranted a stop along the trans-isthmian Gulf Coast route traveled by pochteca. Spies 
also traveled with the pochteca; they could have used trade stops as opportunities to 
collect information important to the Aztec core. Allied elites working with the empire, 
alternatively, might have negotiated pochteca visits in exchange for provisioning the 
caravans.  
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Even if local elites or a calpixqui did arrange better access (for themselves 
especially, but for the rest of the site and region as well), they did not directly control 
production (of any source, but Pachuca green in particular), as debitage was found 
throughout the site, suggesting that obsidian arrived in the form of only partly prepared 
cores (some cortex was recovered suggesting an early stage of reduction). Green debitage 
was also found at several southwest Cerro el Vigía and Tepango Valley sites; several of 
these overlap with distributions of Late Postclassic diagnostic ceramics (Kruszczynski 
2001 [sites that had ceramics with spikes and adornos—Texcoco Molded censers]; 
Stoner, personal communication 2008).  
Late Postclassic occupations elsewhere in the Tuxtlas (i.e., Isla Agaltepec [Arnold 
2007; Arnold and Venter 2004]), but especially those that are in close proximity to 
Totogal (Tepango and Xoteapan River Valley sites 139, 82, 89 [Stoner, personal 
communication 2007]) also have high relative frequencies of green obsidian. The nearby 
sites 139, 82, and 89 yielded collections with upward of forty percent green obsidian and 
Late Postclassic ceramic diagnostics (Texcoco Molded censers, Totogal Engraved 
pottery); these sites are within 8 km of Totogal. Production data from the 
Tepango/Xoteapan Valley sites are not yet available. Agaltepec, whose Late Postclassic 
areas had 11 and 20 percent green obsidian, is located approximately 25 km (straight-line 
distance) from Totogal. At Agaltepec, all green obsidian was in prismatic blade form 
(with 100 percent ground platforms); no green debitage was recovered from that site 
(Arnold 2003).  
The Late Postclassic occupations between Catemaco and the Tepango/Xoteapan 
valleys are too understudied to determine whether distance from Totogal affected access 
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to green obsidian or the reduction stage in which it reached sites. Production of the green 
blades found at Agaltepec could have occurred at the lakeshore settlement, only lighter, 
finished products being transported by boat to the island. Regardless of the increased Late 
Postclassic use of green obsidian at Totogal and other sites in the region, the inhabitants 
of these settlements continued to exploit traditionally used materials (clear and/or black) 
(Arnold 2003, 2007; Arnold and Venter 2004). 
At Totogal, the differences observed between civic-ceremonial and/or elite 
residential areas could reflect the differing emphasis of primary activities conducted there 
or parallel leadership. If a calpixqui was living at Totogal, then, based on the relative 
frequencies of observed highland styles and imports, the Arroyo Complex was the most 
likely of the intensively studied locations to represent his/her residence. The mound in 
this area also produced the tentatively identified cylindrical stamp/seal that has a motif 
reminiscent of tribute accounting glyphs seen throughout the Codex Mendoza (Berdan 
and Anawalt 1992). If this stamp or seal was used in the recording of tributes collected, 
then the imperial tribute collector should be the person associated with such tools. That 
individual need not be from the Basin of Mexico, however. The lack of imperial-style 
figurines from this site area could reflect heritage from another portion of the empire, 
such as Tochtepec (tochtli=rabbit, tepetl=hill; the provincial capital). The characteristics 
of artifact assemblages at that site are not well known, but the rabbit head sculptures 
attributed to Totogal could represent conquest symbols associated with Tochtepec (as 
opposed to being place symbols for Tuxtla31). The imperial-style sculpture found in the 
                                            
31 There has been some misinterpretation of the meaning of Tuxtla in the region. Rather than a Spanish 
corruption of Toztlan→Tustla/Tuztla→Tuxtla, the most recent derivation has been erroneously inferred to 
mean “place were there is an abundance of rabbits” (Rodríguez Alvarado 2006). The Tochtepec page of the 
Codex Mendoza, however, clearly depicts a yellow papagayo-Toztli (Berdan and Anawalt 1992:Folio 46).  
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Hueyapan region to the south included dates of events significant to the empire as well as 
to Tochtepec (Killion and Urcid 2001). 
Based on the presence of monumental architecture, either the Itzcuintli Complex 
or the Muros Zone should represent the residence of the local leadership; these two areas 
cannot be adequately compared, however. Both yielded green obsidian, Texcoco Molded 
censers and Totogal Engraved serving vessels along with tempered utilitarian vessels. 
The pastes and serving vessel forms found in the Muros Zone, when compared to better 
studied areas than Field A, such as Cluster 3 and the Arroyo Complex, the ceramic 
assemblage of the Muros Zone appear much less varied. This lesser degree of assemblage 
variability suggests that the domestic activities that occurred in the Muros Zone were not 
very intensive (Blitz 1993); activities in the Muros Zone may have been focused on the 
preparation of food and drink specifically for periodic ceremonies and not on everyday 
living. The lower density of ceramics on some Muros Zone surfaces (Test Trench 2) may 
reflect sweeping in particular parts of the structure. Lower densities of materials also 
characterized the plaza of Late Postclassic Area A on Isla Agaltepec (Arnold 2007:Figure 
V.2; Arnold and Venter 2004). While some residential areas may have been adjacent to 
this part of the site (in the southwest sector of Area A), the main residential occupation of 
that site was probably on the ridge of the island (Area B) during the Late Postclassic 
period.  
While the function of the Muros Zone structure may have been mostly civic-
ceremonial (and not also elite residential), it could have represented the symbolic “house” 
of the local leadership, a reference point that would have been visible from most, if not 
all parts of the site, as well as from many settlements down the slope. The visibility of 
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this building could have been important to perceptions of the site, potentially serving as a 
“lightning rod” for public praise and/or disdain. The distributions of Totogal Engraved 
and Texcoco Molded censers suggest that opinions of elites at Totogal, and of the empire 
by proxy, were not all negative; many throughout the site and surrounding settlements it 
appears, viewed elites at Totogal and the Aztecs favorably.  
As I argue above, one of the ways to mediate the tribute interests of the empire 
with the concerns of Tuxtecos was through the sponsorship of ceremonies that involved 
feasts. These ritual commensal events could have softened the blow of imperial tribute 
payments by those outside of Totogal. While the scheduling of events cannot be assessed 
at this time, local elites could have timed ceremonies to coincide with tribute deadlines in 
ways similar to the provincial Inca elites’ sponsorship of feasts at the same times as labor 
service (Bray 2003). That the Codex Mendoza (Berdan and Anawalt 1992) indicates that 
tribute was eventually paid by the region “in friendship” (Medel y Alvarado 1993; Paso y 
Troncoso 1905), suggests that elite maneuvering, without observable negative impacts on 
the non-elite Totogal population, was successful. Economic impacts throughout the 
hinterland cannot be assessed by this study, but imperial symbols, decorated serving 
vessels, and green obsidian do occur; these items suggest that at least some of the patterns 
interpreted for Totogal also characterized hinterland settlements.         
 
Conclusions 
The findings of this study demonstrate that when studying Aztec imperialism, like 
all expanding polities, it is imperative to consider the strategies groups in distant parts of 
that particular domain employed when dealing with the prospect of imperial 
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incorporation. We can extend the comparisons to colonial situations, and to boundary 
interactions between asymmetrical polities. Assessments of imperial administration as 
direct, indirect, hegemonic or territorial mask the varied responses that non-imperial 
individuals enacted. Moreover, assuming that asymmetrical political relationships will 
necessarily be recreated in boundary region negotiations, and that situations in those 
areas are stagnant, underestimates the agency that local actors can employ, and the 
success that they can enjoy. These assumptions can also ignore the degree to which 
empires or other core polities rely on boundary zone groups for the realization of their 
own success. 
Working within the framework of known Aztec imperial strategies, in particular 
the practice of building elite alliances and establishing proxy rule, allows for the local 
responses to those overtures to be examined critically. At Totogal, I suggest that elites 
chose to appeal to both imperial and local interests, probably in an effort to maintain their 
continued privileged status and to naturalize a new tier in the regional settlement 
hierarchy (Schortman et al. 2001; see also Rosenswig 2005). I suggest that the strategy 
employed by elites at the frontier settlement of Totogal (the sponsorship of public 
ceremonies that involved the burning of incense in imperial-style censers, and the serving 
of food out of rare Totogal Engraved serving vessels), is similar to Rosenswig’s (2006) 
example from the early Middle Formative Pacific coast and ethnographically documented 
New Guinea. Feasts in these situations were not directed exclusively at other elites, as in 
competitive, status reinforcing diacritical feasts (e.g., Dietler 1996), nor were they 
directed at non-elites for the sole purpose of creating solidarity in situations of 
decentralized political authority (Lecount 2001). Modern analogous situations may exist 
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in the Mexican PRI-sponsored meals and the gifting of practical objects (e.g., t-shirts, 
wheelchairs) in efforts to sway voter opinion and deflect attention away from spurious 
records (Marosi [LA Times] 2007).    
Ethnohistoric evidence for the region (Medel y Alvarado 1993; Paso y Troncoso 
1905) indicates that social inequities existed in the Tuxtlas prior to Aztec expansion, even 
if the size, primacy, and monumentality of Postclassic centers were less than those of 
earlier centers (e.g., El Picayo, Matacapan, and Tres Zapotes). Feasts at Totogal would 
have allowed elites at the center to act as brokers between potentially competing interests 
of the Aztecs, non-elites at Totogal and in its hinterland, as well as lesser elites and 
smaller settlements nearby. The widespread archaeological distribution of imperial 
symbols and high status serving vessels (and perhaps green obsidian), combined with the 
lack of increased tribute production at the center, and ethnohistoric documentation of 
friendly tribute payment by Toztlan, suggest that the strategies of mediation that elites at 
Totogal employed were successful, even though the ultimate result was measured 
capitulation and the partial loss of autonomy.  
The imperial style Texcoco Molded censers and local items of prestige (Totogal 
Engravind ceramics) were either distributed directly during the sponsored events held at 
Totogal or imitated at home by those who participated. If the latter mechanism explains 
how the imperial style censers wound up at other Tuxteco sites, then the likely source for 
their inspiration would have still been Totogal and the ceremonies and feasts that were 
sponsored there. If the imperial-style censers found throughout the Tuxtlas were 
imitations of Totogal-produced vessels, then some variability in the mold-impressed 
pattern of raised bumps and paste recipes should exist. A cursory comparison of the 
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appearance of mold designs suggests the greatest similarity exists between the specimens 
from Totogal, the 13 Cerro el Vigía sites in Kruszczynski’s survey (2001:Figures 6.10-
12), and Agaltepec (Figure 12-1). The El Mesón region specimen, which has a zone of 
small closely spaced “bumps”, is more difficult to compare because of its eroded surface. 
The pastes of the Totogal, Cerro el Vigía, and Agaltepec sherds were also similarly 
manufactured. 
Arnold (2007:32) notes that the pastes of Texcoco Molded at Agaltepec had a 
variety of clay and aplastic (temper) combinations as did Texcoco Molded censer pastes 
at Totogal and Cerro el Vigía (Kruszczyndki 2001:186). At Agaltepec, these paste types 
included Medium Orange, Medium Reddish-Brown, and Coarse Orange. Medium Orange 
and Medium Reddish-Brown ceramic types at Agaltepec correspond with fine and 
medium quartz sand and ash tempered orange and brown categories at Totogal; at 
Totogal, these pastes characterize most Texcoco Molded censers. The El Mesón sherd 
has an untempered cream to orange paste, as do some of the examples from 
Kruszczynski’s survey (2001). A few untempered Texcoco Molded sherds were 
recovered from the surface of Totogal. While similarities in basic design and paste recipe 
exist, they are not evidence one way or the other of production locations; petrographic 
and/or compositional analysis will better determine the manufacturing provenience of 
Texcoco Molded censers in the region. Totogal is the only site, however, that has 
produced a mold. 
 Not enough is known about the use contexts of the widely distributed imperial-
style censers, but similarities in language and religious beliefs between Aztec central  
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Figure 12-1: Texcoco Molded censers from Totogal, Agaltepec, and El Mesón region 
(scale in cm) 
 
  
a. Totogal 
 
 
b. Agaltepec (see also Arnold 2007:Figura IV.12) 
(photo by M. Venter, permission granted by P. J. Arnold III)  
 
 
c. El Mesón survey  
(photo courtesy of M. Loughlin) 
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Mexico and the Tuxtlas, combined with the widespread communication and exchange 
networks that characterized Late Postclassic Mesoamerica, suggest that reinterpretation 
of these objects at the local level might have been minimal. In the Basin of Mexico, these 
censers were used in both state (public) and private (household) rituals. The distributions 
at Totogal and Agaltepec suggest that this was also the case for the Tuxtlas, but these 
incense burners could have taken on more importance (as rare, treasured objects) in this 
frontier context than they were typically attributed in core regions of the empire. 
Likewise, if in the central highlands the use of these censers was particular to certain 
celebrations, then their use could have been expanded in the Tuxtlas to commemorate a 
greater range of events. Future work at known Late Postclassic sites in the region that 
yielded these imperial symbols will help to clarify whether or to what degree these 
censers were reinterpreted. While censers have been recovered from other provincial 
regions of the Aztec Empire, most were recovered from surveys and lack the contexts 
necessary for comparisons.    
Other imperial-style items (with the exception of 1 or 2 possible Aztec III Black-
on-Orange sherds) do not appear to have been adopted at Totogal; this is a point of 
contrast with other areas of the central Gulf lowlands that were incorporated within the 
empire. For example, in the Mixtequilla, groups may have promoted the production and 
distribution of Aztec III Black-on-Orange pottery through local markets (Skoglund et al. 
2006).  
Elite sponsored ceremonialism at Totogal, which may have involved gift giving, 
was probably the initial context that contributed to the dissemination of imperial styles 
throughout the Tuxtlas. Participation in those events could also have resulted in the 
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eventual imitation by attendees, and like the Mixtequilla, elites or other entrepreneurial 
individuals could have produced imitations for sale throughout the region. Skoglund et al. 
(2006) suggest a combination of factors resulted in the distribution of Aztec styles in the 
Mixtequilla: imitation of styles seen at Cotaxtla with subsequent imitation and production 
for markets. 
Alternative processes that have been suggested for the appearance of Aztec style 
materials in the Gulf lowlands include colonization by central highland groups 
(Ohnersorgen 2001). At Cotaxtla, the use of architectural elements, sculptures, and 
especially figurines important to domestic ritual, were used to suggest the presence of 
foreigners. No such architectural or figurine styles were recovered from Totogal. Besides 
the possible presence of a calpixqui at the site, incursions of Nahuat-speaking groups, not 
necessarily, but possibly from the central highlands, probably occurred earlier; they most 
definitely predated the Aztec expansion (Umberger 1996).  
Pipil (speakers of a Nahuatl dialect) migrations have been documented for the 
Early Postclassic in western El Salvador (Sampeck 2007; Sampeck and Fowler 2008). 
Studies in this and other regions of Mesoamerica suggest that these migrations partly 
mark the onset of the Early Postclassic period, but that this period should be moved back 
to roughly the late eighth to mid-ninth centuries AD (see Andrews et al. 2003; Andrews 
and Sabloff 1986; Braswell 2003; Cobos 1998; Mastache and Cobean 1989 for Tula; 
Ringle et al. 1998 for Chichen Itza; Sampeck 2007 for Cihuatán [cf. Kelly 1988]). My 
sense is that the Nahuat migrations that occurred in the Tuxtlas (Foster 1943) also 
occurred around this time and are represented by the Vigía phase changes at the site (see 
also Coe 1965; Valenzuela 1945), which are roughly contemporaneous with the 
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demographic changes that Sampeck (2007) and others have addressed. A considerable 
population decline elsewhere in the Tuxtlas also occurred around this time (Killion and 
Urcid 2001; Santley and Arnold 1996; Stoner 2007), though it is not as extreme as once 
thought. The Middle Postclassic migration of central highland groups that characterizes 
the Mixtequilla (Stark 2008; see also Daneels 2005) is not reflected at Totogal or other 
known areas of the Tuxtlas.  
The observations noted for this portion of the Aztec frontier illustrate how 
important and revealing studies conducted at varying scales can be. Studies of boundaries 
need not focus solely on whole regions in order to inform the imperial experience in its 
various permutations, though those larger scales do provide a different perspective from 
which to view changes that resulted from contacts in boundary areas. The current study, 
which focused on spatial and temporal trends within Totogal, represents the first round of 
fieldwork at Totogal. This first season of fieldwork allowed for the chronological control 
and testing of different site area functions that were necessary for the questions asked. 
The possibilities for additional work, especially in Field A, and other sampled areas with 
dense evidence of construction and occupation, are exciting. Future work should more 
intensively explore, through open excavations of domestic activity areas and within-
structure contexts (e.g., in the Muros Zone), inter- and intra-household patterns related to 
changes that first saw the expansion of occupation at Totogal during the Vigía phase, 
then its fluorescence during the Totogal phase.  
The trends that best characterize the Postclassic period at Totogal relate to 1) 
shifts in cooking technology (comals during the Totogal phase); 2) increases in medium 
ash and quartz sand tempered pastes; 3) subtle shifts in vessel lip attributes; 4) increases 
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in the use of ultra-fine line incision (and associated motifs on Totogal Engraved serving 
vessels during the Totogal phase); 5) decreases in the use of bowls over plates and dishes; 
6) declines in the use of rastreado as a texturing technique on utilitarian jars especially 
during the Vigía phase; 7) increases in clear and then green obsidian that often had 
ground platforms; and finally, 8) the appearance of imperial-style Texcoco Molded 
censers.   
The changes evident in the archaeological and documentary records of the Tuxtla 
Mountains provide a dynamic, multi-faceted, and heretofore under-quarried source from 
which several research problems regarding cultural contacts, boundary interactions, 
colonialism and culture change can be mined. Local contacts and changes pertain to the 
arrival of Nahuat speakers, probably during the Vigía phase, the later arrival of Aztec 
imperial representatives, and finally Spanish colonists and African slaves who set in 
motion many of the political, economic and cultural patterns evident today with regards 
to agrarian exploitation of the landscape, wealth distribution, ethnic identity, and 
settlement concentrations. These combined factors, along with volcanic episodes, make 
the Contact era Tuxtla Mountains and historic Olmec region one of the areas of 
Mesoamerica that is in sore need of archaeological attention, but that has immense 
potential to inform prehispanic and colonial scholarship.  
This dissertation began with a quote by Dietler (2003:271) in which he 
characterized the volatile character of power and relationships negotiated by states and 
empires. Approaches to empires, especially those that treat them as all-powerful 
dominating forces that necessarily suppress local agency, deny the need for negotiation 
and frequent legitimation in contact communities. This is especially problematic for the 
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margins of expansion where core power may be stretched to its thinnest and boundary 
zone cooperation is integral to the realization of imperial goals.  In these boundary 
regions, local actors may be on more equal footing with their imperial counterparts even 
though the home power bases may be asymmetrical.  
There are also several documented instances, such as the China-Steppe boundary 
and the Roman-German boundary, where at the edges of empires, imperial 
representatives not only relied on alliances with co-opted boundary elites (or other 
groups), but they were also dependent upon groups local to the boundary region for 
subsistence and other supplies, sometimes fostering the growth and increased power of 
those boundary polities (e.g., Barfield 2001; Chase-Dunn and Hall 1991; Parker 2002, 
2006; Wells 1998, 2005). Resistance to imperial expansion could also thwart imperial 
designs on territories and their resources, even if only for a short time (Hassig 1988; 
Silverstein 2000; Whittaker 1994). 
Studies like this one that are increasingly focusing attention on the boundary 
zones at the margins of expanding empires and states are framing imperialism, 
colonialism, and the particular strategies that local agents use as intrinsically connected 
parts of dynamic boundary processes (Donnan and Wilson 1999; Lightfoot and Martinez 
1995; Schreiber 2005; Stein 2005). It is becoming more and more evident that this 
situation of interconnectedness is true of most boundaries, whether prehistoric or modern 
(Parker 2006). The burgeoning focus on borderlands in Anthropology, along with current 
world events (e.g., boundary disputes between Palestine and Israel, challenges to national 
sovereignty in the case of Russia and Georgia, and tensions along the U.S.-Mexico 
border), is evidence of this reality and the increasing importance of understanding the 
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interactions and negotiations that occur in boundary regions. My review of recent 
anthropological, historical, and geographical studies pertaining to frontiers (Chapter 3) 
highlighted some of the contributions and ways of conceiving boundary units, agents, and 
processes that can be useful to the interpretation of archaeological remains. Because 
studies of modern boundary dynamics do not typically focus attention on the materiality 
of those interactions, archaeological examples offer a different perspective that can 
inform the concrete manifestations of negotiations that take place at different scales of 
analysis (community wide and within households).      
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APPENDIX A 
VESSEL FORMS RECOVERED FROM TOTOGAL 
 
Figure A-1: Dish and plate examples 
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Figure A-2: Bowl examples 
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Figure A-3: Necked jar examples 
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Figure A-4: Comal examples 
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APPENDIX B 
VESSEL FORMS FROM DATED STRATA 
 
This appendix contains raw data for vessel forms from stratigraphic excavations at 
Totogal. 
 
The database is appended in the file: 
 
E:\Dissertation Files-Flash\RevisedFinalDraft-PostDefense\Final 
Documents\FilesToGradSchoolForFormatCheck\AppendixB.xls 
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APPENDIX C 
COVARIATION OF CERAMIC ATTRIBUTES FROM DATED EXCAVATION 
STRATA 
 
This appendix contains raw data for cooccuring ceramic attributes at Totogal. 
 
The database is appended in the file: 
 
E:\Dissertation Files-Flash\RevisedFinalDraft-PostDefense\Final 
Documents\FilesToGradSchoolForFormatCheck\AppendixC.xls 
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APPENDIX D 
CERAMICS FROM SURFACE CONTEXTS 
 
This appendix contains raw data for vessel forms from surface contexts at Totogal. 
 
The database is appended in the file: 
 
E:\Dissertation Files-Flash\RevisedFinalDraft-PostDefense\Final 
Documents\FilesToGradSchoolForFormatCheck\AppendixD.xls 
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